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Abstract 

We have studied radial and nonradial oscillations in neutron stars, both in a general relativistic 
and non-relativistic frame, for several different equilibrium models. Different equations of 
state were combined, and our results show that it is possible to distinguish between the 
models based on their oscillation periods. 

We have particularly focused on the p-, / - , and g-modes. We find oscillation periods of 
II ~ 0.1 ms for the p-modes, II ~ 0.1 — 0.8 ms for the /-modes, and II ~ 10 — 400 ms for the 
g-modes. For high-order (I > 4) /-modes we were also able to derive a formula that determines 
IIi+i from II; and IIi_i to an accuracy of 0.1%. Further, for the radial /-mode we find that 
the oscillation period goes to infinity as the maximum mass of the star is approached. Both 
p-, / - , and g-modes are sensitive to changes in the central baryon number density nc, while 
the g-modes are also sensitive to variations in the surface temperature. The p-modes are 
concentrated in the surface layer, while p- and /-modes can be found in all parts of the star. 

The effects of general relativity were studied, and we find that these are important at high 
central baryon number densities, especially for the p- and /-modes. General relativistic effects 
can therefore not be neglected when studying oscillations in neutron stars. We have further 
developed an improved Cowling approximation in the non-relativistic frame, which eliminates 
about half of the gap in the oscillation periods that results from use of the ordinary Cowling 
approximation. We suggest to develop an improved Cowling approximation also in the general 
relativistic frame. 
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Chapter 1 

Int roduct ion. 

Recently a new field of research called "helio- and astero-seismology" has opened up, in which 
the internal structure of the Sun and stars can be probed using their oscillations. Stars are like 
musical instruments in the way that they axe able to oscillate with variations in wave length 
or in frequency, and the modes of the oscillation differ from one star to another and change as 
the star evolves. Neutron stars, for instance, are believed to oscillate with oscillation periods 
from ~ 0.1 ms to ~ 500 ms corresponding to frequencies of 2 — 10,000 Hz. This is within the 
frequency range of the human ear, and if we travelled close by an oscillating neutron star we 
could listen to the "music" from the star (that is, if it was surrounded by a medium through 
which the sound waves could be transmitted). 

By studying the oscillations of a star, we can probe its internal structure, similarly to what 
is done on Earth by the use of seismic waves. Helio-seismology has been very successful in 
studying the internal structure of the Sun, and it is the hope that astero-seismology will prove 
equally successful in studying the interior of other stars. 
The theory of stellar pulsation was originally developed in order to explain the pulsations of 
classical variable stars such as the Cepheids and RR Lyrae Stars. These stars are believed to 
pulsate radially, and radial pulsations have therefore been studied for a while. The theoretical 
study of nonradial pulsations, however, has remained largely within academic circles until 
recently. We will give a brief overview of the history of the work in the field of stellar 
pulsations below. 
The theory of nonradial pulsations was described first by Lord Kelvin [51] in 1863, while the 
theory for radial pulsations came a few years later (Ritter [44] in 1879). In 1938 Pekeris [40] 
obtained the exact analytic solution for adiabatic nonradial oscillations in the homogeneous 
compressible model, and Cowling [14] extended the study to the polytropic model in 1941. 
Ledoux [28] tied for the first time nonradial pulsations to observations, when he in 1951 sug-
gested that nonradial oscillations could explain the double periodicity and the large temporal 
variations in the broadening of spectral lines observed in one (3 Cephei type variable star. 
Leighton et al. [29] then discovered in 1962 the solar five-minute oscillations, which later were 
found to be nonradial oscillations of high harmonic orders I = 200 — 1000. 
In 1964, Chandrasekhar [10] developed the full radial oscillation theory in the general rel-
ativistic frame. Thorne et al. developed the corresponding nonradial oscillation theory for 
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Chapter 1. Introduction. 

relativistic stellar models in a series of five papers [54], [42], [52], [53], and [8], during the 
years 1967-70. The relativistic theory must be applied when studying pulsations in extremely 
compact stellar objects, such as neutron stars. 
The full equations of linear adiabatic and linear nonadiabatic radial and nonradial oscillations 
were solved numerically for realistic stellar models in the 1970's, and pulsations and oscillation 
related phenomena were observed in many stars that were regarded as nonpulsating before. 
These include white dwarfs, Ap stars, early type O and B stars. In the later years there have 
also been observations that indicate oscillations in neutron stars. 

Neutron stars, the remnants of a supernova explosion, are very dense objects that can have 
densities as high as ~ 1015 g/cm3 in their central parts. At such extreme densities/energies, 
we do not know how the matter behaves, which means that we know very little about what 
a neutron star actually looks like inside. It is not possible to study this by experiments 
on Earth, since our present particle accelerators are not powerful enough to simulate such 
extreme conditions. 

Neutron stars are small and very faint, and therefore difficult to observe. They must be 
observed as pulsars (see section 2.1.3), and for neutron stars in binary systems it is possible 
to determine the mass and the radius of the star from observations. To probe the star's 
interior, however, requires more advanced methods. One possible way to achieve information 
about the interior regions of the star is to use the method of astero-seismology. 
A neutron star will oscillate in different modes, and with different periodicities, depending on 
its structure. By developing theories for the matter in its interior, i.e., by the construction 
of socalled equations of state for the star, it can be computed theoretically how the neutron 
star will oscillate. Comparison with observations can then determine which theory, or model, 
fits the observations best, and thereby give us information about the neutron star's interior. 
We will then also achieve valuable knowledge about the behavior of matter at high ener-
gies/densities. This knowledge can at present only be gained through the study of neutron 
stars, and neutron stars can therefore also be considered as large natural physical laboratories 
for high-energy physics. 

We will in this thesis study the radial and nonradial oscillations of neutron stars. In chapter 2 
we present some background material about neutron stars and pulsations, while in chapters 3 
and 4 we describe the full oscillation theory for stellar objects. Chapter 3 deals with the 
non-relativistic treatment of the oscillations, while chapter 4 treats the general relativistic 
case. The equilibrium state of the star, with its equations of state, is presented in chapter 5, 
and the results from our numerical calculations are presented in chapter 6. In chapter 7 we 
discuss the results, and, finally, in chapter 8 the conclusions are given. A list of constants 
and units is given in appendix A, and some additional theory and examples of the computer 
programs that were written to solve the problem are given in appendices B-E. 
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Chapter 2 

General theory, 

We will in this chapter give a general description of neutron stars and the oscillations of these 
as a background material for the work presented in this thesis. 

2.1 Neutron stars. 

The idea of neutron stars was first proposed by Baade and Zwicky [3] in 1934, only two years 
after the discovery of the neutron in 1932. They pointed out that these stars would have very 
high densities and small radii, and that they would be much more strongly gravitationally 
bound than ordinary stars. The first actual calculation of neutron star models was performed 
by Oppenheimer and Volkoff [36] in 1939. However, after this, the interest for neutron stars 
faded, and the subject was generally ignored by the astronomical community for almost 30 
years. One reason for this neglect might have been that neutron stars were too faint and had 
too small radii to be observed at astronomical distances with optical telescopes. 
This changed, however, in 1967 when the first neutron stax was discovered by Jocelyn Bell, a 
graduate research student at Cambridge University. She was studying distant radio sources 
with one of the Cambridge radio telescopes when she found in the constellation of Vulpecula 
a source of rapid, sharp, intense, and extremely regular pulses of radio radiation. For a 
time there was speculation that they might be signals from an intelligent civilization. Soon, 
however, three additional similar sources were discovered in widely separated directions in the 
sky, and it became apparent that this type of source was fairly common. They were called 
pulsars, for pulsating radio sources, and a more thorough analysis of these objects revealed the 
first evidence for neutron stars. Gold [21] (1968) proposed that they were rotating neutron 
stars, and today this is a generally accepted theory. By now, more than 400 pulsars are 
known. 

2.1.1 Supernova; the birth of a neutron star. 

Our Sun, which is a typical star, has "burnt" for about 5 billion years. It will continue to 
burn for another 5 billion years, and finally end its life as a white dwarf. More massive 
stars (10 — 20M©) meet another destiny. Their lives are shorter and more "hectic", and their 
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Chapter 2. General theory. 

"death" far more violent than that of our Sun. It is from this kind of stars that neutron stars 
are formed. We shall in this section describe the life and death of such massive stars, and the 
process that leads to formation of neutron stars. 

Similarly to our own Sun, these stars fuse hydrogen to helium during the main part of their 
lives, converting mass to energy at a sufficient rate to support the star against gravitational 
collapse. When the hydrogen in the core is finally exhausted, the core contracts and gravi-
tational potential energy is released. This leads to heating of the core and its surroundings. 
Hydrogen burning starts in a shell around the core, while helium fusion produces carbon and 
oxygen in the core. Eventually, also the helium fuel in the core is exhausted, and the core 
contracts again, heating the region around and igniting carbon fusion in the core. Neon, 
oxygen, and silicon are now produced in the core, while helium burning takes place in a shell 
just outside the core. Hydrogen burning continues even further out in the star. 

The process of fusion of still heavier and heavier elements continues until iron is finally formed 
in the core. At this stage the star resembles an "onion", see figure 2.1. At the centre is an 
iron core, and at progressively larger distances, layers of decreasing temperatures are burning 
successively silicon, oxygen, neon, carbon, helium, and finally hydrogen. 

Figure 2.1: The neutron star just before the final gravitational collapse. It is layered like an 
onion, with an iron core surrounded by spherical shells of silicon, sulfur, oxygen, neon, and 
carbon, mixed with some oxygen, helium, and finally hydrogen. 

At the moment when iron starts to form in the core (for stars with masses of "only" 8-10Mø 
the fusion processes stop when the core is composed of oxygen, neon, and magnesium) any 
further energy release through fusion is not possible. An iron core builds up in the interior of 
the star, where no fusion reactions take place, and the core is supported against gravitational 
collapse only by the degenerate electrons. As the mass of the core grows, ultimately it is 
pushed over the Chandrasekhar limit of 1.4M0 and collapses. This collapse occurs very 
rapidly; the speed with which material falls inward reaches one-fourth the speed of light. The 
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Chapter 2. General theory. 

collapse halts abruptly when the density of the core reaches the density of an atomic nucleus, 
and a shock wave is generated throughout the outer layers of the star which causes the star to 
blow off these layers in a violent supernova explosion. The only matter left behind after the 
explosion is the extremely compact iron core at the centre, and this remaining dense lump of 
matter is what we call a neutron star. 

Five supernovae have been observed in our own Galaxy during the past 1000 years. For 
instance, the Crab Nebula in Taurus is assumed to be the remnants of the supernovae observed 
by the Chinese in 1054. The Crab Nebula is a chaotic, expanding mass of gas, and observations 
of the centre demonstrate conclusively that a supernova explosion can leave behind a neutron 
star. 

One of the most well-known recent supernova explosions outside our own Galaxy is SN1987A 
which exploded in the Large Magellanic Cloud at the Southern Hemisphere in 1987. This 
supernova provided astronomers with an opportunity to test their calculations of how stars 
die, and for the first time it was also known what the star was like before it exploded. 

Based on historical records, studies of remnants of supernova explosions in our own Galaxy, 
and analyses of supernovae in other galaxies, it is estimated that one supernova explosion 
occurs somewhere in the Milky Way Galaxy every 25-100 years. No supernova explosion has, 
however, been detected in our own Galaxy since the invention of the telescope. 

2.1.2 The equilibrium state. 

The iron core left behind after the supernova explosion is supported against gravity mainly 
by the pressure of the degenerate neutron gas of its interior. During the collapse of the star 
electrons are forced into nuclei, transforming protons into neutrons by inverse /3-decay, and 
more and more neutron-rich nuclei are built. Eventually, neutrons start to drip out of the 
nuclei, and as a result a degenerate neutron gas is formed, which is the main source for the 
pressure that prevents the star from gravitational collapse. The resulting compact star is 
mainly composed of neutrons, and is therefore called a neutron star. 

To describe the equilibrium state of the star, we use socalled equations of state. An equation 
of state gives the relation between the pressure P and the density p (and sometimes also the 
temperature T), and is derived from energy calculations for the matter. For a neutron star 
the simplest equation of state is that of an ideal degenerate neutron gas (section 5.1). This 
model does not, however, give a very realistic description of the star. More realistic equations 
of state have therefore been developed (sections 5.2-5.11). The equation of state of nuclear 
matter, particularly above nuclear densities, is, however, not well known and is an important 
source of uncertainty when constructing neutron star equilibrium models. 

It can be shown (Shapiro and Teukolsky [46]) that when certain requirements are fulfilled, 
equilibrium models with dM/dpc > 0 are stable, while those with dM/dpc < 0 are unstable. 
This is shown in figure 2.2. Stable ranges of central density pc are marked in the figure both 
for white dwarfs and neutron stars. We see that for some ranges of pc, no stable equilibrium 
configurations exist. 

Figure 2.3 shows M(pc) for different equations of state for neutron star matter. Ascend-
ing parts of the curves represent stable configurations. MF (Mean Field), TI (Tensor-
Interactions), BJ (Bethe-Johnson), and TNI (Three-nucleon interactions) are examples of 
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Pc (gem 3) 

Figure 2.2: Prom Shapiro and Teukolsky [45]. Schematic diagram showing the turning points 
in the mass versus central density diagram for equilibrium configurations of cold matter. 

"stiff" equations of state. They have a lower central density, a larger radius, and a much 
thicker crust than stars of the same mass computed from "soft" equations of state, such as, 
for instance, the R (Reid) or II (Reid equation of state modified by charged-pion condensa-
tion) equations of state. Stars with stiff equations of state also have larger maximum masses. 
The theoretical predicted maximum mass for a neutron star varies between 1.5MQ for the II 
equation of state to 2.7MQ for the MF equation of state. 

Typical neutron stars have masses in the range M = 1 — 2M0 and radii of order R ~ 10 km. 
Figure 2.4 shows the different "layers" of the star. The example is taken from Shapiro and 
Teukolsky [45] and was calculated for a 1.4M0 star using the TNI equation of state. The 
different regions of the star are described as follows (from [45]): 

• The surface (p < 106 g/cm3); a region in which the temperatures and magnetic fields 
expected for most neutron stars can significantly affect the equation of state. 

• The outer crust (106 g/cm3 < p < 4.3 • 1011 g/cm3); a solid region in which a Coulomb 
lattice of heavy nuclei coexists in /3-equilibrium with a relativistic degenerate electron 
gas. 

• The inner crust (4.3 • 1011 g/cm3 < p < (2 - 2.4) • 1014 g/cm3); which consists of a lat-
tice of neutron-rich nuclei together with a superfluid neutron gas and an electron gas. 

• The neutron liquid ((2 - 2.4) • 1014 g/cm3 < p < pcore); which contains mainly super-
fluid neutrons with a smaller concentration of superfluid protons and normal electrons. 

• The core region (p > pcore); which may or may not exist in some stars and depends on 
whether or not pion condensation occurs, or whether there is a transition to a neutron 
solid or quark matter or some other phase physically distinct from a neutron liquid at 
densities above some critical value Pcore-
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pc ( g e m - 3 ) 

Figure 2.3: From Shapiro and Teukolsky [45]. Total mass versus central density for various 
equations of state. 

Figure 2.4: From Shapiro and Teukolsky [45]. Cross section of a 1.4M© TNI-star illustrating 
the different layers of a neutron star. 
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Chapter 2. General theory. 

Neutron stars are formed at very high interior temperatures T > 1011 K, and the predominant 
cooling mechanism immediately after formation is neutrino emission. After about a day, the 
internal temperature drops to 109 — IO10 K, and photon emission overtakes neutrinos when 
the internal temperature drops to ~ 108 K. The surface temperature is roughly two orders 
of magnitude smaller. After approximately 1000 years, surface temperatures have fallen to 
several times 106 K, and remain in the vicinity of (0.5 — 2) • 10® K for at least 104 years. 
The majority of the neutron stars that we observe therefore have surface temperatures of 
T ~ 10® K. 
Neutron staxs can also sustain quite strong magnetic fields. Any magnetic field that existed 
in the original star will be highly compressed and field strength increased when the core 
collapses to a neutron star. This is because magnetic energy flux BR2, where B is the 
magnetic field strength) must be conserved during the process. Thus a moderate field of the 
order of 1 gauss in a star of the size of the Sun (R ~ 700000 km) increases to the order of 
B ~ 1010 — 1012 gauss around a neutron star with R ~ 10 km. 

Neutron stars can also rotate very rapidly with rotation periods down to milliseconds. Such 
rapid rotation is only possible because of the enormous gravitational field that keeps the star 
together, preventing it from being torn to pieces by the strong centrifugal and coriolis forces. 
The rapid rotation is the result of conservation of angular momentum uiR2, where w is the 
angular frequency) such that an initially slowly rotating star can end up as rapidly rotating 
after collapsing to a neutron star. 

Calculated global neutron star parameters such as, for instance, mass and radius are sensitive 
to the adopted microscopic model of the nucleon-nucleon interaction. Astronomical observa-
tions of these parameters can therefore reveal useful information on hadronic physics. Direct 
radius determinations do not exist for neutron stars. Masses, however, can be determined by 
observations of neutron stars in binary systems. Masses determined from observations are so 
far in good agreement with masses predicted by theory. 

2.1.3 Pulsars. 

Pulsars (pulsating radio sources) are sources of rapid, sharp, intense, and extremely regular 
pulses of radio radiation. They are found in all directions in the sky, and have periods in 
the range 1 ms—10 s. The periods are observed to be very slowly increasing, showing that 
pulsars evolve, pulsing gradually more slowly as they age. It is today generally believed that 
the observed pulsars are rotating neutron stars. This is at present the only explanation that 
can fully explain the observed properties of pulsars. 
At the surface of a neutron star density and pressure are low and neutrons will decay into 
protons. More or less free charged particles (electrons, protons or ions) will be available near 
the surface of the star, and some of them will leave the stellar surface and move out in the 
vicinity of the magnetic poles into the circumstellar magnetic field. The particles move at 
speeds close to the speed of light, and in the strong magnetic field surrounding a neutron star 
they emit electromagnetic energy by synchrotron radiation. This radiation is very directional, 
and if the magnetic poles happen not to coincide with the poles of the axis of rotation, we 
will receive the emitted energy in pulses each time the magnetic dipole axis is turned towards 
us. The effect is similar to that of a lighthouse, see figure 2.5. This pulsar model is called the 
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Chapter 2. General theory. 

Figure 2.5: The magnetic dipole/aligned rotator model for a pulsar. 

magnetic dipole/aligned rotator model, and is believed to describe reasonably correctly what 
actually happens. 

The energy emitted by pulsars is not small. The Crab pulsar, for instance, pours forth energy 
at a higher rate than the Sun. As rotation energy is transferred into other energy forms and 
emitted the pulsar slows down, and this explains the observed increase in the pulsar period. 

2.2 Oscillations in neutron stars. 

The full oscillation theory for neutron stars will be presented in sections 3 (Newtonian for-
malism) and 4 (general relativistic formalism). We will therefore only give a very brief intro-
duction to the subject here. 

Oscillations in stellar objects is a well-known phenomenon and has been observed in several 
different types of stars such as Classical Cepheids (oscillation periods of II ~ 1 — 50 days), 
Rapid Blue Variables (II ~ 10 - 100 s), Line Profile Variable B Stars (II ~ 2 hours-2 days), 
and white dwarfs (II ~ 100 — 1000 s). Our own Sun is also oscillating, and its oscillation 
spectrum has been studied in detail. So far there is no absolute evidence for oscillations 
in neutron stars. However, observations and theory strongly indicate that such oscillations 
actually take place. Possible sources that may initiate oscillations in a neutron star are: 

• mass accretion from a binary companion, 

• star-quakes, 

• nutation of the star. 

9 



Chapter 2. General theory. 

2.2.1 The oscillation spectrum. 

Neutron stars can sustain a variety of different oscillation modes. This diversity arises from the 
different restoring forces that act on a displaced mass element: gravity, pressure gradients, 
elastic forces in the crustal material, magnetic fields, and centrifugal and coriolis forces in 
rotating neutron stars (pulsars). The most important types of modes are: 

• p-modes, with oscillation periods of II ~ 0.1 ms. Pressure acts as the main restoring 
force, and the eigenfunction is evenly distributed throughout the star. 

• /-modes, with oscillation periods of II = 0.1 — 0.8 ms. The number of radial nodes in 
the eigenfunction is zero. 

• ø-modes, with oscillation periods of II = 10 — 400 ms. These modes are concentrated 
in the outer layers of the star, and the main restoring force is gravity. 

• øc-modes, which are another class of g-modes. The jc-modes are concentrated in the 
fluid core, and similar types of modes are commonly known in geophysics as "under-
tones" . They are very long-periodic, with oscillation periods of II > 10 s. They exist 
in neutron stars with a solid crust, but vanish if the stax is modeled as a homogeneous 
fluid. 

• r-modes, which are retrograde waves with oscillation amplitudes along the surface. They 
are only present in rotating stars, and have oscillation periods of the same order as the 
rotation period. The restoring force is the Coriolis force. 

• s6r-modes, which are essentially transverse shear waves which are largely confined to 
the crust. Their periods are shorter than ~ 0.5 — 2 ms (depending on the model), and 
they are sensitive to the crust thickness. 

• i-modes, which are interfacial modes that appear at the boundaries between the different 
layers of the neutron star. They are the analog of the terrestrial Rayleigh and Stoneley 
waves. 

• i-modes, which are torsional oscillations confined solely to the crust. The fundamental 
mode of this series has periods of II ~ 20 ms, while the higher overtones have progres-
sively shorter periods starting at approximately 1 ms. 

• ss^-modes, which appear in superfluid matter, and have oscillation periods that are 
somewhat lower than the ordinary-fluid modes. 

We will in our work focus mainly on p-, /-, and ø-modes. 

2.2.2 Observations. 

Observations of oscillations in stellar objects are by no means simple, and different methods 
are used. If the stellar image can be resolved to a finite disk, then nonradial oscillations can 
be observed directly by measuring Doppler-shifts in the spectral lines from the star. This 
method is called "Doppler imaging", and works quite well for observations of oscillations in 
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the Sun. It is, however, not applicable to neutron stars since these stars are too faint and 
have far too small radius for this method. 
Another possibility is to study phase shifts of pulsation during an eclipse for nonradially 
pulsating stars that are components of eclipsing binaries. If the nonradial oscillations are of 
low-degree harmonics (small I), the visible hemisphere of the pulsating star may be divided 
into two parts whose oscillations are roughly 180° out of phase with each other. When the 
eclipse occurs and the occulting star gradually cuts off the disk of the pulsating star, the phase 
of the pulsation will be shifted accordingly. However, this kind of phenomenon of phase shift 
during an eclipse can be equally well explained by other traveling features around the equator 
of the star, and an interpretation based on nonradial oscillations is therefore by no means 
unique. 

The best opportunity to observe oscillations in neutron stars lies in the observation of pulsars. 
If we anticipate a coupling mechanism between the oscillations in the star and the intensity 
of the emitted radiation, then oscillations can be observed indirectly by studying intensity 
variations in the pulses. Several observations based on this method indicate that oscillating 
neutron stars do exist. 

11 
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Chapter 3 

Radial and nonradial oscillations; 
the Newtonian l imi t . 

We will in this chapter describe and derive the equations for radial and nonradial oscillations 
in the Newtonian limit, i.e., in the limit where general relativistic effects are so small that they 
can be neglected. This is generally the case for most stars, even for the more compact ones 
such as white dwarfs. For a neutron star, however, densities in the central core are so high 
that general relativistic effects are important. We will come back to the general relativistic 
treatment of the oscillations in chapter 4, but for now we concentrate on the Newtonian 
approach to the problem. The theory presented in this chapter is based on Kirkevåg [26], 
Cox [15], and Unno et al. [56]. 

We consider a non-rotating finite temperature star with zero magnetic fields that is spherical 
symmetric when in its equilibrium state, and where changes in chemical composition resulting 
from nuclear transmutations are negligible. The star is assumed to be in hydrostatic and 
thermal equilibrium when in its unperturbed state, and the oscillations are assumed to be 
adiabatic (no net heat gains or losses by the oscillating mass elements) and sufficiently small 
that linear theory can be applied. 

The assumption of small adiabatic oscillations is somewhat unrealistic, but it does give, in 
most cases, a good dynamical description of many features of actual pulsating stars. In par-
ticular, it gives quite accurate values for the amplitude within the star. This is so because 
pulsations are actually nearly adiabatic throughout almost the entire stellar mass. Nonadi-
abatic effects would, if present, lead to a slow change in the pulsation amplitude. We will, 
however, ignore this effect in our calculations. 

Since the oscillations are assumed to be adiabatic, no direct information regarding the thermal 
behavior of the star can be obtained. We cannot, for instance, predict how the luminosity of 
a pulsating star will change during pulsation since this is clearly a nonadiabatic effect. And 
the theory can not yield any direct information regarding the pulsational stability of the star, 
i.e., the actual existence of the pulsations, since due to the adiabatic assumption any small 
oscillations initially present will maintain the same amplitude all the time. The theory can, 
however, give some information regarding the dynamical stability of a star. We will briefly 
come back to this subject when treating the nonradial oscillations in section 3.4. 

13 
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The solution of the oscillation problem is based on the three conservation laws for mass, 
momentum and energy, together with the Poisson equation that describes the gravitational 
potential. The equations must be linearized, and we shall also assume that the oscillations 
are small and harmonic. The radial and nonradial oscillation equations of the system can 
then be derived. 

The derivation of the oscillation equations can take place in either the Eulerian or the La-
grangian formalism. These two formalisms will be described in section 3.1. We will show how 
to linearize the four basic equations in section 3.2, and then derive the radial oscillation equa-
tion in section 3.3. Finally the nonradial oscillation equations will be derived and discussed 
in section 3.4. 

3.1 The Eulerian and Lagrangian formalism. 

In the Eulerian formalism all physical quantities, such as velocity v, density p or tempera-
ture T, are treated as field variables, that is, as functions of position F and time t where r 
and t are independent variables. The position vector r denotes the point in the fluid where 
the physical quantities are measured or observed. 
In the Lagrangian formalism the movement of one specific fluid element is followed instead, 
and f denotes the position of that fluid element at time t. The variables r and t are dependent 
in this case. 
The Stokes-derivative (or convective-derivative) d/dt is given by 

and represents the time-derivative taken when the fluid element is followed. Here 

v(f,t) = dr/dt, (3.2) 

where r is a Lagrangian variable. The following relation between the time-derivatives in the 
Eulerian and in the Lagrangian formalism thus exists as 

( | ) . ( £ ) + V) • (3.3) 
\ d t J Uaranae \ d t J Euler \ d t J Enter Lagrange \ / Eider \ / Euler 

In linear theory, the Eulerian variation A f(r,t) of a physical quantity / is given by 

Af(r,t) = f ( r , t ) - f 0 ( f , t ) , (3.4) 

where / can be a scalar or a vector, and subscript zero denotes the unperturbed value of the 
variable. 
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The Lagrangian variation 5f of the same physical quantity is given by 

Sf = f ( f , t ) - fo(fo,t), (3.5) 

where the Lagrangian displacement år is defined by 

Sf=f—fo, (3.6) 

and r"o is the position of the fluid element in the unperturbed system. 

In linear theory the following relation is valid between Eulerian and Lagrangian variated 
variables; 

Sf = Af + 5r- V/0. (3.7) 

The Eulerian and Lagrangian variational operators A and å do not necessarily commutate 
with differential operators such as d/dt, d/dt and V. It is necessary to know how these 
interact with each other, and some of the following relations will be useful later; 

a u 

s 

s( 

- | < A/) = 0, (3.8) 

" é ( A / ) = 0' 
(3.9) 

d d(5n)df 

dtw>~ dt dn' 
(3.10) 

d d(srj) df 

dri dn drj' 
(3.11) 

(3.12) 

- f a - i 
(3.13) 

Here d/dri denotes the i'th component of V, denotes the i'th component of 5r, and / is 
any scalar or vector component. 

Finally, we need to know how the variational operators act upon the product or the quotient 
of two physical quantities / and g. The following relations are valid to first order in linear 
theory; 
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6(fg)=g6f + f6g, 
A(fg) = gAf + fAg, 

(3-14) 
(3.15) 

(3.16) 

(3.17) 

Here / and g can be replaced by /o and go, since higher order terms will always be neglected. 
It is in general easier to work in the Eulerian formalism than in the Lagrangian formalism. 
However, for problems with only one degree of freedom, such as for a spherical symmetric 
system, the Lagrangian formalism is more convenient. As a consequence, we will utilize 
the Lagrangian formalism when deriving the radial oscillation equations, and the Eulerian 
formalism when deriving the nonradial oscillation equations. 

3.2 The basic equations of the problem. 

As already mentioned, the basic equations of the problem are the Poisson equation and the 
three equations for conservation of mass, momentum and energy. These must be linearized 
and transformed into an appropriate form before the oscillation equations for the system can 
be derived. All physical quantities must be expressed in a linear form, and to first order we 
can write for the gravitational potential ip, the density p, and the fluid velocity v; 

where subscript zero indicates an unperturbed variable. Note that since we assume that the 
star is in hydrostatic equilibrium, 

The four basic equations can now be linearized, and the process is described in detail for each 
case below. 

3.2.1 The gravitational potential. 

The gravitational potential 

ip = tp o + Atp, 
p = po + A p, 
v = vo + Au = Av, 

(3.18) 
(3.19) 
(3.20) 

VQ=0. (3.21) 

t/> = ip(r, t), (3.22) 
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is given by Poisson's equation 

V V = 4txGp, (3.23) 

with solution 

m t ) = ~G f (3.24) 
Jv r - n 

where the integral is taken over the whole volume V of the star. 
The local gravitational acceleration then is 

g(r, t) = VV(r, t) = G J p{r>, t) ̂ l y , i f , (3.25) 

which in the case of a spherical symmetric star reduces to 

dip Gm (3.26) 

where m is the mass inside a sphere of radius r. 
To obtain the linearized Eulerian-varied form of the Poisson equation, the linearized expres-
sions (3.18) and (3.19) for ip and p are substituted into equation (3.23), and this gives 

V2(A^) = 4nGAp. (3.27) 

3.2.2 Conservation of mass. 

For a fluid in motion (v ^ 0), mass conservation is given by 

<£ + V-(pv)= 0. (3.28) 

Substitution of expressions (3.19) and (3.20) for p and v into (3.28) gives to first order 

d(A p) 
dt 

+ V • (poAv) = 0. (3.29) 

Since 
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M = (d/dt)6r, (3.30) 

where relations (3.7), (3.12), and (3.3) have been used, we obtain after taking the integral on 
both sides of equation (3.29) 

Sp + poV • Sf= 0. (3.31) 

The constants of integration are chosen so that Ap = 0 when Sf= 0, and relation (3.7) was 
used to replace Ap by 5p. Equation (3.31) is the linearized Lagrangian-varied equation for 
mass conservation. 

3.2.3 Conservation of momentum. 

Newton's second law applied to a fluid in motion gives the equation for conservation of 
momentum in three dimensions 

Hi) 
P ^ = - ( V P + pVV). (3.32) 

Here P is the total pressure, and Vip is given by equation (3.25). We have assumed that there 
are no external forces, i.e., the fluid is subject only to self-gravitation and internal pressure. 
External forces can, for instance, be magnetic forces from a global magnetic field. In such a 
case, an additional term / , where / represents total external forces per unit volume of the 
fluid, must be added to the right hand side of equation (3.32). 
For a spherical symmetric star in hydrostatic equilibrium (v = 0) equation (3.32) can be 
written on the form 

dP0 dipo Gmpo 

The Lagrangian variated form of equation (3.32) is most easily found by applying 8 as an 
operator to both sides of the equation, which finally gives 

d?{8r) 
dt* = - ( $ Q v P + V ^ . (3.34) 

3.2.4 Conservation of energy. 

The first law of thermodynamics states that 
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where E is internal energy per mass and q is heat per mass transferred to the fluid from the 
surroundings. 
This equation can be written on an alternative form (Cox and Giuli [16]) as 

dlnP ^ dlnp , p(r3 - 1) dq 

where 

fdlnP\ 

ad 

The subscript "ad" indicates that the expressions are to be calculated for adiabatic processes, 
i.e., processes where 

dqjdt = 0, (3.39) 

and Ti and r3 are called adiabatic indeces. 
Equation (3.36) is valid under the following assumptions: 

• There are no thermo- or pycno-nuclear reactions that lead to changes in the chemical 
composition of the fluid. 

• The thermodynamic pressure P can be expressed as a function of density p and tem-
perature T only, i.e., P = P(p,T). 

• Internal energy per unit mass can be written as E = E(p, P) or equivalently E = E(p, T). 

For a neutron star we can safely assume that all thermo- and pycno-nuclear reactions have 
ceased long time ago. Further, all equations of state that we utilize can be written on the 
form 

and 

P = P(p,T), 
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E = E(p,T). (3.41) 

The above given assumptions are therefore valid for all our neutron star models, i.e., equa-
tion (3.36) can be applied in our calculations. 
The Lagrangian-variated form of equation (3.36) is 

d fSP\ d fSp\ , m dlnpp , (r3-l)oa>rfg 
dt [ f t ) ~ Tl'°dt UJ ~dT + P0 Tt 

+ 
ST3 +Sp_SPi 

, ( r 3 - i ) o po P0. 
( r 3 - l)opo dq0 

P0 ~dt> 

where I \o and Ts^ are the unperturbed values of Ti and r3. Relations (3.12), (3.14), 
and (3.17) are applied to evaluate this expression. 
We consider a system that is in hydrostatic and thermal equilibrium, i.e., a system where 

dpo/dt = 0, (3.43) 

and 

dqo/dt = 0. (3.44) 

Further, we assume adiabatic motion of the fluid so that 

5(dq/dt) = 0. (3.45) 

Equation (3.42) then gives 

where the adiabatic index r 3 now is eliminated. We drop the subscript "1" of Ti, i.e., 

rx r and rx,0 r0, (3.47) 

since this can now be done without any danger of misunderstanding. To is independent of 
time, and we can therefore easily take the integral on both sides of equation (3.46), obtaining 
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5P Sp 

Po Po 
(3.48) 

The constants of integration are chosen so that 

SP = 0, when 5p = 0. (3.49) 

Equation (3.48) is the linearized Lagrangian-variated equation for conservation of energy. 

3.3 Radial oscillations 

The radial oscillation is a simple type of oscillation in which a star oscillates around its 
equilibrium figure by expanding and contracting while keeping its spherical shape. It is a 
special case of the more general nonradial oscillations, which will be discussed in section 3.4. 
We will now derive the radial oscillation equation together with its appropriate boundary 
conditions. Then we discuss the eigenvalue nature of the problem. 

3.3.1 The radial oscillation equation. 

The radial oscillation equation is easiest to derive in the Lagrangian formalism. We will 
assume that the unperturbed system is a non-rotating spherical symmetric star in hydrostatic 
(vo = 0) and thermal equilibrium (dqo/dt = 0) with no magnetic fields present. We further 
assume that the oscillations are adiabatic (d(Sq) jdt = 0) and sufficiently small that linear 
theory can be applied. 
Since the oscillatory movement is in radial direction only, the Lagrangian displacement Sf 
can be written 

We can then define the relative Lagrangian displacement £ of a sphere with equilibrium 
radius ro by 

6r = 8rer. (3.50) 

(3.51) 

where 

r = ro + 8r, (3.52) 
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is the radius of the perturbed sphere. Since S and d/dt commutate we can write 

Sr = roC, (3.53) 

and 

Sr = roC, (3-54) 

where dots denote partial derivatives with respect to time. 

The density of a pulsating spherical shell will not be dependent on Sr but only on ro in the 
Lagrangian formalism, i.e., density does not depend on r for given ro. We can then write 

^ = 4 Trpr2, (3.55) 

which is equivalent to 

dm/dr = 4tt pr2, (3.56) 

in the Eulerian formalism. 
The basic equations for the radial oscillation problem are the three linearized equations (3.31), 
(3.34), and (3.48) for conservation of mass, momentum and energy. We will show how to 
transform and combine these equations into one single oscillation equation that solves the 
problem. 
Conservation of mass (3.31) can by use of (3.50), (3.51), and (3.55) be written to first order 
on the form 

^ = _ 3 C _ 4 W o 3 £ , (3.57) 

while conservation of momentum (3.34) in the case of pure radial movement is given by 

where 

f = d2r/dt2. (3.59) 
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We have replaced d/dt of equation (3.34) with d/dt. This can safely be done since for a star 
that is hydrostatic in its unperturbed state (uq = 0), equation (3.3) gives 

d/dt = d/dt, (3.60) 

to first order. Prom equation (3.33) we get 

to first order, and equation (3.58) can then by use of (3.55) and (3.61) be written 

Finally, conservation of energy is given by equation (3.48) as before. 
We now combine the three equations (3.57), (3.62) and (3.48) for conservation of mass, mo-
mentum, and energy, and the result is, after some rearrangement; 

roC = [(3F0 - 4)P0] + I A ^ p ^ K ^ , (3.63) 

which is the linear adiabatic wave equation (LAWE) for radial oscillations. 
To get further and to be able to solve the problem, we must make some kind of assumption 
on the time dependence of the oscillations. We will assume standing waves of the form 

C(n>,t) = - = { ( n , ) e < r t , (3.64) ro 

where a is a constant. The physical relative Lagrangian displacement Sr/ro is then given by 
* ( C ) . 

We now drop subscript zero on the unperturbed variables, when this can not be misunder-
stood. Equation (3.64) substituted into equation (3.63) then gives 

d_ 
dr ( r P r 4 ^ ) + ( a V 4 + r3 J - [(3T - 4)P]) £ = 0. (3.65) 

We prefer to write equation (3.65) on a dimensionless form, and define the following dimen-
sionless variables 
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X=R' q=M' 
a2R3 

GM' 
(3.66) 

Here R is the total radius of the star when in its unperturbed state, M is the total mass, and 

a = 2tt/T, (3.67) 

is the frequency of the oscillations where T is the oscillation period. Equation (3.65) can then 
be written as 

3r' (3r - 4) p' > (3.68) 

where a prime on a symbol denotes d/dx and double primes denote d2 fdx2. We introduce 
the local pressure scale height Ap defined by 

dr _ P _ Pr2 

P~ d\nP~ P'~Gpm' 
(3.69) 

and note that (dlnr)/(dlnP) can be written as 

din r _ r p 
dlnP ~ T Pp (3.70) 

where primes on a symbol denote the derivative with respect to any suitable variable (it must 
however be the same variable for both P and T), for instance, d/dn. LAWE for the radial 
oscillations is then given by 

e Ap I + d l n P ) x ^ xXP 

dlnr 
dlnP I (3-71) 

3.3.2 Boundary conditions. 

Since the star is spherical symmetric with oscillations in radial direction only, the Lagrangian 
displacement must be zero at the centre, i.e., 

Sr = r£ = 0, at r = 0. (3.72) 
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We also want to obtain regular solutions for the eigenfunction and therefore must require that 
and are finite everywhere in the star. This must especially be true at the centre. 

Letting x ->• 0, LAWE (3.71) reduces to an equation of the form 

4 
= —+ constant • (3.73) 

x 

To keep finite as x —V 0 when and £ are finite, requires 

£' = (), at r = 0. (3.74) 

This is the boundary condition at the centre of the star. 
The surface of the star is defined by 

P(R) = 0, (3.75) 

i.e., the total pressure vanishes there. This implies that 

SP = 0, at r = R, (3.76) 

since we must demand SP/P finite at the surface. The explicit expression of the boundary 
condition depends on the surface boundary conditions of the equilibrium model. It is usually 
adequate to assume that the quantity Pjp becomes vanishingly small at the stellar surface. 
This gives for the local pressure scale height 

Xp —• 0, when r -¥ R. (3.77) 

Generally, i.e., for most equations of state, it will also be adequate to assume 

->• 0, when r R . (3.78) dlnP ' v ' 

Appendix D.l describes how the boundary conditions at the centre and at the surface of the 
star actually axe implemented in the calculations. 

3.3.3 The eigenvalue nature of the problem. 

LAWE (3.65) is a linear and homogeneous second order differential equation in £(r), and the 
solution contains two constants of integration of which one must be arbitrary. This means 
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that if £(r) is a solution of LAWE then so is C£(r), where C is a constant. Physically, this 
means that the amplitude of the oscillations can be arbitrary large. 

LAWE can be written on the form 

^ = cr% (3.79) 

where the operator L is given by 

14 = -tir)' [ é K ) (3.80) 

and where 

a{r)=r4VP, 0(r) = r3-^[(3r - 4)P], ju(r) = frr4. (3.81) 
ar 

It can be shown (Cox [15]) that L is Hermitian. LAWE, together with the boundary conditions 
at the centre and at the surface of the star, constitute a self-adjoint homogeneous second 
order eigenvalue problem where the frequencies squared, a2, a 2 , . . . , are the eigenvalues and 
£o, £i> • • • are the eigenfunctions of the problem. 

Equations (3.79) and (3.80) are of a socalled Liouville-form. Eigenvalues and eigenfunctions 
will therefore have the properties of a standard Sturm-Liouville problem. The most important 
properties are: 

• All eigenvalues cr„, where n = 0,1, . . . , are real (since the problem is self-adjoint). 

• The eigenvalues constitute an infinite discrete sequence a\ < a2 < a\ • • •. 

• To each eigenvalue a2 corresponds one and only one eigenfunction £n, with the exception 
of an arbitrary scaling factor. 

• The eigenfunction £o corresponding to the eigenvalue OQ, has no nodes in the interval 
0 < r < R. Generally, £n has n nodes in this interval. 

• The eigenfunctions are orthogonal with respect to r2dm. 

• The set of eigenfunctions is complete. 

• The eigenvalues obey a variational principle. 

The mode with n = 0 is called the fundamental mode or the /-mode. Modes with n > 1 are 
called higher order modes and are labeled p„-modes, where n denotes the radial order of the 
mode. If the fundamental mode is stable, i.e., OQ > 0, then all higher-order modes are stable 
since > a2 for all n. 
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3.4 Nonradial oscillations 

Nonradial oscillations are a more general type of oscillations in which a star oscillates in 
such a way as to deviate from its spherical shape. We will in this section first derive the 
general nonradial oscillation equations with the appropriate boundary conditions at the centre 
and at the surface of the star. Then we treat the special case where the perturbation in 
the gravitational potential is neglected (the Cowling approximation) before we show how to 
improve this approximate approach to the problem in a simple way. We then continue with a 
discussion of the eigenvalue nature of the problem and the classification of modes, and finally 
we give a local analysis of the problem. 

3.4.1 The nonradial oscillation equations. 

The nonradial oscillation equations axe easiest to derive in the Eulerian formalism. We will 
assume that the unperturbed system is a non-rotating spherical symmetric star in hydrostatic 
(vo = 0) and thermal equilibrium (dqo/dt = 0) with no magnetic fields present. We further 
assume that the oscillations are adiabatic (d(Sq)/dt = 0) and sufficiently small that linear 
theory can be applied. We will also neglect all effects that favor specific directions in space 
for the oscillating movement of the fluid when the star is in its perturbed state. Such effects 
could, for instance, be caused by the presence of a magnetic field or rotation. 

The basic equations of the problem are the three linearized equations (3.31), (3.34), and (3.48) 
for conservation of mass, momentum and energy together with the linearized Poisson equa-
tion (3.27). The first three of these can be combined into one single equation 

Sr) = - V (— + Ai) + A^-V • Sf, (3.82) 
dtl \ po J po 

where 

A ^ i v p o - ^ V v P o , (3.83) 
po Io-Po 

which reduces to 

Å = Aer, (3.84) 

where 

A - f l f f e * f ^ ) , (3.85) 
\po dr r0P0 dr J 

in the case of a spherical symmetric star. When deriving equation (3.82) we utilized several 
of the relations in section 3.1. Quantity A can be shown (Cox [15]) to be a local convective 
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stability parameter. The condition for stability against convection is that A < 0, while A > 0 
represents instability against convection. We hereafter drop subscript zero on the variables 
when this can not be misunderstood. 

Since the unperturbed star is spherical symmetric, it is convenient to utilize spherical coor-
dinates. The specific variation Sf of a fluid element at position f = r (r, 6, <f>) can in spherical 
coordinates be expressed as 

Sr = SreT + Stg&g + St^e^, (3.86) 

where Sr is the radial component of f , and Stø and St^ are the angular components of r in 
the 6- and <j>- directions. 

The next step is to separate space and time dependence of the variables. We assume that all 
perturbed variables fp can be written on the form 

fp(r,t) = fp(f)e , (3.87) 

where fp represents the Eulerian or Lagrangian variation (A/ or Sf) of a variable. The 
operator d2/dt2 acting on a perturbed variable then gives the factor —a2. Equation (3.82) 
represents conservation of mass, momentum, and energy, and can now be written on compo-
nent form 

a2Sr = ^ - A—a, (3.88) 
or p 

= le ( f ) • <3-89> 

where 

a = V • Sf= ——, x = — + (3.91) 
P P 

Equations (3.89) and (3.90) can be combined into one single equation by use of the expression 
for the divergence of a vector a in spherical coordinates 

V 1 9(r2ar) | 1 dsmOae | 1 da0 

r2 dr r sin 9 00 r sin 9 dtp ' 

The result is 
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where the angular operator L is defined by 

and is called the Legendre operator. 

We must also transform the linearized Poisson equation (3.27) into spherical coordinates. Use 
of the Laplace operator 

1 9 / 28A\ 1 d f . ndA\ 1 d2A ,onc. v ^ = ^ ( r V ) + S i a * {m9Bo) + (3"95) 

where A is an arbitrary scalar, and substitution of the Legendre operator (3.94) into (3.27) 
gives 

We have now reduced the number of equations in the problem from four ((3.31), (3.34), (3.48), 
and (3.27)) to three ((3.88), (3.93), and (3.96)), and the final nonradial oscillation equations 
will be based on these last three equations. 
We continue the separation of variables by separating the angular dependence. We assume 
that the perturbed variable fp{r) can be written 

/p(f) = fp(r, e, <j>) = fp(r)Yt
m(0,4), (3.97) 

where Y™(8, <p) are spherical harmonic functions that satisfy the eigenvalue equation 

L 2 l H M ) = J ( f + l ) i r ( M ) . (3.98) 

Here I = 0,1,2,. . . , and for each value of I there are (21 + 1) values of m, where m = —I, —I + 1, 
... ,1 — 1,1. 

We define the quantities 

U = r2(Jr)r, AW = (AV)r. (3-99) 
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Separation of the variables gives for equation (3.88) that represents the radial part of mass, 
momentum, and energy conservation; 

dy _ a* + A(djj/dr) d(At/y) 
T r - J3 u - A y - — ^ - , (3.100) 

where (3.7), (3.48), and (3.91) are used to find the relation between a and A P. 
The same procedure gives for equation (3.93) that represents the angular part of mass, mo-
mentum, and energy conservation; 

du _ p(dtp/dr) 
dr TP u + '1(1 + 1) r2p 

TP + 1(1 + 1) A 1pr, (3.101) 

and finally we can write for the Poisson equation (3.96) that represents the perturbation in 
the gravitational potential; 

1 d f od(Aipr)\ 4trGpA 4irGp2 1(1 +1) A , ,„,„„, 

The nonradial oscillation equations are given by equations (3.100)-(3.102). However, we prefer 
to solve this set of equations on a dimensionless form. We therefore define the following 
dimensionless variables 

r x = —, 
R' 

fi2 = a2 R3 

GM ' 

^ r p ' R p ' 

and the three dimensionless eigenfunctions 

B = RA, 

P A = — 
pn 

c= -rr-(pA), 

q = 
M 

m 
M' (3.103) 

_ R (A P)r r2 ... R 
(3.104) 

Equations (3.100)-(3.102) for the nonradial oscillations can then be written on the dimen-
sionless form 

1(1 +1) 
Q2 

1(1 + 1) lx2 
r 

(3.105) 

(3.106) 

(3.107) 
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where a prime on a variable denotes d/dx, and two primes denote d?/dx2. This is the linear 
adiabatic wave equation (LAWE) for nonradial oscillations. 

3.4.2 Boundary conditions. 

At the centre of the star, we must demand that år, AP, and Atp remain finite, i.e., 

Sr, AP, A^, finite at r = 0. (3.108) 

Actually, it is sufficient to demand that two of these variables are finite at the centre, since 
from differential equations (3.105)-(3.107) the third variable then also must be finite. 

As before, the surface is defined by 

P(R) = 0, (3.109) 

which implies that 

åP = 0, at r = R, (3.110) 

since 

Po{R) = 0, (3.111) 

in the equilibrium state. The density p can in principle be different from zero at the surface, 
but all our neutron star models assume 

p(R) = 0. (3.112) 

A second condition at the surface is that ip and dip/dr must be continuous there. It can be 
shown (Kirkevåg [26]) that this leads to the condition 

+ ^ W * = (-^Gpår)R , (3.113) 

at the surface. 

We now have four boundary conditions, two (3.108) at the centre and two (3.110) and (3.113) 
at the surface. However, since our fourth order system of differential equations is homoge-
neous, then one of the four constants of integration must be left arbitrary, since the nor-
malization is clearly arbitrary. Only for certain values of a1, then, can all four boundary 
conditions be simultaneously satisfied. Appendix D.2 describes how the boundary conditions 
at the centre and at the surface of the star are actually implemented in the calculations. 
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3.4.3 The Cowling approximation. 

In one of the earliest investigations of small, adiabatic, nonradial oscillations in stars, Cowl-
ing [14] neglected the Eulerian perturbations Aip in the gravitational potential altogether, 
i.e., 

A ip = 0. (3.114) 

This approximation of neglecting Aip is called "the Cowling approximation". The qualitative 
justification for this neglect is that A ip is more or less an average over the whole star, of the 
effects of the gravitational potential at each point in the star. This averaging effect should 
tend to smooth out local fluctuations in the gravitational potential. This has in fact been 
shown to be the case, especially for higher-order modes (large n or /). The approximation is, 
however, not very good for the lowest-order modes of oscillations, and is especially bad for 
the special case I = 0 corresponding to radial oscillations. Here deviations from the correct 
value can be up to 40% for the fundamental mode. 

Since perturbations in the gravitational potential are neglected, we can write 

for 0 < r < R. (3.115) 

The set of three nonradial oscillation equations (3.105)-(3.107) is then reduced to a set of 
two equations (3.105)-(3.106) since equation (3.107), originating from the linearized Poisson 
equation (3.27), is now redundant. Substitution of (3.115) into (3.105) and (3.106) gives for 
the nonradial oscillation equations in the Cowling approximation 

, /ft2 Bq\ 

, ( 1 \ \l{l + l) 
= \ f A / V 

lx2 
n2 r 

(3.116) 

(3.117) 

This set of equations is suitable for an analytic approach to the problem in certain special 
cases, and is helpful in revealing some general information and basic features of nonradial 
oscillations. The actual solution of the oscillation problem, however, is found by numerical 
calculations on fast computers, where the complete radial (3.71) and nonradial oscillation 
equations (3.105)-(3.107) are used. 

3.4.4 The improved Cowling approximation. 

In the Newtonian case the set of oscillation equations is reasonable simple, and the physical 
interpretation is not too obscure. In the general relativistic treatment, however, the system of 
equations is more complex, especially for the nonradial oscillations. In this case the Cowling 
approximation is often used since it leads to simpler and more feasible equations. However, 
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as already mentioned in the previous section, the Cowling approximation is not a very good 
approximation for the lowest order modes. It would therefore be of great interest to find a 
way to improve the Cowling approximation if this could be done without loosing the physical 
clarity of the equations. One possible solution is to apply the Cowling approximation to the 
angular part of the gravitational potential only. This means that we keep the radial part of the 
perturbation in the gravitational potential when we derive the oscillation equations. There is 
reason to believe that this can be realized in a fairly simple way, even in the general relativistic 
case, since the vast complexity of the nonradial equations in this case to a large extent is due 
to the angular dependence of the gravitational potential. We call this approximation, where 
the angular part of the perturbation in the gravitational potential is eliminated while only 
the radial part is kept, for "the improved Cowling approximation". 

As a first approach, we want to investigate if the improved Cowling approximation actually is 
a significant improvement compared to the pure Cowling approximation. This must be done 
in the Newtonian formalism, and we will derive the oscillation equations in the improved 
Cowling approximation for the Newtonian case below. 
We choose to use the following method: The Cowling approximation equation set (3.116)-
(3.117) is compared with the complete nonradial oscillation equation set (3.105)-(3.107) when 
I = 0. The difference between these two equation sets must in this case be due to the radial 
part only of the perturbation Aip in the gravitational potential, since for 1 = 0 all angular 
dependence is removed. The result is implemented in the Cowling approximation equation 
set (3.116)-(3.117), for arbitrary I, and gives the equation set for the improved Cowling 
approximation. We show the method in detail below. 

We assume that in the improved Cowling approximation the nonradial oscillation equations 
for I — 0 can be written on the form 

which is identical to the Cowling approximation equation set (3.116)-(3.117) when F = 0. F 
then represents the contribution from the radial part of the perturbation Aip in the gravita-
tional potential. We derivate equation (3.118) and substitution of (3.118) and (3.119) into 
the result gives 

(3.119) 

(3.118) 

w ii 

:2| w — -+B w'. (3.120) 

We then consider the full set of nonradial oscillation equations (3.105)-(3.107) when I = 0, 
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« ' " ( r 
cj>" = V - V + pw. 

X1 X 

(3.121) 

(3.122) 

(3.123) 

Equation (3.121) is solved for (j>' and then differentiated once to give <j>". Substitution of the 
resulting expressions for 4>' and <j>" into (3.123) gives 

f f BqV £_ 2 f t f BgN 
X 2 X 4 J X2 X \ X 2 X 4 J 

Bq 
x2 + 

— + B' + p 
2 B 2- + B 

x 
w'. (3.124) 

Comparison of (3.124) with (3.120) gives the following relations between F and the other 
variables of the system 

F can then be found directly from (3.125) to be 

(3.125) 

(3.126) 

(7 ) (3.127) 

which can be verified by substitution into (3.126). The nonradial oscillation equations in the 
improved Cowling approximation can then be written 

v — Bw, 

! x 2 

r 

(3.128) 

(3.129) 

where F is given by (3.127). This set of equations can be reduced to the radial oscilla-
tion equation (3.71) when 1 = 0, and it will also prove to be a better approach to the com-
plete nonradial oscillation equations (3.105)-(3.107) than the pure Cowling approximation 
set (3.116)-(3.117). 
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3.4.5 The eigenvalue nature of the problem. 

The eigenvalue problem defined by equations (3.105)-(3.107) is self-adjoint. It is, however, 
not a standard Sturm-Liouville problem as was the case for the radial oscillations. 
LAWE can, with basis in the linearized equation of conservation of momentum (3.34) be 
written on the form (Cox [15]) 

where C is a real operator given by 

C[Sr) = \(VP)V • IpSr) - - V ( 5 f - VP) - -V(TPV • S f ) 
r P P 

+ V | G l Y i i W M M M l ^ ' I x-f\ H -
(3.131) 

The expression for £ was found by utilizing equations (3.24), (3.31), and (3.48) together with 
several of the relations in section 3.1. It can be shown (Unno et al. [56]) that the operator L 
is Hermitian (and self-adjoint) with respect to the mass element dm. The eigenvalue problem 
then has the following properties: 

• All eigenvalues of m n are real. 

• The eigenfunctions 5n,m,„ are orthogonal with respect to the mass element dm. 

• The eigenvalues obey a variational principle. 

Here I and m are the spherical indeces and n is the order of the oscillation mode. Note that 
in the case of nonradial oscillations the order of the mode is not necessarily equal to the 
number of nodes in the specific displacement 8r as was the case for the radial oscillations. 
The one-to-one correspondence between the number of nodes and the radial order n is true for 
"simple" stellar models, but for more complicated models this relation vanishes. Our neutron 
star models do not contain complicating factors such as, for instance, convection, and can 
therefore be regarded as "simple", i.e., we expect that the number of radial nodes will equal 
the radial order n for our models. Note also that the set of eigenfunctions is not complete for 
the above defined eigenvalue problem. 

3.4.6 Classification of modes. 

For nonradial oscillations the oscillation modes can be divided into subclasses depending on 
their geometric and physical properties. We describe the classification of modes below. 
An arbitrary displacement (5r)r in the star can be expressed as 
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(5r)T= 52(6r)TtlUYl
m(0,<f>)ei*'»t, (3.132) 

n,/,m 

where n is the radial order, I is the harmonic order, and m is the azimuthal order. The 
harmonic order I denotes the total number of nodes at the surface of the sphere, while m 
denotes the number of vertical nodes. The number of horizontal nodes is given by (I — m). 
As already mentioned, n equals the number of radial nodes for "simple" stars. 

Since each mode does not interact with the other modes with different n, I, or m in the linear 
theory, we can study each mode separately, dropping the summation in equation (3.132). 
This procedure is called the normal mode analysis. The oscillation modes can be divided into 
three classes based on their geometrical properties: 

• Zonal modes (m = 0). 

• Sectoral modes (m — l). 

• Tesseral modes (m^l) . 

The difference between these can be visualized in the following way. Let us define meridians 
and circles of latitude on the surface of the star, similarly to what is done on the surface of 
the Earth, so that each point on the surface can be defined by a set of coordinates given by 
its altitude and latitude. Due to the spherical geometry of the problem all boundary lines 
(i.e., nodal lines) enclosing areas on the surface of opposite radial velocities will lie along the 
lines of the meridians and the circles of latitude. The zonal modes (m — 0) are all modes that 
divide the star into oscillating areas with nodal lines following the meridians only. Similarly, 
the sectoral modes (m = I) are all modes that divide the star into oscillating areas with nodal 
lines that are parallel to the circles of latitude only. The tesseral modes (m ^ I) have nodal 
lines along both meridians and circles of latitude. Note that the total number of nodal lines 
on the surface of the star is equal to I independent of the value of m. Some examples are 
shown in figure 3.1. 

In the case of radial oscillations the coefficients of LAWE (3.71) are linear with respect to 
the eigenvalues a2. This is not the case for the nonradial oscillations. Here the coefficients 
of LAWE (3.105)-(3.107) are nonlinear with respect to a2, and this leads to a spectrum of 
eigenvalues with rather different physical properties. 

In the case of nonradial oscillations we do not have a standard Sturm-Liouville problem. 
However, if we assume that T is constant and substitute 

and then apply the Cowling approximation (Aip = 0) to equations (3.100)-(3.101) we get 

V = uPl'T = r2årP^T, 

W = ypP~1/r = A P/Pl'T, 

(3.133) 

(3.134) 
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I =3, m =3 

Figure 3.1: From Unno et al. [55]. Modal patterns of nonradial oscillations for four normal 
modes of degree I = 3 and order m = 0,1,2,3. The modes are viewed from an inclination 
i = 60°. To the upper left is an example of a zonal mode, to the lower right is an example of 
a sectoral mode, and to the lower left and upper right are two examples of tesseral modes. 
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dW a2 + A(3rp/dr) p 
dr 
dV 
dr 

p 2 / r V, 

'1(1 + 1) r2p 
a2 TP 

which can be transformed into 

p2/T 

W, 

(3.135) 

(3.136) 

dr \ PVr 
1(1 + 1) r2p 

d_ 
dr 

p2/T 

a2 TP 

«•2 

-X 

dr 

dW 

dV\ a2 + A(dip/dr) p 

p a2 + A(dip/dr) dr 

with boundary conditions 

1(1 +1) r2p 
a2 TP 

P 2 / r V = 0, 

p 2 / r 

W = 0, 

(3.137) 

(3.138) 

V(0) = 0, V(R) = 0, 
W (̂0) = 0, W(R) = 0. (3.139) 

In the two limits |<r2| —>• oo and |cr2| —>• 0, the eigenvalue problem reduces to a form similar 
to the Sturm-Liouville problem of section 3.3.3 (it is, however, not identical to this case). 
This results in two classes of oscillation modes with rather different physical properties. For 
large a2 we have "acoustic (or pressure) modes" (p-modes) and for small a2 we have "gravity 
modes" (g-modes). Their properties are listed below. 

p-modes: 

• They have an infinite discrete set of eigenvalues a2, so that cr2 —• oo when n -> oo. 

• a2 > 0, always (given realistic values for the physical parameters in the problem). 

• Oscillation periods are relatively short 0.1 ms for neutron stars). 

• The oscillations are primarily coupled to the local pressure variations. 

• Movements are mainly in radial direction, i.e., år > åt. 

• Variations in pressure AP are rather large. 

• These modes are always dynamically stable. 

g-modes: 

They have an infinite discrete set of eigenvalues 1 /a2 , so that a\ —• 0 when n —> oo. 
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• The eigenvalues can be both positive and negative. They are divided into p+-modes 
(a2 > 0) which are dynamically stable, and p~-modes (a2 > 0) which are dynamically 
unstable. 

• Oscillation periods are relatively long (~ 100 ms for neutron stars). 

• The oscillations are primarily coupled to gravity (through buoyancy forces trying to 
smooth out density differences in layers at the same distance r from the center of the 
star). 

• Movements are mainly in horizontal direction, i.e., St > Sr. 

• Variations in density and pressure Ap, AP are small. 

• These modes exist only for I > 1. 

The p-modes are ordered so that 

<7? < ... < < <72
+1 < . . . , (3.140) 

while the p-modes are ordered so that 

\°l \ > I • • • I > \an\ > l°n+ll > • • • • (3-141) 

Dynamical stability for the p-modes depends on the sign of the quantity A, i.e., whether the 
fluid is stable against convection or not. If A < 0 (convective stability) for all 0 < r < R, then 
a2 > 0 for all n, i.e., only p+-modes exist. However, if A > 0 (convective instability) for all 
0 < r < R, then a2 < 0 for all n, i.e., only p~-modes exist. In the special case when A = 0 
(neutral stability) for all 0 < r < R, then a2 = 0 for all n and no p-modes exist at all. Both 
p+-modes and p_-modes are present if and only if A < 0 in some parts of the star and A > 0 
in some other parts. 

In addition to the p- and p-modes, there is a mode called the fundamental mode (/-mode) 
that lies between the spectrum of the p-modes and the p-modes. It has normally no nodes 
in Sr or A p. All regions in the star contribute roughly to the frequencies of the /-modes, 
and there is only one fundamental period for each value of I. The behaviour of the different 
modes with respect to I is shown in figure 3.2. 
In the case of adiabatic, linear oscillations for "simple" equilibrium stellar models (that is, 
stellar models that are chemically homogeneous and do not contain mixtures of A < 0 and 
A > 0 at different places in the star) the spectra of p-modes and p-modes are clearly separated, 
i.e., mode classification is unproblematic. This is the case for all our neutron star models. 
The following features can in this case be added to the list above: 

• The number of nodes in Sr is equal to the order of the mode. This is true for both 
p-modes and p-modes. For the /-mode the number of nodes in Sr is zero. 
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Figure 3.2: From Cox [14]. Schematic view of the behaviour of the four different oscillation 
types (p, f , g+, and g~). Eigenvalues a2 are plotted as a function of harmonic degree I for 
modes of different order n. The dotted lines show the extension of the p-modes to I = 0, 
giving the corresponding eigenvalues for the radial modes of order n — 1. 
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• Sr and St have the same number of nodes. 

• For p-modes Sr has one node that is closer to the center of the star than that of St. 

• For g-modes St has one node that is closer to the center of the star than that of Sr. 

• For the /-mode Sr and Ap have the same sign for all 0 < r < R. 

3.4.7 Local analysis. 

A local analysis of the nonradial oscillation equations can help us to understand some quali-
tative features of the problem. 

In the local analysis we assume that equilibrium values vary much slower in the radial direction 
than do the eigenfunctions of the oscillations. All equilibrium values can then be treated as 
constants with respect to r. We further assume that the Cowling approximation can be 
applied. Both of these approximations are good for higher-order oscillation modes. 

Since all equilibrium values are constant, then especially T is constant and we can utilize 
equations (3.135) and (3.136), which we write on the form 

dr r2h(r) 

where 

[a2-N2)V, (3.143) W ^ '-2 A 7-2 

h(r) = P2/TJp, (3.144) 

and v3 is the adiabatic velocity of sound given by 

«? = (3.145) 
PO 

while L2 and N2 will be explained below. 

The local vibrational property of the fluid is characterized by two characteristic frequencies: 
The Lamb frequency L; and the Brunt-Våisålå frequency N. The Lamb frequency corresponds 
to a reciprocal of the timescale of one horizontal wavelength divided by the local sound speed, 
and is given by 

L2 = (khva)
2 = f(l + l) (3.146) 
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where 

kh = VW+Tj/r, (3.147) 

is the horizontal wavenumher. The Brunt-Våisålå frequency is the frequency with which a 
bubble of gas may oscillate vertically around its equilibrium position under gravity. It is given 
by 

N2 = - Æ . (3.148) 
or 

Equations (3.142) and (3.143) can be transformed into two second-order differential equations 
for only one unknown 

^ - + k2V = 0, (3.149) 

rPW 
+ k2W = 0, (3.150) 

with solutions of the form 

dr2 

V(r), W{r) oc e**-1", (3.151) 

where 

k2 = -^(c2 - Lj)(a2 - N2), (3.152) 

is the dispersion relation that relates the radial wavenumber kr to the oscillation frequency a. 

Trapping of modes. 

Let us take a closer look at equation (3.152). We see that for 

a2>LlN2, (3.153) 

which corresponds to p-modes, or 

a 2 < L l N 2 , (3.154) 
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which corresponds to p-modes, the radial wavenumber kr is real since 

k2 > 0. (3.155) 

According to equation (3.151), this implies that there exist oscillative eigenfunctions in the 
radial direction in these areas. 
However, for 

N2 < a2 < Lf or Lf < a2 < N2, (3.156) 

the radial wavenumber kr is purely imaginary since here k2 < 0. In these areas the amplitudes 
of oscillation are exponentially decreasing, i.e., the wave is evanescent. This means that the 
eigenfunctions cannot propagate radially here. In other words, modes are trapped in the parts 
of the star where 

*2>L2,N2 or a < L[,N . (3.157) 

Note that if 

r -¥ 0, (3.158) 

then l[ —• oo and 

N oc r 0, (3.159) 

while for 

r = R, (3.160) 

then 

Li oc P/p 0 and N2 oc p/P oo, (3.161) 

implying that the curves for L2 and N2 will always intersect at some place inside the star. 
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Higher order p- and p-modes. 

We will also study the properties of higher order p- and p-modes. Prom equation (3.152) we 
find that the oscillation frequency is given by 

c2 = ±(L2 + N2 + k2
Tv2

s)\l± 
4 LfN2 

(L? + N2 + k2v?)2 

1/2 
(3.162) 

where the "+"-sign inside the large parentheses corresponds to p-modes (high frequencies), 
and the "-"-sign corresponds to p-modes (low frequencies). We limit our analysis to higher 
order modes, i.e., large I, and can then assume that 

N2 « Ll (3.163) 

for sufficiently large I. 
Prom equation (3.162) we then find that the oscillation frequency crp of the p-modes is given 
by 

l-m + k2 
v2. (3.164) 

Note that p-modes with a vertical wavelength much smaller than its horizontal wavelength, 
i.e., 

k2 » k2
h = 1(1 + l)/r2, 

have an oscillation frequency given by 

(3.165) 

k2
rv2, (3.166) 

which is equivalent to the case when I = 0 (radial modes). This shows that there is a close 
relation between higher order p-modes and the radial modes. It also indicates that higher 
order p-modes have properties similar to acoustic sound waves. 
It has been found (Cox [15]) that for higher order p-modes the motion of mass elements 
become nearly vertical (radial). Further, Sr and Sp are approximately 90° out of phase, and 
St lags behind Sr by just 90° so that particles move on approximate elliptical paths. 
From equation (3.162) we find that the oscillation frequency ag of the p-modes is given by 

1(1 + l)/r2 

1(1 + l)/r2 + k2 N 
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Equation (3.167) confirms that p-modes are stable if the star is stable against convection, i.e., 

a\ > 0, if A < 0 (3.168) 

and unstable if the star itself is unstable against convection, i.e., 

a2 < 0, if >1 > 0. (3.169) 

Further it confirms that 

<7g = 0, if 1 = 0, (3.170) 

i.e., p-modes do not exist for purely radial oscillations. We can also see that a2 is almost 
independent of I when I is large. Further, 

a2 N2 when I oo, (3.171) 

if kr is finite, and 

o2
g 0 when kr -»• oo, (3.172) 

and I is finite. 
It has been found (Cox [15]) that for higher order p-modes the motion of mass elements 
becomes nearly horizontal (transverse). It has also been found that Sr lags behind St by just 
90°, so that particles move on approximate elliptical paths, but in opposite direction of those 
of the p-modes. 
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Chapter 4 

Radial and nonradial oscillations; 
general relativist ic treatment. 

Modifications to the gravitational field strength due to general relativity are important when 
considering the equilibrium structure and oscillations of neutron stars, since these stars have 
extremely high densities and energies in their interior so that general relativistic effects are not 
negligible. We will in this chapter introduce the general relativistic formalism, and then derive 
the equations of hydrostatic equilibrium in addition to the radial and nonradial oscillation 
equations in the general relativistic frame. 
As before, we consider a non-rotating, finite temperature star with zero magnetic fields. 
The star is spherical symmetric and in hydrostatic and thermal equilibrium when in its 
unperturbed state. The oscillations are assumed to be harmonic and adiabatic, so that there 
are no net heat gains or losses during pulsation, and they are sufficiently small that linear 
theory can be applied. 
The solution of the general relativistic oscillation problem is based on Einstein's field equa-
tions together with the appropriate conservation laws. In Newtonian theory, the solution was 
based on the three conservation laws for mass (3.28), momentum (3.32), and energy (3.35), 
together with Poisson's equation (3.23) that describes the gravitational field. In general 
relativity, the corresponding equations are the conservation of mass-energy (4.30), momen-
tum (4.31), and baryon number (4.28), while the gravitational field is described by Einstein's 
field equations (4.19)-(4.22). The equations are linearized, and then the radial and nonradial 
oscillation equations in the general relativistic frame can be derived. 

We first give a brief introduction to general relativistic theory and formalism in section 4.1. 
Then we continue in section 4.2 by focusing on the special case when the gravitational field 
is that of a spherical symmetric body. Such a gravitational field is described by the socalled 
Schwarzschild metric, and is a very close approximation to the actual gravitational field around 
a neutron star. The radial oscillation equations with boundary conditions will then be derived 
in section 4.3, and finally the nonradial oscillation equations with boundary conditions axe 
derived and discussed in section 4.4. 
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shall need the four-velocity u^ defined by 
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Chapter 4. Radial and nonradial oscillations; general relativistic treatment. 

which is a generalization of the ordinary three-dimensional velocity vector. We will also need 
to know how to transform between a contravariant vector A11 and its corresponding covariant 
representation A T h e connection is made by the metric functions 

A" = g^A*. (4.12) 

Similarly, the transformation between a contravariant tensor A ^ and its covariant A ^ and 
mixed A£ counterparts is given by 

K = g^AKU, A^y = g^A»K. (4.13) 

Finally, we will need to know the covariant derivative Aft of a vector 

8AV 

= ^ + (4.14) 

and the covariant derivative of a tensor 
8A11 

A\-,v = + ~ V\vAK- (4-15) 

In galilean coordinates; Ŷ v = 0, and covariant differentiation reduces to ordinary differenti-
ation. 

4.2 The gravitational field of a spherical symmetric body; the 
Schwarzschild metric. 

A non-rotating neutron star is ail almost perfectly shaped sphere in its equilibrium state, 
due to the enormous gravitational forces of its interior that allow only minor deviations from 
spherical symmetry. In fact, the gravitational field of a neutron star is so strong that the 
maximal possible variation in its surface position is of the order of only 0.01 — 1 cm. The 
assumption that the star is spherical symmetric is therefore an excellent approximation. We 
will in this section describe the metric and the corresponding field equations for such a case. 
The gravitational field of a spherical symmetric body is itself spherical symmetric, and the 
corresponding metric can be written on the general form 
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ds2 = e"(dx0)2 - exdr2 - r2(d02 + sin2 Odtf) (4.16) 

where 

dx° = cdt, (4.17) 

and where the metric functions v and A are functions of r and t only, i.e., 

v = v(r,t), A = A (r,t). (4.18) 

The metric of (4.16) is called the Schwaxzschild metric and is valid for any spherical symmetric 
distribution of matter. Note that not only the distribution but also the motion of the matter of 
the system must be spherical symmetric, i.e., the velocity of a fluid element must at each point 
be directed along the radius of the star. This metric is therefore valid for radial oscillations, 
but not for the more general nonradial oscillations, since these have also nonradial components 
in the velocity vector. 

4.2.1 Einstein's field equations. 

The Einstein field equations (derived from Einstein's equation (4.5)) appropriate to the 
Schwarzschild metric (4.16) are well known, and can be written (see for instance Landau 
and Lifehitz [27], page 300): 

- c-* - + - ~ (re'') + 1 C* 0 \ r dr r2) r2 ~ r2 dr V ) + r2' (4.19) 

(4.20) 

8nG 3 _ _ _A 1 _\dvdX 1 
c4 3 ~ 6 2 dr2 4drdr+4 

(4.21) 

8ttG t _ dX 
c4 0 ~ r dx0' (4.22) 
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where 

Tp = —e"~xT°. (4.23) 

For a macroscopic body the energy-momentum tensor is of the form (Landau and Lif-
shitz [27]) 

T ; = ( P + p c 2 ) ^ + P ^ , (4.24) 

where u" is the contravariant four-velocity defined by (4.11), P is the pressure, and pc2 is the 
mass-energy density. For the case under consideration (spherical symmetry and motion in 
radial direction only) only the components u° and u1 of the four-velocity are different from 
zero. Therefore, 

T2
2 = T3

3 = P, (4.25) 

whether or not motions are present. 
Finally, a useful relation that follows from equations (4.19) and (4.20) is; 

| ( A + , ) = ^ ( T 1 i - T « ) r - e \ (4.26) 

4.2.2 Conservation of mass-energy, momentum, and baryon number. 

In Newtonian theory, conservation laws for mass, momentum, and energy must be stated 
to solve the oscillation problem. In general relativity, the conservation of mass and energy 
are united in one single conservation law for mass-energy. This implies that some additional 
statement must be made, which will be equivalent to the separation of pc2 in the Newtonian 
theory, into a part which is related to the rest mass of the constituent particles of the system 
and a part which is related to what is conventionally the internal energy of the system. We 
shall take this additional statement to be the conservation of baryon number. The three 
conservation laws required to solve the oscillation problem in general relativity are then 
conservation of mass-energy, momentum, and baryon number. 

If n is the number of baryons per unit volume, its conservation requires that 

(««").„ = 0. (4.27) 

By use of expression (4.14) for the covariant derivative of a vector, we find that the equation 
for conservation of baryon number (4.27) can be written 
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Å + 1 : K ) + + ") + 
1/, \ 2 
z r 

0. (4.28) 

The equations for conservation of mass-energy and momentum can be derived directly from 
the covariant conservation law for the energy-momentum tensor 

= 0, (4.29) 

which is a consistency condition for the solvability of Einstein's equation (4.5), since it is 
satisfied as an identity by Taking the ji = 0 component of (4.29), we find by use of the 
expression for the covariant derivative (4.15) of a tensor 

^ + (4.30) 

which is the equation for conservation of mass-energy. In the Newtonian limit it reduces to 
the radial part of (3.28). Setting n = 1 in (4.29), we further find 

ST+ w-+ fr +»>+1 w - T»> £+' w - p>=»• <4-31» 
where we have substituted for T| and T| from (4.25). Equation (4.31) corresponds to con-
servation of momentum, and reduces to the radial part of (3.32) in the Newtonian limit. 
Note that equations (4.30) and (4.31) could also have been derived by direct manipulation 
of equations (4.19)-(4.23). They should therefore not be regarded as independent equations 
apart from the Einstein field equations, but rather as alternative equations that appear in 
addition to these. 

4.2.3 The equations of hydrostatic equilibrium. 

We will now derive the equations of hydrostatic equilibrium in the general relativistic frame. 
In a state of hydrostatic equilibrium all quantities are independent of x°, that is, 

and the only component of the four-velocity that is different from zero is u°, i.e., 

u1 = u2 = u3 = 0. (4.33) 
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The non-zero components of the energy-momentum tensor (4.24) axe then given by 

Tl = T2 = Tf = P0, Tq = —poc2, Tq1 = T? = 0, (4.34) 

where the subscript zero denotes that the value of the actual quantity is calculated when the 
system is in its equilibrium state. Substitution of (4.34) into equation (4.19) now gives 

(4.35) 

while a similar procedure for equation (4.20) results in 

+ (4.36) r dr r2 \ ) c4 

Further, the equation for conservation of momentum (4.31) can now be written on the form 

= ? ^ (4 37) 
dr [PQ + pQc2)dr' K ' 

which is valid in the hydrostatic equilibrium state. Since Po/(poc2) —>• 0 as the Newtonian 
limit is approached, a comparison of (4.37) with (3.33) of the Newtonian case, indicates that 
(C2/2)I/O can be considered as the general relativistic generalization of a gravitational potential 
that reduces to the classical value ipo in the non-relativistic limit. 
Now, integrating equation (4.35) with respect to r with the boundary condition1 

A0(r = 0) = 0, (4.38) 

gives 

e - A 0 -("SO- <-> 
where 

m(r) =4% [ p0r2 dr, (4.40) 
Jo 

'From equation (4.19) it can be seen that as r 0, then A0 must also vanish at least as r2 to keep T§ 
finite, i.e., we must demand Ao = 0 at r = 0. 
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is the mass inside a sphere of radius r, which can also be written on the form 

shm 
= Att por . (4.41) dr 

Equations (4.36) and (4.37) can then be combined to give the final hydrostatic equilibrium 
equation 

where m is given by (4.40). Note that in the non-relativistic limit we have (Po/pc2) < 1, 
(4irP0r3)/(mc2) 1, and (2Gm)/(r(?) < 1, so that (4.42) reduces to the hydrostatic equi-
librium equation (3.33) for the Newtonian case. 
Finally, the useful identity (4.26) can be written on the form 

— -T- A0 + vo) = —t(Pq + Poc2), (4.43) r ar c1 

in the hydrostatic equilibrium state. 

4.2.4 Linearizing the basic equations of the problem. 

In order to solve the oscillation problem, all fundamental equations involved must be written 
on a linearized form. As the five basic equations for the oscillation problem, we shall take 
equations (4.19), (4.21), and (4.22) (Einstein's field equations), together with equation (4.31) 
(conservation of momentum) and (4.28) (conservation of baryon number). We assume small 
oscillations so that linear theory can be applied, and the perturbed quantities can be written 
to first order as 

n = n0 + An, p = p0 + Ap, P = P0 + A P, 
A = A0 + AA, v = i/0 + Ai/, v = vQ + Av = Av. (4.44) 

Here A denotes the Eulerian variation of a variable, and 

V = (4.45) 

is the velocity in the radial direction in units of the velocity of light. Note that since the 
equilibrium state is static, 
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v0 = 0. (4.46) 

The four-velocities are to first order given by 

U1 = g — U l = gAo—fo/2̂  
u o = e - W 0 / 2 ) U o = _e^o/2 i ( 4 4 7 ) 

and the non-zero components of the energy-momentum tensor are 

Tq = -pc2 = -(po + A p)c2, 
Tl = T| = T| = P = P0 + AP, 

To = + Poc2)ulu0 = -(P0 + poc2)v, (4.48) 
If = (P0 + p0^)u0

ui = -eA°-"°(P0 + poc2)v, 

also to first order. The five basic equations can then be written on the required linear form, 
by use of equations (4.44) and (4.48). For equation (4.19) we get 

dr 

while equation (4.20) gives 

A (re-^AA) = ^ r 2 ( c 2 A p ) , (4.49) 

.dr - dTAA) = + irAP' <450) 

and equation (4.22) gives 

&o A A = + P 0^ ) V- ( 4 5 1 ) r 

Further, the equation for conservation of momentum (4.31) can now be written 

+ poc2)^ + | . A P + \(P0 + Po^IA, + i ( A P + c 2 A p ) ^ = 0, (4.52) 

and, finally, the equation for conservation of baryon number is 
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+ \n0e-v°l2v^-{\a + */o) = 0. (4.53) 
i ar 

Equations (4.49)-(4.53) constitute the five linearized fundamental equations that we will use 
to solve the oscillation problem. 

4.3 Radial oscillations. 

We will in this section discuss the radial oscillation problem in the general relativistic frame. 
Since we assume that the star is spherical symmetric when in its equilibrium state, and since 
motions are in radial direction only, the Schwarzschild metric of section 4.2 can be applied. We 
will first derive the radial oscillation equations, then we discuss the corresponding boundary 
conditions, and, finally, we comment on the eigenvalue nature of the problem. 

4.3.1 The radial oscillation equations. 

The Schwarzschild metric, with its corresponding field equations and conservation laws, gave 
us in section 4.2 the five independent equations that we shall take as a basis when solving the 
radial oscillation problem. On their linearized form these equations are given by (4.49)-(4.53). 
We will show how to reduce the system of five equations to two independent equations that 
describe the radial oscillations. 
It is convenient to treat the oscillations as small Lagrangian displacements Sr about the 
equilibrium position tq with respect to the world time x° defined by 

(A 

We will also assume that the oscillations are harmonic, i.e., of the form 

6r(r,t) = Sr(r)eiat. (4.55) 

Taking the derivative of Sr with respect to the world time x° then gives a factor a1 j<? in the 
equations. 
We choose to start with equation (4.51). By use of (4.54) this equation can be directly 
integrated to give 

— A A = + Poc2)Sr, (4.56) r c1 
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and together with equation (4.49) this gives 

when substituting for dPo/dr from (4.37). On the other hand, equation (4.56) together with 
equation (4.50) give 

{P0 + p0c
z)-^Av = AP - (P0 + Pac2) 

(dvo 1 
V dr 

) år - ( A q + ^O), (4.58) 

where (4.43) also was used to obtain this result. The three equations (4.49)-(4.51) have now 
been reduced to only two equations (4.57) and (4.58). 

Consider then the equation for conservation of momentum (4.52). By use of equations (4.57) 
and (4.58) and the assumption that the oscillations are harmonic (4.55), it can be written 

^ - ( A + =£aF + AP± (>.„ + „,) + i c ' A ^ 

Equation (4.59) will be taken as one of the two final radial oscillation equations. 

To find the second radial oscillation equation we turn to the equation for conservation of 
baryon number (4.53). When substituting for v from (4.54), it can be integrated to give 

pi/o/2 ft / , \ i 

A ( n o r 2 å r e - ^ 2 ) + ±n0 AA + år—(X0 + uq) 
ar r2 dr 

and further substitution of (4.43) and (4.56) into the result gives 

= 0, (4.60) 

A n = _ e ^ S (2e-VoiH\ 
dr rz or \ J 

Now, if the equation of state can be written on the form 

(4.61) 

n = n{p,P), (4.62) 

so that 
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(4.63) 

then it follows from equations (4.57) and (4.61) that 

(4.64) 

where r*e( is the "ratio of the specific heats" defined in the manner 

dn (4.65) 

For a physical object containing matter and radiation, defined by this equation is identical 
to the general relativistic adiabatic index rre; as customarily defined in stellar structure, i.e., 

which reduces to Ti of (3.37) in the Newtonian limit. 
We have now managed to reduce the system of five equations (4.49)-(4.53) to the two in-
dependent equations (4.59) and (4.64). These two equations describe the radial oscillations 
completely, and can also be combined into one single second order differential equation (see 
equation (59)2 of Chandrasekhar [10]), equivalent to what was done in the Newtonian case 
(equation (3.71)). However, we prefer to keep a first order system of two equations. 

If we now define 

Sr SP 

and remember that the relation between the Eulerian and Lagrangian variation of a variable 
is given by (3.7), so that 

(4.66) 

(4.68) 

then substitution of (4.67) into equation (4.64) gives 
2Note that f of [10] corresponds to Sr in our notation. 
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dr 
3 dP 1 
r dr (P + pc2) 

Similarly we get from equation (4.59) 

' l " ' l " 
[rr re iJ >1- (4.69) 

drj 
dr 

q2 ^ ( P + pc2) _ 4 d_P _ SjrG A , p » (dP\' 
P(P + pc2) 

dP pc2 + —j- (P + pc2) eAr 
dr P(P + pc2) c4 »/, (4-70) 

where we have dropped subscript zero on the variables when this cannot be misunderstood. 
We prefer to handle the oscillation equations on a dimensionless form and define the following 
dimensionless variables; 

XasR' 
(dp/dx) 

8TTGR2P 

6 = 

3c2 

2 Gm 
pc1 

e = (1 " - ) • 
X P ' - Rc2 ' 

Substitution of (4.71) into equations (4.69) and (4.70) then finally gives 

de 
dx 

3 
x n r 

1 " 
t - xTrei V, 

and 

(4.71) 

(4.72) 

dri 
dx 

a2R2 - l 

i - 7(l+/3)"1 + |ax(l + (S) ( > - r V, (4.73) 

for the radial oscillation equations in the general relativistic limit. 

4.3.2 Boundary conditions. 

Equations (4.72) and (4.73) contain singularities at the centre and at the surface of the star. 
We want to obtain regular solutions for the eigenfunctions and therefore must require that 
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77, and rf are finite everywhere in the star. This must especially be true at the centre. To 
keep finite when x —> 0, we must demand 

3 r ^ + V = 0, at x = 0, (4.74) 

so that the coefficient of the term 1/x of equation (4.72) vanishes in this limit. Equation (4.74) 
is the boundary equation at the centre of the star. 
We also need a boundary condition at the surface (r = R). When approaching the surface, 

p,P 0 and dP/dr -¥ 0. (4.75) 

Moreover, when p -4 0, general relativistic effects become negligible, so that 

0 = P/(pc2)-> 0, (4.76) 

in this limit. This means that /3_1 —> oo, and thus the coefficient of /3_1 in equation (4.73) 
must vanish when r -» R. It then follows that 

77 = -
/ 2 GMy1 fa2R3 GM\ 
\ Rc2 ) \GM + Rc2 J at r = R. (4.77) 

Equation (4.77) is the boundary condition at the surface of the star. 

4.3.3 The eigenvalue nature of the problem. 

As already mentioned, the general relativistic radial oscillation equations (4.69) and (4.70) 
can be combined into one single second order pulsation equation in £ (equation (59)3 of 
Chandrasekhar [10]). Similarly to the Newtonian case, this pulsation equation is of the 
Sturm-Liouville type and has real eigenvalues c/g < a2 < • • • < o2 <••• , with corresponding 
eigenfunctions £o, • • • £n, • • •, where the eigenfunction £„ has n nodes. For a more detailed 
list of the properties of eigenvalues and eigenfunctions of a Sturm-Liouville problem, see 
section 3.3.3. 

4.4 Nonradial oscillations. 

We will in this section discuss the nonradial oscillation problem in the general relativistic 
frame. The fully general relativistic oscillation equations for nonradial oscillations were first 
derived by Thorne and Campolattaro [54]. However, due to the vast complexity of this 

sNote that £ of [10] corresponds to Sr in our notation. 
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general relativistic extension of the nonradial oscillation equations, McDermott et al. [33] later 
introduced a "relativistic Cowling approximation", analogous to the Cowling approximation 
in the classical theory of pulsation. This simplifies the system of equations considerably, and 
we shall therefore adopt this last approach in our calculations. We will start by deriving the 
nonradial oscillation equations, then we discuss the corresponding boundary conditions, and 
finally we give a local analysis of the problem. 

4.4.1 The nonradial oscillation equations; the relativistic Cowling approx-
imation. 

It is convenient to describe the nonradial oscillations of a star by the Lagrangian displacement 
vector Sf of the fluid, where Sf now is a function not only of t and r, as was the case for the 
radial oscillations, but also of 6 and <f>, i.e., 

Sf = Sf(t,r,6, <f>). (4.78) 

As a result of this angular dependence, the geometry of space-time around and inside the 
perturbed configuration is no longer described by the simple line element (4.16) of the Schwarz-
schild metric. Rather, the geometry fluctuates in a manner described by the ten functions, 
ĥ v = so that 

ds2 = (ds2)o + h^dx^dx", (4.79) 

where (ds2)o is the line element of (4.16) and describes the metric when the star is in its 
equilibrium state. 
Following the method of Thome and Campolattaro [54], <5rand /iM„ are analyzed into vectorial 
and spherical harmonics, where each spherical harmonic is characterized by the usual integers I 
and m, and by a parity 7r, which can be either (—1)' or (—1)'+1. For small-amplitude motions, 
there is no coupling between the various harmonics (l,m, TT), SO that we can focus on each 
harmonic individually. 
It turns out that odd-parity-perturbations (7r = (—1)'+1) do not couple to the star's density 
and pressure distributions at all. Since pulsating motion requires changes in pressure and 
density, this means that odd-parity perturbations cannot cause the star to pulsate. We 
will therefore concentrate on the even-parity-perturbations (n = (—1)'), which do provide 
oscillatory motions. The covariant components of the fluid displacement vector Sf are in this 
case of the form 

Sr = SR [r-2e-x'2W{r)YUe, t)ei ,Tt} , 

SO = SR , (4.80) 

5<t> = ̂ ^-r-2sm-2eV(r)^[Yi(e,4>)]e^ , 
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where W(r) and V(r) are proportional to the radial and transverse amplitudes of the fluid 
motion respectively, and where Y}Jfi,4>) are spherical harmonics given by 

1/2 
P,m( cos0)e,m*, (4.81) 

where Pjro(cos0) are Legendre-polynomials. The eigenvalue a is the pulsation frequency as 
measured by a distant observer. The metric perturbation now takes the form 

Yl
m(Q,$), (4.82) 

where Hq, HI, Hi and K are functions of r and t. The corresponding equations of motion 
constitute a set of coupled equations for the fluid-displacement functions V(r,t), W(r,t) and 
the metric perturbation functions HO(r, t), H\(r, t), /^(r, t), and K(r, t). These equations are 
derived from Einstein's equation (4.5), and can be found in Thome and Campolattaro [54] 
(equations (14a)-(d)). 

In analogue to what is done in Newtonian perturbation theory, where perturbations in the 
gravitational potential are neglected in the socalled Cowling approximation, a "relativistic 
Cowling approximation" is introduced, in which the metric perturbations Hq, HI, H2, and K 
are simultaneously set equal to zero. This considerably simplifies the system of equations, 
and makes it easier to recognize the predominant physical processes at work. In addition it 
allows computations of I = 1 and I > 2 modes using a single set of equations, since in this 
case the pulsation equations for I > 2 of [54] and I = 1 of [8] reduce to the same identical set. 
In the relativistic Cowling approximation only equations (14a) and (14b) of [54] are relevant, 
and setting 

H0 = HX = H2 = K = 0, (4.83) 

into these gives 

_ J e<»~>' !(P + + + = 0, (4.84) 

and 

™e""(P + pc*)V +1(1 + + + l ^ e - V ^ = 0. (4.85) 
c2 r2 r2 dr r2 dr 

(21 + 1 )(l- m)\ 
47T (/ + m)\ 

H0e" Hi 
Hi H2e 
0 0 
0 0 

0 0 
0 0 

r2K 0 
0 r2 sin2 6K 

JL ( PT">>cv/2 
dr V. r2 
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Equations (4.84) and (4.85) can further be rearranged and combined in such a way that they 
can be written on the form 

dV 
dr 

dW _ F r2(P + pc2) a2 A/2-1/ _ m 1 ) EA/2L 

d r ' l PVrei C2 1(1 + 1)6 

-W 2 "> 

V — 
' 1 dP" 

v — prre, dr. w, 

(4.86) 

(4.87) 

where the equilibrium equations given in section 4.2.3 were also used to obtain this result. 
The quantities A± of (4.86) are defined by 

= e-V2 J 1 JL(p + pj) _ 
\ (P + pc2) dr H ' 

1 dP 
PTrei dr 

1± P?rel 
(P + pc2) (4.88) 

and A+ is the general relativistic generalization of the stability parameter A that appears in 
classical stellar theory. It reduces to (3.85) in the Newtonian limit. 
If we define as before 

R' 
(4.89) 

then the nonradial oscillation equations (4.86) and (4.87) can be written on the dimensionless 
form 

^ = - [A-Rex'2] V + A+e"(P + pc2)~lP'^ - Rex'2 

ax l PL rel C 

where primes on a quantity denote the derivative with respect to x. 

T / ' P> ' v — 
[PTni\ 

(.Rx)2 

W, 

W, (4.90) 

(4.91) 

4.4.2 Boundary conditions. 

We will now derive the boundary conditions at the centre and at the surface of the star. 
If we expand the eigenfunctions of equations (14c)-(d) of [54] about r = 0, and in addition 
require that the solution be non-divergent here, we get the following boundary condition at 
the centre of the star; 

W + IrV = 0, at r = 0. (4.92) 
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At the surface (r = R), the Lagrangian perturbation in the pressure SP must vanish, i.e., 

SP = (^-Sr) = 0 , at r = R. 
\dr Jr=R 

(4.93) 
r=R 

The oscillation equation (4.87) can at the surface be reduced to the form 

Prre; = -PTnll{l + \)ex'2V - ^W, (4.94) 

p -> 0, P 0, when r ->• R. (4.95) 

Solving for dP/dr from equation (4.94) and substituting the result into (4.93) together 
with (4.80) for W gives 

(4.96) 

Finally, substitution of (4.96) into (4.87) gives the boundary condition at the surface on the 
form 

7 + + ^ ¥ > = 0, a t r - f l , (4.97) <Hr4 \ mc2 J 

where we have substituted for dP/dr from (4.42). 

4.4.3 Local analysis. 

We will perform a local analysis of the general relativistic nonradial oscillation equations in a 
manner similar to what was done for the Newtonian case (section 3.4.7). In the local analysis 
we assume that equilibrium values vary much more slowly in the radial direction than do the 
eigenfunctions of the oscillations. This will be the case in the limit of very high overtones, 
since the local "wavelength" of an oscillation mode then will be short compared to the length 
scale of variation of the physical quantities in the unperturbed neutron stax. All equilibrium 
values can then be treated as constants with respect to r. 

We first define two new variables 

.2-1 
Z2 = Gm 

2 - 1 
(4.98) 
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so that the nonradial oscillation equations (4.86) and (4.87) can be written on the very general 
form 

= On(r)Zi + a12(r)Z2, 

dZ2 

dr ot2i(r)Zi + d22(r)Z2. 

The coefficients ay, where i,j = 1,2, are given by 

(4.99) 

(4.100) 

an (r) = 

a12(r) = 

«21W = 

K 

(1 + H) 
K 

(1 +H) 
K 

H 

f1 rei 
- 3 - (/ - 2) 

+ rre,/3j 

Gm 

r2 r3 

+ A+r/? pA/2 

a22(r) = M [l - U - A-e^r - ( I - 2)] , 
(1 + H) 

and the quantities U, H, K, and /? are defined by 

(4.101) 

dlnm _ dlnP 
U = —7Z , H = 

din r din r ' 

and 

K = 
dln(r/P) 

dr ' 

The set of equations (4.99) and (4.100) have solutions on the form 

Zi = constant x e tkrT exp r au(r')dr' 
.Jo 

(4.102) 

Ø s ^ f l + ^ V (4.103) 
\ mc2 / 

(4.104) 

where i = 1,2. The dispersion relation, valid in the short-wavelength limit (kr R), can 
then be obtained; 

kr = -Q12021 
M2re,"2 

(a2 - ( L ; ) ^ | ) ( < T 2 - N^i), (4.105) 

where we have substituted for «12 and a2i from (4.101). Here the relativistic sound speed 
{vs)rei is given by 
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(4.106) 

and is the general relativistic generalization of (3.145), while the relativistic Lamb frequency 
(Li)rei is given by 

and is the general relativistic generalization of (3.146). Finally, the relativistic Brunt-Våisålå 
frequency Nni is given by 

and is the general relativistic generalization of (3.148). The dispersion relation (4.105) can 
be solved for a2, and the result is given by equation (3.162) if v3, Li, and N are substituted 
by the corresponding relativistic quantities {vs)rei, (i;)rej, and N^. Similarly, expressions 
for the frequencies of the higher-order p- and g-modes, trp and ag, will be given by (3.164) 
and (3.167) when the same substitutions are made. 

(4.107) 

(4.108) 
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Chapter 5 

The equi l ibr ium state 

To calculate the oscillations of a neutron star, we must first determine its equilibrium config-
uration. However, the construction of an equilibrium model for a neutron star is not simple. 
Thermodynamic properties vary widely throughout the star; density, for instance, changes 
from a value close to zero at the surface to ~ 1015 g/cm3 in the central parts of the star. 
Close to the surface, matter exists almost in its normal form as Fe-atoms. Deeper into the 
star, however, these soon become ionized, and inverse /3-decay then leads to more and more 
neutron rich nuclei. At even higher densities neutrons begin to drip out of the nuclei, and, 
eventually, the density is so high that nuclei touch and start to merge. For even higher den-
sities that can be found deepest in the core of a neutron star, we are not even sure what the 
matter looks like. 

Clearly, it would be extremely difficult to find one single equation of state that could cover 
this whole range of extremities. The approach is therefore instead to determine equations of 
state for more limited density ranges, and combine them afterwards to construct a complete 
neutron star equilibrium model. The equations of state must be combined in such a way that 
the pressure is continuous over the entire star. The density may then not be continuous at 
all points, but this is physically acceptable. The equations of state that we have applied in 
our calculations will be described below in sections 5.1-5.11. 
In the central parts of a neutron star energies and densities are so high that general relativistic 
effects will be important. The equilibrium state of the star must therefore be calculated using 
the fully developed general relativistic formalism. We assume a non-rotating finite tempera-
ture spherical symmetric star with zero magnetic fields. The basic equilibrium equations are 
then conservation of mass, given by equation (4.41), i.e., 

(5.1) 

the equation for hydrostatic equilibrium (4.42), i.e., 

dPo 
dr 

Gmpo (5.2) 
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the equation of state, which will be further described in the sections below, i.e., 

Po = Po(n0), 
Po = Po(no), 

(5.3) 

and the equation for radiative transfer 

DT _ 3KPQR2Ts 

dr 16r2 (5.4) 

which can be found in standard text books, see for instance Shapiro and Teukolsky [46], 
appendix I. Here k is the opacity given by equation (C.l). Details about how to calculate the 
opacity can be found in appendix C. The star is assumed to radiate as a perfect black-body, 
so the total luminosity Ls is given by La = 4irR2oT*. 

The boundary conditions then are that the mass m(r) inside a sphere of radius r is equal to 
zero when r = 0, i.e., 

The equilibrium state of the neutron star can now be calculated by equations (5.1)-(5.4) and 
boundary conditions (5.5) and (5.6). The central baryon number density nc and the surface 
temperature Ta must be given as initial parameters, and then all other parameters such as 
total radius R, total mass M, density, pressure, and temperature profile can be determined. 
We consider the following model for our neutron stars, see figure 5.1. The star can be divided 
roughly into two main regions; (I) the core (n> 2-10 - 6 fm-3), and (II) the surface layer 
(n < 2 • IO""6 fm-3). 
The core contains the bulk mass and volume of the star, and thermodynamic variables such 
as temperature, density, and pressure are almost constant over the entire region. As an 
approximation, we assume constant temperature in this region, that is, the temperature 
gradient of equation (5.4) is zero. Temperatures are rather high in the central core of a 
neutron star, typically Tc ~ 10® - IO10 K, but we can still calculate as if we had a degenerate 
zero-temperature system, since generally Tc < Tp in the whole region, where 7> is the Fermi 
temperature (kTp = Ep). The degenerate equations of state applied to this part of the star 
are given in sections 5.1-5.9. 

The surface layer of the star is only ~ 10 - 100 m thick, but density, pressure, and temper-
ature change radically here, and the gradients are large. The temperature can therefore not 

m(r = 0) = 0, (5.5) 

and the pressure P(r) is defined to be zero at the surface of the star, i.e., 

P(R) = 0. (5.6) 
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Figure 5.1: Rough sketch of our neutron star model: (I) The core, with constant tempera-
ture Tc and a degenerate equation of state P(n). (II) The surface layer, with temperature T(r) 
and a temperature dependent equation of state Pr{n,T). The star has a surface tempera-
ture Ts and a total luminosity Ls. The size of the surface layer relative to the core is not 
drawn correctly. 

be considered constant in this region. The temperature gradient is given by equation (5.4), 
where Ta is the surface temperature, and T = Tc at the boundary between the surface layer 
and the core. The pressure will depend on the temperature in this region and must be calcu-
lated by a temperature dependent equation of state (section 5.11). Density, however, is not 
expected to vary much with temperature, and we assume, as a good approximation, that the 
adiabatic density, i.e., the density of the system when there is no temperature dependence, 
can be applied instead. 
We will now describe the different equations of state that we utilize to construct neutron star 
models. We begin with the ideal neutron gas equation of state, and continue with equations of 
state in order of decreasing density. The temperature dependent equation of state is treated 
at the end of this section. 

5.1 The ideal neutron gas. 

The simplest cold, degenerate equation of state is that due to a single species of ideal (non-
interacting) fermions. In the case of a neutron star, this corresponds to picturing the star as 
a sphere of pure neutron matter. We assume that the star consists of free neutrons only, and 
that there are no protons, electrons or other particles in the system. The free neutrons form a 
"neutron gas" that can be treated as ideal if we ignore all interactions between the neutrons. 

This is a fairly simple picture, and the model is not very realistic in its description of neutron 
star matter. It is however instructive as a first approach to the problem, and that is the main 
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reason why we have included it in our work. 

From kinetic theory we know that the pressure of a system with an isotropic distribution of 
momenta is given by 

P=^Jgf(E)pvd3p. (5.7) 

Here p is the momentum, v is the velocity 

v = pc2/E, (5.8) 

the function f{E) gives the average occupation number of a cell in phase space, h3 is the 
volume of a cell in phase space (where h is Planck's constant), and the factor of 1/3 comes 
from isotropy. The factor g represents the number of possible states for a particle with a 
given value of momentum p. For neutrons it has the value g = 2. 

The energy density is similarly given by 

e = pc2 = y gf(E)E d3p, (5.9) 

where 

E = (p2c2 + m^c4)1/2, (5.10) 

and mn is the neutron rest mass. Note that e includes the rest-mass energy of the particles. 

For an ideal gas of fermions in equilibrium, the function f(E) has the simple form 

'<*> = exp[(Æ — fj)/kT] + 1 <6-U> 

Here k is Boltzmann's constant, and 

fi = de/dn, (5.12) 

is the chemical potential. For completely degenerate fermions (T 0, i.e., fi/kT oo), n is 
called the Fermi energy Ep, and 

HE) -{S 
E < Ep, 
E > Ep. 
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We now define the Fermi momentum pp by 

E F = (P2
FC2 + M L É F L 2 . ( 5 . 1 4 ) 

The number density of neutrons is then given by 

2 fPF „ 2. 8tt 3 1 3 .. , 
n " = / ? y „ 4 n p d p = w p F = 3 ^ n

x ' ( 5 - i 5 ) 

where 

Xn = h/mnc, ( 5 . 1 6 ) 

is the neutron Compton wavelength, and we have defined a dimensionless Fermi momentum 
or "relativity parameter" x, by 

X = ^ - 2 . ( 5 . 1 7 ) 

Given equations ( 5 . 1 3 ) , ( 5 . 1 4 ) and ( 5 . 1 7 ) , the pressure of equation ( 5 .7 ) can now be expressed 
as 

(5 .18 ) 

where 

^(x) = + * 2 ) 1 / 2 ( 2 X 2 / 3 - 1) + ln [x + ( 1 + x2)1/2]) . ( 5 . 1 9 ) 

Similarly, the energy density of equation ( 5 . 9 ) , given equations ( 5 . 1 3 ) , ( 5 . 1 4 ) and ( 5 . 1 7 ) , can 
be expressed as 

S = PC2 = ^ X ( X ) , (5 -20) 

where 

x(x) = g i j («(1 + x2)1/2(l + 2x2) - In [x + (1 + x2)1/2]) . (5.21) 
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Note that there is a straightforward relation between x and n = n„, where x ~ n1/3, as given 
by equation (5.15). 
Two limiting cases for this equation of state are of special interest. For po 6 • 1015 g/cm3, 
the neutrons are non-relativistic, while for po 6 • 1015 g/cm3, the density is so high that 
neutrons become extremely relativistic. Here po is the rest mass density. For these special 
cases the equation of state can be written in the polytropic form 

P = Kpl, (5.22) 

with K and T constant. 
For non-relativistic neutrons (po <C 6 • 1015 g/cm3), 

P = Knp5
0
/3, (5.23) 

where Kn = (32/37r4/3fi2)/(5m®/3). In this case the mass density of the system is dominated 
by the rest mass of the neutrons and can be set equal to the rest mass density p = po = m„n„. 
For extremely relativistic neutrons (po 6 • 1015 g/cm3), 

P = K r P y \ (5.24) 

where Kr = In this case the mass density is given by p — e/c2 and may 
greatly exceed pa-

5.2 The ideal Fermi-gas of quarks. 

In the central core of a neutron star, the density is so high that quark matter may exist. The 
ideal Fermi-gas model of quark matter assumes a system of non-interacting quarks, moving 
freely independent of each other. This is not true near the normal nuclear density, where 
quarks are known to interact strongly with each other. However, experiments show that if we 
examine the quarks at very short distances (through scattering of a non-hadronic probe such 
as an electron or a neutrino), we find the quarks to move about freely, as if they are not bound 
at all. This property is called "asymptotic freedom" (free movement at short distances), and 
the ideal Fermi-gas assumption may therefore be reasonable at sufficiently high densities. 

Itoh [25] introduced para-Fermi statistics of order q = 3 to this model. It was done to count 
for the "colour"-property of the quarks. In such a system one quantum state can be occupied 
by less than or equal to q para-fermions. Setting q = 1, we get the usual fermion case. All 
baryons in the system can be described by combinations of the three quarks u, d, and s. The 
Itoh model assumes that matter consists of equal amounts of u, d, and s quarks, and that all 
quark masses equal mq. The condition of the charge neutrality is fulfilled in this case. We 
have set mq = 0.400 GeV/c2 in our calculations. 
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We define a dimensionless Fermi momentum x by 

x = -SfL. (5.25) rriqc 

The number density of quarks of a specific flavor («, d or s) is related to x by 

„ 8nm3c3 , 

where fl = u,d,s. This is the equivalent of equation (5.15) for the ideal neutron gas case. 
For the para-fermion system that we consider, q = 3. Note that since each baryon consists 
of three quarks, and since we assume equal amounts of u, d, and s quarks in the system, the 
baryon number density will equal the number density of quarks of a specific flavor, i.e., 

8irm3c3 

1 3 ft3 

The contribution to the pressure from one specific quark flavor is given by 

n = nfj = S - g ^ f - z 3 . (5-27) 

m4c5 
Pf = (5-28) 

where 

<t>(x) = J L (z(l + X2)1/2(2X2/3 - 1) +ln [®+ (1 + Z2)1/2]) . (5.29) 

Equation (5.28) is the equivalent of equation (5.18) for the ideal neutron gas case. The total 
pressure of the system is given by the sum of the partial pressures from the u, d, and s quarks 

P = 3Pfl = 3q—j^-(/>(x). (5.30) 

Finally, the energy density of the system is given by 

m4c5 

e = 3 £$ = Sq-jL-xW, (5.31) 

where 

X(s) = g i j (*(* + a;2)1/2(1 + 2a;2) - ln [® + (1 + x2)1/2]) . (5.32) 

Equation (5.31) is the equivalent of equation (5.20) for the ideal neutron gas case. 
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5.3 The asymptotic MIT bag model for quark matter. 

The MIT bag model for hadron structure was presented by Chodos et al. [12] in 1974, and 
has had a remarkable success in generating the hadron spectroscopy. It gives a phenomeno-
logical description of hadron structure. The model had its beginnings in the late 1960's when 
attempts were made to describe phenomenologically a system of confined relativistic quarks. 

In the bag model, as in any other quark model of nuclear structure, the nucleon is considered 
far from pointlike. According to the model, the hadron is described by fields (quarks and 
gluons) and confined to a volume V of characteristic size 1 fm3, which we call the 'bag'. Since 
no free quarks have ever been observed, we believe that the propagation of quark- and gluon 
fields cannot be sustained outside this volume, i.e., the quarks are confined to the bag. The 
quarks inside the bag are treated like free fermions. 

The first attempts to construct a bag-model for hadrons (Bogolioubov [5] in 1967) considered 
the simplest possible case of a massless Dirac particle moving freely inside a spherical volume 
of radius R, outside of which there was a scalar potential of strength ip. By taking the 
limit ip -» oo, the quarks were confined to the spherical volume. 

However, it was soon recognized that this simple model had a fundamental problem; namely 
that it violates energy conservation. This violation is an essential result of the confinement 
process, and a solution of the problem is possible only by adding a phenomenological energy 
density term — B to the interior of the bag. The term BV may be interpreted as the energy 
associated with an external pressure B. The system corresponds to a "bubble" of ideal, 
relativistic gas within an ideal liquid under constant pressure B, and it costs an energy BV 
to make this bubble in the vacuum. Equilibrium will exist only when the radiation pressure 
of the gas balances the pressure exerted by the liquid. It is assumed that B is a universal 
constant (i.e., constant for all hadrons), chosen to fit one piece of data. Once B is chosen, 
the radius of the bag is uniquely determined for each hadron. 

The MIT bag model incorporates the facts that quarks are confined, pointlike and essentially 
massless. The model is therefore relativistic and can be summarized in a relatively concise 
Lagrangian formalism. Weaknesses of the model are the absence of any mechanism for long 
range N-N interactions and the fact that the model violates badly chiral symmetry. The 
chiral bag models have been developed in response to this last difficulty. 

Øvergård and Østgaard [59] utilized the asymptotic MIT bag model in their calculations. 
The asymptotic model considers the quark masses to be negligible compared with the Fermi 
energy of the quarks, i.e., all quark masses are set equal to zero. The model further assumes 
that there is essentially no quark-gluon coupling. The energy density of such a system is given 
by 

e = pc2 = An4/3 + B, (5.33) 

and the pressure is given by 

P = i ( e - 4 B ) , (5.34) 
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where B is the confining "bag pressure". The factor A has been calculated to second order in 
the quark gluon coupling constant g, i.e., to first order in the effective constant ac = g2/l(nr, 
i.e. 

A = I ( T T ) 

where K is the number of flavors, and 

7T 1 
Qc = (11 -\K) ' ln(Q2/A2) (5"36) 

Here Q is the momentum transfer, and A is a parameter characterizing the strong coupling. 
The bag pressure B and the effective coupling constant ac do not depend on quark momentum 
in the MIT-model. They are determined by fitting to the observed N and A masses. 
Note that equation (5.36), although rigorously valid only for small values of ac, does suggest 
that the quark-gluon coupling constant can become very large for momentum transfers Q —> A. 
This large increase in quark-gluon coupling at small momentum transfers may result in quarks 
being confined to a finite region of space, which is consistent with the confinement hypothesis. 
The asymptotic freedom property is also supported by this expression for ac. If the number 
of quark flavors is not too large, the effective quark-gluon coupling constant will become 
very small at large momentum transfers. The consequence would then be that at superhigh 
densities where the quarks Fermi energy is large, matter should behave like a gas of free 
quarks (see section 5.2). 

Originally, the quark masses mu = mj = 0 and ms = 279 MeV/c2 were used to adjust the 
parameters in the model to data for light hadrons. In the calculations we have utilized a bag 
constant B = 59.2 MeV/fm3 and an effective coupling constant ac = 0.549. The number K 
of contributing flavors has been set equal to 3, the flavors being the u, d, and s quarks. 

5.4 The perturbative quantum chromodynamics (QCD) model 
for quark matter. 

In analogy with quantum electrodynamics (QED), the quantum theory of the electromag-
netic field, we have quantum chromodynamics (QCD), the quantum theory of the color field. 
In QED, electric charges interact through electromagnetic fields propagated through the ex-
change of real or virtual photons. In QCD, quarks interact by exchanging gluons. The photons 
are the carriers of the electromagnetic field exactly as the gluons are the carriers of the strong 
color field. What makes the two theories so different is that the photons themselves carry no 
electric charge and so are unaffected by electric fields; gluons in contrast carry a net color, 
and therefore interact directly with the quarks. That is, a quark can emit a gluon and then 
interact with it and create additional gluons; a photon cannot itself exchange photons with 
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nearby charges. This property of gluons forces QCD into a considerable level of mathemati-
cal complexity. At the same time it provides a clue for the asymptotic freedom observed for 
quarks and for the confinement hypothesis. 

Chapline and Nauenberg [11] proposed a perturbative QCD model for quark matter with 
an energy dependent coupling constant (in contrast to the MIT model which has a strong 
coupling that is independent of energy). The coupling constant a c appears as the natural 
expansion parameter in a perturbation-theory treatment of many-quarks systems. With the 
asymptotic freedom of QCD established, we should find that the first order effective quark-
gluon coupling constant a c decreases with increasing energy density, and at densities of the 
order of ~ 1015 g/cm3 the coupling constant could be so small that perturbation theory gives 
a reasonable approximation. 

The MIT version of the effective coupling constant ac suggests that an adequate expression 
for ac in a many-quark system (i.e., Fermi gas) could be 

with x = kp /Ap, where hkF is the Fermi momentum and Ap is a cut-off constant. Ap can 
be written on the form 

A F = ^ (5.38) 

where A F is measured in cm-1, and A*F is given in units of MeV. In principle, the value 
of Ap may be deduced from e+e~ annihilation data or from deep-inelastic lepton-nucleon 
scattering, even though in practice the determination of the exact value of Ap is complicated 
because of threshold effects associated with heavy quarks and possible contributions to the 
data from heavy leptons. A minimum value for A*F can be estimated (Øvergård [58]), and it 
is found that A*F > 207 MeV. We have set A*F = 250 MeV in our calculations. 

The Chapline-Nauenberg model follows from the assumption that the energy density of the 
quark gas in the ground state is given by 

e = pc2 = An4/3. (5.39) 

Here e is measured in dyne, and n is given in units of cm-3. This is the same expression 
as for the energy density of the MIT model (equation (5.33)) when the bag constant B is 
set equal to zero. The constant A is also the same as for the MIT model and is given by 
equation (5.35), where ac is now given by equation (5.37) and depends on the energy. 

The pressure is 

F = - ( £ - 4 B ( X ) ) , 
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where 

(5.41) 

and x is determined from the conserved baryon number density 

x = 1.60219 • 10 -n1/3 (5.42) 

Comparison with the analogous MIT expression (5.34) gives the natural interpretation of 
B(x) as a density dependent bag pressure. Also, the QCD equations as Ap-independent 
equations will be very similar to the MIT equations. But calculations of the Gibbs energy per 
baryon in the two models show that the QCD Gibbs energy is significantly lower (Chapline 
and Nauenberg [11]). This means that calculated transition densities for quark core neutron 
stars will be lower in the QCD model. The density when the baryon-quark transition occurs 
depends on the parameter Ap and on the equation of state of baryonic matter. For reasonable 
values of A f the transition density probably lies in the region of 10-20 times the density of 
matter in nuclei for the QCD model. 

5.5 The Pandharipande-Smith equation of state (PS). 

Pandharipande and Smith [39] have performed energy calculations for densities p > pnuc in 
neutron matter. They use a "reasonable" potential model and the lowest order constrained-
variation (LOCV) method. We consider their "liquid model". This particular model allows 
a significant tensor attraction in the S state and includes A°-resonances. 

The variational wave function is assumed to be 

where $m(ry) are neutron plane waves with momenta up to the Fermi momentum, fmn 
are correlation functions, and A antisymmetrizes the wave function between exchanges of 
identical particles. The model wave function is a pure neutron wave function. However, two 
neutrons may excite each other to A0 states if they come close enough, and the correlation 
functions fmn should describe this process. The general form of / can be chosen as 

(5.43) 
m<n m 

f = fI + fII + f m , (5.44) 

where f 1 represents the correction to the wave function due to two-nucleon exchange forces, 
and/77 and f111 convert the NN channel to JVA and AA, respectively. 
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The Hamiltonian of the system is given by 

H _ . n + • P*) + £ (l-P" + I-P») V? 

+ Y , va ( N N . A N > A A ) . (5-45) 
»>j 

and includes rest mass energies and kinetic energies for both neutrons and A°-resonances. The 
exchange potential Vij includes all possible transitions between the neutron and its excited 
A0 state, and P,N'A are projection operators for neutrons and A0 components. 

Øvergård and Østgaard [60] have derived a five-term polynomial for the pressure as a function 
of baryon number density based on the energy calculations of Pandharipande and Smith [39]. 
The pressure is given by 

P(n) = 4.0378 • n4/3 - 27.853 • n5/3 + 52.0859 • n2 - 20.7073 • n7/3 + 5.5808 • n8/3. (5.46) 

Here n is measured in fm-3, and the pressure is given in units of 1035 dyne/cm2. Equa-
tion (5.46) is valid in the range 0.1 fm -3 < n < 3.6 fm-3. However, causality is violated for 
baryon number densities n > 2.5 fm-3, and equation (5.46) should be used with caution for 
baryon number densities higher than 2.5 fm-3. 

5.6 The Arntsen-Øvergård equation of state (A0-5 ) . 

In the central parts of a neutron star, at densities pnuc < p < 20Pnuc, matter is composed 
of nearly pure neutron matter, i.e., in this region exists an infinite, homogeneous, and un-
polarized system of interacting neutrons. Arntsen and Østgaard [2] have carried out energy 
calculations for such a system, and we give a brief description of their method. 

The energy in the ground state in the non-relativistic limit1 is assumed to be given by 

E = (5.47) 

where 

N 
H = " E( f i 2 /2m n ) V? + £ „(r«), (5.48) 

i=1 i<j 

'For p ~ pnuc we have E/mc2
 1, i.e., the system can be considered to be non-relativistic, but for higher 

densities we may get E/mc2 > 1. 
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and is the ground state wave function, v(r,j) is the two-body potential corresponding to 
the interaction between the neutrons, and mn is the neutron mass. 

The "true" wave function will be determined by the two-body interaction potential, and a 
possible assumption for the total wave function of an iV-body system is 

®= n / ( ' « w * . n /mi*)=i®>. (&-49) 
1 <i<j<N l<i<j<N 

which should be antisymmetric and "physically acceptable". Here /(r) is the correlation 
function, and $ is the unperturbed single-particle wave function, i.e., neutron plane waves. 

We consider a power series expansion for the energy, which is a systematic expansion in powers 
of density and integrals of the functions 

h(r) = / V ) - 1, (5-50) 

and the Slater functions 

L(kpr) = 3(fcj?r)-3[sin(fc/?r) - kpr cos(kpr)}, (5.51) 

where kF is the Fermi wave number. The energy can then be expressed by the power series 
expansion. 

Pandharipande [38, 37] has suggested a method of lowest-order constrained variation (LOCV), 
where only the first term (the "two-body cluster") is kept in the power series expansion. The 
most important assumption in the LOCV method is that the power series expansion can be 
neglected after the first term. This is, however, not well founded on theoretical grounds, and 
to include higher-order terms, the Fermi hypernetted-chain (FHNC) method is considered. 
The FHNC/0 approximation, which is the lowest order approximation, is assumed to give a 
useful first approximation to the ground state energy. A trial function >3/(d), where d is a 
healing distance for the wave function, is chosen to be varied to give a minimum value for 
the energy of equation (5.47). The Reid soft-core (RSC) potential is utilized to describe the 
nucleon-nucleon interactions of the system, and the total binding energy E/N per particle 
can then be calculated. 

Øvergård and Østgaard [60] have developed a five-term polynomial for the pressure P in this 
domain based on the energy calculations of Arntsen and Østgaard [2]. 

The pressure is given by 

P(n) = 9.4433 • n5/3 - 34.6909 • n2 + 102.6575 • n8/3 - 87.6158 • n3 + 14.3549 • n11/3, (5.52) 

where the baryon number density n is measured in fin-3, and the pressure is given in units 
of 1035 dyne/cm2. Equation (5.52) is valid in the range 0.4 fm"3 < n < 3.6 fm-3. 
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5.7 The Wiringa-Fiks-Fabrocini equations of state (WFF). 

Wiringa, Fiks and Fabrocini [62] have calculated the equation of state for dense nuclear 
and neutron matter in the range 0.07 fm -3 < n < 1.5 fm-3. For neutron star structure they 
assume almost pure neutron matter with N » Z at zero temperature. They include three-
nucleon interactions in their calculations and use a Hamiltonian on the form 

H = E +E«« + £ v < 5 - 5 3 ) 
i n i<j i<j<k 

where Uy is a two-nucleon potential that fits nucleon-nucleon (NN) scattering data and 
deuteron properties, and Vijk is an explicit three-nucleon interaction. 
Wiringa, Fiks and Fabrocini [62] have calculated the equation of state for several models, 
combining different potentials for two- and three- nucleon interactions. We will use two of their 
models, which involve the two-nucleon potentials Urbana vu (UV14) and Argonne tiu (AV14), 
and the three-nucleon potentials Urbana VII (UVII) and TNI (three-nucleon-interaction). 
The two models combine the potentials in the following way: UV14+TNI and AV14+UVII. 

The two-nucleon potentials AV14 and UV14 have an identical structure, but differ significantly 
in the strength of the short-range tensor force and consequently in their predicted equation 
of state. They can be written as a sum of fourteen operator compounds 

«« = £ [ « M + w?(ry) + v£(ry)] • O?, (5.54) 
p= i 

where the seven odd-numbered operators O?- are 1, cr; • aj, Sij, L • S, L2(<Ti • aj), and (L • S)2, 
and the seven even-numbered operators are each of these times Tj • Tj. The three radial compo-
nents of equation (5.54) include; the long-range one-pion exchange part v?(r), an intermediate-
range part v£(r) that comes from two-pion exchange processes, and a short-range part Vg(r) 
coming from the exchange of heavier mesons or overlap of composite quark systems. 
The three-nucleon potential UVII combines a long-range two-pion exchange part and an 
intermediate-range repulsive part V^R. It can be written on the form 

Vl3k = + Vr%. (5.55) 

Finally, the TNI-potential is a density dependent modification to the UV14 intended to repre-
sent the effects of three-nucleon interactions. Parameters in the density-dependent modifica-
tion were adjusted so that variational calculations with the full model gave the correct binding 
energy and density and a reasonable compression modulus for symmetric nuclear matter. 
The energy E(n) as a function of baryon number density is calculated using the varia-
tional method with operator correlations and Fermi hypernetted chain-single-operator chain 
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(FHNC-SOC) integral equations. A variational trial function is constructed and used to 
evaluate the Rayleigh-Ritz upper bound to the ground-state energy, i.e., 

... ( * v | > E f 5 5 6 . 

Parameters in are varied to minimize Ev, and the best \P„ can then be used to evaluate 
other operators of interest. 
<&„ is constructed from a symmetrical product of two-body correlation operators acting on an 
unperturbed ground-state 

s m 
i<j 

(5.57) 

where for nuclear matter, $ is the antisymmetrized Fermi-gas wave function 

$ = A j j e x p ^ r i ) , (5.58) 
i 

and the correlation operator Fij represents the correlations induced by the complicated two-
nucleon potential. 
Dybvik [18] has derived two eight-term polynomials for the pressure as a function of baryon 
number density based on the energy calculations of Wiringa, Fiks and Fabrocini [62] for these 
two models. They are given by: 
WFF-2 (UV14+TNI): 

P(n) = -107.1713 • n4/3 + 2189.0147 • n5/3 - 12524.2995 • n2 + 31484.0592 • n7/3 

- 36761.8110 • n8/3 + 15284.5396 • n3 + 5043.7280 • n10/3 - 4258.6821 • n11/3. (5.59) 

WFF-3 (AV14+UVII): 

P{n) = -2044.0486 • n4/3 + 45650.3981 • n5/3 - 319092.9994 • n2 

+ 1073818.6365 • n7/3 - 1978584.1402 • n8/3 + 2042953.2670 • n3 

- 1108627.7987 • n10/3 + 246491.5224 • n11/3. (5.60) 

Here n is measured in fm -3 and the pressure P is given in units of 1.602-1033 dyne/cm2. The 
polynomials are valid in the range 0.07 fm -3 < n < 1.5 fm-3. We will hereafter refer to the 
equations of state represented by equations (5.59) and (5.60) as WFF-2 and WFF-3. 
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There is good agreement between Dybvik's polynomials and the energy calculations of Wiringa, 
Fiks and Fabrocini [62]. For the WFF-2 polynomial the error is less than 1% for all tabulated 
values (table III, page 1018 of [62]), and for the WFF-3 polynomial the error is less than 
1% for all tabulated values except for n = 1.25 fm -3 where the error is 2%. However, the 
WFF-3 equation of state violates causality (i.e., the sound velocity s(p) = y/dP(p)/dp > c) 
at densities n > 0.9 fm -3 and should therefore be used with caution for densities higher than 
0.9 fm"3. 

5.8 The Baym-Bethe-Pethick equation of state (BBP) . 

In the domain from pdrip to pnuc, matter is composed of nuclei, electrons, and free neutrons. 
At neutron drip, the pressure is almost entirely due to electrons, but as the density increases 
the number of free neutrons in the system grows and an increasingly larger fraction of the 
total pressure is supplied by the free neutrons. Higher densities and pressures result in more 
neutronrich nuclei due to inverse /?-decay when electrons are forced into the core. At nuclear 
density, pnuc = 2.8 • 1014 g/cm3, nuclei begin to dissolve and merge together, and for even 
higher densities they vanish completely, the lattice disappears and one has a nuclear liquid. 

The properties of dense matter and the associated equation of state are reasonably well 
understood in the above defined density region. Baym, Bethe and Pethick [4] calculated 
an equation of state for this density range, using a mass formula, and incorporating in it 
results obtained from detailed many-body computations. Their treatment is a considerable 
improvement over those based only on a semi-empirical mass formula. They included three 
important features in their work that had not been considered earlier: 

• As the density increases, giving more and more neutronrich nuclei, the bulk nuclear 
matter inside the nuclei and the pure neutron gas outside the nuclei become more and 
more alike. 

• The presence of the neutron gas reduces the nuclear surface energy. 

• The Coulomb interaction between nuclei, which keeps the nuclei in a lattice, becomes 
significant as the spacing between nuclei becomes comparable to the nuclear radius. 

To handle these additional requirements, they chose to describe the nuclei by a "compressible 
liquid-drop model". The model has the following features: 

• The nucleus is pictured as a drop of compressible nuclear matter with a well-defined 
surface; unlike in the semi-empirical mass formula the density of the matter inside the 
nucleus is treated as a variable, determined by equating the pressure of the nucleus to 
the outside neutron gas pressure. 

• The energy of the nucleus is taken to be a sum of a volume energy, given by the same 
energy function used to describe the neutron matter; a Coulomb energy, including the 
lattice energy; and a surface energy appropriately modified by the presence of the outside 
neutron gas. 
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• The parameters of the model are chosen to give reasonable fits to masses of observed 
nuclei. These energies depend on the density of the interior matter, on the total nucleon 
number A, and the total proton number Z, and, in the case of the surface energy, on 
the outside neutron gas density as well. 

Both Z and A axe treated as continuous variables. Shell effects, possible deformations of the 
nuclei and pairing effects (both in the nuclei and the neutron matter) are neglected. 
The total energy per unit volume of the system, including all rest masses, is 

etot(A, Z, nN,VN, n„) = nN(WN + WL) + (1 - VNnN)en{nn) + £e(ne). (5.61) 

The first term on the right hand side of equation (5.61) represents the contribution from nuclei 
to total energy density. Here njv is the number density of nuclei, WL is the lattice energy 
per nucleus, and WN is the nucleus energy as determined from the compressible liquid-drop 
model. 

The second term represents the contribution from free neutrons outside the nuclei to the total 
energy density. Here n„ is the number density of free neutrons, £n(nn) is the energy density of 
the neutron gas, and (1 — Vjvriiv) is the fraction of the total volume occupied by the neutron 
gas. 

The last term of equation (5.61) represents the contribution from the electron gas to the total 
energy density. Here £e(ne) is the energy density of the electron gas, and ne is the number 
density of electrons. Because electron screening lengths are relatively large, the electrons 
completely penetrate the nuclei and have a uniform number density ne throughout. Charge 
neutrality for the system implies that 

ne = ZUN- (5.62) 

To calculate the equation of state, one must specify the functional forms of WN, WL, EN 
and £e. Baym, Bethe and Pethick [4] used a compressible liquid-drop model of nuclear matter 
to express the energy density Wn of the nucleus, and wrote 

WN = A[(l - x)mnc2 + xrripC2 + W(k, x)] +WC + Ws. (5.63) 

Here x = Z/A is the fraction of protons in the nucleus, m„ is the neutron rest-mass, mp is 
the proton rest-mass, Wc is the Coulomb energy of the nucleus including surface thickness 
corrections and the proton exchange energy, Ws is the surface energy constructed to vanish 
explicitly when the density of the neutron gas equals the density of the nucleus, and W(k,x) 
is the energy per nucleon of bulk nuclear matter of nucleon number density 

n = 2k3/3ir2. (5.64) 
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The factor 2 in the expression for n accounts for the fact that there are two possible isospin 
states (proton and neutron). The bulk nuclear energy W(k, x) includes the effects of nucleon-
nucleon interactions and is found by smoothly interpolating the results of many-body calcu-
lations done in various limits of k and x. 

For a consistent description, the same function W(k,x) is used for the neutron gas, with 
x = 0, that is 

£n = nn\W(kn, 0) + mnc2], (5.65) 

where2 

n„ = 2fc3/37T2. (5.66) 

The lattice energy WL is most simply calculated by the Wigner-Seitz method and can be 
expressed as 

where eej is the electric charge unit, (r2) is the mean square radius of the nuclear charge 
distribution, and rc is the radius of a sphere of volume equal to the volume per nucleus. WL 
includes both Coulomb interactions between nuclei and between nuclei and electrons. The 
electron exchange energy (which is negligible compared to the mean electron kinetic energy) 
and possible effects of electron screening are neglected. 
Finally, the energy density ee of the electron gas is just the free electron kinetic energy given 
by 

3 
ee = -hckene, (5.68) 

for completely relativistic electrons. Here ke is the electron Fermi wave number. 
The total energy density e of the system, given by equation (5.61), is a function of five 
independent variables. The equilibrium conditions for determining A, Z, njv, Vn and nn at a 
given mean density n of baryons, 

n = ATIN + (1 — Vjvnjv)n„, (5.69) 

can be derived by minimizing e with respect to its arguments, keeping n fixed. This leads to 
the following four conditions; 

2Note that the definition of fc„ differs by 2 1 / 3 from the usual definition in terms of a Fermi wave number kp-
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1. The energy per nucleon inside nuclei must be a minimum. 

2. The nuclei must be stable to /3-decay. 

3. The free neutron gas must be in equilibrium with the neutrons in the nuclei. 

4. There must be pressure balance between the neutron gas and the nuclei. 

Their corresponding mathematical expressions can be found in [4]. 

The four conditions listed above, together with the expressions for Wx, Wi, s„ and ee given 
by equations (5.63), (5.67), (5.65) and (5.68), enable us to calculate the total energy density e 
of the system as a function of the total baryon number density n in the density regime 
Pdrip < P < Pnuc-

At sufficiently high densities (p > pnuc) the nuclei disappear and the matter becomes a uniform 
liquid composed primarily of neutrons with a small percentage of protons and electrons, and 
an even smaller fraction of muons. We refer to this phase as "the neutron liquid", and the 
total energy per unit volume of the neutron liquid is given by 

e(n,x,ne,nM) = nW{k,x) + n[(l - x)mn + xmp]c
2 + ee(ne) + £,,(%), (5.70) 

where 

n = k3/ 1.5tt2, (5.71) 

now is the number density of nucleons, n^ is the density and e^ is the energy density of 
free muons. As before, the equilibrium conditions are found by minimizing the total energy 
density (given now by equation (5.70)) at fixed baryon number density n, subject to the 
condition of charge neutrality 

xn = ne+ rifi. (5.72) 

Expression (5.70) for the total energy density of the system, was used by Baym, Bethe and 
Pethick at densities higher than p ~ 2.4 • 1014 g/cm3. 

Øvergård and Østgaard [60] have derived two five-term polynomials that give the pressure P 
as a function of total baryon number density n, based on the energy calculations of [4], i.e., 

BBP-I (0.000267 fm~3 < n < 0.00891 fin"3): 

P(n) = 4.3591 • n"/3 - 122.4841 • n5/3 + 1315.2746 • n2 

- 6180.0702 • n7/3 + 10659.0094 • n8/3. (5.73) 
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BBP-II (0.00891 fm~3 < n < 0.298 fm~3): 

P(n) = 0.092718 • n4/3 - 0.035382 • n5/3 + 1.193525 • n2 

- 2.424555 • n7/3 + 2.472867 • n8/3. (5.74) 

Here n is measured in fm -3 and the pressure is given in units of 1035 dyne/cm2. We shall 
hereafter refer to the equations of state represented by equations (5.73) and (5.74) as BBP-I 
and BBP-II. 

5.9 The Haensel-Zdunik-Dobaczewski equation of state (HZD). 

In the outer crust of a neutron star, at densities IO4 g/cm3 < p < 4.3 • 1011 g/cm3, matter 
exists in the form of nuclei situated in a lattice and embedded in a gas of free electrons. 
Haensel, Zdunik and Dobaczewski [23] have calculated the equation of state in this density 
region. 

To find the equation of state in this domain is a twofold job: one must both determine the 
nuclide present and calculate the equation of state for that nuclide. The model assumes 
that matter is in its ground state (complete thermodynamic equilibrium for cold catalyzed 
matter) and that it forms a perfect crystal with a single nuclear species at lattice sites. The 
equilibrium nuclide present grows increasingly neutron-rich when moving inward from the 
surface, and the nuclei are stabilized against /3-decay by the filled electron Fermi sea. For 
densities p > 106 g/cm3 free electrons become relativistic. 

One of the main problems in this regime is the lack of knowledge of nuclear masses far from the 
valley of ^-stability. The outer crust is expected to contain nuclei with a very large neutron 
excess up to N = 2Z, and the masses for such neutron-rich nuclei can not be found from 
laboratory experiments. Haensel, Zdunik and Dobaczewski calculated the binding energies 
of these nuclei in terms of the Hartree-Fock-Bogolyubov (HFB) theory with the Skyrme 
effective nucleon-nucleon interaction. The parameters of the Skyrme force has been adjusted 
to reproduce the ground state energies, radii and pairing properties of laboratory nuclei. Such 
an approach gives the possibility of predicting the shell structure of very neutron-rich nuclei, 
which is very important for establishing the composition of the outer crust. 
The calculations of Haensel, Zdunik and Dobaczewski follow a similar procedure as the calcu-
lations of Baym, Bethe and Pethick [4] (section 5.8). The total energy density of the system 
is given by 

e(A, Z, nN) = nN{WN + WL) + ee(ne), (5.75) 

and is the equivalent to equation (5.61), except for the neutron energy density term, which 
can be excluded since there are no free neutrons in the system at densities below pdrip- Here 
WN is the total energy of an isolated nucleus, including rest masses of the nucleons, Wi is 
the body-centered cubic lattice energy per nucleus, and ee(ne) is the total electron energy per 
unit volume. Charge neutrality for the system implies that 
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ne = Znpi. (5.76) 

At given pressure P, the equilibrium values of A and Z are determined from the condition 
that the Gibbs energy per nucleon must be a minimum. The calculation is done using the 
Wigner-Seitz (W-S) approximation, and the Gibbs energy of the W-S cell is given by 

GCELL{A, Z) = WN(A, Z) + WL{N, nN) + (£e(ne) + P)/nN, (5.77) 

where the total pressure is given by 

P = Pe(ne) + PL(nN,Z). (5.78) 

Here Pe is the pressure of the electron gas and Pi is the lattice pressure. 
The masses of nuclei in the W-S cell, WN(A, Z), have been calculated using the HFB method 
with the Skyrme effective nucleon-nucleon interaction. The method consists in the variational 
determination of the ground state of a system of N neutrons and Z protons, enclosed in a 
spherical box of radius Rb0x> comfortably larger than the calculated nuclear radius Rn- The 
calculation has been performed at zero pressure, but for p < 5 • 104 g/cm3 the effects of the 
dense medium on the properties of nuclei can be safely neglected. 
Dybvik [18] has derived a 9-term polynomial for the pressure as a function of baryon num-
ber density n in this domain, based on the energy calculations of Haensel, Zdunik and 
Dobaczewski. The polynomial is 

P(R) = 8.471521942 • P1 / 3 - 40.437728191 • R2/3 + 74.927783479 • R 
- 67.102601796 • P4 / 3 + 30.011422630 • R5/3 - 4.207322319 • R2 

- 1.419954871 • P7/3 + 0.589441363 • Ra'3 - 0.060468689 • R3, (5.79) 

where 

R = 1.6749 • 105n. (5.80) 

Here n is measured in fin -3 and the pressure is given in units of 1028 dyne/cm2. The poly-
nomial is valid in the range 0.000002 fin-3 < n < 0.000284 fm -3, where the derivative of the 
pressure is always positive. Outside this domain the derivative becomes negative, which is 
non-physical. 
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5.10 The ideal electron gas. 

In the outer layers of a neutron star, densities and temperatures are sufficiently low that 
matter can exist in its ordinary form. In this domain we find "normal" Fe-atoms. As density 
and temperature increase (when moving inward from the surface) the Fe-atoms become ion-
ized, loosing their electrons to their surroundings and thereby increasing the number of free 
electrons in the system. The average degree of ionization for an atom with atomic number Z 
at given temperature and density is given by the parameter (Zeg), and we have described 
how to evaluate (Zeg) in appendix B. For an ideal electron gas the adiabiatic value (Zeg)a& 
given by equation (B.8) is used, and the number density ne of free electrons in the system 
can then be calculated as 

ne = — ^ — n , (5.81) 

where A is the total number of nucleons (protons and neutrons) in the nucleus. 
In the system described above, protons and neutrons are bound in nuclei that form a lattice 
of Fe-atoms embedded in a "gas" of electrons. If we neglect all interactions between electrons, 
and between electrons and nuclei, the gas can be treated as ideal. The degenerate electron 
gas is the dominant source of pressure in this domain, and results obtained in section 5.1 
for the ideal neutron gas can be applied directly to the ideal electron gas, just replacing the 
neutron mass by the electron mass in the formulas. 

The pressure (from equation (5.18)) of the electron gas is then given by 

P = ^<t>(x), (5.82) 

where 

4>(x) = g i j (*(! + z2)1/2(2x2/3 - 1) + ln[x + (1 + x2)1/2]) . (5.83) 

Here me is the electron rest mass, 

Ae = h/mec, (5.84) 

is the electron Compton wavelength, and 

x = A e(3n e7r2)1 / 3 , (5.85) 

is the dimensionless Fermi momentum (from equation (5.15)). 
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Similarly, the energy density of the electron gas can be found from equations (5.20) and (5.21). 
However, even though the electron gas is the main source of pressure in this region, the energy 
density of the total system is dominated by the rest masses of the non-relativistic Fe-ions, 
that is the masses of neutrons and protons bound in Fe-nuclei. For simplicity, we assume all 
nucleons to be free neutrons (n = n„), and write 

e A 
Po = -o = nmn = nem„. (5.86) 

\ Z e f f ) a d 

For densities po -C 106 g/cm3 all electrons are non-relativistic, while whenever po 3> 106 g/cm3, 
the density is so high that the electrons in the system become extremely relativistic. In these 
two limiting cases the equation of state can be written in the polytropic form (as was also 
the case for the ideal neutron gas) 

P = KPL (5.87) 

with K and T constant. 
For non-relativistic electrons (po <S 106 g/cm3); 

P = KNPF, (5.88) 

where 

Kn = (32/3 h2n4/3 lbme) ( (Z e g) /Am n ) 5 / 3 . (5.89) 

For extremely relativistic electrons (po 10® g/cm3); 

P = KRPL'\ (5.90) 

where 

Kr = (31^37r2|'3ftc/4)((Zeff)/Amn)4/3. (5.91) 

Note that while the electrons in this case are extremely relativistic, the protons and neutrons 
are still non-relativistic (and will remain so for densities up to p ~ 6 • 1015 g/cm3, which is 
far above the relevant density range for the ideal electron gas equation of state). The total 
energy density of the system is therefore given by equation (5.86) also in this case. 
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5.11 The temperature dependent equation of state. 

In the outer layers of the neutron star (n < 2 • 10-6 fm -3) both temperature and pressure 
gradients are large, and the temperature dependence of the pressure must be taken into 
account when studying the oscillations of the star. The total pressure in this region can be 
written as a sum of the radiation pressure PT, the ion pressure Pi, and the electron pressure Pe, 
i.e., 

We will evaluate each of these pressures in the following sections. 

5.11.1 The radiation pressure. 

The radiation pressure is exerted by the photon gas in the star. In the ideal black-body case 
with no surrounding plasma, the pressure is given by the well-known Stefan-Boltzmann law 

is the Stefan-Boltzmann constant. 
However, when photons are transmitted through a plasma of electrons, they will interact with 
the electrons, and the photon group velocity and the density of states will be modified. This 
leads to a small correction in the expression for the pressure. 
More [35] has calculated the radiation pressure, including the coupling to the high-density 
electron plasma. He finds that the pressure is given by 

Pr(p,T) = Pr(p,T) +Pi(p,T) +Pe(p,T). (5.92) 

Pr = (4ctT4)/(3C), (5.93) 

where 

a = {2n5k4)/{15c2h3), (5.94) 

(kT4) 3 2 
= 1 + 2 * 0 

3 2B1/2(x0y 
B3/2(xo) _ 

(5.95) 

where 

(5.96) 

with n = 1 or 3, and where 
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x = hu>/kT, (5.97) 

and 

xo = hu)p/kT. (5.98) 

Here UJp is the plasma frequency 

(5.99) 
y me 

i.e., the lowest possible frequency that a photon can have when moving through a plasma of 
electrons with number density ne. In the ideal black-body case, the plasma frequency is equal 
to zero. The first term of equation (5.95) corresponds to the ideal black-body case when 

up = 0, (5.100) 

while the second term gives the leading correction to the radiation pressure when photons are 
allowed to interact with a surrounding plasma of electrons. 
The integrals #1/2(^o) and B3/2(XQ) can be evaluated by numerical integration, and More 
gives in table 1 of [35] the values of these integrals at several points XQ. Holta [55] has fitted 
these to three analytical functions by use of the method of least squares. The functions are 

£3/2(2*) = -0.065064 + 24.372e~3x°/4 - 15.422e_l0 - 2.3961e~5:c°/4, (5.101) 

for 0 < xo < 6, and 

3 2-Bi/2pEo) _ f 0.1314x0, 0 < x0 < 0.5, 
2X°B3/2(X0) ~ \ -0.98428 + 4.0037xJ/4 - 5.7070xJ/2 + 2.8907x„/4, 0.5 < x0 < 6. 

(5.102) 

For equation (5.101) the relative error is < 1.5%, except for the last two fitting points where 
the error is 3% and 9%. The upper polynomial of equation (5.102) is the straight line between 
the points XO = 0 and XQ = 0.5 and is therefore an exact fit to these two points. For the lower 
polynomial of equation (5.102) the data are fitted with a maximal relative error of 0.1%. 
There is a good correspondence between the radiation pressure given by equation (5.95) and 
the Stefan-Boltzmann law for all XQ < 0.5. For larger XQ, the radiation pressure decreases 
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significantly compared with the ideal black-body case. However, within the density and 
temperature range in our models the radiation pressure will never dominate. We have applied 
equation (5.95) in our calculations, but could also have used the Stefan Boltzmann law as a 
good approximation. For xo > 6 the radiation pressure is always negligible compared to the 
electron and ion pressure and is set equal to zero. 

5.11.2 The ion pressure. 

The ions of the system will mainly be jgFe-ions in the case of a neutron star, and they will 
exist in different types of phase (gas, liquid, solid) depending on density and temperature. 
The actual phase can be determined from the dimensionless Coulomb coupling parameter Tj, 
i.e., 

where Wth is the thermal energy of the ions, and Wc is the "repulsive" Coulomb energy of the 
system, i.e., Tj expresses the relation between "repulsive" electrostatic energy and thermal 
energy of the ions. 
When the thermal energy dominates, i.e., Tj < 1, the system acts like a gas. The kinetic 
energy of one single ion is then sufficiently high that repulsive forces from the rest of the ions 
are not strong enough to keep it in place. When increasing the density and pressure, i.e., 
when increasing the Coulomb energy of the ions (or equivalently decreasing the temperature, 
thereby lowering their thermal energy), the system enters the liquid phase, where ions are 
partly organized in some kind of structure. This occurs for 1 < Ti < T f , where r f is the 
value of r i where the transition from liquid to solid phase takes place. For Tj > Tf1 all ions 
are arranged in a lattice, and the system can be treated as a solid. 

Different values of are given in the literature. The transition from liquid to solid can be 
determined by calculating the internal energy for both phases, and a Monte-Carlo method 
is used for this purpose. Results will depend on the number of particles in the system, and 
it turns out that Tf* is very sensitive to the size of the system. Pollock and Hansen [41] 
obtained F f = 155 ± 10, while Slattery et al. [48] found Tf = 178 ± 1. Holta [55] chose to 
use r f = 171 ± 1 in her work to fit results from opacity calculations. We will utilize the same 
value for as Holta in our calculations, i.e., 

(5.103) 

r f = 171 ± 1. (5.104) 

The ion pressure can be written as 

Pi = Pid + Pc + Pq (5.105) 

where 
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Pid = mkT, (5.106) 

is the pressure from a classical ideal gas, Pc is the correction to the ideal gas pressure due to 
Coulomb exchange forces between the ions, and Pqm is a quantum mechanical correction to 
the total ion pressure. 
In the cold, dense matter of a neutron star, quantum effects will be non-negligible. A measure 
of the size of the quantum effects is the ratio A/r*, where A is the de Broglie wavelength, and 
r i is the ion radius. In a classical gas this ratio is approximately equal to zero. When A/r» 
becomes non-negligible, quantum effects must be taken into consideration. As long as the 
ratio remains reasonably small, the quantum correction to the free energy can be calculated 
by the h2 expansion of Wigner [61], which gives the following expression for the quantum 
correction to the pressure (Hansen [24] and Holta [55]) 

K(hni{Zeff)eel) 
qm 6mPekT v ' 

The Coulomb correction term Pc, will be evaluated below for the gas, liquid and solid phase. 

The gas phase (r< < 1). 

For a low-density, high-temperature plasma of ions embedded in an electron gas, the Coulomb 
correction to the pressure can be calculated by the Debye-Hiickel method (Cox and Giuli [17]). 
This method considers the potential 

<t>(r) = ({Zeff)eet/r) exp(-r/rD), (5.108) 

for a shielded point charge {Zeg)eei, and evaluates an expression for the pressure based on 
this. Here ru is the Debye length, interpreted as the distance beyond which the positive 
charge +(Zeg)eei is essentially "shielded" by the surrounding negative charge cloud, that is, 
TO is approximately the "radius" of the charge cloud. The correction term to the pressure in 
the gas phase is then found to be given by the DH-law (Hansen [24]) 

Pc = -^-nikTT\l\ (5.109) 

We note that the electrostatic interactions give a negative contribution to the pressure. Thus 
the plasma tends to "hold itself together". 
The DH-law is accurate for < 0.01, and gives reasonable values up to = 1/3. For 
Tj > 1/3 Hansen [24] found significant deviations between his Monte Carlo calculations and 
results given by the DH-law. The ion pressure is, however, dominated by radiation and/or 
electron pressure when Tj < 1 for all temperatures and densities of interest. The error in-
troduced to our calculations by using equation (5.109) also for 1/3 < T* < 1 is therefore not 
important. 
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The liquid phase (1 < r { < 171). 

In the liquid phase the Coulomb exchange energy is of the same order as the thermal energy 
in the system, and the Debye-Hiickel method is no longer valid since it assumes that Coulomb 
corrections are small. Slattery et al. [47, 48] used a very accurate representation of the so-
called Ewald potential and a Monte Carlo technique to evaluate the internal energy of the 
classical one-component plasma for 1 < T* < 300. The liquid internal-energy data were fitted 
to a simple four-parameter equation which was then integrated to obtain the Helmholtz free 
energy of the system. An expression for the pressure could then be derived (Holta [55]) as 

For Tj > 4 the first term of equation (5.110) will dominate, and Pc will then be negative also 
in the liquid phase. 

The solid phase (I\ > 171). 

Slattery et al. [48] have evaluated an expression for Pc in the solid phase, based on a similar 
method as for the liquid phase. The Coulomb correction pressure is in this case given by 

The first term of equation (5.111) will dominate for all Tj > 171, i.e., Pc will always be 
negative in the solid phase. 
It turns out that the total ion pressure Pi is negative for all Tj > 4. The total pressure 
of the system Pr, obtained by adding the contribution of the uniform background, should 
however always be positive. During calculations we realized that the presence of a negative 
ion pressure sometimes leads to Pr < Pad, where Pad is the adiabatic pressure, which is not 
physically correct. To keep Pr > Pad we chose to set Pi = 0 whenever the ion pressure was 
calculated to be negative. This can safely be done, since the ion pressure is dominated by 
either the electron or the radiation pressure over the entire temperature and density range of 
interest. 

5.11.3 The electron pressure. 

The electron gas of the system will be more or less degenerate, depending on the density and 
the temperature. The pressure and the number density of electrons in the gas are given by 
the well-known Fermi-Dirac integrals 

Pc = 0.897744 • T* + 0.95043 • I\1/4 + 0.18956 • rr1 / 4 - 0.81487]. (5.110) o 

Pc = \nikT -0.895929 • Tj + ^ + 3225 • T,"2 . 0 L (5.111) 

(5.112) 
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and 

pe(p) = ^ f ln(l + V dp, (5.113) 

where 

r) = p/kT, (5.114) 

is the electron degeneracy parameter, p is the momentum of the electron, and E is the energy 
state. The Fermi-Dirac integrals are difficult to solve for the general case of arbitrary degree 
of degeneracy. However, approximate solutions do exist, and we will consider a method by 
Eggleton et al. [19] for use in our calculations. 

Eggleton et al. give a formula that approximates the Fermi-Dirac integrals for the electron 
density and the pressure to about 1% or better in the density and temperature range where 
electrons are partially degenerate. They find that the electron number density is given by 

where 

f 3 / 2 M ** 

and that the pressure can be written as 

= (5.117) 

where 

Here 

f 5 / 2 M » 

p <" P e =a+/ )"+i ( i+ , )* -» /» £ £ P m n f V - ( 5 1 1 8 ) 

g = Ty/(L + f), (5.119) 
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and the coefficients Pmn are given in table 5.1. Note that the temperature T is given in units 
of m<?lk. Eggleton et al. give several fits for n* and P* with different M and N. We have 
chosen 

M = N = 4, (5.120) 

which gives the best fit. 

m n = 0 n = 1 n = 2 n = 3 n = 4 
0 2.315383 10.130042 17.085823 12.929795 3.694315 
1 9.067908 38.237031 61.946140 45.212548 12.523147 
2 13.199821 53.998480 83.087831 57.654243 15.236298 
3 8.639982 33.236517 48.419109 31.691181 7.907278 
4 2.133170 7.618230 10.161166 6.000635 1.333365 

Table 5.1: The coefficients Pmn for n = 0,.. . ,4 and m = 0,. . . ,4. 

We can now calculate 

ne = ne(f,T) and Pe = Pe{f,T). (5.121) 

However, it is more convenient to know the electron pressure directly as a function of the 
electron number density. Holta [55] evaluated / as a function of ne, i.e., 

f = f(ne,T), (5.122) 

by fitting a double Chebyshev polynomial to a set of corresponding values of / and ne with T 
as a parameter (see [55] for the coefficients of the resulting polynomial). The electron pressure 
can then be calculated directly as 

Pe = Pe(ne,T). (5.123) 

The chosen fit to / is a polynomial of order 15 x 8. It covers a density range of 1015 cm -3 < 
ne < 7.4 • 1035 cm -3, and a temperature range of 104 K < T < 10u K. 
Eggleton et al. give an approximate fit ip(f) to the degeneracy parameter rj as 

V(/) = 2VTT7 + ln ( ^ y ~ ~ v- (5.124) 
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When ip —i• oo the system is completely degenerate, and electrons will behave like an ideal 
Fermi gas. The pressure of equation (5.117) can then be replaced by equation (5.82) in 
section 5.10. In our calculations we have applied the criterion 

xp > 10, (5.125) 

to determine if equation (5.82) can be used instead of (5.117). 
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Chapter 6 

Results. 

We have calculated radial and nonradial oscillation periods for a number of different neutron 
star models at various central baryon number densities and surface temperatures; in both a 
relativistic and non-relativistic frame. The software developed for these calculations is written 
in fortran90, and some examples of the programs are shown in appendix E. 
The equilibrium state and the oscillations of the neutron star are computed separately. First, 
a neutron star model is constructed, specified by the choice of equation(s) of state, the central 
baryon number density, and the surface temperature. Then the equilibrium parameters (i.e., 
density, pressure, temperature, etc.) for that specific model are calculated. When these are 
known throughout the whole star, the oscillation equations of the system can be solved. 

The set of coupled differential equations (describing the equilibrium state/oscillations) is 
solved by numerical integration. The Runge-Kutta method of fourth order is used, and the 
solution is iterated until the boundary conditions at both the surface and the centre of the star 
are simultaneously satisfied. The method will be described in further detail when presenting 
the results for the equilibrium state below. 

6.1 The equilibrium state. 

Equilibrium models for the neutron star are constructed by combining equations of state from 
chapter 5 in various ways. The equations of state are valid only within limited density ranges, 
and must therefore be combined to cover the whole star. This must be performed in such a 
way that the pressure is continuous at all points. To ensure this, it is necessary to determine 
the intersection between the different equations of state. Results for the intersection points 
are shown in table 6.1. 
Equilibrium models can now be constructed by combining equations of state according to this 
table. We use the following eight models in our calculations; 

• model A: Ideal neutron gas, 

• model B: HZD, BBP-I, BBP-II, A0 -5, PS, 

• model C: HZD, BBP-I, WFF-2, 
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Equation of state n« (fm"3) 
HZD BBP-I 0.0002562628 
BBP-I WFF-2 0.012094512 

BBP-II 0.0038924788 
BBP-II QCD 0.56508957 

PS 0.07567952 
A0 -5 0.2759504 
WFF-3 0.085265228 

A0 -5 PS 3.461648 
WFF-3 PS 1.3681476 

MIT 0.22374459 
Fermi gas of quarks 0.42151240 

Table 6.1: This table gives the baryon number density n,s at the intersection between different 
equations of state. Note that the table is horizontally divided into four main rows. An 
equilibrium model for the neutron star can be constructed in the following way: Pick an 
equation of state from the left column of the first row and combine it with an equation of 
state from the right column of the same row. Then look for the latter equation of state in 
the left column of the next row and combine it further with a new equation of state from the 
right column of this row. Continue this procedure until the end of the table is reached, or 
until an equation of state is chosen that can not be found in the left column of the next row. 

• model D: HZD, BBP-I, BBP-II, WFF-3, PS, 

• model E: HZD, BBP-I, BBP-II, PS, 

• model F: HZD, BBP-I, BBP-II, WWF-3, ideal Fermi gas of quarks, 

• model G: HZD, BBP-I, BBP-II, WFF-3, MIT, 

• model H: HZD, BBP-I, BBP-II, QCD. 

The equations of state are in each case listed in order of increasing baryon number density. 
Note that these are only main categories of models. To specify a specific equilibrium model 
for a neutron star, the central baryon number density and the surface temperature must also 
be given. 
In chapter 5 we picture the neutron star as a spherical lump of matter that can be divided into 
two main parts; the core, which can be treated as a degenerate zero-temperature system, and 
the surface layer, where temperature gradients are assumed to be large. Models A-H above 
cover the degenerate zero-temperature core region of the star. Outside this region, matter 
is best described by the temperature-dependent equation of state of section 5.11, but can in 
the adiabatic or zero-temperature case be replaced by the ideal electron gas equation of state 
of section 5.10. The transition between the cold degenerate core region and the temperature 
dependent surface layer of the star is defined to take place at n = 2 • 10-6 fm -3. 

The equilibrium state of the star is described by equations (5.1)-(5.4), with boundary con-
ditions (5.5) and (5.6), and initial parameters nc and Ts. For the calculations we use a 4th 
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order Runge-Kutta method with a steplength initially chosen to be 100 cm. This steplength 
provides sufficient accuracy in nearly all parts of the star for the parameters that we want to 
calculate. However, close to the surface, thermodynamic variables such as density, pressure, 
and temperature change very rapidly. The g-modes are sensitive to changes in these parame-
ters (especially with respect to the temperature), and calculations also show that these modes 
are mainly concentrated in the very outermost layers of the star. To be able to calculate the 
g-modes precisely, it is therefore necessary to choose a smaller step length in this area. We 
choose as a basis for our calculations two different steplengths, dr\ = 100 cm and dr2 = 1 cm. 
The largest steplength dr\ is used in the central parts of the star, while dr2 is used in the 
outer layers. The transition between them is defined to take place at the point where the 
pressure drops below 0.1% of its value at the centre of the star. In the very outermost parts 
of the surface layers, however, even a steplength as small as 1 cm is not sufficient. For the last 
few meters of the star successively shorter steplengths down to 10-8 cm axe used (for details 
see the program example in appendix E). We define the surface to be at the point where the 
baryon number density falls below 10~19 fm-3. 

The oscillation equations require that both the temperature dependent pressure and the corre-
sponding adiabatic zero-temperature pressure are known in areas with a nonzero temperature 
profile (i.e., in the surface layer). Calculations therefore are performed in the following way: 
First, the equilibrium configuration for an adiabatic, zero-temperature neutron star is cal-
culated. This implies use of the ideal electron gas equation of state in the surface layer 
(n < 2 • 10-6 fm-3). Computations begin in the centre of the star, and the initial param-
eter is nc. Total mass, radius, and other equilibrium parameters (except temperature and 
the temperature dependent pressure) are then calculated. These are not expected to change 
much when adding a temperature profile to the star, and their adiabatic values therefore are 
kept. It then remains to determine the temperature profile of the star for a given surface 
temperature together with the corresponding temperature dependent pressure. These are 
found by performing the equilibrium calculations once more by integrating from the surface 
and inwards, with an initial parameter Ta. 

Equilibrium configurations are calculated for different models A-H at vaxious central baryon 
number densities and surface temperatures. Examples from the calculations are shown in 
tables 6.2-6.5 and figures 6.1-6.7. Note that models marked with an asterisk are unstable. 
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Model A 
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- - Model C 
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Figure 6.1: Total mass M of the star as a function of central baryon number density nc for 
models A-H. Here M0 is the solar mass. 

Model n? (fm"3) Mmax ( M 0 ) 
A 2.11 0.710 
B 1.67 1.649 
C 1.43 1.829 
D 1.24 2.107 
E 0.72 2.426 
F 0.49 1.306 
G 0.82 1.980 
H 1.76 1.331 

Table 6.2: Maximum masses Mmax with corresponding central baryon number densities n^ 
for models A-H. Here MQ is the solar mass. 
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Model Pc Pc lgTc R M 

(1015 g/cm3) (1033 dyne/cm2) (K) (km) (M0) 
A 1.873 111.6 7.158 11.15 0.6804 
B 1.969 414.9 7.837 9.710 1.501 
C 2.032 559.7 7.812 10.23 1.730 
D 2.118 904.9 7.749 10.09 2.049 
E* 2.814 1314 7.779 11.76 2.359 
F * 2.750 322.7 8.028 13.83 1.259 
G* 2.594 650.8 7.816 11.10 1.965 
H 2.175 378.0 7.844 8.462 1.184 

Table 6.3: Equilibrium values for models A-H with nc = 1.0 fm 3 and lgTa = 6.0. Here MQ 
is the solar mass. 

Pc Pc lg Tc R M 

Model (1015 g/cm3) (1033 dyne/cm2) (K) (km) (M0) 
A 3.959 333.1 7.080 9.230 0.710 
B* 5.041 2442 7.718 8.134 1.631 
D* 8.826 6117 7.673 8.577 1.941 
E* 8.826 6116 7.749 9.953 2.006 

Table 6.4: Equilibrium values for models A, B, D, and E with nc = 2.0 fm 3 and lgTs = 6.0. 
Here M0 is the solar mass. 

nc Pc Pc lg Tc R M 
(fm-3) (1015 g/cm3) (1033 dyne/cm2) (K) (km) (Mø) 

0.5 0.8861 64.77 8.025 10.12 0.7377 
1.0 1.969 414.9 7.837 9.710 1.501 

2.0* 5.041 2.442-103 7.718 8.134 1.631 
3.0* 10.45 1.091-104 7.653 6.809 1.481 
7.7* 121.2 1.179105 7.677 6.288 1.257 

Table 6.5: Equilibrium values for model B at different central baryon number densities. The 
surface temperature is lgT, = 6.0, and M0 is the solar mass. 
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Figure 6.2: Density (the left figure) and pressure (the right figure) as a function of baryon 
number density for some chosen models. 
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Figure 6.3: Density (the left figure) and pressure (the right figure) as a function of the relative 
distance r/R from the centre of the star for some chosen models. The central baryon number 
density for the models is nc = 1.0 fm-3, and the surface temperature is lgTs = 6.0. 
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(nc=1.0 fm"3, Ig Ts=6.0) (nc=1.0 fm"3, Ig T=6 .0 ) 

Figure 6.4: Mass (the left figure) as a function of r/R and the pressure scale height (the right 
figure) as a function of lg(l — r/R) for models A and D. The central baryon number density 
is nc = 1.0 fm-3, and the surface temperature is lgTs = 6.0 for both models. 

Figure 6.5: Adiabatic index (both relativistic and non-relativistic) for models A and D. The 
central baryon number density is nc = 1.0 fin-3 for both models. 
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Figure 6.6: The stability parameter (both relativistic and non-relativistic) as a function of 
lg(l — r/R) for models A and D. The central baryon number density is nc = 1.0 fm -3, and 
the surface temperature is lgTs = 6.0 for both models. 

Model A (nc=1.0 fm"3) Model D (nc=1.0 fm"3) 

Figure 6.7: Temperature profiles for models A and D. The lowest curve has a surface tem-
perature of lgT„ = 5.5, while the highest curve has a surface temperature of lgTs = 8.0. The 
central baryon number density is nc = 1.0 fm -3 for both models. 
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6.2 The oscillations. 

We have calculated oscillation periods for different models A-H at various central baryon 
number densities nc and surface temperatures Ts. The oscillation calculations include radial 
and nonradial oscillations with p-, /-, and g-modes at different I and n both in a general 
relativistic and non-relativistic frame. 

In the general relativistic frame the following oscillation equations are applied: (4.72) and 
(4.73) for radial oscillations with boundary conditions (4.74) and (4.77), and (4.90) and (4.91) 
for nonradial oscillations with boundary conditions (4.92) and (4.97). Note that the Cowling 
approximation is always applied in the nonradial oscillation calculations. The oscillation 
periods are denoted by II (ms). 
In the non-relativistic frame, equation (3.71) is used to calculate radial oscillations with 
boundary conditions (3.74) and (3.76), while nonradial oscillations are described by three dif-
ferent equation sets depending on whether the Cowling approximation, the improved Cowl-
ing approximation, or no approximation is used. The complete oscillation equations are 
given by (3.105), (3.106), and (3.107) with boundary conditions (3.108), (3.110), and (3.113), 
while (3.116) and (3.117) with boundary conditions (3.108) and (3.110) apply the Cowling 
approximation, and (3.128) and (3.129) apply the improved Cowling approximation with the 
same boundary conditions. The oscillation periods are denoted by IINewt (complete equation 
set), WNewt (Cowling approximation), or II^^j (improved Cowling approximation). 

The set of equations is solved by numerical integration, and a 4th order Runge-Kutta method 
is used with steplengths dri = 400 cm and dr2 = 4 cm. The equilibrium configuration of the 
star is already known from the previous equilibrium calculations. To solve the oscillation 
equations numerically, it is necessary to expand the eigenfunctions in a Taylor series around 
the centre and/or at the surface of the star. This is shown in appendix D. 
We focus our attention onto three different aspects of the oscillation problem: 

• The influence of general relativity on the oscillations. 

• The effect of introducing the Cowling approximation/improved Cowling approximation. 

• General features of the oscillations (in a general relativistic frame). 

Results are presented below. 

6.2.1 The influence of general relativity on the oscillations. 

We want to study the effect of general relativity on the oscillations in neutron stars. This 
is done by comparing oscillation periods calculated in both the general relativistic and the 
non-relativistic frame. Results from the calculations are presented below in tables 6.6-6.17 
and figures 6.8-6.14. 
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Mode 

Model A 
(nc = 2.0 fin"3) 

Model D* 
(nc = 2.0 fin-3) 

Model E* 
(nc = 2.0 fin"3) 

Mode 
njveurt (ms) 

S(%) 
IINewt (ms) 

S(%) 
nNewt (ms) 

<*(%) Mode p (radial) P (1 = 0) S(%) p (radial) p (1 = 0) S(%) p (radial) P (I = o) <*(%) 
/ 0.4457 0.2757 38 0.1610 0.06600 59 0.2505 0.1046 58 
pl 0.1655 0.1417 14 0.04495 0.03378 25 0.06825 0.04935 28 
p2 0.1080 0.09818 9 0.03040 0.02349 23 0.04168 0.03268 22 
p3 0.08115 0.07571 7 0.02398 0.01836 23 0.03327 0.02467 26 
p4 0.06532 0.06183 5 0.02032 0.01495 26 0.02778 0.02036 27 
p5 0.05475 0.05234 4 0.01722 0.01289 25 0.02297 0.01885 18 
p6 0.04721 0.04542 4 0.01454 0.01196 18 0.02017 0.01713 15 
p7 0.04152 0.04015 3 0.01266 0.01103 13 0.01743 0.01542 12 
p8 0.03708 0.03599 3 0.01125 0.01000 11 0.01578 0.01362 14 
p9 0.03351 0.03262 2 0.01043 0.008904 15 0.01452 0.01250 14 
plO 0.03057 0.02983 2 0.009588 0.008168 15 0.01289 0.01190 8 

Table 6.6: Comparison of radial and nonradial (I = 0) oscillation periods IIjve«,( for models A, D, and E in a non-relativistic frame. 
The surface temperature is lgTs = 6.0 for models D and E, and T = 0 K for model A. The parameter S is the relative difference 
(absolute value) between the radial and nonradial (I = 0) oscillation periods given in percent. 



Mode 

Model B* 
(nc = 2.0 fm-3) 

Model B 
(nc = 0.5 fm~3) 

Model C 
(nc = 1.0 fm"3) 

Mode 
IlAre«,i (ms) 

S(%) 
^Newt (ms) 

S(%) 
IIjVe«rf (ms) 

S(%) Mode p (radial) p(l = 0) S(%) p (radial) p (1 = 0) S(%) p (radial) P (I = o) S(%) 
/ 0.2014 0.07665 62 0.3011 0.1602 47 0.1918 0.1055 45 

pi 0.05543 0.03747 32 0.1338 0.1081 19 0.07205 0.05753 20 
p2 0.03539 0.02600 27 0.1045 0.09520 9 0.04896 0.04106 16 
p3 0.02857 0.02112 26 0.08711 0.07433 15 0.04318 0.03494 19 
p4 0.02313 0.01775 23 0.07142 0.06496 9 0.03461 0.02910 16 
p5 0.02012 0.01561 22 0.06279 0.05924 6 0.02948 0.02723 8 
p6 0.01681 0.01460 13 0.05355 0.05019 6 0.02595 0.02376 8 
p7 0.01487 0.01289 13 0.04893 0.04599 6 0.02284 0.02014 12 
p8 0.01336 0.01168 13 0.04455 0.04157 7 0.02099 0.01872 11 
p9 0.01232 0.01054 14 0.03891 0.03786 3 0.01886 0.01743 8 
plO 0.01113 0.01010 9 0.03655 0.03556 3 0.01699 0.01542 9 

0 s* » 
"O rt-A 1 

fS (D 

Table 6.7: Comparison of radial and nonradial (I = 0) oscillation periods IIf/emt for models B and C in a non-relativistic frame, 
surface temperature is lgT, = 6.0. The parameter S is the relative difference (absolute value) between the radial and nonradial (I 
oscillation periods given in percent. 
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Model B (lgT„ = 6.0) 
nc 

(fm-3) 
Pi radial) Pi (I = 0) 91 (I = 1) nc 

(fm-3) II (ms) n êtu! (ms) II (ms) nNewt (ms) II (ms) ^Newt (ms) 
0.5 0.1338 0.1462 0.1047 0.1373 53.03 53.36 
0.6 0.1086 0.1292 0.08421 0.1225 55.71 56.18 
0.7 0.09670 0.1215 0.07177 0.1140 57.85 58.44 
0.75 0.09277 0.1202 0.06758 0.1117 58.68 59.31 
1.0 0.08038 0.1230 0.05608 0.1098 61.06 61.89 
1.5 0.06623 0.1319 0.04492 0.1120 61.14 62.14 
2.0* 0.05543 0.1356 0.03645 0.1104 58.85 59.91 
3.0* 0.04068 0.1488 0.02558 0.1085 52.52 53.56 

Table 6.8: Relativistic and non-relativistic oscillation periods II and Hffewt for different modes 
at various central baryon number densities for model B. The Cowling approximation is applied 
(both for the relativistic and the non-relativistic case) in the nonradial part of the calculations. 
The surface temperature is lgTs = 6.0. 

Model E (lgTs = 6.0) 
nc 

(fm-3) 
Pi radial) Pi (I = 0) 91 (I = 1) nc 

(fm-3) II (ms) Iljvetuf (ms) n (ms) nNewt (ms) II (ms) ^Newt (ms) 
0.5 0.1146 0.1924 0.07930 0.1676 90.57 91.88 
0.6 0.1046 0.1983 0.07201 0.1695 90.50 91.92 
0.7 0.09709 0.2039 0.06663 0.1711 89.59 91.07 
0.75* 0.09402 0.2066 0.06445 0.1719 89.00 90.48 
1.0* 0.08306 0.2190 0.05686 0.1749 85.18 86.68 
1.5* 0.07253 0.2418 0.05002 0.1789 77.72 79.16 
2.0* 0.06825 0.2653 0.04767 0.1819 72.33 73.62 
3.0* 0.06628 0.3218 0.04758 0.1876 66.25 67.39 

Table 6.9: Relativistic and non-relativistic oscillation periods II and II^eu,t for different modes 
at various central baryon number densities for model E. The Cowling approximation is applied 
(both for the relativistic and the non-relativistic case) in the nonradial part of the calculations. 
The surface temperature is lgTs = 6.0. 
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Figure 6.8: Comparison of relativistic and non-relativistic oscillation periods II and IlNewt 
for the radial pi-mode for models B and E at different central baryon number densities. The 
surface temperature is lgTs = 6.0 for both models. 

Model B (Ig T =6.0), p1 (l=0) Model E (Ig T =6.0), p, (l=0) 

nc (fm"3) nc (fm*3) 

Figure 6.9: Comparison of relativistic and non-relativistic oscillation periods II and K%ewt for 
the p'1=0-mode for models B and E at different central baryon number densities. The Cowling 
approximation is applied. The surface temperature is lgTs = 6.0 for both models. 
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Model B (lg T =6.0), g, (1=1) M O D E , E (,G T = 6 . 0 ) , 9 ) ( | = 1 ) 

Figure 6.10: Comparison of relativistic and non-relativistic oscillation periods II and 
for the p'1=1-mode for models B and E at different central baryon number densities. The 
Cowling approximation is applied. The surface temperature is lgTs = 6.0 for both models. 
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Model B* (nc = 2.0 fin"3, lgT, = 6.0) 
n (ms) 

Mode Radial 1 = 0 1 = 1 1 = 2 1 = 3 1 = 4 1 = 5 / = 6 1 = 7 1 = 8 1 = 9 
fflO - - 306.5 176.9 125.1 96.91 79.13 66.88 57.92 51.08 45.69 
</9 - - 279.7 161.5 114.2 88.45 72.22 61.04 52.86 46.62 41.70 
<?8 - - 252.3 145.7 103.0 79.78 65.14 55.06 47.68 42.05 37.61 
97 - - 224.1 129.4 91.51 70.88 57.87 48.91 42.36 37.36 33.41 
ff6 - - 195.6 112.9 79.84 61.84 50.49 42.68 36.96 32.59 29.15 
55 - - 166.9 96.36 68.14 52.78 43.10 36.42 31.54 27.82 24.88 
04 - - 138.5 79.96 56.54 43.80 35.76 30.22 26.17 23.08 20.65 
<?3 - - 110.7 63.92 45.20 35.01 28.59 24.16 20.92 18.45 16.50 
52 - - 84.17 48.60 34.36 26.62 21.73 18.37 15.91 14.03 12.55 
gi - - 59.91 34.59 24.46 18.94 15.47 13.07 11.32 9.985 8.931 
f - 0.1979 0.4063 0.2787 0.2246 0.1932 0.1721 0.1567 0.1448 0.1353 0.1274 
Pl 0.1356 0.1104 0.1451 0.1136 0.09382 0.08061 0.07147 0.06509 0.06069 0.05771 0.05563 
p2 0.08501 0.07796 0.09177 0.07879 0.06934 0.06240 0.05738 0.05362 0.05048 0.04761 0.04498 
p3 0.06418 0.06146 0.06848 0.06167 0.05677 0.05297 0.04952 0.04615 0.04302 0.04042 0.03898 
p4 0.05391 0.05249 0.05648 0.05259 0.04904 0.04561 0.04249 0.03999 0.03880 0.03820 0.03697 
p5 0.04640 0.04527 0.04885 0.04534 0.04219 0.03976 0.03871 0.03805 0.03654 0.03470 0.03313 
p6 0.04014 0.03965 0.04208 0.03967 0.03867 0.03793 0.03627 0.03443 0.03289 0.03161 0.03041 
p7 0.03795 0.03785 0.03866 0.03787 0.03613 0.03427 0.03273 0.03145 0.03021 0.02893 0.02767 
p8 0.03457 0.03418 0.03608 0.03420 0.03266 0.03135 0.03008 0.02877 0.02750 0.02641 0.02571 
p9 0.03157 0.03130 0.03263 0.03131 0.03001 0.02868 0.02740 0.02632 0.02566 0.02526 0.02466 
plO 0.02889 0.02863 0.02999 0.02864 0.02735 0.02627 0.02563 0.02522 0.02458 0.02376 0.02302 

Table 6.10: Oscillation periods 13 (ms) for model B. The central baryon number density is nc = 2.0 fm 3, and the surface temperature 
is lgTs = 6.0. Calculations are based upon the general relativistic set of oscillation equations. 



Model B* (nc = 2.0 fin"3, lgT, = 6.0) 
IljVewf (ms) 

Mode Radial 1 = 0 1 = 1 1 = 2 1 = 3 1 = 4 1 = 5 1 = 6 1 = 7 / = 8 1 = 9 
!?10 - - 303.7 175.3 124.0 96.03 78.41 66.27 57.39 50.61 45.27 
S9 - - 277.1 160.0 113.1 87.61 71.54 60.46 52.36 56.18 41.30 
gs - - 250.1 144.4 102.1 79.10 64.58 54.58 47.27 41.69 37.29 
97 - - 222.4 128.4 90.78 70.32 57.41 48.52 42.02 37.06 33.15 
<?6 - - 194.1 112.0 79.22 61.37 50.10 42.35 36.67 32.34 28.93 
<?5 - - 165.5 95.56 67.57 52.34 42.74 36.12 31.28 27.59 24.67 

- - 137.2 79.22 56.02 43.39 35.43 29.94 25.93 22.87 20.45 
<73 - - 109.5 63.20 44.69 34.62 28.26 23.89 20.69 18.24 16.32 
32 - - 82.99 47.92 33.88 26.24 21.43 18.11 15.68 13.83 12.37 
9l - - 58.85 33.98 24.03 18.61 15.19 12.84 11.12 9.808 8.773 
/ 0.2014 0.07665 0.1824 0.1246 0.1021 0.08904 0.08013 0.07351 0.06883 0.06413 0.06062 

pi 0.05543 0.03747 0.05482 0.04429 0.03802 0.03379 0.03073 0.02843 0.02667 0.02530 0.02424 
p2 0.03539 0.02600 0.03168 0.02811 0.02565 0.02389 0.02261 0.02162 0.02081 0.02008 0.01939 
P3 0.02857 0.02112 0.02347 0.02191 0.02076 0.01976 0.01880 0.01790 0.01707 0.01637 0.01589 
p4 0.02313 0.01775 0.01965 0.01838 0.01727 0.01638 0.01582 0.01559 0.01546 0.01532 0.01505 
p5 0.02012 0.01561 0.01645 0.01574 0.01552 0.01534 0.01500 0.01445 0.01390 0.01343 
p6 0.01681 0.01460 0.01538 0.01491 0.01420 0.01358 0.01309 0.01270 0.01237 0.01204 
P7 0.01487 0.01289 0.01373 0.01309 0.01261 0.01220 0.01181 0.01141 0.01104 
p8 0.01336 0.01168 0.01234 0.01184 0.01136 0.01092 0.01058 0.01038 0.01028 0.01018 
p9 0.01232 0.01054 0.01110 0.01064 0.01038 0.01025 0.01011 0.009884 0.009360 
plO 0.01113 0.01010 0.01031 0.01016 0.009893 0.009569 0.009284 0.009055 0.008864 0.008687 

Table 6.11: Oscillation periods IINewt (nas) for model B. The central baryon number density is nc = 2.0 fin 3, and the surface tem-
perature is lgT, = 6.0. Calculations are based upon the complete non-relativistic set of oscillation equations. 



Model B* (nc = 2.0 fin"3, lgT, = 6.0) 
n%r„,t. (ms) 

Mode Radial 1 = 0 I = 1 1 = 2 Z = 3 1 = 4 1 = 5 1 = 6 1 = 7 1 = 8 1 = 9 
glO - - 303.7 175.3 124.0 96.03 78.41 66.27 57.39 50.61 45.27 

- - 277.1 160.0 113.1 87.61 71.54 60.46 52.36 46.18 41.30 
- - 250.1 144.4 102.1 79.10 64.58 54.58 47.27 41.69 37.29 

97 - - 222.4 128.4 90.78 70.32 57.41 48.52 42.02 37.06 33.15 
- - 194.1 112.0 79.22 61.37 50.10 42.35 36.67 32.34 28.93 

95 - - 165.5 95.56 67.57 52.34 42.74 36.12 31.28 27.59 24.67 
54 - - 137.2 79.22 56.02 43.39 35.43 29.94 25.93 22.87 20.45 
53 - - 109.5 63.20 44.69 34.62 28.26 23.89 20.69 18.24 16.32 
02 - - 82.99 47.92 33.88 26.24 21.43 18.11 15.68 13.83 12.37 
<71 - - 58.85 33.98 24.03 18.61 15.19 12.84 11.12 9.808 8.773 
/ 0.07087 0.1528 0.1153 0.09748 0.08624 0.07824 0.07215 0.06730 0.06332 0.05997 

Pi 0.03645 0.05229 0.04302 0.03729 0.03333 0.03043 0.02822 0.02651 0.02519 0.02416 
p2 0.02567 0.03111 0.02775 0.02541 0.02374 0.02250 0.02154 0.02074 0.02002 0.01934 
p3 0.02098 0.02327 0.02178 0.02066 0.01967 0.01872 0.01783 0.01701 0.01633 0.01587 
p4 0.01764 0.01954 0.01828 0.01719 0.01632 0.01579 0.01558 0.01546 0.01531 0.01503 
p5 0.01560 0.01637 0.01572 0.01551 0.01533 0.01496 0.01441 0.01387 0.01341 0.01302 
p6 0.01454 0.01536 0.01486 0.01415 0.01354 0.01306 0.01268 0.01235 0.01202 0.01169 
p7 0.01286 0.01369 0.01305 0.01258 0.01218 0.01178 0.01139 0.01102 0.01070 0.01047 
p8 0.01165 0.01232 0.01182 0.01133 0.01090 0.01056 0.01038 0.01027 0.01017 0.01001 
P9 0.01052 0.01108 0.01062 0.01037 0.01025 0.01011 0.009871 0.009500 0.009349 0.009139 
plO 0.01008 0.01030 0.01015 0.009878 0.009554 0.009272 0.009045 0.008856 0.008679 0.008497 

Table 6.12: Oscillation periods H%eut (ms) for model B. The central baryon number density is nc = 2.0 fin-3, and the surface tem-
perature is lgT, = 6.0. Calculations Eire based upon the non-relativistic set of oscillation equations and the Cowling approximation is 
applied. 



Model B* (nc = 2.0 fin"3, lgT, = 6.0) 
nw«„i (ms) 

Mode Radial 1 = 0 / = 1 1 = 2 1 = 3 I = 4 1 = 5 1 = 6 1 = 7 1 = 8 1 = 9 
fflO 
<?9 
5» 
57 
56 
55 
54 
53 
52 
9l 

-

/ 0.07665 0.1805 0.1256 0.1027 0.08941 0.08036 0.07366 0.06843 0.06420 0.06068 
pi 0.03747 0.05345 0.04356 0.03759 0.03351 0.03055 0.02830 0.02657 0.02523 0.02419 
p2 0.02600 0.03147 0.02794 0.02553 0.02381 0.02255 0.02157 0.02077 0.02004 0.01936 
p3 0.02112 0.02341 0.02186 0.02071 0.01971 0.01876 0.01786 0.01703 0.01634 0.01588 
p4 0.01775 0.01962 0.01834 0.01724 0.01635 0.01580 0.01559 0.01546 0.01531 0.01504 
p5 0.01561 0.01643 0.01573 0.01551 0.01534 0.01498 0.01443 0.01388 0.01342 0.01303 
p6 0.01460 0.01537 0.01489 0.01418 0.01356 0.01308 0.01269 0.01235 0.01203 0.01170 
p7 0.01289 0.01372 0.01308 0.01260 0.01219 0.01180 0.01140 0.01103 0.01071 0.01048 
p8 0.01168 0.01234 0.01184 0.01135 0.01091 0.01057 0.01038 0.01027 0.01017 0.01002 
p9 0.01054 0.01110 0.01063 0.01038 0.01025 0.01011 0.009879 0.009606 0.009355 0.009143 
plO 0.01010 0.01031 0.01015 0.009888 0.009564 0.009270 0.009051 0.008861 0.008683 0.008501 

Table 6.13: Oscillation periods IIjveu!t (ms) for model B. The central baryon number density is nc = 2.0 fm~3, and the surface tem-
perature is lgT, = 6.0. Calculations axe based upon the non-relativistic set of oscillation equations, and the improved Cowling 
approximation is applied. 



Model E* (nc = 2.0 fin"3, lgTs = 6.0) 
n (ms) 

Mode Radial 1 = 0 1 = 1 1 = 2 1 = 3 1 = 4 1 = 5 1 = 6 1 = 7 1 = 8 1 = 9 
fflO - - 375.8 217.0 153.4 118.8 97.04 82.01 71.02 62.64 56.03 
fl9 - - 343.1 198.1 140.1 108.5 88.58 74.86 64.83 57.18 51.14 
9» - - 309.7 178.8 126.5 97.95 79.98 67.59 58.54 51.62 46.17 
97 - - 275.4 159.0 112.4 87.10 71.12 60.10 52.05 45.91 41.06 
06 - - 240.4 138.8 98.16 76.03 62.08 52.47 45.44 40.07 35.84 
95 - - 205.2 118.5 83.79 64.90 52.99 44.79 38.79 34.21 30.60 
94 - - 170.3 98.32 69.53 53.85 43.97 37.16 32.18 28.38 25.39 
53 - - 136.1 78.59 55.57 43.05 35.15 29.70 25.72 22.69 20.29 
52 - - 103.5 59.73 42.24 32.72 26.71 22.58 19.55 17.24 15.42 

- - 73.62 42.50 30.05 23.28 19.01 16.06 13.91 12.27 10.97 
/ - 0.3047 0.5017 0.3420 0.2757 0.2373 0.2116 0.1928 0.1782 0.1665 0.1569 
Pi 0.2653 0.1819 0.2048 0.1511 0.1214 0.1032 0.09099 0.08209 0.07527 0.06986 0.06546 
p2 0.1502 0.1289 0.1439 0.1163 0.09650 0.08227 0.07202 0.06455 0.05900 0.05485 0.05187 
P3 0.1085 0.09964 0.1094 0.09350 0.08094 0.07100 0.06310 0.05686 0.05214 0.04924 0.04775 
P4 0.08569 0.08117 0.08790 0.07777 0.06926 0.06219 0.05637 0.05175 0.04871 0.04656 0.04434 
p5 0.07111 0.06852 0.07340 0.06646 0.06043 0.05532 0.05121 0.04852 0.04628 0.04370 0.04141 
P6 0.06100 0.05941 0.06305 0.05809 0.05378 0.05036 0.04815 0.04599 0.04350 0.04116 0.03875 
p7 0.05377 0.05281 0.05546 0.05200 0.04939 0.04759 0.04544 0.04314 0.04091 0.03856 0.03625 
p8 0.04921 0.04882 0.05025 0.04845 0.04678 0.04467 0.04258 0.04046 0.03821 0.03600 0.03395 
p9 0.04646 0.04612 0.04744 0.04569 0.04374 0.04183 0.03980 0.03767 0.03558 0.03365 0.03197 
plO 0.04335 0.04304 0.04440 0.04268 0.04090 0.03896 0.03695 0.03502 0.03323 0.03171 0.03087 

Table 6.14: Oscillation periods II (ms) for model E. The central baryon number density is nc = 2.0 fm 3, and the surface temperature 
is lgT, = 6.0. Calculations axe based upon the general relativistic set of oscillation equations. 



Model E* (nc = 2.0 fin"3, lgTs = 6.0) 
Iljveuit (ms) 

Mode Radial I = 0 1 = 1 1 = 2 1 = 3 / = 4 1 = 5 1 = 6 1 = 7 1 = 8 1=9 
glO - - 215.4 152.3 118.0 96.33 81.41 70.51 62.18 55.62 
09 - - 196.5 138.9 107.6 87.86 74.25 64.30 56.71 50.72 
ff8 - - 177.5 125.5 97.20 79.37 67.08 58.09 51.23 45.82 
97 - - 273.6 157.9 111.7 86.51 70.64 59.70 51.70 45.60 40.78 
36 - - 238.9 137.9 97.51 75.53 61.67 52.12 45.14 39.81 35.61 
55 - - 203.8 117.7 83.20 64.45 52.62 44.47 38.52 33.97 30.38 

- - 168.9 97.51 68.95 53.41 43.61 36.86 31.92 28.15 25.18 
»3 - - 134.7 77.78 55.00 42.60 34.78 29.40 25.46 22.45 20.08 
<?2 - - 102.1 58.92 41.67 32.27 26.35 22.27 19.29 17.01 15.21 
ffl - - 72.33 41.76 29.53 22.87 16.86 15.78 13.67 12.06 10.78 
/ 0.2505 0.1046 0.1876 0.1411 0.1197 0.1062 0.09650 0.08908 0.08316 0.07828 0.07417 

pi 0.06825 0.04935 0.06429 0.05215 0.04559 0.04112 0.03776 0.03509 0.03290 0.03106 0.02949 
p2 0.04168 0.03268 0.03942 0.03382 0.03029 0.02778 0.02586 0.02434 0.02309 0.02207 0.02125 
p3 0.03327 0.02467 0.02829 0.02529 0.02318 0.02166 0.02059 0.01991 0.01951 0.01925 0.01903 
p4 0.02778 0.02036 0.02227 0.02064 0.01972 0.01926 0.01891 0.01849 0.01802 0.01757 0.01718 
p5 0.02297 0.01885 0.01947 0.01897 0.01838 0.01771 0.01713 0.01664 0.01617 0.01570 0.01523 
p6 0.02017 0.01713 0.01807 0.01728 0.01661 0.01598 0.01535 0.01474 0.01418 0.01367 0.01322 
p7 0.01743 0.01542 0.01635 0.01558 0.01481 0.01410 0.01348 0.01297 0.01264 0.01248 0.01238 
p8 0.01578 0.01362 0.01454 0.01375 0.01309 0.01265 0.01246 0.01233 0.01212 0.01180 0.01146 
p9 0.01452 0.01250 0.01291 0.01253 0.01237 0.01215 0.01176 0.01135 0.01099 0.01069 0.01045 
plO 0.01289 0.01190 0.01232 0.01198 0.01150 0.01106 0.01070 0.01041 0.01018 

Table 6.15: Oscillation periods U .{fewt (ms) for model E. The central baryon number density is nc = 2.0 fin 3, and the surface tem-
perature is lgT, = 6.0. Calculations are based upon the complete non-relativistic set of oscillation equations. 



Model E* (nc = 2.0 fin"3, lgTs = 6.0) 
nw™t (ms 

Mode Radial 1 = 0 1 = 1 1 = 2 1 = 3 1 = 4 1 = 5 1 = 6 1 = 7 / = 8 1 = 9 
fflO - - 215.4 152.3 118.0 96.33 81.41 70.51 62.18 55.62 

- - 196.5 138.9 107.6 87.86 74.25 64.30 56.71 50.72 
- - 177.5 125.5 97.20 79.37 67.08 58.09 51.23 45.82 

97 - - 273.6 157.9 111.7 86.51 70.64 59.70 51.70 45.60 40.78 
56 - - 238.9 137.9 97.51 75.53 61.67 52.12 45.14 39.81 35.61 

- - 203.8 117.7 83.20 64.45 52.62 44.47 38.52 33.97 30.38 
- - 168.9 97.51 68.95 53.41 43.61 36.86 31.92 28.15 25.18 

53 - - 134.7 77.78 55.00 42.60 34.78 29.40 25.46 22.45 20.08 
52 - - 102.1 58.92 41.67 32.27 26.35 22.27 19.29 17.01 15.21 
5l - - 72.33 41.76 29.53 22.87 16.86 15.78 13.67 12.06 10.78 
/ 0.09535 0.1673 0.1342 0.1162 0.1040 0.09504 0.08802 0.08235 0.07765 0.07366 
pi 0.04767 0.06143 0.05099 0.04496 0.04072 0.03749 0.03489 0.03275 0.03095 0.02940 
p2 0.03206 0.03849 0.03334 0.03001 0.02760 0.02574 0.02424 0.02302 0.02202 0.02121 
p3 0.02438 0.02789 0.02504 0.02303 0.02157 0.02053 0.01988 0.01949 0.01924 0.01902 
p4 0.02024 0.02208 0.02053 0.01967 0.01923 0.01888 0.01847 0.01799 0.01755 0.01716 
p5 0.01879 0.01942 0.01893 0.01833 0.01767 0.01710 0.01661 0.01614 0.01568 0.01521 
p6 0.01706 0.01800 0.01722 0.01656 0.01594 0.01531 0.01471 0.01415 0.01365 0.01321 
p7 0.01535 0.01629 0.01552 0.01476 0.01406 0.01345 0.01295 0.01263 0.01247 0.01238 
p8 0.01356 0.01448 0.01370 0.01306 0.01263 0.01245 0.01232 0.01211 0.01179 0.01145 
p9 0.01249 0.01288 0.01252 0.01236 0.01213 0.01174 0.01133 0.01098 0.01068 0.01044 
plO 0.01187 0.01231 0.01195 0.01147 0.01104 0.01068 0.01040 0.01017 0.009964 0.009754 

Table 6.16: Oscillation periods Hc
Newt (ms) for model E. The central baryon number density is nc = 2.0 fin-3, and the surface tem-

perature is lgT, = 6.0. Calculations are based upon the non-relativistic set of oscillation equations, and the Cowling approximation 
is applied. 



Model E* (nc = 2.0 fin"3, lgTs = 6.0) 
nw«„( (ms) 

Mode Radial 1 = 0 1 = 1 1 = 2 1 = 3 1 = 4 1 = 5 1 = 6 1 = 7 1 = 8 1 = 9 
<?io 
99 
9» 
97 
96 
95 
94 
93 
92 
9l 

-

-

/ 0.1046 0.1965 0.1443 0.1211 0.1069 0.09670 0.08933 0.08332 0.07839 0.07426 
pl 0.04935 0.06286 0.05161 0.04529 0.04092 0.03762 0.03498 0.03282 0.03099 0.02944 
p2 0.03268 0.03894 0.03357 0.03014 0.02768 0.02579 0.02428 0.02305 0.02204 0.02123 
p3 0.02467 0.02811 0.02516 0.02310 0.02161 0.02056 0.01989 0.01950 0.01924 0.01902 
p4 0.02036 0.02220 0.02059 0.02969 0.01925 0.01889 0.01848 0.01801 0.01756 0.01717 
p5 0.01885 0.01945 0.01895 0.01835 0.01769 0.01711 0.01662 0.01615 0.01569 0.01522 
p6 0.01713 0.01805 0.01725 0.01659 0.01596 0.01533 0.01472 0.01416 0.01366 0.01321 
p7 0.01542 0.01633 0.01555 0.01479 0.01408 0.01347 0.01296 0.01263 0.01248 0.01238 
p8 0.01362 0.01452 0.01373 0.01307 0.01264 0.01245 0.01233 0.01212 0.01179 0.01145 
p9 0.01250 0.01291 0.01253 0.01237 0.01214 0.01175 0.01134 0.01098 0.01068 0.01044 
plO 0.01190 0.01232 0.01197 0.01149 0.01105 0.01069 0.01041 0.01018 0.009967 0.009757 

Table 6.17: Oscillation periods U^ewt (ms) for model E. The central baryon number density is nc = 2.0 fm~3, and the surface tem-
perature is lgTs = 6.0. Calculations are based upon the non-relativistic set of oscillation equations, and the improved Cowling 
approximation is applied. 



Chapter 6. Results. 

Model B (n=2.0 fm , Ig Ts=6.0), p1 Model E (nc=2.0 fm , Ig Ts=6.0), p1 
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Figure 6.11: Comparison of relativistic and non-relativistic oscillation periods II and n^eu)t 
for the pi-mode at different I for models B and E. The Cowling approximation is applied 
both for the relativistic and the non-relativistic case. The central baryon number density is 
nc = 2.0 fm -3 and the surface temperature is lgTs = 6.0 for both models. 
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Figure 6.12: Comparison of relativistic and non-relativistic oscillation periods II and Uc
Newt 

for the pi-mode at different I for models B (nc = 0.5 fin-3) and C (nc = 1.0 fin-3). The 
Cowling approximation is applied both for the relativistic and the non-relativistic case. The 
surface temperature is lgTs = 6.0 for both models. 
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Chapter 6. Results. 
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Figure 6.13: Comparison of relativistic and non-relativistic oscillation periods II and li-Newt 
for radial oscillations at different radial order n for models B and E. The central baryon 
number density is nc = 2.0 fm~3 and the surface temperature is lgTs = 6.0 for both models. 

Figure 6.14: Comparison of relativistic and non-relativistic oscillation periods II and IIjveu,< 
for radial oscillations at different radial order n for models B (nc = 0.5 fin-3) and C 
(nc = 1.0 fm-3). The surface temperature is lgTs = 6.0 for both models. 
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Chapter 6. Results. 

6.2.2 The Cowling approximation/improved Cowling approximation. 

We want to study the effect of introducing the Cowling approximation to the oscillation 
problem. This is highly relevant since our general relativistic calculations are based upon this 
approximation. An investigation of this effect must take place in the non-relativistic frame, 
since this is the case where we know the oscillation equations both with and without the 
Cowling approximation. We calculate oscillation periods with the Cowling approximation, 
the improved Cowling approximation, and the complete equation set, and compare the results. 
The improved Cowling approximation is included because we want to investigate if this will 
be a better approximation to the complete equation set than the Cowling approximation. 
Results are presented in figures 6.15-6.32. 

Model B (n =2.0 fm , lg T =6.0), f Model E (nc=2.0fm , lgT=6.0) , f 

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

Figure 6.15: Non-relativistic oscillation periods I\-Newt and TLc
Newt for the /-mode at different 

I for models B and E. The central baryon number density is nc = 2.0 fm -3 and the surface 
temperature is lgTs = 6.0 for both models. 

Model B (nc=0.5 fm , lg T=6.0 ) , f Model C (nc=1.0 fm , lg T=6.0 ) , f 

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

Figure 6.16: Non-relativistic oscillation periods IIjs/ewt and Tl%ewt for the /-mode at different I 
for models B (nc = 0.5 fm-3) and C (nc = 1.0 fm-3). The surface temperature is lgTs = 6.0 
for both models. 
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Model B* (n =2.0 fm"3, lg T =6.0), p, Model E* (n =2.0 fm"3, lg T =6.0), p, C 8 1 C S 1 

Figure 6.17: Non-relativistic oscillation periods Iljvewt and TlcNewt for the pi-mode at different 
I for models B and E. The central baryon number density is nc = 2.0 fm -3 and the surface 
temperature is lgT, = 6.0 for both models. 

Model B (n =0.5 fm"3, lg T =6.0), p, Model C (n =1.0 fm"3, lg T=6.0) , p, C 3 1 C 3 1 

Figure 6.18: Non-relativistic oscillation periods Iljveæt aud H%ewt for the pi-mode at different 
I for models B (nc = 0.5 fm""3) and C (nc = 1.0 fm-3). The surface temperature is lgTs = 6.0 
for both models. 
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Model B (n =2.0 fm , lg T =6.0), p (1=0) Model E (n =2.0 fm" , lg T =6.0), p (1=0) 
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Figure 6.19: Non-relativistic oscillation periods IIj\rew« and Hc
Newt for pi=0-modes at different 

radial order n for models B and E. The central baryon number density is nc = 2.0 fm -3 and 
the surface temperature is lgTs = 6.0 for both models. 

Model B (n=0.5 fm"3, lg T=6.0) , p (1=0) Model C (nc=1.0 fm"3, lg T =6.0), p (1=0) 

Figure 6.20: Non-relativistic oscillation periods IIt/ewt and IIc
Newt for p'=0-modes at different 

radial order n for models B (nc = 0.5 fm-3) and C (nc = 1.0 fm-3). The surface temperature 
is lgTs = 6.0 for both models. 
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Model B" (nc=2.0 fm"3, Ig Ts=6.0), p (1=1) Model E* (nc=2.0 fm"3, Ig T =6.0), p (1=1) 

Figure 6.21: Non-relativistic oscillation periods II^eu,t and TlcNewt for p'=1-modes at different 
radial order n for models B and E. The central baryon number density is nc = 2.0 fm -3 and 
the surface temperature is lgTs = 6.0 for both models. 

Model B (nc=0.5 frrT3, Ig Ts=6.0), p (1=1) Model C (nc=1.0 fm"3, Ig T =6.0), p (1=1) 

Figure 6.22: Non-relativistic oscillation periods Iljveurt and for pi=1-modes at different 
radial order n for models B (nc = 0.5 fm-3) and C (nc = 1.0 fin-3). The surface temperature 
is lgT, = 6.0 for both models. 
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Model B* (nc=2.0 fm"3, lg T=6.0) , f Model E* (nc=2.0 fm"3, lg T=6.0) , f 

Figure 6.23: Non-relativistic oscillation periods IINewt, II%ewt̂  an<^ ^Neuit f°r the /-mode at 
different I for models B and E. The central baryon number density is nc = 2.0 fm~3 and the 
surface temperature is lgT, = 6.0 for both models. 

Model B (nc=0.5 fm"3, lg Ts=6.0), f Model C (n,=1.0 fm"3, lg Ts=6.0), f 

Figure 6.24: Non-relativistic oscillation periods IINewt, K%ewt> ^Newt /-mode at 
different I for models B (nc = 0.5 fm-3) and C (nc = 1.0 fm-3). The surface temperature is 
lgTs = 6.0 for both models. 
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Model B* (n =2.0 fm"3, lg T =6.0), p, Model E* (n =2.0 fm"3, lg T =6.0), p, C S i C S 1 

Figure 6.25: Non-relativistic oscillation periods IINewt, n%ewt' ^Newt the pi-mode at 
different I for models B and E. The central baryon number density is nc = 2.0 fm -3 and the 
surface temperature is lg Ts = 6.0 for both models. 

Model B (n =0.5 fm"3, lg T =6.0), p. Model C (n =1.0 fm"3, lg T =6.0), p, 0 3 1 C 8 I 

Figure 6.26: Non-relativistic oscillation periods U.ffewt, Uc
NewV and II)$euj( for the pi-mode at 

different I for models B (nc = 0.5 fm -3) and C (nc = 1.0 fm-3). The surface temperature is 
lg Ta = 6.0 for both models. 
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Model B (n =2.0 fm , Ig T =6.0), p, 
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Figure 6.27: Non-relativistic oscillation periods n Newt i R Newt > an<i n l§ewt for the p2-mode at 
different I for models B and E. The central baryon number density is nc = 2.0 fm -3 and the 
surface temperature is lgTs = 6.0 for both models. 

Model B (n =0.5 fm , Ig T =6.0), p Model C(n c =1.0fm, lgT s =6.0) , p2 

Figure 6.28: Non-relativistic oscillation periods II^euj(, and IIjyeurf for the p2-mode at 
different I for models B (nc = 0.5 fm-3) and C (nc = 1.0 fm-3). The surface temperature is 
Ig Ts = 6.0 for both models. 
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Model B* (no=2.0 fm"3, lg Ts=6.0), p (1=1) Model E* (nc=2.0 fm"3, lg T =6.0), p (1=1) 

Figure 6.29: Non-relativistic oscillation periods IINewt, Tl%ewt> a nd IIjyewt forpi=1-modes at dif-
ferent radial order n for models B and E. The central baryon number density is nc = 2.0 fm -3 

and the surface temperature is lgTs = 6.0 for both models. 

Model B' (nc=2.0 fm"3, lg T =6.0), p (1=1) Model C (nc=1.0 fm"3, lg Ts=6.0), p (1=1) 

Figure 6.30: Non-relativistic oscillation periods IINewt, IIc
Newt, and for pi=1-modes at 

different radial order n for model B (nc = 0.5 fm-3) and C (nc = 1.0 fm-3). The surface 
temperature is lgTs = 6.0 for both models. 
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Model B" (nc=2.0 fm"3, Ig T=6.0) , p (1=2) Model E* (nc=2.0 fm"3, Ig T =6.0), p (1=2) 

Figure 6.31: Non-relativistic oscillation periods IINewt, nc
Newt, and W§ewt for pi=2-modes at dif-

ferent radial order n for models B and E. The central baryon number density is nc = 2.0 fin-3 

and the surface temperature is lgT„ = 6.0 for both models. 

Model B' (no=2.0 fm"3, Ig T=6.0) , p (1=2) Model C (no=1.0 fm"3, Ig T=6.0) , p (l=2) 

Figure 6.32: Non-relativistic oscillation periods IINewt, n%ewt' and ^Newt Pi=2-modes at 
different radial order n for models B (nc = 0.5 fm-3) and C (nc = 1.0 fin-3). The surface 
temperature is lgTs = 6.0 for both models. 
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6.2.3 General features of the oscillations (in a general relativistic frame). 

Finally, we want to study general features of the oscillations in a general relativistic frame. 
Results from these calculations are presented in tables 6.18-6.32 and figures 6.33-6.54. 
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Model B* (nc = 2.0 fm~3, IgTs = 6.5) 
II (ms) 

Mode Radial Z = 0 1 = 1 I = 2 1 = 3 1 = 4 1 = 5 1 = 6 1 = 7 1 = 8 1 = 9 
fflO - - 288.9 166.8 117.9 91.35 74.58 63.03 54.59 48.14 43.06 
<?9 - - 261.3 150.9 106.7 82.64 67.48 57.03 49.39 43.56 38.96 
<?8 - - 235.9 136.2 96.31 74.60 60.91 51.48 44.58 39.32 35.17 
97 - - 210.2 121.3 85.80 66.46 54.26 45.86 39.72 35.03 31.33 
<?6 - - 182.2 105.2 74.37 57.60 47.03 39.75 34.43 30.36 27.16 
<75 - - 154.0 88.90 62.86 48.70 39.76 33.60 29.10 25.66 22.96 
94 - - 128.5 74.21 52.47 40.64 33.18 28.05 24.29 21.42 19.16 
93 - - 106.3 61.38 43.40 33.62 27.45 23.20 20.09 17.72 15.85 
92 - - 83.21 48.04 33.97 26.31 21.49 18.16 15.73 13.87 12.41 
91 - - 59.82 34.53 24.42 18.92 15.44 13.05 11.30 9.970 8.917 
/ - 0.1979 0.4063 0.2787 0.2246 0.1932 0.1721 0.1567 0.1448 0.1353 0.1274 

pi 0.1356 0.1104 0.1451 0.1136 0.09382 0.08061 0.07147 0.06509 0.06069 0.05771 0.05563 
p2 0.08501 0.07796 0.09177 0.07879 0.06934 0.06240 0.05738 0.05362 0.05048 0.04761 0.04498 
p3 0.06418 0.06146 0.06848 0.06167 0.05677 0.05297 0.04952 0.04615 0.04302 0.04042 0.03898 
p4 0.05391 0.05249 0.05648 0.05259 0.04904 0.04561 0.04249 0.03999 0.03880 0.03820 0.03697 
P5 0.04640 0.04527 0.04885 0.04534 0.04219 0.03976 0.03871 0.03805 0.03654 0.03470 0.03313 
p6 0.04014 0.03965 0.04208 0.03967 0.03867 0.03793 0.03627 0.03443 0.03289 0.03161 0.03041 
p7 0.03795 0.03785 0.03866 0.03787 0.03613 0.03427 0.03273 0.03145 0.03021 0.02893 0.02767 
p8 0.03457 0.03418 0.03608 0.03420 0.03266 0.03135 0.03008 0.02877 0.02750 0.02641 0.02571 
p9 0.03157 0.03130 0.03263 0.03131 0.03001 0.02868 0.02740 0.02632 0.02566 0.02526 0.02466 
plO 0.02889 0.02863 0.02999 0.02864 0.02735 0.02627 0.02563 0.02522 0.02458 0.02376 0.02302 

Table 6.18: Oscillation periods II (ms) for model B. The central baryon number density is nc = 2.0 fm 3, and the surface temperature 
is lgTa = 6.5. Calculations are based upon the general relativistic set of oscillation equations. 



Model B* (nc = 2.0 fin"3, lg Ts = 6.0) 
n (ms) 

Mode Radial 1=0 1 = 1 1 = 2 1 = 3 I = 4 1 = 5 1 = 6 1 = 7 1 = 8 1 = 9 
gio - - 306.5 176.9 125.1 96.91 79.13 66.88 57.92 51.08 45.69 
<79 - - 279.7 161.5 114.2 88.45 72.22 61.04 52.86 46.62 41.70 
98 - - 252.3 145.7 103.0 79.78 65.14 55.06 47.68 42.05 37.61 
97 - - 224.1 129.4 91.51 70.88 57.87 48.91 42.36 37.36 33.41 
96 - - 195.6 112.9 79.84 61.84 50.49 42.68 36.96 32.59 29.15 
95 - - 166.9 96.36 68.14 52.78 43.10 36.42 31.54 27.82 24.88 
94 - - 138.5 79.96 56.54 43.80 35.76 30.22 26.17 23.08 20.65 
93 - - 110.7 63.92 45.20 35.01 28.59 24.16 20.92 18.45 16.50 
92 - - 84.17 48.60 34.36 26.62 21.73 18.37 15.91 14.03 12.55 
9l - - 59.91 34.59 24.46 18.94 15.47 13.07 11.32 9.985 8.931 
/ - 0.1979 0.4063 0.2787 0.2246 0.1932 0.1721 0.1567 0.1448 0.1353 0.1274 

pi 0.1356 0.1104 0.1451 0.1136 0.09382 0.08061 0.07147 0.06509 0.06069 0.05771 0.05563 
p2 0.08501 0.07796 0.09177 0.07879 0.06934 0.06240 0.05738 0.05362 0.05048 0.04761 0.04498 
P3 0.06418 0.06146 0.06848 0.06167 0.05677 0.05297 0.04952 0.04615 0.04302 0.04042 0.03898 
p4 0.05391 0.05249 0.05648 0.05259 0.04904 0.04561 0.04249 0.03999 0.03880 0.03820 0.03697 
P5 0.04640 0.04527 0.04885 0.04534 0.04219 0.03976 0.03871 0.03805 0.03654 0.03470 0.03313 
p6 0.04014 0.03965 0.04208 0.03967 0.03867 0.03793 0.03627 0.03443 0.03289 0.03161 0.03041 
p7 0.03795 0.03785 0.03866 0.03787 0.03613 0.03427 0.03273 0.03145 0.03021 0.02893 0.02767 
p8 0.03457 0.03418 0.03608 0.03420 0.03266 0.03135 0.03008 0.02877 0.02750 0.02641 0.02571 
p9 0.03157 0.03130 0.03263 0.03131 0.03001 0.02868 0.02740 0.02632 0.02566 0.02526 0.02466 
plO 0.02889 0.02863 0.02999 0.02864 0.02735 0.02627 0.02563 0.02522 0.02458 0.02376 0.02302 

Table 6.27: Oscillation periods II (ms) for model D. The central baryon number density is nc = 1.0 fin 3, and the surface temperature 
is lgTa = 6.0. Calculations are based upon the general relativistic set of oscillation equations. 



Model B* (nc = 2.0 fm~3, lgT, = 5.5) 
n (ms) 

Mode Radial / = 0 I = 1 1 = 2 1 = 3 1 = 4 1 = 5 1 = 6 1 = 7 1 = 8 1 = 9 
<?10 - - 314.6 181.6 128.4 99.48 81.22 68.64 59.45 52.43 46.89 
59 - - 284.8 164.5 116.3 90.08 73.55 62.16 53.83 47.47 42.46 
58 - - 255.2 147.3 104.2 80.70 65.89 55.69 48.23 42.53 38.04 
97 - - 225.6 130.3 92.12 71.36 58.26 49.24 42.64 37.61 33.64 
56 - - 196.3 113.3 80.14 62.07 50.68 42.84 37.10 32.72 29.26 
55 - - 167.2 96.55 68.27 52.88 43.18 36.49 31.60 27.87 24.93 
94 - - 138.6 80.04 56.59 43.84 35.79 30.25 26.20 23.10 20.67 
53 - - 110.8 63.95 45.22 35.02 28.60 24.17 20.93 18.46 16.51 
52 - - 84.18 48.60 34.37 26.62 21.74 18.37 15.91 14.03 12.55 
5l - - 59.91 34.59 24.46 18.95 15.47 13.07 11.32 9.986 8.931 
/ - 0.1979 0.4063 0.2787 0.2246 0.1932 0.1721 0.1567 0.1448 0.1353 0.1274 

pi 0.1356 0.1104 0.1451 0.1136 0.09382 0.08061 0.07147 0.06509 0.06069 0.05771 0.05563 
p2 0.08501 0.07796 0.09177 0.07879 0.06934 0.06240 0.05738 0.05362 0.05048 0.04761 0.04498 
p3 0.06418 0.06146 0.06848 0.06167 0.05677 0.05297 0.04952 0.04615 0.04302 0.04042 0.03898 
p4 0.05391 0.05249 0.05648 0.05259 0.04904 0.04561 0.04249 0.03999 0.03880 0.03820 0.03697 
p5 0.04640 0.04527 0.04885 0.04534 0.04219 0.03976 0.03871 0.03805 0.03654 0.03470 0.03313 
p6 0.04014 0.03965 0.04208 0.03967 0.03867 0.03793 0.03627 0.03443 0.03289 0.03161 0.03041 
p7 0.03795 0.03785 0.03866 0.03787 0.03613 0.03427 0.03273 0.03145 0.03021 0.02893 0.02767 
p8 0.03457 0.03418 0.03608 0.03420 0.03266 0.03135 0.03008 0.02877 0.02750 0.02641 0.02571 
p9 0.03157 0.03130 0.03263 0.03131 0.03001 0.02868 0.02740 0.02632 0.02566 0.02526 0.02466 
plO 0.02889 0.02863 0.02999 0.02864 0.02735 0.02627 0.02563 0.02522 0.02458 0.02376 0.02302 

Table 6.20: Oscillation periods II (ms) for model B. The central baryon number density is nc = 2.0 fm 3, and the surface temperature 
is lgTs = 5.5. Calculations are based upon the general relativistic set of oscillation equations. 



Model B (nc = 0.5 fm~3, lgTs = 8.0) 
II (ms) 

Mode Radial Z = 0 1 = 1 1 = 2 1 = 3 1 = 4 1 = 5 1 = 6 1 = 7 1 = 8 1 = 9 
<?io - - 77.16 44.55 31.50 24.40 19.92 16.84 14.58 12.86 11.50 

- - 69.21 39.96 28.26 21.89 17.87 15.10 13.08 11.54 10.32 
<?8 - - 61.27 35.38 25.02 19.38 15.82 13.37 11.58 10.21 9.135 
97 - - 53.35 30.80 21.78 16.87 13.78 11.64 10.08 8.893 7.954 
<?6 - - 45.45 26.24 18.56 14.37 11.74 9.920 8.591 7.577 6.777 
95 - - 37.59 21.70 13.53 11.89 9.706 8.203 7.105 6.266 5.605 
94 - - 29.78 17.19 12.16 9.417 7.690 6.499 5.629 4.964 4.441 
33 - - 22.07 12.74 9.010 6.980 5.699 4.817 4.172 3.680 3.292 

- - 14.59 8.422 5.956 4.614 3.768 3.185 2.759 2.434 2.177 
gl - - 7.796 4.502 3.184 2.467 2.016 1.704 1.477 1.303 1.167 
f 
pl 
p2 
p3 
p4 
p5 
p6 
p7 
P8 
p9 
plO 

Table 6.21: Oscillation periods II (ms) for model B. The central baryon number density is nc = 0.5 fm 3, and the surface temperature 
is lgTs = 8.0. Calculations are based upon the general relativistic set of oscillation equations. 



Model B (nc = 0.5 fm"3, lgT, = 6.5) 
n (ms) 

Mode Radial 1 = 0 Z = 1 1 = 2 1 = 3 Z = 4 1 = 5 1 = 6 1 = 7 1 = 8 1 = 9 
glO - - 247.3 142.8 101.0 78.21 63.86 53.97 46.74 41.23 36.87 
39 - - 223.1 128.8 91.10 70.57 57.62 48.70 42.17 37.19 33.27 
38 - - 201.3 116.2 82.19 63.67 51.99 43.94 38.05 33.56 30.02 
37 - - 178.0 102.8 72.66 56.28 45.95 38.84 33.64 29.67 26.54 
36 - - 153.9 88.84 62.82 48.66 39.73 33.58 29.08 25.65 22.94 
35 - - 132.6 76.54 54.12 41.92 43.23 28.93 25.06 22.10 19.77 
34 - - 109.9 63.46 44.88 34.76 28.39 23.99 20.78 18.33 16.39 
33 - - 87.05 50.26 35.54 27.53 22.48 19.00 16.46 14.51 12.98 
32 - - 69.78 40.29 28.49 22.07 18.02 15.23 13.19 11.64 10.41 
3l - - 52.79 30.48 21.56 16.70 13.64 11.53 9.983 8.806 7.878 
/ 
pl 
P2 
p3 
p4 
P5 
p6 
p7 
P8 
p9 
plO 

Table 6.23: Oscillation periods II (ms) for model B. The central baryon number density is nc = 0.5 fin 3, and the surface temperature 
is lg Ts = 6.0. Calculations are based upon the general relativistic set of oscillation equations. 



Model B (nc = 0.5 fm"3, lgT, = 6.5) 
n (ms) 

Mode Radial 1 = 0 I = 1 1 = 2 1 = 3 I = 4 1 = 5 1 = 6 1 = 7 1 = 8 1 = 9 
010 - - 267.5 154.4 109.2 84.58 69.06 58.37 50.55 44.58 39.88 
09 - - 242.0 139.7 98.78 76.52 62.48 52.80 45.37 40.33 36.07 
<78 - - 217.4 125.5 88.74 68.74 56.13 47.44 41.08 36.23 32.41 
97 - - 194.0 112.0 79.22 61.36 50.10 42.35 36.67 32.34 28.93 
56 - - 171.1 98.81 69.87 54.12 44.19 37.35 32.35 28.53 25.52 
»5 - - 147.5 85.14 60.21 46.64 38.08 32.18 27.87 24.58 21.99 
04 - - 123.1 71.05 50.24 38.92 31.78 26.86 23.26 20.52 18.35 
03 - - 98.62 56.94 40.27 31.19 25.47 21.53 18.64 16.44 14.71 
02 - - 75.03 43.32 30.63 23.73 19.38 16.38 14.19 12.51 11.19 
0l - - 53.36 30.81 21.79 16.88 13.78 11.65 10.09 8.900 7.962 
/ 0.2390 0.1917 0.5476 0.3902 0.3209 0.2798 0.2519 0.2314 0.2154 0.2026 0.1919 

pi 0.1462 0.1373 0.1634 0.1517 0.1443 0.1387 0.1343 0.1309 0.1284 0.1265 0.1251 
p2 0.1227 0.1226 0.1259 0.1240 0.1229 0.1217 0.1202 0.1182 0.1158 0.1131 0.1102 
p3 0.09872 0.09615 0.1125 0.1007 0.09487 0.09177 0.08970 0.08811 0.08683 0.08579 0.08492 
p4 0.08306 0.08356 0.09019 0.08538 0.08279 0.08167 0.08083 0.08002 0.07913 0.07815 0.07707 
p5 0.07710 0.07665 0.08155 0.07915 0.07419 0.06961 0.06698 0.06549 0.06448 0.06369 0.06303 
p6 0.06571 0.06532 0.06984 0.06626 0.06403 0.06182 0.06008 0.05917 0.05861 0.05814 0.05770 
p7 0.05933 0.05942 0.06225 0.05986 0.05876 0.05759 0.05554 0.05318 0.05155 0.05058 0.04994 
p8 0.05487 0.05415 0.05802 0.05525 0.05232 0.05068 0.04953 0.04835 0.04721 0.04652 0.04613 
p9 0.04966 0.04921 0.05131 0.04968 0.04797 0.04672 0.04611 0.04553 0.04453 0.04311 0.04187 
plO 0.04624 0.04609 0.04721 0.04626 0.04542 0.04373 0.04199 0.04092 0.04018 0.03947 0.03877 

Table 6.23: Oscillation periods II (ms) for model B. The central baryon number density is nc = 0.5 fin 3, and the surface temperature 
is lg Ts = 6.0. Calculations are based upon the general relativistic set of oscillation equations. 



Model B (nc = 0.5 fm"3, lgT, = 6.5) 
n (ms) 

Mode Radial / = 0 i = l 1 = 2 1 = 3 1 = 4 1 = 5 1 = 6 1 = 7 1 = 8 1 = 9 
giO - - 280.8 162.1 114.6 88.79 72.50 61.27 53.07 46.80 41.86 
99 - - 254.3 146.8 103.8 80.43 65.67 55.50 48.07 42.39 37.92 
<?8 - - 227.9 131.6 93.04 72.07 58.84 49.73 43.07 37.99 33.98 
97 - - 201.5 116.4 82.28 63.73 52.04 43.98 38.09 33.59 30.05 
96 - - 175.3 101.2 71.57 55.44 45.27 38.26 33.14 29.22 26.14 
95 - - 149.3 86.22 60.97 47.23 38.56 32.59 28.23 24.90 22.27 
94 - - 123.8 71.46 50.53 39.14 31.96 27.01 23.40 20.63 18.46 
93 - - 98.85 57.07 40.36 31.26 25.53 21.58 18.69 16.48 14.74 
92 - - 75.08 43.35 30.66 23.75 19.39 16.39 14.20 12.52 11.20 
9l - - 53.36 30.81 21.79 16.88 13.78 11.65 10.09 8.901 7.963 
/ 

pl 
p2 
P3 
p4 
p5 
p6 
p7 
P8 
p9 
plO 

Table 6.23: Oscillation periods II (ms) for model B. The central baryon number density is nc = 0.5 fin 3, and the surface temperature 
is lg Ts = 6.0. Calculations are based upon the general relativistic set of oscillation equations. 



Model B (nc = 1.0 fin~3, lgTs = 6.0) 
n (ms) 

Mode Radial 1 = 0 1 = 1 1 = 2 1 = 3 1 = 4 1 = 5 1 = 6 1 = 7 1 = 8 1 = 9 
fflO - - 312.7 180.5 127.6 98.87 80.73 68.23 59.09 52.11 46.61 
<?9 - - 285.0 164.5 116.3 90.12 73.58 62.19 53.86 47.50 42.48 
98 - - 257.8 148.8 105.2 81.52 66.56 56.26 48.72 42.97 38.43 
97 - - 230.0 132.8 93.90 72.74 59.39 50.19 43.47 38.34 34.29 
96 - - 201.3 116.2 82.19 63.66 51.98 43.93 38.05 33.55 30.01 
95 - - 172.1 99.39 70.28 54.44 44.45 37.57 32.53 28.69 25.66 
94 - - 143.0 82.56 58.38 45.22 36.92 31.20 27.02 23.83 21.32 
93 - - 114.4 66.03 46.69 36.17 29.53 24.96 21.61 19.06 17.05 
92 - - 86.96 50.21 35.50 27.50 22.45 18.98 16.44 14.49 12.96 
9l - - 61.89 35.73 25.26 19.57 15.98 13.51 11.70 10.32 9.227 
/ 0.3749 0.1948 0.4732 0.3318 0.2699 0.2334 0.2086 0.1904 0.1763 0.1649 0.1556 
pi 0.1230 0.1098 0.1429 0.1158 0.1000 0.09069 0.08514 0.08158 0.07901 0.07697 0.07525 
p2 0.08619 0.08282 0.09358 0.08428 0.07795 0.07236 0.06710 0.06274 0.06025 0.05941 0.05903 
p3 0.07006 0.06769 0.07563 0.06878 0.06282 0.05978 0.05894 0.05815 0.05637 0.05381 0.05159 
p4 0.05922 0.05923 0.06158 0.05935 0.05839 0.05582 0.05232 0.04968 0.04779 0.04622 0.04468 
p5 0.05490 0.05391 0.05798 0.05440 0.05080 0.04823 0.04612 0.04396 0.04180 0.04010 0.03927 
p6 0.04787 0.04733 0.05020 0.04757 0.04520 0.04269 0.04048 0.03931 0.03878 0.03810 0.03687 
p7 0.04229 0.04182 0.04475 0.04206 0.03994 0.03905 0.03840 0.03709 0.03556 0.03435 0.03342 
p8 0.03826 0.03888 0.03974 0.03893 0.03807 0.03643 0.03490 0.03375 0.03270 0.03155 0.03036 
p9 0.03599 0.03595 0.03786 0.03609 0.03456 0.03339 0.03220 0.03089 0.02968 0.02887 0.02842 
plO 0.03318 0.03309 0.03440 0.03318 0.03188 0.03049 0.02932 0.02865 0.02818 0.02754 0.02676 

Table 6.25: Oscillation periods II (ms) for model B. The central baryon number density is nc = 1.0 fin 3, and the surface temperature 
is lgTs = 6.0. Calculations axe based upon the general relativistic set of oscillation equations. 



Model B (nc = 1.0 fin~3, lgTs = 6.0) 
n (ms) 

Mode Radial Z = 0 I = 1 1 = 2 1 = 3 1 = 4 1 = 5 1 = 6 1 = 7 1 = 8 1 = 9 
fflO - - 344.8 199.0 140.7 109.0 89.02 75.23 65.15 57.46 51.39 

- - 314.4 181.5 128.3 99.41 81.17 68.60 59.41 52.40 46.86 
<?8 - - 284.3 164.1 116.1 89.91 73.41 62.04 53.73 47.39 42.38 
<?7 - - 253.4 146.3 103.5 80.15 65.44 55.31 47.90 42.24 37.78 
<76 - - 221.7 128.0 90.49 70.10 57.23 48.37 41.89 36.94 33.04 

- - 189.4 109.4 77.33 59.90 48.91 41.34 35.80 31.57 28.24 
<?4 - - 157.3 90.79 64.20 49.73 40.60 34.32 29.72 26.21 23.44 

- - 125.7 72.58 51.32 39.76 32.46 27.43 23.76 20.95 18.74 
52 - - 95.55 55.17 39.01 30.22 24.67 20.85 18.06 15.93 14.25 
ffl - - 67.98 39.25 27.75 21.50 17.55 14.83 12.85 11.33 10.13 
/ 0.4303 0.2065 0.4930 0.3444 0.2800 0.2421 0.2164 0.1976 0.1830 0.1712 0.1615 
Pi 0.1398 0.1223 0.1577 0.1312 0.1146 0.1032 0.09504 0.08901 0.08459 0.08138 0.07905 
p2 0.09366 0.08834 0.1030 0.09039 0.08238 0.07762 0.07459 0.07216 0.06985 0.06747 0.06506 
P3 0.07636 0.07426 0.07990 0.07489 0.07085 0.06658 0.06237 0.05870 0.05621 0.05553 0.05532 
p4 0.06538 0.06346 0.06947 0.06412 0.05912 0.05592 0.05538 0.05508 0.05415 0.05187 0.04950 
P5 0.05538 0.05557 0.05812 0.05562 0.05522 0.05386 0.05056 0.04750 0.04488 0.04263 0.04068 
P6 0.05336 0.05236 0.05512 0.05273 0.04893 0.04563 0.04281 0.04041 0.03842 0.03772 0.03487 
p7 0.04536 0.04462 0.04834 0.04487 0.04191 0.03940 0.03780 0.03767 0.03755 0.03641 0.03487 
P8 0.03925 0.03881 0.04155 0.03896 0.03774 0.03765 0.03703 0.03522 0.03357 0.03212 0.03085 
p9 0.03660 0.03762 0.03773 0.03763 0.03654 0.03461 0.03289 0.03138 0.03009 0.02921 0.02894 
plO 0.03452 0.03421 0.03632 0.03432 0.03254 0.03099 0.02970 0.02905 0.02886 0.02846 0.02758 

Table 6.25: Oscillation periods II (ms) for model B. The central baryon number density is nc = 1.0 fin 3, and the surface temperature 
is lgT s = 6.0. Calculations axe based upon the general relativistic set of oscillation equations. 



Model B* (nc = 2.0 fin"3, lg Ts = 6.0) 
II (ms) 

Mode Radial 1 = 0 1 = 1 1 = 2 1 = 3 1 = 4 1 = 5 1 = 6 1 = 7 1 = 8 1 = 9 
910 - - 383.7 221.5 156.6 121.3 99.07 83.73 72.51 63.95 57.20 
99 - - 350.2 202.2 143.0 110.8 90.43 76.43 66.19 58.37 52.21 
<?8 - - 316.2 182.6 129.1 99.99 81.65 69.00 59.76 52.70 47.14 
97 - - 281.2 162.3 114.8 88.91 72.60 61.36 53.14 46.86 41.91 
96 - - 245.4 141.7 100.2 77.61 63.37 53.55 46.38 40.90 36.58 
95 - - 209.5 120.9 85.51 66.24 54.08 45.71 39.58 34.91 31.22 
94 - - 173.8 100.3 70.94 54.95 44.87 37.92 32.84 28.96 25.90 
93 - - 138.9 80.17 56.69 43.91 35.85 30.30 26.24 23.14 20.70 
92 - - 105.5 60.92 43.07 33.37 27.24 23.02 19.94 17.59 15.73 
9l - - 75.05 43.33 30.64 23.73 19.38 16.38 14.18 12.51 11.19 
/ 0.4753 0.1941 0.5082 0.3480 0.2799 0.2404 0.2139 0.1947 0.1799 0.1680 0.1582 

pi 0.1302 0.1144 0.1433 0.1164 0.1012 0.09218 0.08632 0.08208 0.07875 0.07597 0.07357 
p2 0.09064 0.08561 0.09762 0.08626 0.07741 0.07003 0.06401 0.05926 0.05565 0.05305 0.05133 
p3 0.07093 0.06807 0.07636 0.06842 0.06171 0.05633 0.05236 0.04995 0.04866 0.04772 0.04683 
p4 0.05711 0.05560 0.06123 0.05576 0.05177 0.04942 0.04796 0.04644 0.04489 0.04359 0.04238 
p5 0.04962 0.04923 0.05159 0.04927 0.04774 0.04602 0.04428 0.04261 0.04076 0.03879 0.03695 
p6 0.04610 0.04583 0.04766 0.04588 0.04409 0.04228 0.04018 0.03799 0.03596 0.03422 0.03287 
p7 0.04244 0.04209 0.04401 0.04214 0.03996 0.03769 0.03561 0.03384 0.03251 0.03170 0.03112 
p8 0.03792 0.03751 0.03986 0.03756 0.03546 0.03368 0.03237 0.03159 0.03094 0.03008 0.02915 
p9 0.03383 0.03358 0.03539 0.03360 0.03231 0.03153 0.03085 0.02993 0.02896 0.02804 0.02716 
plO 0.03126 0.03150 0.03228 0.03151 0.03080 0.02985 0.02886 0.02792 0.02700 0.02610 0.02522 

Table 6.27: Oscillation periods II (ms) for model D. The central baryon number density is nc = 1.0 fin 3, and the surface temperature 
is lgTa = 6.0. Calculations are based upon the general relativistic set of oscillation equations. 



Model H (nc = 1.0 fm-3 , IgTs = 6.0) 
II (ms) 

Mode Radial / = 0 I = 1 1 = 2 1 = 3 1 = 4 1 = 5 1 = 6 1 = 7 1 = 8 1 = 9 
fflO - - 262.2 151.4 107.1 82.93 67.71 57.23 49.56 43.71 39.09 
39 - - 239.0 138.0 97.55 75.56 61.70 52.14 45.16 39.83 35.62 

- - 216.2 124.8 88.25 68.35 55.81 47.17 40.85 36.03 32.22 
97 - - 192.9 111.4 78.75 61.00 49.80 42.09 36.45 32.15 28.76 
06 - - 168.9 97.49 68.94 53.40 43.60 36.85 31.91 28.14 25.17 
95 - - 144.4 83.37 58.95 45.66 37.28 31.51 27.29 24.07 21.53 
<?4 - - 119.9 69.24 48.96 37.93 30.97 26.17 22.67 19.99 17.88 
33 - - 95.91 55.37 39.15 30.33 24.76 20.93 18.13 15.99 14.30 
92 - - 72.91 42.10 29.77 23.06 18.83 15.91 13.78 12.15 10.87 
ffl - - 51.87 29.95 21.18 16.40 13.39 11.32 9.804 8.647 7.734 
/ 0.2431 0.1520 0.4124 0.2893 0.2356 0.2040 0.1826 0.1670 0.1548 0.1451 0.1370 

pi 0.1030 0.09752 0.1101 0.09727 0.09164 0.08762 0.08424 0.08125 0.07854 0.07608 0.07383 
p2 0.07522 0.07090 0.08621 0.07144 0.06246 0.06013 0.05915 0.05849 0.05797 0.05755 0.05718 
p3 0.06074 0.05985 0.06278 0.05996 0.05668 0.05469 0.05388 0.05318 0.05246 0.05170 0.05090 
p4 0.05482 0.05484 0.05649 0.05482 0.05229 0.04728 0.04310 0.04185 0.04124 0.04076 0.04033 
p5 0.04779 0.04674 0.05246 0.04688 0.04328 0.04180 0.03955 0.03727 0.03695 0.03678 0.03663 
p6 0.04204 0.04166 0.04333 0.04171 0.03914 0.03732 0.03692 0.03523 0.03279 0.03205 0.03170 
p7 0.03672 0.03735 0.03897 0.03734 0.03687 0.03493 0.03290 0.03207 0.03078 0.02858 0.02776 
p8 0.03486 0.03472 0.03683 0.03478 0.03293 0.03202 0.03047 0.02850 0.02782 0.02741 0.02611 
p9 0.03205 0.03195 0.03294 0.03198 0.03028 0.02846 0.02783 0.02727 0.02610 0.02563 0.02510 
plO 0.02843 0.02843 0.03019 0.02844 0.02783 0.02716 0.02609 0.02564 0.02491 0.02352 0.02274 

Table 6.28: Oscillation periods II (ms) for model H. The cut-off constant is Ap = 250 • (1.60219/fic) eV. The central baryon number 
density is nc = 1.0 fin-3, and the surface temperature is lgT, = 6.0. Calculations are based upon the general relativistic set of 
oscillation equations. 
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Figure 6.33: Oscillation periods II (ms) as a function of harmonic order I for p-modes of dif-
ferent radial order n = 1,... ,10. The curve with the highest oscillation periods corresponds 
to n = 1. Plots with successively decreasing oscillation periods correspond to n of increas-
ing order n = 2,. . . ,10. The left figure shows results for model A with nc = 2.0 fm -3 and 
Ts = 0 K. The right figure shows results for model F with nc = 0.49 fm -3 and lgT, = 6.0. 
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Figure 6.34: Oscillation periods II (ms) as a function of harmonic order I for p-modes of dif-
ferent radial order n = 1,... ,10. The curve with the highest oscillation periods corresponds 
to n = 1. Plots with successively decreasing oscillation periods correspond to n of increas-
ing order n = 2,. . . ,10. The left figure shows results for model D with nc = 1.0 fin-3 and 
lgTs = 6.0. The right figure shows results for model H with nc = 1.0 fm -3 and lgTs = 6.0. 
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Figure 6.35: Oscillation periods II (ms) as a function of harmonic order I for p-modes of dif-
ferent radial order n = 1,... ,10. The curve with the highest oscillation periods corresponds 
to n = 1. Plots with successively decreasing oscillation periods correspond to n of increas-
ing order n = 2,... ,10. The left figure shows results for model B with nc = 1.0 fm -3 and 
lgTs = 6.0. The right figure shows results for model C with nc = 1.0 fm~3 and lgTs = 6.0. 
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Figure 6.36: Oscillation periods II (ms) as a function of harmonic order I for p-modes of dif-
ferent radial order n = 1,... ,10. The curve with the highest oscillation periods corresponds 
to n = 1. Plots with successively decreasing oscillation periods correspond to n of increas-
ing order n = 2,... ,10. The left figure shows results for model B with nc = 0.5 fm-3 and 
lgTa = 6.0. The right figure shows results for model C with nc = 0.5 fm -3 and lgTa = 6.0. 
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Figure 6.37: Oscillation periods II (ms) as a function of harmonic order I for the /-mode. 
The left figure shows results for model A with nc = 2.0 fm-3 and T, — 0 K. The right figure 
shows results for model F with nc = 0.49 fin-3 and lgTs = 6.0. 
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Figure 6.38: Oscillation periods II (ms) as a function of harmonic order I for the /-mode. 
The left figure shows results for model D with nc = 1.0 fin-3 and lgTs = 6.0. The right figure 
shows results for model H with nc = 1.0 fm-3 and lgTs = 6.0. 
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Figure 6.39: Oscillation periods II (ms) as a function of harmonic order I for the /-mode. 
The left figure shows results for model B with nc = 1.0 fm -3 and lgT„ = 6.0. The right figure 
shows results for model C with nc = 1.0 fin-3 and lgTs = 6.0. 
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Figure 6.40: Oscillation periods II (ms) as a function of harmonic order I for the /-mode. 
The left figure shows results for model B with nc = 0.5 fin-3 and lgTs = 6.0. The right figure 
shows results for model C with nc = 0.5 fm""3 and lgTs = 6.0. 
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Figure 6.41: Oscillation periods II (ms) as a function of harmonic order I for p-modes of 
different radial order n = 1,... ,10. The curve with the lowest oscillation periods corresponds 
to n = 1. Plots with successively increasing oscillation periods correspond to n of increasing 
order n = 2,... ,10. The results are shown for model F with nc = 0.49 fm""3 and lgT, = 6.0. 
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Figure 6.42: Oscillation periods II (ms) as a function of harmonic order I for p-modes of dif-
ferent radial order n = 1,... ,10. The curve with the lowest oscillation periods corresponds 
to n = 1. Plots with successively increasing oscillation periods correspond to n of increas-
ing order n = 2,... ,10. The left figure shows results for model D with nc = 1.0 fm-3 and 
lgTs = 6.0. The right figure shows results for model H with nc = 1.0 fm-3 and lgTs = 6.0. 
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Figure 6.43: Oscillation periods II (ms) as a function of harmonic order I for p-modes of dif-
ferent radial order n = 1,... ,10. The curve with the lowest oscillation periods corresponds 
to n = l. Plots with successively increasing oscillation periods correspond to n of increas-
ing order n = 2,... ,10. The left figure shows results for model B with nc = 1.0 fm -3 and 
IgT, = 6.0. The right figure shows results for model C with nc = 1.0 fm -3 and lgT, = 6.0. 
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Figure 6.44: Oscillation periods II (ms) as a function of harmonic order I for p-modes of dif-
ferent radial order n = 1,... ,10. The curve with the lowest oscillation periods corresponds 
to n = 1. Plots with successively increasing oscillation periods correspond to n of increas-
ing order n = 2,. . . ,10. The left figure shows results for model B with nc = 0.5 fin-3 and 
lgTs = 6.0. The right figure shows results for model C with nc = 0.5 fm -3 and lgTs = 6.0. 
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Model B (Ig T =6.0), f (radial) Model G (Ig T =6.0), f (radial) 

Figure 6.45: Oscillation periods II (ms) as a function of central baryon number density 
nc (fm-3) for the radial /-mode. The left figure shows results for model B with lgTs = 6.0. 
The right figure shows results for model G with lgTs = 6.0. The central baryon number 
density n̂ f where the maximum mass of the star is reached is indicated by the dashed fine. 
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Figure 6.46: Oscillation periods II (ms) as a function of radial order n for p,=1-modes at var-
ious surface temperatures lgTs = 5.5,6.0,6.5,7.0,7.5,8.0. The curve with the highest oscilla-
tion periods corresponds to lgTs = 5.5, while curves with successively decreasing oscillation 
periods correspond to increasing surface temperatures lgT, = 6.0,6.5, The curve with 
the lowest oscillation periods corresponds to lgTa = 8.0. The left figure shows results for 
model F with nc = 0.49 fm-3. The right figure shows results for model B with nc = 0.5 fm-3. 
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Model H (n =1.0 frrf3, Ig Ts=6.0) Model H (n =1.0 fm"3, Ig T=6 .0 ) 

Figure 6.47: The eigenfunction £ = Sr/r as a function of relative distance r/R from the centre 
of the star. Results are shown for model H with nc = 1.0 fm -3 and lgTs = 6.0. The left figure 
shows the radial p3-mode, while the right figure shows the eigenfunction of the radial /-mode. 

Figure 6.48: The eigenfunction w as a function of lg(l — r/R). Results are shown for model B 
with nc = 1.0 fm -3 and lgT, = 6.0. The left figure shows the eigenfunction of the <?2=1-mode, 
while the right figure shows the <?4=1-mode. 
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Figure 6.49: Higher order p-modes. Asymptotic behaviour of the oscillation period n (ms) for 
the pi-mode for large harmonic orders I. Results are shown for model B with nc = 1.0 fm~3 

and lgTs = 6.0. The left figure shows the oscillation period as a function oil. The right figure 
shows the asymptotic behavior of the variables 5 and A. 
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Figure 6.50: Higher order p-modes. Asymptotic behaviour of the oscillation period II (ms) 
for the pi-mode for large harmonic orders I. The left figure shows results for model B with 
nc = 1.0 fin-3 and lgTs = 6.0. The right figure shows results for model F with nc = 0.49 fm -3 

and lgTs = 8.0. 
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Mode 
(radial) 

n ms) 
Mode 

(radial) 
n c = 0.5 fm" a nc = 1.0 fm 3 Mode 

(radial) Model B Model C Model F Model B Model D Model H 
/ 0.2390 0.3301 0.6215 0.3749 0.4753 0.2431 

pi 0.1462 0.1642 0.3549 0.1230 0.1302 0.1030 
p2 0.1227 0.1310 0.2136 0.08619 0.09064 0.07522 
p3 0.09872 0.1168 0.1887 0.07006 0.07093 0.06074 
p4 0.08306 0.09188 0.1512 0.05922 0.05711 0.05482 
p5 0.07710 0.07857 0.1260 0.05490 0.04962 0.04779 
p6 0.06571 0.07042 0.1174 0.04787 0.04610 0.04204 
p7 0.05933 0.06070 0.1002 0.04229 0.04244 0.03672 
p8 0.05487 0.05723 0.09429 0.03826 0.03792 0.03486 
p9 0.04966 0.05246 0.08618 0.03599 0.03383 0.03205 
plO 0.04624 0.04836 0.08008 0.03318 0.03126 0.02843 

Table 6.29: Oscillation periods II (ms) for the radial /- and p-modes for different models with 
nc = 0.5 fm-3 and nc = 1.0 fin-3. The surface temperature is lgTs = 6.0 for all models. 

(nc=0.5 fm"3, lg Ts=6.0), p (radial) (nc=1.0 fm"3, lg Ts=6.0), p (radial) 

Figure 6.51: Oscillation periods II (ms) for the radial /- and p-modes for different models 
at the same central baryon number density nc. The left figure shows results for models B, 
C, and F with nc = 0.5 fm-3. The right figure shows results for models B, D, and H with 
nc = 1.0 fm-3. The surface temperature is lgTs = 6.0 for all models. 
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Mode 
(/ = 1) 

II (ms) 
Mode 
(/ = 1) 

n C = 0.5 fm" 3 n c = 1.0 fm" 3 Mode 
(/ = 1) Model B Model C Model F Model B Model D Model H 

fflO 267.5 310.6 446.2 312.7 383.7 262.2 
<?9 242.0 281.1 404.1 285.0 350.2 239.0 
<?8 217.4 252.7 362.5 257.8 316.2 216.2 
<?7 194.0 225.8 322.5 230.0 281.2 192.9 
96 171.1 199.1 284.0 201.3 245.4 168.9 
55 147.5 171.4 245.1 172.1 209.5 144.4 
54 123.1 143.0 205.0 143.0 173.8 119.9 
<?3 98.62 114.6 164.5 114.4 138.9 95.91 

75.03 87.17 125.3 86.96 105.5 72.91 
91 53.36 62.01 89.12 61.89 75.05 51.87 

Table 6.30: Oscillation periods II (ms) for the <7i-1-modes for different models with 
nc = 0.5 fm -3 and nc = 1.0 fm-3. The surface temperature is lgTs = 6.0 for all models. 

(n =0.5 fm"3, lg T =6.0), q (1=1) 
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Figure 6.52: Oscillation periods II (ms) for the pi=1-modes for different models at the same 
central baryon number density nc. The left figure shows results for models B, C, and F with 
nc = 0.5 fm-3. The right figure shows results for models B, D, and H with nc = 1.0 fm-3. 
The surface temperature is lgT, = 6.0 for all models. 
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n (ms) 
Mode M = 0.701 M© M = 1.73Af0 

(radial) Model B Model C Model H Model D Model E Model G 
/ 0.2388 0.3452 0.1710 0.2841 0.4474 0.3692 

pi 0.1493 0.2096 0.1045 0.1222 0.1800 0.1335 
p2 0.1281 0.1694 0.09241 0.08773 0.1266 0.1051 
p3 0.1009 0.1411 0.07993 0.06705 0.1160 0.08188 
p4 0.08553 0.1136 0.06467 0.06070 0.1011 0.07640 
p5 0.07902 0.09763 0.05879 0.05501 0.08378 0.06646 
p6 0.06755 0.08707 0.05030 0.04774 0.07613 0.05621 
p7 0.06168 0.07627 0.04491 0.04148 0.06847 0.05220 
p8 0.05578 0.07321 0.04162 0.03879 0.06207 0.04672 
p9 0.05095 0.06431 0.03819 0.03596 0.05637 0.04395 
plO 0.04788 0.06111 0.03556 0.03295 0.05382 0.03886 

Table 6.31: Oscillation periods II (ms) for the radial /- and p-modes for different models 
with masses M — O.7O1M0 and M = 1.73M©. The surface temperature is lg Ts = 6.0 for all 
models. 

(M=0.701 M 0 , Ig Ts=6.0), p (radial) (M=1.73 M@ , Ig Ts=6.0), p (radial) 

Figure 6.53: Oscillation periods II (ms) for the radial /- and p-modes for different models with 
the same total mass. The left figure shows results for models B, C, and F with M = 0.701M©. 
The right figure shows results for models B, D, and H with M = 1.73M©. The surface 
temperature is lgT,, = 6.0 for all models. 
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Mode 
(/ = 1) 

n ( ms) 
Mode 
(/ = 1) 

M = 0.701 M@ M = 1.73MS Mode 
(/ = 1) Model B Model C Model H Model D Model E Model G 

glO 265.6 304.4 230.0 349.9 432.2 378.4 
99 240.2 275.6 208.4 318.9 391.5 343.9 
98 215.7 247.2 187.8 288.5 352.5 310.9 
97 192.4 220.0 167.9 257.3 315.2 278.0 
96 169.7 193.7 147.9 225.2 277.7 244.0 
95 146.3 167.1 127.0 192.5 238.7 209.0 
94 122.2 139.8 105.8 159.8 198.9 173.7 
93 97.92 112.2 84.69 127.8 159.3 139.0 
92 74.50 85.37 64.41 97.14 121.2 105.7 
9l 52.97 60.69 45.81 69.11 86.24 75.25 

Table 6.32: Oscillation periods II (ms) for the gi-1-modes for different models with masses 
M = 0.701Mø and M = 1.73MQ. The surface temperature is lgTs = 6.0 for all models. 

(M=0.701 M @ , Ig Ts=6.0), g (1=1) (M=1.73 M@ , Ig T =6.0), g (1=1) 

Figure 6.54: Oscillation periods II (ms) for the <?,=1-modes for different models with the same 
total mass. The left figure shows results for models B, C, and F with M = 0.701M®. The 
right figure shows results for models B, D, and H with M = 1.73MQ. The surface temperature 
is lgTs = 6.0 for all models. 
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Chapter 7 

Discussion. 

We will in this chapter discuss the results from our numerical calculations of oscillations 
in neutron stars. First, we discuss the equilibrium calculations, and thereafter we give an 
extensive discussion of the results from the oscillation calculations. 

7.1 The equilibrium state. 

We have calculated the equilibrium configuration for different models A-H, at various central 
baryon number densities and surface temperatures. To determine whether a specific equilib-
rium configuration can actually exist as a star or not, we must know if it is stable or unstable. 
We remember from section 2.1.2 that configurations with dM/dpc > 0 are stable, while those 
with dM/dpc < 0 are unstable. In our calculations we have used the central baryon number 
density nc as a parameter instead of pc, but the criterion for stability is similar, i.e., pc can 
be replaced with nc in the above expressions. Figure 6.1 shows total masses as a function of 
nc for models A-H. We see obvious differences between the models regarding how large total 
masses they can sustain, and at which central number densities the maximum mass Mmax 
is reached. Numerical values are given in table 6.2. We find that the maximum masses vary 
between 0.710M© for model A and 2.426M© for model E, while nf differs from 0.49 fm -3 

for model F to 2.11 fm-3 for model A. Equilibrium models with nc > n™ are unstable. 

We can now proceed to discuss other equilibrium parameters of the star. Table 6.3 shows some 
equilibrium values for models A-H when the central baryon number density is nc = 1.0 fm -3 

and the surface temperature is lgTs = 6.0. The table reveals rather large differences between 
the models for some of the parameters. For instance, the total mass of the star varies between 
0.6804M© for model A and 2.359M© for model E. This is due to the different degree of 
"stiffness" of the equations of state that we have used. The stiffer the equation of state 
is, the larger is the total mass of the star at a given central baryon number density. Our 
neutron star models are composed by combining different equations of state, but since the 
main distribution to the mass comes from the central core axea, it will be the "stiffness" of 
the equation of state used here that decides how massive the star of a given central number 
density will be. Model E, for instance, applies the rather stiff PS equation of state in this 
area, and therefore has a fairly large total mass compared to several of the other models. 
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Further, we see from table 6.3 that the total radius of the star varies between R = 8.462 km 
for model H to R = 13.83 km for model F. Note that contrary to the general rule which 
says that an increase in the total mass of the star leads to a decrease in the radius (due to 
gravitational contraction), there is no such correlation between radius and mass here. This 
is due to the fact that we axe comparing different models, and the different models apply 
different equations of state. A stiffer equation of state is better at supporting matter against 
gravity, i.e., it can maintain a larger radius for the same total mass than can a softer equation 
of state. A more massive star does therefore not necessarily mean one with a smaller radius. 
Only when comparing stars of different mass for the same equations of state can this general 
rule be applied. 

Also, the central density, the central pressure, and the core temperature can be seen to 
vary from model to model. Naturally, the most massive models also have the largest central 
pressures (Pc = 13.14 • 1035 dyne/cm2 for model E, while only Pc = 1.116 • 1035 dyne/cm2 for 
model A). The core temperatures vary between lgTc = 7.158 for model A and lgTc = 8.028 
for model F, while central number densities are centered around pc ~ (2.3 ± 0.5) • 1015 g/cm3. 

In table 6.4 the same equilibrium parameters are listed for models A, B, D, and E, but now for 
a central baryon number density of nc — 2.0 fm -3, while the surface temperature is lgTs = 6.0 
as before. We notice by comparison with table 6.3 that a larger central baryon number density 
apparently results in a lower core temperature, smaller total radius, and larger total mass for 
the same model. 

Table 6.5 confirms this result. This table lists equilibrium values at different central baryon 
number densities nc for model B, when the surface temperature is lgTs = 6.0. We see that the 
total mass first increases as nc increases, then reaches a maximum mass somewhere between 
nc = 1.0 fm -3 and nc = 3.0 fm -3 (see figure 6.1 and table 6.2 for the maximum mass of 
model B), and then decreases again as the central baryon number density increases further. 
This means that the highest values for nc in this table represent models of neutron stars that 
are unstable. Central density and pressure, however, increase with increasing central baryon 
number density, while total radius decreases. As for the core temperature Tc, we see that it 
decreases monotonically up to a central number density of nc = 3.0 fm -3. Above this value 
it starts to increase slightly again, but this area is outside the range of stable configurations. 

Figure 6.2 shows the density (to the left) and the pressure (to the right) as a function of the 
baryon number density for some chosen models. Note that these axe completely adiabatic 
models, i.e., the ideal electron gas equation of state is applied in the outermost surface layer 
instead of the temperature dependent equation of state (except for model A, which applies the 
ideal neutron gas equation of state throughout the whole star). In the non-relativistic area 
(p < 1015 g/cm3) the density is a linear function of baryon number density as expected. For 
higher densities general relativistic effects become important. This is particularly noticeable 
for model B, where the density curve starts to bend strongly upwaxds for p > 1016 g/cm3. 
In this density range the total mass for a paxticle is no longer completely dominated by the 
rest-mass. Contributions from other forms of energy (for instance kinetic energy) are also 
important, and raise the density further than what is expected only from the increase in 
baryon number density. 

The pressure differs more from model to model than does the density. We have chosen to show 
pressure curves for the three models A, B, and C. The remaining models D-H show similar 
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behaviour to that of model B, and we will therefore discuss the pressure curve of this model 
in more detail. The most noticeable feature for this model is the marked "dip" that occurs 
around lgn = —3.6. It corresponds to a density of about 4 • 10u g/cm3, which is very close 
to the density where neutrons start to drip out of nuclei, i.e., pdnp = 4.3 • 1011 g/cm3. What 
happens is the following; at densities well below neutron drip, the pressure is mainly due to 
the free electrons, and an increase in the density generates a corresponding increase in the 
pressure. However, as the neutron drip point is approached, the density and pressure become 
so high that the electron gas can no longer resist the overwhelming pressure. Electrons are 
forced into the nuclei where they merge with protons and create neutrons. At this point 
(which is where the pressure curve starts to flatten out) a further increase in density does not 
lead to a further increase in pressure, but only results in even more electrons being forced 
into the nuclei. As a result the nuclei grow more and more neutron-rich, and at a density of 
P = Pdrip > neutrons start to drip out of the nuclei. A neutron gas slowly builds up and replaces 
the electron gas as the main contributor to the total pressure of the star. At this point the 
pressure curve starts to bend upwards again. The pressure curve of model A, however, does 
not show any of this behaviour. This is because it applies the ideal neutron gas equation of 
state throughout the whole density range. We also notice that model A has a significantly 
lower pressure than the other models throughout almost the entire baryon number density 
range. 

Figure 6.3 shows the density (to the left) and the pressure (to the right) as a function of 
the relative distance r/R from the center of the star for some of the models. Both density 
and pressure remain almost constant throughout the main part of the star, decreasing only 
slightly up to r/R ~ 0.9, and then falling sharply towards the surface. The curves for model B 
show typical behaviour of the density and pressure and resembles closely similar curves for 
models C-H. Model A, however, have in general both a lower density and a lower pressure 
than the other models. 

The mass as a function of r/R and the pressure scale height as a function of lg(l — r/R) are 
shown in figure 6.4. For the mass (to the left) we see that m(r/R) increases rapidly outward 
from the centre of the star, while remaining almost constant in the outer parts, which confirms 
that the main bulk of matter is concentrated in the core of the star. For the pressure scale 
height (to the right) we notice that it starts at about Å = 107 cm at the centre of the star and 
decreases to a value of about 0.1 cm near the surface. The curve for model D shows a typical 
behavior of A. The jump that can be seen in A around lg(l — r/R) = —3.6 for model A is due 
to the transition between the ideal neutron gas equation of state in the core of this model 
and the temperature dependent equation of state applied in the surface layer. 

Figure 6.5 shows the relativistic adiabatic index rre/ as a function of the baryon number 
density n together with the newtonian adiabatic index F. Consider first model A. This 
model applies the ideal neutron gas equation of state throughout the whole star, and as 
expected (see section 5.1) the adiabatic index starts out at 5/3 at the surface where matter 
is completely non-relativistic. Then, as the baryon number density increases matter becomes 
more and more relativistic, and at about lgn = —1 the adiabatic index starts to fall towards 
its extreme relativistic value of 4/3. The ripples that can be seen around lgn ~ —(7.5 — 8) 
axe caused by numerical oscillations during calculations, i.e., they are not connected to any 
physical property of the matter. 

Then consider the curve for model D. At the surface the adiabatic index staxts out at 
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rrei w 1.5, then slowly increases to about 1.8 and remains almost constant in the interval 
—15 < lgn < —10 before decreasing again towards 1.4 around lgn = —6. Then there are 
some small variations around this value, before the adiabatic index suddenly drops sharply 
at about lgn w —3.5. This corresponds to the point of neutron drip, and recalling expres-
sion (4.66) for the general relativistic adiabatic index, it is easy to see why the value drops so 
suddenly. When approaching the neutron drip point, electrons are forced into the nuclei, and 
increasing the density only accelerates this process, while having almost no influence on the 
pressure. That is, the pressure remains approximately constant in this area, and its derivative 
goes towards zero. As a result the adiabatic index also drops sharply. In the interior, however, 
rreI increases to rather high values again. The curves of rre; for the remaining models (except 
model A) show quite similar behavior to that of model D. For some of the models, however, 
rre; reaches unrealistically high values (rre/ > 4 — 5) in the core. This is not a real physical 
effect, but is caused by the numerical models and equations of state that were used for the 
calculations. 

Comparison of the general relativistic adiabatic index with the Newtonian adiabatic 
index T shows that general relativistic effects become important around n = 0.1 fin-3. We can 
further conclude from our results that the effect of general relativity is always to raise the value 
of the adiabatic index. This can also easily be verified by comparison of the expressions (4.66) 
and (3.37) for the general relativistic and the newtonian value of the adiabatic index. 
Figure 6.6 shows general relativistic and Newtonian stability parameters A+ and A as a 
function of lg(l — r/R) for models A and D. We note that both A+ and A are zero in the 
core. This is consistent with our assumption of constant temperature (i.e., no temperature 
gradients) and use of only adiabatic equations of state in this part of the star. In such a 
case A+ and A are always identically equal to zero. Note also that A+, A < 0 always, that is, 
our neutron star models are stable against convection. Comparison of the general relativistic 
stability parameter A+ and the Newtonian stability parameter A reveals that the difference 
between the two increases when approaching the surface (this effect was most noticeable in 
model D, but could also be seen in all the other models). In general, we expect relativistic 
effects to become less important at lower densities, so this was quite surprising at first. 
However, there is a natural explanation to this. The gravitational field, which causes the 
curvature or deviation from flat space (which is clearly a general relativistic effect) is largest 
at the surface of the star, and comparison of expressions (3.85) for the Newtonian value of 
the stability parameter and (4.88) for the general relativistic value reveals that this effect is 
due to the term e~A/2 that appears in the expression for A+. 

Finally, figure 6.7 shows examples of different temperature profiles for models A and D. The 
other models show similar behaviour. The temperature is typically raised by a factor ~ 102 

from the surface to the core, and the factor is slightly less for colder stars, while somewhat 
larger for hotter stars. This is reasonable since a hotter stax (with higher core temperature) 
experiences a larger temperature difference between its interior and the surroundings than 
does a colder star (with lower core temperature) and therefore must have a larger temperature 
gradient. Note also that for the coldest star (lgT,, = 5.5) the constant temperature of the core 
is reached after penetrating only about 1 cm (lg(l — r/R) ~ —6) into the star, while for the 
hottest star (lgT„ = 8) the corresponding region is about 100 m. 
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7.2 The oscillations. 

We have computed oscillation periods for different neutron star models at a wide range of 
central baryon number densities nc and surface temperatures Ts. Several unstable models were 
included in the research to provide a broader platform for studying general relativistic effects 
(which become increasingly important at higher densities). Unstable models can, of course, 
not exist in reality since they will collapse at the slightest perturbation of the system. Their 
behaviour with respect to oscillations is, however, similar to that of stable models. Unstable 
models can therefore be applied for theoretical studies of general oscillation properties, even 
though they cannot be expected to be found in reality. 

We will in this section discuss the results from our oscillation calculations. We start by 
comparing relativistic and non-relativistic oscillation calculations in section 7.2.1. Then we 
proceed to study effects of applying the Cowling approximation/improved Cowling approxi-
mation in section 7.2.2. Finally, in section 7.2.3 we discuss the general oscillation properties 
in a general relativistic frame. 

7.2.1 The influence of general relativity on the calculations. 

The influence of general relativity is easy to detect even without direct comparison between 
non-relativistic and general relativistic oscillation equations. Assume that we want to treat the 
oscillations purely non-relativistically. We then apply equation (3.71) for the radial oscillations 
and equations (3.105)-(3.107) for the nonradial oscillations. In the special case of I = 0, the 
nonradial oscillation equations (3.105)-(3.107) reduce to the radial oscillation equation (3.71). 
This implies that oscillation periods calculated by the radial oscillation equation should be 
identical to oscillation periods calculated by the nonradial oscillation equations when I = 0. 

This proves to hold for white dwarf stars. We calculate oscillation periods for a simple white 
dwarf model (ideal electron gas) both with the radial oscillation equation and the nonradial 
oscillation equations (I = 0). White dwarf stars can be treated non-relativistically to a good 
approximation, and as expected, the resulting oscillation periods are the same. 

We then do the same for different models of neutron stars. Results are shown in tables 6.6 
and 6.7, and as can easily be seen, oscillation periods are not identical in this case. For the 
/-modes, for instance, the nonradial (I = 0) oscillation period is only about one third of its 
corresponding radial oscillation period, and also for the p-modes the deviations are significant. 
Thus, it seems like the non-relativistic oscillation equations are not consistent when applied 
to neutron stars. Since this effect appears only for neutron stars, and not for white dwarfs, 
it is reason to believe that this is somehow connected to general relativistic effects. 

The explanation for the apparent inconsistency in the non-relativistic oscillation equations is 
that the equilibrium configuration of the neutron star is calculated in a general relativistic 
frame. While the oscillation equations are derived by the use of the non-relativistic equa-
tion (3.33) for hydrostatic equilibrium, the equilibrium calculations apply the general rel-
ativistic equation (4.42). When general relativistic effects are not negligible, this causes a 
difference 5 in the calculated oscillation periods, where å is the absolute value of the rela-
tive deviation in oscillation period between the radial and nonradial (I = 0) oscillation period 
given in percent; 
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<5 = \n
md - n'=°| 

nrod • 100%. (7.1) 

A closer look at table 6.7, comparing models B with nc = 2.0 fm -3 and nc = 0.5 fm-3, shows 
that the difference S increases with increasing central baryon number density nc. This is what 
we would expect since this difference is a result of general relativistic effects. We also note 
from tables 6.6 and 6.7 that 5 decreases with increasing radial order n of the oscillation mode. 
Comparison of models A, B, D, and E for nc = 2.0 fm-3 shows that even if the central baryon 
number density is the same, the difference <5 does vary from model to model. For models B, 
D, and E it is of about the same order, while for model A it is much less. Why is it so? 
Consider the general relativity parameter e~x° given by equation (4.39). This parameter tells 
us something about how strong general relativistic effects will be. It depends on the relation 
m/r, and the larger this relation is, the stronger are the general relativistic effects. If we 
calculate M/R for models A, B, D, and E when nc = 2.0 fin-3 (values for M and R can be 
found from table 6.4), we find that M/R ~ 0.2 for models B, D, and E, and M/R ~ 0.08 for 
model A. This indicates that model A is much less relativistic than the other three models, 
and explain why 5 is less for this model. 

We then proceed to compare oscillation periods calculated in the non-relativistic frame with 
corresponding oscillation periods calculated in the general relativistic frame. We calculate 
relativistic and non-relativistic oscillation periods at different central baryon number densities 
for two models B and E, and the results are shown in tables 6.8 and 6.9 and figures 6.8-6.10. 
For the pi-mode (both in the radial and the nonradial (I = 0) case), the difference between 
non-relativistic and general relativistic oscillation periods is rather large. The difference also 
increases noticeably at increasing central baryon number density. In the non-relativistic case 
the oscillation period always decreases for increasing central number density, while in the 
general relativistic case this is only true at low densities (model B). At higher densities the 
curve turns, and the oscillation period becomes longer again (for both models B and E). The 
fundamental mode shows a similar behaviour, but goes to infinity (see figure 6.45) even before 
a central baryon number density of 2.0 fm -3 is reached. It is therefore omitted in this part 
of the study. 

For the p-modes, the difference between relativistic and non-relativistic oscillation periods is 
quite small (see figure 6.10) and almost constant at high central baryon number densities. 
The graph for model B shows first an increase and then a decrease in the oscillation periods 
at increasing central baryon number density. For model E the turning point lies around 
nc = 0.5 fin-3, that is, about where the graph starts. It therefore shows only decreasing 
oscillation periods at increasing central baryon number density. 

Finally, we want to study deviations between relativistic and non-relativistic calculated os-
cillation periods as a function of harmonic orders I and n. Tables 6.10-6.17 show radial and 
nonradial oscillation periods for models B and E at different I and n. Both relativistic and 
non-relativistic calculations are included, and in the last case, calculations are performed 
both with and without the Cowling approximation/improved Cowling approximation. Simi-
lar tables are calculated for all models A-H at various central baryon number densities and 
surface temperatures. They are used as a basis for the final study of the oscillations, and we 
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include tables 6.10-6.17 as examples. Relativistic and non-relativistic oscillation periods can 
here easily be studied and compared at various I and n. 
Comparison of tables 6.10 and 6.12 for model B and tables 6.14 and 6.16 for model E, 
indicates that deviations between relativistic and nonrelativistic oscillation periods are small 
(~ 1 — 2%) at all I and n for the g-modes. The deviations can also be seen to be almost 
constant for a wide range of n and I. 
For the p-modes, however, differences are larger. Figures 6.11 and 6.12 show relativistic 
and non-relativistic oscillation periods as a function of harmonic order I for the pi-mode for 
several different models. The models with the highest central baryon number densities nc 
(models B and E of figure 6.11) show quite large differences. The difference decreases, how-
ever, noticeably for increasing I. For the models with lower central baryon number densities 
(models B and C of figure 6.12) the difference is much smaller, but does not decrease much 
when increasing I. 
Figures 6.13 and 6.14 show relativistic and non-relativistic radial oscillation periods as a 
function of n for the same models. Again differences are largest for the models with the 
highest central number densities (models B and E of figure 6.13). All four models show 
decreasing difference for increasing order n. 
Finally, note that all our results show that general relativity tends to increase the oscillation 
period of a given oscillation mode. 

7.2.2 The Cowling approximation/improved Cowling approximation. 

We want to compare oscillation calculations where the Cowling approximation or the im-
proved Cowling approximation is applied, with oscillation calculations that use the complete 
oscillation equation set. The purpose of this is to determine the effect of the Cowling ap-
proximation on the oscillation periods. The study takes place in a non-relativistic frame, 
since in this case we know the oscillation equations both with and without the Cowling ap-
proximation. All calculations in this section are purely non-relativistic unless otherwise is 
explicitly stated. The complete nonradial oscillation equation set is given by (3.105)-(3.107), 
while (3.116)-(3.117) apply the Cowling approximation, and equations (3.128) and (3.129) 
apply the improved Cowling approximation. 

Comparison of tables 6.11 (oscillation periods calculated with the complete oscillation equa-
tions) and 6.12 (oscillation periods calculated with the Cowling approximation) for model B 
(nc = 2.0 fm-3, lgTs = 6.0) and similarly tables 6.15 and 6.16 for model E (nc = 2.0 fin-3, 
lgTs = 6.0) shows that the oscillation periods for the (/-modes are identical in both cases to at 
least four significant digits. This is also true for the other models that we study. We can then 
conclude that the Cowling approximation is an excellent approximation for the j-modes. This 
is not surprising since, as we shall see later (figure 6.48) when discussing the general results 
from the calculations in section 7.2.3, the g-modes are concentrated in the very outermost 
layers of the neutron star, i.e., the oscillation amplitudes are large in this area only. The 
amount of mass in motion during oscillation is therefore small compared to the total mass of 
the star, and consequently the variations in the gravitation field are negligible. 
For the p-modes, however, the situation is different. These modes are distributed all over 
the star (figure 6.47), and variations in the gravitational field due to oscillations will not be 
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negligible. Figures 6.15-6.18 show oscillation periods as a function of harmonic order I for 
different models. The deviation is largest at I = 1 for all models. This is due to the large 
asymmetry of the star in this case. For I > 1 the difference decreases as I increases. This is 
reasonable since variations in the gravitational field due to the oscillations are smoothed out 
for higher I. Note also that the difference in general seems to be less for the pj-mode than 
for the /-mode. 
Figures 6.19-6.22 show oscillation periods as a function of radial order n for different models 
at different harmonic order I = 0 and I = 1. The difference is largest at n = 0, that is, for the 
/-mode, and then decreases rapidly as n is increased. In fact, it is almost negligible already 
at n = 1. 

We conclude that the Cowling approximation is a good approximation for the p-modes, with 
the largest deviation at low harmonic and radial orders I and n. For the /-modes the Cowling 
approximation should be used with caution, since in this case deviations can be quite large, 
especially at low harmonic orders I. 
We then proceed to study the effect of applying the improved Cowling approximation instead 
of the pure Cowling approximation in the oscillation equations. Only the p-modes and the 
/-mode are studied, since the Cowling approximation has been shown not to influence on 
the oscillation periods of the g-modes. For the special case I = 0 (corresponding to radial 
oscillations) tables 6.11 and 6.13 for model B and tables 6.15 and 6.17 for model E show that 
oscillation periods calculated with the complete oscillation equation set are identical to those 
calculated with the improved Cowling approximation. This is as expected since the improved 
Cowling approximation neglects only nonradial variations in the gravitational field and keeps 
the radial variations. 

Figures 6.23-6.28 show oscillation periods calculated with all three equation sets as a function 
of harmonic order I for different models and different radial order n. Figures 6.29-6.32 similarly 
show oscillation periods as a function of n for different models at I = 1 and I = 2. We can 
see that oscillation periods calculated with the improved Cowling approximation in general 
lie between those calculated with the complete oscillation equation set and those calculated 
with the pure Cowling approximation, and eliminates about half of the gap between them. 
We can then conclude that it might be useful to develop an improved Cowling approximation 
also for the general relativistic case, since this obviously gives a better approximation to the 
actual oscillation period than does the pure Cowling approximation. 

Finally, note that the Cowling approximation always gives the lowest oscillation period for a 
given mode. The complete equation set gives the highest oscillation period while the improved 
Cowling approximation gives something in between. That is, variations in the gravitational 
field (due to the oscillations) in general tend to increase the oscillation period of the oscilla-
tions. 

7.2.3 General features of the oscillations (in a general relativistic frame). 

General features of the oscillations in a neutron star are studied by calculating oscillation 
periods for different models A-H at a wide variety of central baryon number densities nc and 
temperatures Ta at different harmonic and radial orders I and n. Both /-, p-, and p-modes 
are studied, and calculations are performed in the general relativistic frame. A selection of 
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the results, demonstrating key findings of the study, are presented in tables 6.18-6.32 and 
figures 6.33-6.54. We shall now discuss the results. 

The p-modes. 

From tables 6.18-6.20, 6.23, and 6.25-6.28 we find that oscillation periods for the p-modes 
vary from II = 0.02274 ms for the p^-mode of model H (nc = 1.0 fin-3, lgTs = 6.0) to 
II = 0.1462 ms for the radial pi-mode of model B (nc = 0.5 fm-3, lgT„ = 6.0). At vary-
ing radial and harmonic orders n and I (and for different models A-H at different central 
baryon number densities nc) all values in between are represented. Based on our results we 
can then conclude that p-modes have oscillation periods of the order II ~ 0.1 ms, within a 
typical range of II = 0.01 — 0.15 ms. 
We then want to investigate how the oscillation periods of the p-modes depend on the radial 
order n and harmonic order I. A closer look at tables 6.18-6.20, 6.23, and 6.25-6.28 reveals 
that the oscillation period decreases both for increasing radial order and increasing harmonic 
order. This general dependence on n and I can also be seen in figures 6.33-6.36. The radial 
p-modes are an exception to this rule. They have in general a lower oscillation period than 
the p'=1-modes and sometimes also lower than the p'=2-modes, see for instance table 6.23. We 
can then conclude that the highest value for the oscillation period is found for the p'=1-mode. 
Figures 6.33-6.36 further show that the difference between two successive oscillation periods 
All; = 11; — II(_i (n constant) or AIIn = II„ — IIn_i (I constant) in general decreases when 
n and/or I increases. 

We also vary the central baryon number density nc of the star to see how this will affect the re-
sulting oscillation periods. Our results show that the oscillation periods of the p-modes change 
when nc changes for a given model. Tables 6.19, 6.23, and 6.25 show oscillation periods for 
model B when nc = 0.5,1.0, and 2.0 fm-3 (at constant surface temperature lgTs = 6.0). We 
see that the oscillation period for the radial pi-mode is II = 0.1462 ms when nc = 0.5 fm-3, 
II = 0.1230 ms when nc = 1.0 fin-3, and II = 0.1356 ms when nc = 2.0 fm-3 for this model. 
Figure 6.8 (left part) shows this in further detail. From this figure it is clear that the general 
relativistic oscillation period first decreases as nc increases, then reaches its minimum value, 
and finally begins to increase again as the stax becomes more and more relativistic. This 
behaviour was also briefly discussed in section 7.2.1. 

To check if changes in the surface temperature Ts will influence on the oscillation period, we 
calculate oscillation periods at various surface temperatures for different given models A-H 
at constant central baryon number density. Results are shown for model B (nc = 2.0 fm-3) 
in tables 6.18-6.20. A study of these tables shows that for every single p-mode the oscillation 
periods are identical to at least four significant digits when only the value of the surface 
temperature Ta is altered. Similar calculations axe performed for some of the other models and 
give the same results. This shows that the oscillation periods of the p-modes axe insensitive 
to changes in the temperature of the star. The p-modes can therefore be calculated by use 
of a zero-temperature approximation to the equilibrium state of the stax instead of the more 
realistic (but also more complicated) temperature dependent model. 

So far, only the oscillation period and its dependence on different parameters have been 
discussed. We will now briefly consider the behaviour of the eigenfunction £ = Sr/r (or w ~ Sr 
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for the nonradial oscillations). An example of a typical eigenfunction for a p-mode is shown in 
figure 6.47 (left part). The figure shows £ for the radial p3-mode of model H (nc = 1.0 fm-3, 
lgTs = 6.0). We can see that the eigenfunction is "evenly" distributed throughout the star, 
i.e., the effects of the p-mode oscillations are about equally important to all parts of the star. 
We also note that the number of radial nodes in the eigenfunction is equal to the radial order 
n (= 3, in this case) as expected. 

Finally, we want to study the asymptotic behaviour of the p-mode oscillation periods at large 
harmonic orders I. An approximate expression for the oscillation period is in this case given 
by equation (3.164), which in a general relativistic generalization can be written 

'1(1 + 1) + k2
r K)rei> (7.2) 

where kT is the radial wave number given by (4.105), and (vs)„,i is the sound speed given 
by (4.106). We define 

(7-3) 

and then write 

Equation (7.4) is useful to test if the oscillation periods that we have calculated for the 
p-modes behave as predicted by the theory at large harmonic orders I. A = Aaf/AafLi 
is calculated from our results for the oscillation periods and compared with the theoretical 
expected value 8 = 1/(1 + 1) at large I. This is shown in figure 6.49 for the pi-mode of model B 
(nc = 1.0 fm-3, lgT, = 6-0). The left figure shows the oscillation period as a function of the 
harmonic order I, and confirms that the difference between two successive oscillation periods 
All; = 11/ — IIi_i decreases as I increases. The right figure shows A and 8 as functions of/. We 
see that A approaches 8 for large I as expected, and that they both approach the asymptotic 
value of 1 at large harmonic orders I. 

The /-modes. 

The /-modes have quite a lot in common with the p-modes. They do however differ from 
the latter at certain points, and will therefore be treated separately. The /-modes typically 
have oscillation periods in the range of II = 0.1 — 0.8 ms, somewhat higher than the p-modes, 
but considerably lower than typical values for the g-modes (treated below). Examples of 
oscillation periods for the /-modes can be found in tables 6.18-6.20, 6.23, and 6.25-6.28. 
The behaviour of the oscillation period as a function of the harmonic index I is similar to that 
of the p-modes. In general II decreases as I increases, with the exception of the radial /-mode 
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for which the oscillation period is normally (but not always, as will be explained below) lower 
than for the /'=1-mode, and sometimes also lower than for the /'=2-mode. This can easily 
be seen from figures 6.37-6.40. 
Study of tables 6.18-6.20 shows that the /-modes are independent of changes in the surface 
temperature T„. However, similarly to the p-modes, /-modes are sensitive to variations in the 
central baryon number density nc. This can easily be seen from tables 6.19, 6.23, and 6.25, 
which show oscillation periods for model B when nc = 0.5,1.0, and 2.0 fm-3. For instance, 
the oscillation period for the /i=1-mode is n = 0.5476 ms when nc = 0.5 fm-3, II = 0.4732 ms 
when nc = 1.0 fm-3, and II = 0.4063 ms when nc = 2.0 fin-3. Our calculations then indicate 
that the oscillation period decreases when nc increases for a given /-mode at I > 1. The radial 
/-mode, however, shows a completely different behaviour. As nc increases, the oscillation 
period of this mode also increases, and finally it goes to infinity as the maximum mass of the 
star is reached. This behaviour is shown in figure 6.45 for models B and G. 

A typical example of the eigenfunction for an /-mode is shown in figure 6.47 (to the right). 
We have plotted £ = Sr/r for the radial /-mode of model H (nc = 1.0 fin-3, Ts = 6.0) as 
a function of the relative distance x = r/R from the center of the star. The eigenfunction 
is evenly distributed throughout the star, similarly to what was the case for the p-modes. 
However, as opposed to the p-modes, /-modes have no radial nodes n in their eigenfunction. 

Finally, we want to study the asymptotic behaviour of the /-modes for large harmonic orders I. 
We do not have any theoretical expression at hand for this purpose, but since p-modes and 
/-modes are closely related, we decide to use the expression (7.4) (valid for the p-modes), and 
investigate if also /-modes will behave according to this at large I. It turns out, however, that 
the /-modes behave differently from the p-modes. When calculating A = Aaf/Auf^ for the 
/-modes, the asymptotic value 1 is reached almost immediately. We find that for I > 3 

ACT? 
-T=tt- = 1-0 2 - . . 00 , (7.5) 
M - 1 

to three significant digits. We can then derive a formula to determine IIj+i when II; and Hf_i 
are known. Substitution of CT; = 27r/n; into equation (7.5) gives 

n m = (7>6) 

We test the formula for a variety of different models at different central baryon number 
densities and at different harmonic orders I, and find that we can predict the correct value 
of II(+i based on known values of nj and II|_i to an accuracy of three significant digits. 
That is, deviations between correct and predicted values of the oscillation periods (based on 
expression (7.6)) are only about 0.1%. For I = 3 this does not hold in absolute all cases, but 
the error is always less than 1%. 
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The p-modes. 

The g-modes have oscillation periods in the range II = 10 — 400 ms. This can be seen from 
tables 6.18-6.28, and a typical example is given in table 6.26, which shows oscillation periods 
for model C at a central baryon number density of nc = 1.0 fin-3 and a surface temperature 
lgTs = 6.0. The highest oscillation period is II = 344.8 ms for the g'^-mode, and the lowest 
is II = 10.13 ms for the g'=9-mode. For high-temperature models at high harmonic orders I, 
the oscillation periods of the g-modes may be as short as II ~ 1 ms. An example of this is 
found in table 6.21, which shows oscillation periods for model B at a central number density 
of nc = 0.5 fm -3 and a surface temperature lgTs = 8.0. We see that for low radial orders n 
and/or high harmonic orders I the oscillation periods for the g-modes are less than 10 ms. 
The lowest oscillation period calculated by us is II = 1.167 ms (for the g'=9-mode). 

Tables 6.18-6.28 show that the oscillation periods for the g-modes increase with increasing 
radial order n, and decrease with increasing harmonic order I. This can also be seen from 
figures 6.41-6.44. We notice further that g-modes appear only for I > 1, that is, radial g-modes 
do not exist. Similarly to the case for the p-modes, the difference between two successive 
oscillation periods All* = II/ — II(_i (n constant) decreases when I increases. For increasing 
radial order n (I constant), however, AIIn = IIn — IIn_i seems to be roughly constant. This 
property is illustrated in figure 6.46 which plots oscillation periods for I = 1 as a function of 
radial order n (with surface temperature Ts as a parameter) for models F (nc = 0.49 fm-3) 
and B (nc = 0.5 fm-3). 
The oscillation periods of the g-modes are dependent upon the central baryon number density 
of the star. We can see this by comparing oscillation periods for the g-modes from tables 6.19, 
6.23, and 6.25. Here are shown results for model B at constant surface temperature lgTs = 6.0 
but with different central baryon number densities nc = 0.5, 1.0, and 2.0 fin-3. For instance, 
the g3=1-mode has an oscillation period of n = 98.62 ms when nc = 0.5 fm-3, n = 114.4 ms 
when nc = 1.0 fm-3, and II = 110.7 ms when nc = 2.0 fm-3. Figure 6.10 (left part) shows 
more detailed how the oscillation period behaves as a function of nc for the g{=1-mode of 
model B. We see that for nc < 1.0 fm~3 it increases when nc increases, while for nc > 1.5 
fm -3 it decreases when nc increases. 

The g-modes appear- only when the temperature in the system is different from zero, i.e., 
when T / 0 in at least some part of the star. Also, they are very sensitive to changes in 
the temperature. This can easily be seen from tables 6.21-6.24, where oscillation periods for 
model B are listed at constant central baryon number density nc = 0.5 fm-3, but at different 
surface temperatures lgTs = 8.0, 6.5, 6.0, and 5.5. For given radial and harmonic orders n 
and I, the oscillation period changes as the surface temperature changes. Figure 6.46 shows 
this behaviour for models F (nc = 0.49 fin-3) and B (nc = 0.5 fin-3). Clearly, the oscillation 
period decreases as the surface temperature Ts increases for given I and n. This behaviour is 
in general true for all models that we investigate. 

The eigenfunctions W ~ 6r of the g-modes show quite different properties from those of the 
/ - and p-modes. Examples of typical eigenfunctions for g-modes are shown in figure 6.48. 
The left figure shows the p|=1-mode for model B (nc = 1.0 fm"3, lgT, = 6.0), and the right 
figure shows the g4=1-mode for the same model. The g-modes have eigenfunctions that are 
concentrated in the very outermost layer of the star, in an area reaching from the surface 
and about 100 meters into the star. Similarly to the p-modes, the number of nodes in the 
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eigenfunctions equals the radial order n. 

Finally, we want to study the asymptotic behaviour of the p-modes for large harmonic orders I. 
An approximate expression for the oscillation period is in this case given by equation (3.167), 
which in the general relativistic generalization can be written 

<7 
, _J(/ + l ) / r » , r 2 

1(1 + l)/r2 + k? 
Nl, N%„ as i ^ oo, (7.7) 

where kr is the radial wavenumber given by (4.105) and ATre; is the relativistic Brunt-Våisålå 
frequency given by (4.108). This tells us that the oscillation period II = 27t/ct approaches a 
constant value 27r/iVre( when I becomes large enough. We have plotted the oscillation period 
as a function of harmonic order I for the pj-mode of models B (nc = 1.0 fm-3, lgTs = 6.0) 
and F (nc = 0.49 fm-3, lgT, = 6.0) in figure 6.50. We can see that the oscillation period 
approaches a constant value when I becomes large, as predicted by theory. 

Comparison between different models. 

Finally, we want to investigate how oscillation periods are influenced by the choice of the 
equation of state for the model. We compare oscillation periods for different models A-H at 
constant values of nc, Ts or M, Ts. Models B, C, and F were compared at nc = 0.5 fm-3, 
lgTs = 6.0, models B, D, Hatn c = 1.0 fm-3, lgTs = 6.0, models B, C, H at M - 0.701 M0, 
lgTs = 6.0, and models D, E, G at M = 1.73M©, lgTs = 6.0. 

Results for models with a constant central baryon number density of ne = 0.5 fm -3 and 
nc = 1.0 fm -3 are shown in table 6.29 and figure 6.51 for the radial p-modes, and in table 6.30 
and figure 6.52 for the p'=1-modes. 

We consider first the behaviour of the radial p-modes. From table 6.29 and figure 6.51 the 
oscillation periods for the different models can be seen to rapidly approach each other as n 
increases (with the exception of model F, which has oscillation periods that are clearly distinct 
from those of models B and C at all values of n that we have plotted). The largest difference 
is found for the /-mode. This indicates that if we want to distinguish between models that 
have the same central baryon number density, by observing the radial oscillations of the star, 
we should look for the fundamental mode. 

For p-modes, the situation is different. From table 6.30 and figure 6.52 we see that the 
difference between oscillation periods of different models actually increases for increasing 
radial order n. The relative difference between the oscillation periods are, however, roughly 
constant. We choose model D as a reference model for the models with nc = 1.0 fm-3, and 
find from table 6.30 that deviations in the oscillation periods of model B compared to model D 
are in the range 17.5% - 18.6%. Similar values for model H are 30.9% - 31.8%. 

We then proceed to study oscillations of models with the same total mass M. Results for 
models with M = 0.701 M® and M = 1.73M0 are shown in table 6.31 and figure 6.53 for the 
radial p-modes, and in table 6.32 and figure 6.54 for the p'=1-modes. 

We consider the radial p-modes first. As opposed to the results above for models with constant 
nc, the difference in oscillation periods between models with the same total mass M does 
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not change very rapidly as a function of radial order n. Actually, the relative difference 
between the oscillation periods changes only slowly as n increases, and the /-mode is not 
always the mode with the largest relative difference in the oscillation period. For models with 
M = 1.73MS, the pio-mode actually has a larger relative difference in the oscillation period 
than does the /-mode. 
We then consider the </=1-modes for the same models. From table 6.32 and figure 6.54 we 
see that they show a similar behaviour to that of the p-modes for the models with constant 
nc. Also in this case the relative difference in oscillation periods between the models is almost 
constant as a function of the radial order n. 

Finally, we point out that the equilibrium parameters that can be determined from observa-
tions of pulsars are the total mass M and radius R. With respect to possible observations of 
oscillations in these stars, it is therefore more useful to compare theoretical models with the 
same total mass than models with the same central baryon number density, since the latter 
is a parameter that can not be determined directly from observations. 

7.3 Accuracy of the calculations. 

When performing the numerical calculations for the equilibrium state of the neutron star, we 
apply a steplength of dr\ = 100 cm (in the main part of the star). To test if this steplength is 
sufficiently small, we perform calculations also with a steplength of 50 cm. Results show that 
both the radius R and total mass M of the star are accurate to more than four significant 
digits, which we consider to be sufficient. To compute p-modes precisely, it is necessary to in-
troduce even smaller steplengths in the outer surface layer of the star. Appropriate steplengths 
are chosen so that resulting oscillation periods are accurate to at least four significant digits. 
We consider this to be sufficient for our purposes. 

Some of the equations of state are applied outside their valid range. This is necessary to main-
tain a continuous pressure throughout the star, but introduces an error to the calculations. 
Another possible source of error are mathematical inaccuracies in the fitting of polynomials 
to the equations of state. These are, however, assumed to be negligible compared to the 
inaccuracies connected with the energy calculations that form the basis for the equations of 
state. 

In addition to numerical inaccuracies, there are some other possible sources of error. We have 
neglected any density discontinuities that might be present in the star (typically appearing 
in the boundary layer between two different equations of state). These might give rise to 
socalled density discontinuity p-modes (McDermott [31]). Examination of density profiles for 
our neutron star models does, however, not reveal any apparent jumps in density, and we 
therefore conclude that these effects are not important in our models. 

We have further assumed that the temperature is constant in the interior of the star. That 
is, the temperature gradient is different from zero only in the very outermost layers near 
the surface. At low temperatures (lgTa ~ 6.0) this is a very good approximation. For higher 
temperatures (lgTs ~ 8.0), however, the temperature profiles for our models (figure 6.7) show 
deviations from true temperature, indicated by an abrupt "bend" of the curve at the transition 
between the surface layer and the core of the star. 
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Also, due to the complexity connected with a general relativistic treatment of the nonradial 
oscillations, a "relativistic Cowling approximation" is introduced. We have studied the effects 
of this approximation in the Newtonian limit, and find that it is an excellent approximation 
for the p-modes. It is also a good approximation for the p-modes, especially at high orders 
I and ra. For the /-mode, however, especially at low harmonic orders I, the error introduced 
can be quite large. 

Finally, we will mention that several effects that might be important to the oscillation prop-
erties of the star have been neglected. These include rotation, magnetic fields, superfluidity, 
non-linearities, and nonadiabatic effects (see section 7.6). 

7.4 Comparison with results in the literature. 

The equilibrium state of models A-E has earlier been studied by Dybvik [18], and to verify 
that our models are correct, we compare results from our equilibrium calculations with results 
found by her. We find close agreement for parameters such as radius and total mass of the 
star. Direct comparison with other authors is difficult since different equations of state (or 
combinations of these) are used. However, our results for masses and radii are well within the 
range previously found by others. Our results are also in good agreement with observations 
(Dybvik [18]). 

Zero-temperature systems have been studied by Dybvik [18]. To compute g-mode oscillations, 
however, it is necessary to introduce a temperature gradient in the star. Here we follow the 
method of Holta [55], and the resulting temperature profiles for our models are afterwards 
compared with her results. They are found to be very similar, except at the highest tem-
peratures where our assumption of constant temperature in the core of the star is no longer 
sufficiently accurate. 

The oscillation periods for a neutron star will clearly depend on both the central baryon 
number density, the temperature profile, and the equation(s) of state. Direct comparison 
with results by other authors is therefore difficult as long as the same model has not been 
applied. It is, however, possible to confirm that results are within a range of what is believed 
today to be reasonable values for these oscillations. 

Radial oscillation periods have been calculated by Glass and Lindblom [20] for several different 
models in the density range 0.16 • 1015 g/cm-3 < pc < 6.3 • 1015 g/cm3. They find oscillation 
periods in the range n = 0.24 — 3.6 ms for the /-mode, and n = 0.16 — 0.22 ms for the pi-
mode. Borner and Cohen [7] and Meltzer and Thorne [34] find similar values, while Våth 
and Chanmugam [57] find n = 0.12 — 9.1 ms for the radial /-mode, and n = 0.052 — 0.17 ms 
for the pi-mode in the density range 0.5 • 1015 g/cm3 < pc < 2 • 1015 g/cm3 for one of their 
models. Our calculations (see tables 6.18-6.28) cover the range 0.5 fm~3 < n c < 2.0 fin-3 

corresponding to 0.9 • 1015 g/cm-3 < pc < 5 • 1015 g/cm"3 (for model B). Resulting oscillation 
periods are in the range II = 0.24 — 0.48 ms for the radial /-mode, and n = 0.052 — 0.17 ms 
for the pi-mode. This is in good agreement with results by other authors. Further, both 
Vath and Chanmugam [57] and Glass and Lindblom [20] find, similar to us, that 11/ —>• oo as 
M —> Mmax for the radial /-mode. 

McDermott et al. [33] have calculated nonradial oscillation periods for the quadrupole (I = 2) 
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p-modes. One of their models with mass M = O.5O3M0 is found to have oscillation periods of 
II = 371 — 789 ms for the first four p-modes when the core temperature is Tc = 1.03 • 107 K, 
and II = 55.7 — 78.6 ms when the core temperature is Tc = 9.76 • 107 K. Similarly, McDer-
mott et al. [32] find for the quadrupole p-modes that II = 232.4 — 438.9 ms when the core 
temperature is lgTc = 7, and II = 43.67 — 61.55 ms when the core temperature is lgTc = 8 
for the first three p-modes. Our results (see tables 6.18-6.28) show II = 43.33 — 221.5 ms for 
the quadrupole p-modes of model D (nc = 1.0 fm-3, lgTs = 6.0), and II = 4.502 — 44.55 ms 
for model B (nc = 0.5 fin-3, lgT, = 8.0) for the first ten p-modes. Note that T, ~ 10-2TC. It 
is good agreement between our results and those by McDermott et al. [33, 32]. 
We conclude that our results for oscillation periods of p-, f- and p-modes in neutron stars are 
in good agreement with what has previously been found by other authors. 

7.5 Observations. 

Oscillations in neutron stars are not easy to detect. Neutron stars are very faint, and can only 
be observed as pulsars (section 2.1.3). The oscillations must be observed within the pulse 
window of the pulsar, and a coupling mechanism must exist between the actual oscillations 
of the star and the variation that we observe in the radiation emitted from the pulsar. 
Quasi-periodic subpulses have been observed in several pulsars, and it has been suggested 
that these might be identified with oscillations of the underlying neutron star. A 0.9 ms 
periodicity was found in AP 2016+28 by Boriakoff [6] in 1976, and he suggested that vibrations 
of the neutron star in the system could be the source. The same system was studied by 
Strohmayer [49] several years later, and he found the same subpulse periodicity of II ~ 0.9 ms. 
Similar observations were done by Cordes and Hankins [13] who found subpulses of II ~ 1.2 ms 
in PSR 1133+16, and Sadeh and Livio [45] who found pulsations with a period II = 15.25 ms 
in the X-ray source 1H 1909+096. Sadeh and Livio suggested that their observed pulsations 
might be caused either by nonradial p-mode oscillations or by torsional oscillations in the 
solid crust of a neutron star. 
The observations referred to above all have oscillation periods in the range predicted by theory 
for oscillations in neutron stars (II ~ 0.1 ms for p-modes and II ~ 10 — 500 ms for p-modes). 
We conclude that even though oscillations in neutron stars have not been absolutely confirmed 
experimentally yet, several observations indicate that such oscillations actually take place. 

7.6 Topics for further study. 

To simplify the problem several effects were not included in our oscillation analysis for neutron 
stars. This was done even though some of them are obviously not negligible, such as rotation 
and magnetic fields. We will briefly discuss the most important of these effects below. The 
discussion is based on Cox [15] and Unno et al. [56]. 
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7.6.1 Rotation. 

Pulsars rotate very rapidly with rotation periods down to 1 ms. Rotation is then obviously 
important to the star, and rotation effects will not be negligible. 
However, rotation complicates matter greatly. It affects both the oscillations and the equi-
librium structure (through centrifugal deformation) of the star. The main part of the com-
plicating effects results from the non-sphericity of the star. This is, however, a second order 
effect (~ fi2, where fi is the angular frequency of rotation) which can be neglected for slow 
rotation. 
Consider a small oscillating mass element. Rotation gives rise to two new forces that will act 
on this mass element. These are: 

• Centrifugal forces (~ fi2). 

• Coriolis forces (~ fi). 

The Coriolis force is a first order effect and cannot be neglected even for slow rotation. It 
does, however, affect only the oscillation, not the equilibrium structure of the star. 
Due to the rotation, the eigenfrequencies for given I are split into 21 + 1 sublevels correspond-
ing to m = — I, — (I — 1),... , (I — l),l. A nonradial mode with m ^ 0 travels around the polar 
axis with a phase velocity —crm /m, where erm is the eigenfrequency of the mode. Modes with 
m < 0 are prograde modes which travel in the direction of rotation, while m > 0 represents 
retrograde modes which travel in the opposite direction of the rotation. The splitting is sym-
metric (for slow rotation) about the frequency corresponding to m = 0 (no rotation), and the 
frequency difference between successive sublevels increases as the rotation speed of the star 
increases. 

Entirely new phenomena can occur in a star that is both rotating and pulsating. Not only 
are the oscillation frequencies of the /-, p-, and p-modes modified, but new waves will be 
generated. Toroidal modes become important and give rise to Rossby-like waves with non-
vanishing frequencies. These are called r-modes, and are retrograde waves with oscillation 
amplitudes along the surface. They are a purely rotational effect which is connected to the 
conservation of vorticity. For slow rotation the angular frequency of such modes is given by 
[2m/l(l + 1)] fi. Another type of waves generated by the rotation of the star are the socalled 
inertial waves which use the Coriolis force as their restoring force. 

In general, there will be a coupling between spheroidal and toroidal modes when the star is 
rotating, and both types of modes will appear. 

7.6.2 Magnetic fields. 

Neutron stars can sustain magnetic fields up to ~ 1012 gauss, and effects of the magnetic field 
can therefore obviously not be neglected. The magnetic field affects both the oscillations and 
the equilibrium structure of the star, and the effect is of second order (~ B2, where B is the 
magnetic field strength) for both cases. A detailed equilibrium model is therefore needed in 
order to study the influence of magnetic fields on the stellar oscillations. 
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The presence of a magnetic field will lift the degeneracy of nonradial oscillations only par-
tially. Each frequency of given I is split up into (/ + 1) sublevels corresponding to the ab-
solute value of m; |m| = 0,1,... ,/. If the non-pulsating system is axially symmetric, there 
is clearly no distinction between +m and —m, that is, only the magnitude \m\ matter. The 
perturbation in the oscillation frequency Acrmag due to the magnetic fields is of the order 
|Acrmo9| ~ [cr01 • \Emag/EgrttV\, where Emag is the magnetic energy of the system, Egrav is the 
total gravitational energy, and cr0 is the unperturbed oscillation frequency of the system. 

Carroll et al. [9] found that inclusion of a strong uniform, paraxial magnetic field greatly 
modifies frequencies and displacements of the modes which were concentrated in what they 
call "the ocean" (a surface fluid of molten crustal material). At sufficiently high field strengths, 
the pseudo-spheroidal p-modes and the ocean/crust interfacial modes show behaviour similar 
to Alfvén waves, and a new Alfvén-mode pseudo-toroidal spectrum appears that does not exist 
in the zero-field limit. At 1012 gauss, these modes all have periods shorter than 0.1 fis. Carroll 
et al. [9] also found that p-, t-, and scr-modes are essentially unaffected by the magnetic field. 

7.6.3 Superfluidity. 

Calculations predict that at temperatures below ~ 109 K neutrons will form a superfluid 
condensate in the inner crust and the outer core of a neutron star. Thus, essentially all neutron 
stars are expected to contain superfluid matter. The dynamics and dissipative properties of 
a superfluid are quite different from those of an ordinary fluid, and superfluidity is therefore 
expected to affect the oscillation periods of the neutron star. 
Lindblom and Mendell [30] have investigated the effect of superfluidity on the oscillation 
periods. Their discussion is strictly restricted to a Newtonian description of the superfluid 
dynamics and the gravitational interaction. They find that: 

• The lowest frequency modes are almost indistinguishable from those based on ordinary 
-fluid hydrodynamics. 

• A new set of modes that have no ordinary-fluid counterpart appears. These modes are 
called s8^-modes, and have frequencies that are somewhat higher than the ordinary-fluid 
modes. 

7.6.4 Nonadiabatic effects. 

When we calculate the oscillation periods of neutron stars, we assume nonadiabaticity, i.e., 
that no heat exchange takes place between the oscillating fluid element and its surroundings. 
This is a good approximation iitg/tk 1, where tg is the free-fall time1 pulsation period), 
and tk is the Kelvin time2. This is true for neutron stars, and nonadiabatic effects are therefore 
expected to be small in this case. 

1tff ~ (Gp) - 1 ' 2 , the characteristic time for a significant departure from hydrostatic equilibrium to alter the 
state of a star appreciably (p is the mean density of the star). 

2tk ~ 2 • 107 Yg years, the relaxation-time for the departure of a star from thermal equilibrium (L, M, and 
R are in solar units). 
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Nonadiabaticity leads to slow changes in the oscillation period of a star, and we can expect 
to find solutions with complex frequencies. The e-folding time r<j that describes the decay of 
the pulsation amplitude, is given by 

1 _ 1 (dW/dt) 
7d

 = (7-8) 

where $ is the total pulsation energy, and W is the work done on the star by gravitation and 
pressure forces. In the limit of vanishingly small amplitudes, that is, when linear theory can 
be applied, the stability coefficient k is given by 

« = (7.9) 
Td 

where k > 0 represents damped oscillations, i.e., stability, and k < 0 represents growing os-
cillations, i.e., instability. 
Nonadiabatic oscillations are not expected to be exact standing waves. They should always 
have a small running wave component. In general, we assume that the oscillations are of the 
form exp(iut), where 

w = ±<j + in. (7.10) 

Calculations that include the effects of nonadiabaticity show that: 

• Nonadiabaticity has very little effect on the localization of nodes. 

• Nonadiabatic oscillation periods (fundamental modes) are usually shorter than the cor-
responding adiabatic periods. 

• Main characteristics of p- and p-modes are not altered by nonadiabatic effects (unless 
these are enormous). 

• £(r) w (,ad(r), that is, we have approximately standing waves. 

• The pulsations rapidly approach adiabaticity as the interior is approached. 

When nonadiabatic effects are almost negligible, the quasi-adiabatic approximation can be 
applied. The quasi-adiabatic approximation assumes that the real part a of the eigenfrequency 
is not altered by the nonadiabaticity. However, to account for the nonadiabatic effects, there 
must always be a small imaginary component of the oscillation frequency k. 
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7.6.5 Non-linearity. 

Observations of amplitudes of actual stars (not neutron stars) show that the relative pressure, 
density, and temperature variations at the surface are much too large to be correctly described 
by linear theory. However, the full set of non-linear equations is so complicated that there 
are apparently no cases of realistic stellar models for which analytic solutions exist. There 
exist two exactly integrable cases, but they both demand adiabatic movement and constant 
T throughout the whole star, which is not very realistic. 

7.6.6 Other. 

In normal stars such as the Sun, convection may play an important role, especially in areas 
close to the surface. In the extremely compact neutron stars, however, convection is not 
expected to be of any importance. Possible effects from convection can therefore safely be 
neglected. 
Density discontinuities, however, may have a non-negligible influence on the pulsation mode 
spectrum of a neutron star. Strohmayer [50] has investigated this, and found that for discon-
tinuities situated in the solid crust, there are no significant differences between the low-order, 
spheroidal oscillation spectra computed with and without the discontinuities. However, when 
the discontinuities lie in the fluid ocean, the surface (/-mode spectrum is substantially altered. 
Further, calculations by McDermott [31] show some characteristic features for the disconti-
nuity modes; there is a cusp in the radial displacement and a discontinuity in the transverse 
displacement at the density jump. 

Finally, thermal imbalances in the neutron star will give rise to slow changes in the static 
model, and thereby affect the oscillation periods of the star. However, these effects are usually 
small compared to other effects such as magnetic fields and rotation. 
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Chapter 8 

Conclusions 

We have studied radial and nonradial oscillations in neutron stars, both in a general relativistic 
and non-relativistic frame, for several different equilibrium models A-H and at various central 
baryon number densities nc and surface temperatures Ta. We have focused our attention 
on the p-, /-, and p-modes, and their properties have been thoroughly studied in a general 
relativistic frame. In addition, we have investigated the effect of general relativity, and this was 
done by comparing a non-relativistic treatment of the oscillations with the general relativistic 
treatment. Finally, we have studied the effect of introducing the Cowling approximation or 
improved Cowling approximation to the oscillation equations. 
To solve the problem it was necessary to make some simplifying assumptions. We assume that 
the star is nonrotating and with no magnetic fields, both in its equilibrium and perturbed 
state. This is in general not true for a neutron star, and both rotation and magnetic fields will 
alter the star's oscillation modes in different ways. We also assume that there is no superfiuid 
matter present in the star, that nonadiabatic and nonlinear effects are so small that they 
can be neglected, and that any effects rising from convection, density continuities, or thermal 
imbalances in the star are negligible. 

Our calculations of the equilibrium state show that typical neutron stars have masses in the 
range M ~ 1 — 2 M0, and radii of order R ~ 10 km. We find that the maximum possible mass 
for a neutron star lies in the range Mmax = 1.306 — 2.426 M0, and that central baryon number 
densities are of the order nc ~ 1 fm-3, corresponding to central densities pc ~ 1015 g/cm3. 
Surface temperatures lie in the range T, ~ 106 — 10® K, with core temperatures a couple of 
magnitudes of order larger Tc ~ 102TS. 
Oscillation calculations performed for our neutron star models show that the p-modes have 
oscillation periods of II ~ 0.1 ms, and that their eigenfunctions are evenly distributed through-
out the star. The number of nodes in the eigenfunction corresponds to the radial order n, 
and the oscillation periods decrease for increasing radial and harmonic orders n and I. There 
is an exception for the case I = 0 (radial case) where the oscillation period is in general lower 
than for I = 1. The p-modes are sensitive to changes in the central baryon number density nc, 
but independent of variations in the surface temperature Ts. This last point implies that the 
p-modes can be calculated from a zero-temperature model for the equilibrium state of the 
star instead of from the more complicated temperature dependent equilibrium model. 
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Calculations of the /-modes show that they have periods in the range II ~ 0.1 — 0.8 ms. 
Their eigenfunctions are also evenly distributed throughout the star, but, as opposed to the 
p-modes, the /-modes have no radial nodes in their eigenfunctions. The /-modes are sensitive 
to changes in the central baryon number density nc, but independent of changes in the surface 
temperature Ts. This is similar to the p-modes. Further, the oscillation period II decreases as 
the harmonic order I increases when I > 1. The radial /-mode, however, behaves differently 
from the other /-modes (with I > 1). For the radial /-mode we find that the oscillation period 
goes to infinity II —> oo when the total mass of the star approaches its maximum possible value 
M —• Mmax. Further we find that for high-order /-modes the oscillation period IIj+i can be 
computed from 11; and II(_i by the formula 

with an accuracy of 0.1%, and for I = 3 with 1% accuracy. This gives an excellent first 
estimate of the oscillation period, and reduces the number of iterations required to solve the 
equation set consistently. This can save a considerable amount of computer time. 
For the p-modes we find oscillation periods in the range II ~ 10 — 400 ms. The p-modes are 
concentrated in a thin surface layer of the star, and the number of nodes in the eigenfunction 
equals the radial order n. They appear only for I > 1, i.e., radial p-modes do not exist, 
and the oscillation period II decreases for increasing harmonic order I, and increases for 
increasing radial order n. The p-modes are sensitive to changes both in the central baryon 
number density nc and the surface temperature Ts. They appear only when T ^ 0 in at least 
some part of the star, and the oscillation period II decreases as the surface temperature T„ 
increases. For I » 1 (at constant n) the oscillation period of the p-modes approaches the 
constant value II -> 2n/iVrei, while for n » 1 (at constant I) the difference AIIn between to 
successive oscillation periods IIn and IIn_i is approximately constant. 

Our results further show that differences in the oscillation period between the models will 
be detectable both when comparing models with the same central baryon number density nc 
and when comparing models with the same mass M. Note, however, that the parameters 
that can be determined directly from observations are the radius R and the total mass M. 
It is therefore most useful to compare models at the same total mass M, since this is the 
parameter that can actually be measured from observations. 

We have also investigated how general relativity affects the results. We find that general 
relativistic effects are important for the / - and p-modes, while the p-modes are not affected 
much. The impact of general relativity increases as nc increases, and results in longer os-
cillation periods. We conclude that general relativistic effects are important, and that they 
should be taken into account when studying oscillations in neutron stars. 
Finally, we studied the effect of introducing the Cowling approximation to the oscillation 
problem. This was done in the non-relativistic frame, and we find that for the p-modes effects 
are negligible. The Cowling approximation is also a good approximation for the p-modes, 
especially at high radial and/or harmonic orders n and I. For the /-modes, however, it 
should be used with caution, since in this case deviations can be quite large, especially at 
low harmonic orders I. In general, we find that variations in the gravitational field tend to 
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increase the oscillation periods of the star. We derived an improved Cowling approximation 
for the oscillation problem, which neglects only the nonradial variations in the gravitational 
field, and this approximation gives identical results as the complete equation set for I = 0. For 
all other n and I it eliminates about half of the gap between the oscillation periods calculated 
by the complete equation set and those calculated by use of the Cowling approximation. We 
conclude that it could be useful to derive an improved Cowling approximation also for the 
general relativistic case. 
Our results are in good agreement with results found by other authors, as far as they can be 
compared. Oscillations in neutron stars have not been absolutely confirmed observationally 
yet, but observations exist of quasi-periodic subpulses in some pulsars and they are believed 
to be connected to oscillations in the star. 
Future studies of the oscillation problem in neutron stars should investigate the effects of 
rotation, magnetic fields, superfluidity, crustal effects, and new and refined equations of state 
for the high-density matter in the core region of the star, including perhaps new and exotic 
particles, should be included. Theoretical results should be compared with observations, 
if possible, to verify the models. It could also be useful to develop an improved Cowling 
approximation for the general relativistic case. 
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Appendix A 

Constants and units. 

Constant of gravity G 
Speed of light c 
Planck's constant h 
Boltzmann's constant k 
Stefan-Boltzmann's constant a 
Electron charge unit eel 
Compton wavelength (neutron) A„ 
Compton wavelength (electron) Ae 
Cut-off constant (QCD quark model) 
Atomic mass unit mu 

Neutron mass m„ 
Electron mass me 

Quark mass mq 

Mass of 2®Fe-atom mpe 
Solar mass Me 

6.672 • 10~8 cm3/gs2. 
2.998 • IO10 cm/s. 
i • 6.626 • KT27 erg-s. 
1.381 • 1(T16 erg/K. 
5.670 • IO-5 ergK4/cm2s. 
4.803 • 10~10 ese. 
2.100 • IO-14 cm. 
3.861 • HT11 cm. 
250 MeV. 
1.66057 • IO-24 g. 
1.67495 • 10~24 g. 
9.1095 • IO"28 g. 
0.400 GeV/c2. 
9.2908 • IO"23 g. 
1.989 • 1033 g. 
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Appendix B 

The effective charge of the ions, 

In the surface layer (n < 2 • 106 fm - 3) of the neutron star, where the ideal electron gas or the 
temperature dependent equation of state is used to describe the matter, the electron number 
density ne is given by 

where (Z e g) is the average degree of ionization for an atom with atomic number Z at given 
temperature T and density p, and n* is the ion number density. The average degree of 
ionization varies throughout the surface layer, and (Zeg) must be determined for all relevant 
p, T in this area. This has previously been done by Holta [55], whose method builds on results 
found by Gudmundsson [22]. We will follow this method in our work. 

Close to the surface, matter consists mainly of slightly ionized Fe-atoms arranged in a crystal 
lattice, and in this area {Zeg) C 1. When moving inward, temperature and density increase 
and the Fe-atoms become more and more ionized. The ionization of the atoms is caused by two 
basic mechanisms; thermal ionization and pressure ionization. Thermal ionization takes place 
when the temperature in the system is sufficiently high so that one or more electrons can be 
completely removed from the atom. At temperatures above a maximum temperature Tmax all 
atoms will be completely ionized independent of the density of the matter. Pressure ionization 
takes place when the atoms are sufficiently close to each other that their orbitals interfere. 
The electrons are then shared between the atoms, and do not belong to any specific nucleus. 
At sufficiently high densities, p > pmax, all atoms will be completely ionized independent of 
the temperature in the system. 

In our calculations we will assume that the matter in the surface layer consists of i^Fe-atoms, 
with Tmax and pmax given by 

ne = ( Z e g ) • rii, (B.l) 

Ig Tmax = 9.064458, 
lg/Wc - 5.25. (B.2) 
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The calculations will also be limited by minimum values for the temperature and density 
given by 

lgTmin = 4.064458, 

IgPm*. = "4.0. (B.3) 

If both the density and the temperature are less than their minimum values, then very few 
atoms are ionized, and (Zeg) <£ 1. 

Following the method of Holta [55] we distinguish between temperatures that are higher and 
lower than the maximimum temperature Tmax in the following way: 

(I) lgT > lg Tmax: In this case, the temperature is so high that all ions are completely ionized, 
and the average degree of ionization is given by 

(Z*ff) = 26, (B.4) 

independent of density p. 

(II) lgT < lgrmax: In this case, ions are partly or completely ionized dependent on the value 
of the density p. The density pi0n where pressure ionization becomes important is given by 

_ / 0.183419287 • T0 1838, lgT < 7.86445, , . 
ig Pion - 1 5 4 0 ) 7 8 6 4 4 5 < l g T < l g T m a i ) 

and the average degree of ionization (Zeg) can then be determined depending on whether the 
density is higher or lower than this critical value. 

If lg p > lg pio„ the calculations are divided into four different density intervals, and within 
each interval (Zeg) is dependent only upon the density p\ 

(Zeff) = 

9.653226 \gp- 9.85, 
23.94, 
4.291667 lg/» + 3.468748, 
26, 

lgp<3.5 , 
3.5 < l g p < 4.77, 
4.77 < Igp < 5.25, 
lg/»> hp max• 

(B.6) 

Note that for lg p > lg pmax all ions are completely ionized. 

If Igp < lgpion the calculations are divided into two different temperature intervals. When 
the temperature is less than Tmj„ only very few ions are ionized, and the value for (Zeg) is 
set to 

( ^ > = 0 . 0 0 1 , lgT<lgT m j n , (B.7) 
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However, if lg Tmi„ < lg T < Tmax then atoms will be partially ionized, and the degree of 
ionization will depend upon both the density and the temperature of the system. Values for 
{Zeff} in this temperature and density range have been calculated by Gudmundsson [22], and 
Holta [55] has fitted a double Chebyshev-polynom of order six (as a function of density p) 
and eight (as a function of temperature T) to his results. The coefficients of the polynom can 
be found in appendix E, which lists the complete program used to calculate the equilibrium 
state of the star. 

Finally, we need an expression for the average degree of ionization (Zeg)ad in the zero-
temperature adiabatic case (for use in the ideal electron gas equation of state). This case was 
not studied by Holta [55], but we will approximate (Zefl)a& by the following expression 

(Zeff)ad = -2.9100(lgn)3 + 2.4139(lgn)2 - 63.958 lgn + 5.5361, (B.8) 

in the baryon number density range IO-19 fm - 3 < n < 2 • 10~6 fm - 3 . This expression ensures 
that (Zeff)ad < (Zeff) for all lgT > 5.5, which is physically correct. 
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The opacity, 

The opacity is important when studying mechanisms for energy transport in the star, and 
to be able to determine the temperature gradient of equation (5.4) for our neutron stars, we 
must know the opacity in the surface layers. Richardson et al. [43] have calculated opacity 
for neutron stars, and we will follow their method in our work. 

The total opacity can be written on the general form 

Here kt is the radiative opacity and kc is the conductive opacity. To calculate the radiative 
opacity we will use the weighted Rosseland mean opacities, which includes effects from thermal 
and pressure ionization, degeneracy and relativity. We will further assume that the matter 
in the surface layer consists of pure ^Fe. The radiative transport in astrophysical plasmas 
is governed by several different opacity sources, and which source dominates depends on the 
thermodynamic state of the gas, that is, p and T. In the temperature and density ranges 
that we are studying the main contributions to the radiative opacity come from the free-free 
absorption Kg, the bound-free absorption Ky , and the electron scattering Kes. The radiative 
opacity can then be written as the sum 

The free-free absorption Kg, also called "inverse bremsstrahlung", is the absorption of photons 
by free electrons in the presence of positive ions of charge Z and atomic weight A. Its 
contribution to the opacity is given by 

1 _ 1 1 
Ktot «c 

( C . l ) 

« r = Kff + Kbf + K e s . (C.2) 

(C.3) 

where 
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qff = In 
1 + e" ' 

1 + ei~7 (C.4) 

and 

_ _ / y + y2 e x p ( 3 J ^ ) 2 / 3 / (4.45 + 2.257y + y2), 
1 e x p ( ^ ) 2 / 3 , 

y < 6 0 , 
y > 60. 

(C.5) 

Here T7 = T/107 and 

y = 
h3ne 

2(2nmekT)3/2' 
(C.6) 

where me is the electron mass. 

Bound-free absorption kj/ is the process where an atom with bound electrons absorbs photons 
with sufficient energy to ionize the atom into a higher state. The contribution to the opacity 
from this process can be written 

= gL) , 

where qt,; and Gbf are given by 

(C.7) 

qbf = (1 + ev-7y\ (C.8) 

and 

(C.9) 

Here p2 = p/102. 

Further, the contribution Kes to the opacity from the scattering of photons by free electrons 
is given by 

_ /a0ne\ f . 
Kes — I I Jrjdt 

\ P J (C.10) 

where 
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cr0 
8tt 

( m e c 2 ) ' 
(C.ll) 

is the Thomson scattering cross section. This cross section is frequency independent and the 
scattering is elastic. The correction for relativity and degeneracy, fT and fd, respectively, are 

/ , = (! + 2.2T,)-1, 

and 

fd = 
1 + 0.3432^ 2.75 

1 + 0.6023£1,s + 0.3432£3-75' 

where 

t = 
2.0121 • 10 

T9 

- 4 

Here Tg = T/109 and /ie is the mean molecular weight per electron. 

Finally, the contribution kc to the opacity from thermal conduction is given by 

(C.12) 

(C.13) 

(C.14) 

4 acT3 

c ~ 3pAc ' 

in the low-density regime p < 104 g/cm3. Here Ac is the thermal conductivity 

(C.15) 

Ac = 2.344 • 1 0 3 - ^ -
ZAUe 

and 

A = - l n 1 — cos 6 

with 

(C.16) 

(C.17) 

" ( r a ) 
1/3 

(C.18) 

The expressions above for the conductive opacity are only valid for p < 104 g/cm3, but 
for our purpose they can be used as a good approximation also for higher densities up to 
p < 1 0 1 0 g/cm3. 
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Appendix D 

The Taylor expansion of 
eigenfunctions 

D . l The Taylor expansion of the radial eigenfunction £ at the 
centre and at the surface of the star. 

The numerical calculations of the radial Newtonian oscillations require expansion of the eigen-
function £ and its derivatives and at the centre and at the surface of the star. 

At the centre of the star (x 1) we make the following approximations 

where subscript "c" indicates that the value is calculated at the centre (r = 0) of the star. 
This gives 

w ^ A4 x3 <• „ ^ dlnT _ „. 

where r c is the adiabatic index at the centre of the star, and 

P = Pc P = Pc, m(x) = 47r^c-R x3, (D.l) 

H = (D.3) 

Substitution of (D.2) into LAWE (3.71) gives to zeroth order 

x 
(D.4) 
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where 

D •• 
R 1 

(fi2<5 + 4) - 3(1 + a) (D.5) 

We express the eigenfunction £(x) and its derivatives as a Taylor-series around x = 0, i.e., 

£(x) = ao + a\x + 02X2 -I , 

£'(æ) = oi + 2a2x -I , 

i"{x) = 2 a2 + • • • . (D.6) 

The coefficients ao, ai, and a2 of the expansion are determined by substituting (D.6) into 
equation (D.4), collecting terms of the same order of x, and setting the coefficient of each 
term independently equal to zero. We obtain the following result 

a0, ai = 0 , a2 = (D.7) 

We expect a\ = 0 from the general boundary condition (3.74), while ao is undetermined and 
must be calculated during the numerical computations. Setting ao = £C) where £c is the 
(initially undetermined) value of £ at the centre r = 0 of the star, we can write the Taylor 
expanded eigenfunction as 

= (D.8) 

at the centre of the star. 

Close to the surface we expand the eigenfunction £ in the variable 

y = 1 - x « 1. (D.9) 

Here we assume that the mass inside the sphere of radius 

r = R(l-y), (D.10) 

is approximately equal to the total mass of the star, i.e., we set 

m(y) = M. (D.ll) 
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We can then write 

Hv) = Kv, j ( y ) = l-3y + ---, 

* „ „/ dlnT . . /d lnTN' „„. 
r(y) = r s + r'sy, = ^ (D.12) 

where subscript "s" on a variable indicates that its value is calculated at the surface (r = R), 
and a prime on a symbol denotes the derivative with respect to y, i.e., d/dy. Substituted into 
LAWE (3.71) this gives 

t"(y) + + Al) £'(2/) + ( V + to) t(y) = 0, (D.13) 

where 

k o = T T , 
R 
K' 

_ R (dlnry 
kl~ \ > W p ) s

 4' 
R (n2-3r s + 4), k2 = 

k3 = 

A'sr5 
R 

( i - f ) (n2 + 4 - 3 r s ) - 3 ^ n 2 + r; + r s 

dlnr' 
din P J . 

(D.14) 

We now expand the eigenfunction £(y) and its derivatives in a Taylor series around y = 0, 
i.e., 

£(y) = &o + hy + hy2 + • • • , 
^'(y) = b1 + 2b2y + --- , 

{"(») = 26a+ ••• • (D.15) 

The coefficients are determined by substituting (D.15) into equation (D.13), collecting terms 
of the same order of y, and setting the coefficient of each term independently equal to zero. 
One of the coefficients (for instance 60) will remain undetermined and must be fixed by 
normalization. We normalize the eigenfunction to 

«0) = 1, (D.16) 

at the surface, and this gives for the coefficients; 
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6o = l, 
fco' 

b2-
(tø/toK*! + k2) - k3 

2(1 + fco) 

The Taylor expanded eigenfunction at the surface is then given by 

(D.17) 

ay) y + 
f (k2/k0)(ki + k2) - k3\ 2 

V 2(1 + ko) 
(D.18) 

D.2 The Taylor expansion of the nonradial eigenfunctions v, 
w, and (f) at the centre of the star. 

The numerical calculations of the nonradial Newtonian oscillations require expansion of the 
eigenfunctions v, w, and <f> and their derivatives at the centre of the stax. We make the same 
approximations at the centre (x -C 1) as we did in the radial case, namely that 

p = pc, P = Pc, m(x) = æ
3

; (D.19) 

where subscript "c" as before indicates that the value is calculated at the centre (r = 0) of 
the star. This gives 

r = r„ 

A(s) = MR) 

7 = 7 c 

A{x) = A'cx, 

M 

C(x) = C'cx, (D.20) 

where 

Pc = 
4KGR2P2

c 

rcPc ' 7c = 
GMpc 

RPr 

and 

H = 
3 Pc 

4x Gp>R' 
6-x

 = 
4tt pcR

3 

3 M ' 
(D.21) 

A' = - 4 i t G R Pc H dx ) 
(dp/dn)c pc 

(dP/dn)c TCPC M 

We expand the eigenfunctions w, v, and ø in a Taylor-series about x = 0, i.e., 
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= CD.23) 
GM p r n=0 

v = ^s(Sr)r = x b J 2 v n x n , (D.24) 
R3 

_R 
GM 

n=0 
oo 

R (AV)r = (D.25) 
n=0 

where wn, vn, and 4>n are constants that must be determined. These expansions are assumed 
to be convergent, and we assume that wq, vq, and <j>o are all different from zero. The exponents 
a, b, and c can then give us direct information about the r-dependence of the variables near 
the centre of the star. Boundary condition (3.108) demanding år, AP, and A%j) finite at r = 0 
implies that we must have 

a > 0, b > 2, c > 0. (D.26) 

Substitution of Taylor-series (D.23)-(D.25) to zeroth order into equation (3.105) or (3.106) 
gives the relation 

a = (6 - 1) = c, (D.27) 

between the exponents. We then find, by substitution into equation (3.107), that 

c = l or c = ( Z - 1 ) . (D.28) 

The latter gives singular (Aip)r at the centre and must therefore be rejected. We can then 
write 

a = b-l = c = l, (D.29) 

and the Taylor-series are given by 

io = xl ^ wnxn = w0x
l + wixi+1 + w2xl+2 + ••• , (D.30) 

n=0 
oo 

V = xl+1 ]T vnxn = + vlX'+2 + v2x
l+3 + ••• , (D.31) 

n=0 
oo 

<j> = xlJ2 4>nxn = 4>oxl + 4>ixl+l + <f>\xl+2 + ••• . (D.32) 
n=0 
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Note that 

6 = 1 , if i = 0, (D.33) 

which is in conflict with the condition 

6 >2. (D.34) 

This apparent contradiction is due to our initial assumption that vo 0. We will, however, 
see below, that 

at the centre, i.e., (Sr)T still remains finite here. The Taylor-series (D.30)-(D.32) is therefore 
valid for all I > 0. 

To determine the coefficients of the expansion, we substitute expressions (D.30)-(D.32) into 
the nonradial oscillation equations (3.105)-(3.107), collect terms of the same order of a;, and 
set each such term independently equal to zero. For given I and fi2 two of the coefficients 
(for instance wo and (po) will remain undetermined during this process. Since our system 
of differential equations (3.105)-(3.107) is homogeneous, then one of the four integration 
constants (two at the centre and two at the surface of the star) must be allowed to be 
arbitrarily large, and a value for it must be fixed by some kind of normalization. For the 
nonradial oscillations we have chosen to integrate from the centre of the star towards the 
surface in the numerical calculations. It is then practical to normalize the eigenfunction w at 
the centre by setting 

v0 = 0, if / = 0. (D.35) 

This means that 

v EE r2(Sr)r/R3 ~ x2, (D.36) 

w0 = 1. (D.37) 

This gives the following values for the coefficients of the expansion; 
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<t>o, 

w0 = 1, 

= 7̂ 2 ['(^0 +Wo)], 

<pi = wi = vi = 0, (D.38) 

Rl 

W2 = 7 T T ^ 2 ^ - (RA'c)wo + (JM;<T>0] - fa-il+2) 

The coefficient <j>o must be determined in such a way that the boundary conditions at the 
surface are fulfilled. 

In cases where the Cowling approximation (Ai/> = 0) is applied, then 

which will be the case in the core of all our neutron star models. 

The numerical calculations of the nonradial oscillations do not require the Taylor-expanded 
eigenfunctions at the surface (y = 1 - 1 < 1) of the star. We will, instead, use the actual 
expressions for the boundary conditions at the surface instead, and these can be written 
(Kirkevåg [26]); 

where subscript "s" indicates that the value is calculated at the surface (r = R) of the star. 

D.3 The Taylor expansion of the radial eigenfunctions £ and rj 
at the centre of the star. 

The numerical calculations of the radial general relativistic oscillations require expansion of 
the eigenfunctions £ and rj and their derivatives at the centre of the star. 

<t>o = 4>i = <h = 0, (D.39) 

in the equation set (D.38). Further, 

A'c = C'c = 0, if A=0. (D.40) 

(D.41) 

(D.42) 
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We make the following approximations at the centre (x 1); 

p=pc, P = PC, = 3) e" = e"c, P' = Pc"z. (D.43) 

Here subscript "c" indicates as before that the value is calculated at r = 0, primes on a 
quantity denote the derivative with respect to x, and 

p' = \dx2 J 
(D.44) 

1=0 

We further write 

a c = 
8nGpcR2 

3c2 ' 7c = 
PI 
P e ' (D.45) 

and 

Tret = (rret)c, e-A = (1 - a c x 2 ) . (D.46) 

The radial oscillation equations (4.72) and (4.73) can then be written on the form 

+ 7c K ) 
-1 

(rre/)ca; (D.47) 

and 

V = ^ (1 - a ^ 2 ) " 1 e""« ( l + i ) x - 4 7 c s 

- 3 a c (1 - a c x 2 ) - 1 (1 + pe)x + 7c
2 (l + j^j 

- l 

7c(l + Pc)~lx - -Oe(l + Pc)( 1 - acX2)-1^ (D.48) 

near the centre of the star. The next step is to expand the eigenfunctions and their derivatives 
in a Taylor series around x = 0; 

{'(«J = & + % * + ••• , (D.49) 
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and 

T](x) =T]0 + Vlx + TO®2 -I > 
rj'(x) = rji + 2r)2X2 A . (D.50) 

The eigenfunction £ is normalized to 

«0) = 1, (D.51) 

at the centre, so that 

(D.52) 

and substitution of (D.49) and (D.50) into equations (D.47) and (D.48), and use of boundary 
condition (4.74) finally gives 

ti = m= 0, 
vo = -3(r r e ,Uo, 

for the coefficients of the Taylor series at the centre of the star. 

D.4 The Taylor expansion of the nonradial eigenfunctions V 
and W at the centre of the star. 

The numerical calculations of the nonradial general relativistic oscillations require expansion 
of the eigenfunctions V and W and their derivatives at the centre of the star. 

At the centre of the star (x = 0) we make the following approximations 

Subscript "c" indicates as usual that the value is calculated at the centre (r = 0), and 

p = Pc, P = Pc, r = Tc, v = uc, 
e*/» = i, p> = p»Xt A± = 

(D.54) 
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where 

<«*><-(BL- (D-57» 

We expand the eigenfunctions V and W in a Taylor-series about x = 0, i.e., 

V = xa Y^ Vnxn, (D.58) 
n=0 
oo 

W = xb Y wnXn, (D.59) 
n=0 

where VN and WN are constants that must be determined. Substitution of (D.58) and (D.59) 
into boundary condition (4.92) gives us directly the relation between the exponents a and 6; 

6 = a + 1, (D.60) 

and also the relation between the coefficients Vq and Wq, 

Wo = -IRVo. (D.61) 

Substitution of (D.58) and (D.59) into (4.90) and (4.91), with the relation between the expo-
nents a and b given by (D.60) and the equilibrium values at the centre substituted from (D.4), 
then gives 

a = I, b = l + l. (D.62) 

The Taylor-series for the eigenfunctions V and W can now be written 

V = Vox1 , (D.63) 
W = W0x'+1 + ••• . (D.64) 
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We normalize the eigenfunction V at the centre so that 

F(0) = 1, (D.65) 

and the coefficients Vq and Wq of the Taylor-expansion are then finally found to be 

V0 = 1, (D.66) 
W0 = -IR. (D.67) 
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Appendix E 

Software. 

Our study of oscillations in neutron stars, required writing of software for the calculations. 
We used the programming language fortran90, and the following programs were written: 

NSTAR - which calculates the equilibrium state of the star. 

RAD - which calculates the radial oscillations of the star in a non-relativistic frame. 

NONRAD - which calculates the nonradial oscillations of the star in a non-relativistic frame. 

NONRADC - which calculates the nonradial oscillations of the star in a non-relativistic frame, 
applying the Cowling approximation. 

NONRADCA - which calculates the nonradial oscillations of the star in a non-relativistic 
frame, applying the improved Cowling approximation. 

RADrel - which calculates the radial oscillations of the star in a general relativistic frame. 

NONrel - which calculates the nonradial oscillations of the star in a general relativistic frame, 
applying the Cowling approximation. 

The two programs NSTAR and RADrel are included as examples, and will be described in 
more detail below. The other programs are similar to RADrel, the main difference being that 
they apply different sets of oscillation equations. 

The program NSTAR calculates the equilibrium state of the star, and to do this it uses 
equations (5.1)-(5.4) with boundary conditions (5.5) and (5.6). A fourth order Runge-Kutta 
method is applied to solve the equations numerically. The program reads information about 
the model that we want to calculate from the file 'model'. This file contains information 
about which equations of state to use and gives the input values for the central baryon number 
density nc and the surface temperature Ts. Results for the equilibrium parameters are written 
to the files 'eqnewt_results' (for use in the non-relativistic treatment of the oscillations) and 
'eqrel_results' (for use in the general relativistic treatment of the oscillations). Total mass M, 
radius R, and core temperature Tc are written to the file 'nstar.eqdata'. 

The program RADrel calculates radial oscillation periods and eigenfunctions for the star, 
based on equations (4.72) and (4.73) with boundary conditions (4.74) and (4.77). A fourth 
order Runge-Kutta method is used to solve the equations numerically, and the program reads 
information about the equilibrium configuration of the star from the file 'eqrel-results'. The 
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oscillation problem is solved by iteration, and an approximate startvalue for the oscillation 
period II must therefore be given as an initial parameter. This approximate startvalue may 
be given directly (if it is already known), or it may be calculated by the program itself before 
the main calculations. The program has two possible options: 

1. Calculate approximate start values for the oscillation periods. 

2. Calculate oscillation periods. 

If option 1 is chosen, we must give the timeinterval within which we want to search for 
solutions for the oscillation periods. The program will determine approximately where the 
oscillation periods are located within this interval (by studying deviations between calculated 
values and boundary conditions), and write these approximate values to the file 'radrelJnit'. 
After this the program automatically proceeds to option 2. The program will now read initial 
values for the oscillation periods from the file 'radrelJnit' and iterate the problem until a 
selfconsistent solution is found, i.e., until the boundary conditions are fulfilled. Results for 
the oscillation periods are written to the file 'radrel_res', and results for the eigenfunctions 
are written to the file 'kn_results'. 
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NSTAR.f90 3/39 
vJ Nov 23 1999 

F_D_ - (l._b + 0.3432_b*eps«*2.75_b)/{l._b + 0.6023_b*eps**l.5_b 6 
+ 0.3432*eps**3.75_b) 

BHD FUNCTION F_D_ 

REAL(b) FUNCTION LAMBDA_C_(T, aj 
REAL(b), INTENT(IN) : : T, a 
REAL(b) :: teta, lambda 
teta - (4._b/(9._b*pl*Z_Fe))**(l._b/3._b) 
lambda - (1.__b/2._b)*LOG(2._b/(l._b-COS(teta))) 
LAMBDA_C_ - 2.344E3_b*a*T/(Z_Fe*lambda*iaye_Fe) 
END FUNCTION LAMBDA_C_ 

END FUNCTION KAPPA. 

END MODULE OPACITY_m 

111111111111111 i 11II11111111111 H1111 ! II111111111111111II1111 II This module contains the following functions: II MASSE II TOV II TR_ II DNE_DN_ II GAMMA_ II A_PLUS_ II A_MINUS_ II LAMBDA_ II lambdaDERn II lambdaDERy II DLN_ II dlnDERn II GAHMA^NEHT_ II GAMMAN_NEWT_ II GAMHANN_NEWT_ II A_NEWT_ 

- calculate dm/dr - calculate dp/dr - calculate temperature gradient - calculate dn_e/dn - calculate gamma - calculate stability parameter 
• calculate pressure scale height • calculate dlambda/dn calculate dlambda/dy • calculate din • calculate dln/da • calculate gamma (newtonian) • calculate dgamma/dn (newtonian} • calculate ddgamma/dn2 (newtooian) calculate stability parameter (newtooian) 11111111111111111111II1111111II111111111111111111111111111111 

MODULE DIV_FUNC_m 
USE PARAM 
USE OPACITYJ» 
IMPLICIT NONE 
CONTAINS 

tlllllllllllUlllllllllllllllllll ft Calculate dm/dr (1B33 g/cm) II 
11111H111111111II11111II11111111 
REAL(b) FUNCTION MASSE(a, r) 
REAL(b), INTENT(IN) :s a, r 
MASSE - 4._b*pi*a*(r**2._b) 
END FUNCTION MASSE 

111111111111111111111111111111111111111II11 III 11111 II Calculate dp/dr (1833 dyne/cm3); TOV-equation II 1111111111111111111111111111II11II11111111111111111 
REAL(b) FUNCTION TOV(a, n, p, r) 
REAL(b), INTENT(IN) :s a, p, r 
IF (r — 0.0_b) THEN 

TOV - 0.0_b 
ELSE 

TOV—(G/r) * {a + p/tc*«2._b)) * (m + 4._b»pi*(r»*3._b/c**2._b)»p) s 
* (r - 2._b*G*«/(c**2._b))**(-l._b) 

END IF 
END FUNCTION TOV 

111111111111111111111111111111111II11 111111 II Calculate temperature gradient [K/ca] 11 
1111II111111111II1111II11111111111111II1111 
REAL(b) FUNCTION TR_(a, r, R_tot, To, T, n, z_eff) 
REAL(b), INTENT(IN) :: a, r, R_tot, To, T, n, z_eff 
REAL(b) :: kappa 
kappa - KAPPA_(T, n, z_eff, a) 
TR_ - -T**(-3-_b)*(3._b*kappa*R_tot**2._b*sigma_SB*To**4._b) & 

/(4._b*a_SB*c*r**2._b)*(a*lE33_b) 
END FUNCTION TR_ 

III111111111II11111II1111111111111III 111111111111111111111111111111111111 II Calculate the derivative of the elctron number density, dne_dn (-}. II 111111111111111111111111111111II11111II111111111111111111111111II11111111 
REAL(b) FUNCTION DNE_DN_(n_i, z_eff, dzeff_dn) 
REAL(b), INTENT(IN) :: n_i, z_eff, dzeff_dn 
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REAL(b) :: dne_dni 
REAL(b), PARAMETER :: dni_dn » l._b/56._b*lE39_b 
dne_dni - z_eff + n_i*dzeff_dn/dni_dn 
DNE_DN_ - dne_dn i *dni_dn 
END FUNCTION DNE_DN_ 

11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 II Calculate mean degree of ionization, z_eff (-), II II for the adiabatic case. II 11111111111111111II11111111111111111111111111111111II 
REAL(b) FUNCTION Z_EFF_AD_(n) 
REAL(b), INTENT(IN) :: n 
REAL(b), PARAMETER :: kl - - 2.91001486L6046210E-2_b 
REAL(b), PARAMETER :: k2 - 2.4139022B743O6448_b 
REAL(b), PARAMETER :: k3 - -63.9582848564492680_b 
REAL(b), PARAMETER :: k4 - 5.5361194218911191E2_b 
Z_EFF_AD_ - kl*LOG10(n*lE39_b)**3._b + k2*LOG10(n*lE39_b)**2._b & 

+ k3*LOG10(n*lE39_b) + k4 
END FUNCTION Z_EFF_AD_ 

1111111111111111111111111111111 II Calculate dzeff/dn (cm3). II 1111111111111111111111111111111 
REAL(b) FUNCTION dZEFF_AD_dn_(n) 
REAL(b), INTENT(IN) : D 
REAL(b), PARAMETER : kl - - 2 9100148616046210E-2_b 
REAL(b), PARAMETER : k2 - 2 4139022874306448_b 
REAL(b), PARAMETER : . k3 - -63 9582848564492680_b 
REAL(b), PARAMETER : k4 - 5 5361194218911191E2_b 
dZEFF_AD_dn_ - (3._b*kl*LOG10(n*lE39_b)**2._b + 2._b*k2*LOG10(n*lE39_b> S 

+ k3) /(n*L0G(lQ._b)) 
END FUNCTION dZEFF_AD_dn_ 

f tit****************************»*,*************************»***********, 
IFUNCTIONS SPESIFIC TO GENERAL RELATIVISTIC HANDLING OF THE OSCILLATIONS I f f,***********»*******,********t* 
111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 II Calculate general relativistic adiabatic constant gamma [-]. II 1111111111111111II111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 
REAL(b) FUNCTION GAMMA_(a, an, p_ad, pn_ad) 
REAL(b), INTENT(IN) :: a, an, p_ad, pn_ad 

GAMMA. - (l._b + p_ad/(a»c**2._b)) » (pn_ad/p_ad) * (a/an) 
END FUNCTION GAMMA. 

1111111111111II111111111111111 III 1111111111111111111111111II11111111111 II Calculate general relativistic stability parameter A_plus [cm-1). Il 1111111111111111111111111111111111111 It 11111111111111111111111111111111 
REAL(b) FUNCTION A_PLUS_(r, m, a, an, p, pn, pr, gamma) 
REAL(b), INTENT(IN) :: r, m, a, an, p, pn, pr, gamma 
REAL(b) :: constl, coast2, diff 
IF (r — 0._b) THEN 

A_PLUS_ - O.J) 
ELSE 

constl - l._b/(a+p/c**2._b)*(l.__b/c**2._b+an/pn) 
const2 - l._b/(gamma*p)*(l._b+{gamma*p)/(a*c*«2._b+p)) 
diff - constl-const2 
IF (ABS(diff/coQStl)<lE-12 .OR. ABS(diff/const2)<lE-12) THEN 

A_PLOS_ - 0,_b 
ELSE 

A_PLUS_ - (l.J»-(2._b*G*m)/(r*c**2.J>))**(l._b/2._b) & 
•(constl - const2)*pr 

END IF 
END IF 
END FUNCTION A_PL0S_ 

111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 II Calculate general relativistic stability parameter A_minus [cm-1]. II 111111111II1111111111111111111111111111111111111II1111111111111111111111 
REAL(b) FUNCTION A_MINUS_(r, m, a, an, p, pn, pr, gamma) 
REAL(b), INTENT(IN) :: r, m, a, an, p, pn, pr, gamma 
IF (r ~ O . J ) THEN 

A_MINUS_ " 0._b 
ELSE 

A_MIN0S_ - (l._b-(2._b*G*m)/(r*c**2._b))*»(l._b/2._b) 6 
*(l._b/(a+p/c*«2._b)*(l._b/c**2._b+an/pn)«pr & 

- pr/(gawna*p)*(l._b-(gamnia»p)/(a*c**2._b+p))) 
END IF 
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EKT FUNCTION A_MINUS_ 

/ FUNCTIONS SPESIFIC TO NEWTONIAN HANDLING OF THE OSCILLATIONS. I 

11111111 It 11111111111111II1111111111111111111111! 111II 
11 Calculate the pressure-scale-height, lambda (cm) 11 
1111IIIII1111 III II111IIIIIII11II1111II11111IIIIIIIIIII 
REAL(b) FUNCTION LAMBDA_ (r, a, p, •} 
RBAL(b), INTENT(IN) :: r, a, p, n 
LAMBDA. - (l/G) * (p*r**2._b)/(a*«) 
END FUNCTION LAMBDA. 

1111II111II111II111111111111111111II 
II Calculate dlambda/dn (fm3*cm2) II 
UIIIIIIIIIUIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII 
RBAL(b) FUNCTION lambdaDERn (r, a, p, pr, pn, a, an) 
REAL(b), INTENT(IN) :: r, m, p, pr, pn, a, an 
laabdaDERn - (r*pn)/(G*m*pr) * (r»(pr/pn)*(p*an/a**2._b-pn/a) - 2._b*p/a) 
END FUNCTION lambdaDERn 

11111111II1111111111111111II111 
11 Calculate dlambda/dy (cm) 11 111111111II111111111111111II111 
REAL(b) FUNCTION lambdaDERy (R_tot, r, a, p, pr, pn, a, an) 
REAL(b), INTENT(IN) :: R_tot, r, p, pr, pn, a, an 
lambdaDERy - (R_tot*r)/(G*m) • (r*(pr/pn)*(p*an/a**2._b-pn/a) - 2._b*p/a) 
END FUNCTION lambdaDERy 

11111111111111111111111 
II Calculate dia [-} II 11111111111111111111111 
REAL(b) FUNCTION DLN_(p, pn, gamna_newt, gamaan_nevt) 
REAL(b), INTENT(IN) :: p, pn, ganwa_newt, gaaaan_newt 
DLN_ - (gaaman_newt/gauB»a_newt)*(p/pn) 
ENS FUNCTION DLN_ 

1111111111111111II1111111111 
tl Calculate dln/dn (fm3) II 1111111111111111111111111111 
REAL(b) FUNCTION dlnDERn(p,pn,pnn, ganma_nevt, gaaman_newt, ganBsann_nevt; 
REAl(b), INTENT(IN) :: p, pn, pnn, gamna_nevt, gamnan_newt, gamaann_newrt 
dlnDERn - (p/pn) * ((ganann_newt/ganaa_newt) - (garaman_nevt**2 ._b s 

/ganna_newt**2 ._b)) + {gammao_nevt/gamma_newt) 6 
* (1 - (p*pnn)/pn**2._b) 

END FUNCTION dlnDERn 

111111IIII11111111111II1111111 
II Calculate gatuaa_newt [-] II 1111IIIIII11111111111111111111 
REAL(b) FUNCTION GAMMA_NEWT_(a, an, p_ad, pn_ad) 
REAL(b), INTENT(IN) :: a, an, p_ad, pn_ad 
GAMMA_HEHT_ - (pn_ad/p_ad)*(a/an) 
END FUNCTION GAMMA_NEWT_ 

1111111111111II1111111111111111 
II Calculate dgamma/dn (fw3) II 1111111111111111111111111111111 
REAL(b) FUNCTION GAMMAN_NEWT_(a, an, ana, p_ad, pn_ad, pnn.ad) 
REAL(b), INTENT(IN) :: a, an, ann, p_ad, pn_ad, pnn_ad 
GAMMAN_NEWT_- (a/an) • (<pnn_ad/p_ad) - (pn_ad**2-_b/p_ad*•2._b)) 6 

+ (pn_ad/p_ad) * (l._b - (a»ann)/an**2._b) 
END FUNCTION GAMMAN_NEWT_ 

11111111II11111II11II111111II1111 
II Calculate ddgamma/dn2 (fa6) II 1111111111111111111111 li 111111111 
REAL(b) FUNCTION GAMMANN_NEWT_(a,an,ann,annn,p_ad,pn_ad,pon_ad,pnnn_adJ 
REAL(b), INTENT(IN) :: a, an, ann, annn I Mass-energy density 

I and its derivatives 
REAL(b), INTENT(IN) :: p_ad,pn_ad,pnn_ad,pnnn_ad I Pressure and its 

I derivatives 
GAMMANN_NEWT__« (1. _b-a*ann/an*« 2 ._b) • (pnn_ad/p_ad-pn_ad* *2. _b/p_ad* *2._b) s 

+(a/an)•(pnnn_ad/p_ad-pn_ad*pnn_ad/p_ad**2._b-2._b*pn_ad 6 
•pnn_ad/p_ad**2,_b+2 ._b»pn_ad**3._b/p_ad**3._b) 6 
*(pnn_ad/p_ad-pn_ad* *2._b/p_ad•* 2. _J>)*(1._b-a*ann/an * *2._b)6 
+ (pn_ad/p_ad)*(2._b*a*ann**2._b/an**3,_b-an*ann/an**2 ._b s 
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-a*annn/an»*2._b) 
END FUNCTION GAMMANN_NEWT_ 

1111111111111II11111111111111II111111111111111111111111111111111 
II Calculate the nevtonian stability parameter, A_newt (cm-1) II 11111111II111111111111111II111111111111111111II111111II1111II111 
REAL(b) FUNCTION A_NEWT_(a, an, p, pn, pr, gjuwaa_newt) 
REAL(b), INTENT(IN) :: a, an, p, pn, pr, ganma_newt 
REAL(b) :: constl, const2, diff 
constl = (l._b/a)*(an/pn) 
const2 - (l._b/(gamma_nevt*p)) 
diff - constl - const2 
IF ((ABS(diff/constl)<lE-12) .OS. (ABS(diff/const2)<lE-12)) THEN 

A_NEWT_ - 0._b 
ELSE 

A_NEWT_ - (constl - const2)*pr 
END IF 
END FUNCTION A_NEWT_ 

END MODULE DIV_FUNC_m 

111111 1111111111111111111111111111111111111111 111111II111 11 III11111 I 
11 This module contains the function TILSTp, which calculates the 11 
II presure p (1E33 dyne/cm3) for different equations of state. II 1111111II111111111111111II11111111111111111111111111111111II11111111 
MODULE TILSTP_M 
USE PARAM 
USE DIV_FUNC_« 
IMPLICIT NONE 
CONTAINS 

111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 11111111111 
II Calculate pressure [1E33 dyne/cm3] from the equation of state. II 11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 
REAL(b) FUNCTION TILSTp(nr, n) 
REAL(b), INTENT(IN) :: n 
INTEGER, INTENT(IN) :: nr 
REAL(b) :: R, const_n, d 
REAL(b) :: const_e, k 
REAL(b) :: n_e, z_eff 
REAL(b) :: x, f, K_q, alfa_c, A_q, B_q 
SELECT CASE(nr) 

CASE(1) I Ideal neutron gas 
d - lE13_b*laBbda_n*(3._b*pi**2._b)**(l._b/3._b) 
const_n - lE-33_b*(m_n * c**2._b)/(24._b*pi**2._b*lambda_n**3 
IF (n<lE-B_b) THEN 

11 Completely nonrelativistic neutrons // 
TILSTp - (8._b/5._b)*const_n*d**5._b*n**(5._b/3._b) 

ELSE 
TILSTp • 

END IF 
CASE(2) 
TILSTp 

const_n*(d*n**(l._b/3._b)*(l._b+d**2._b*n**(2._b/3._b)) a 
**(l._b/2._b)*(2._b*d**2._b *n**(2._b/3._b)-3-_b) & 
+ 3._b*LOG((l._b+d**2._b*n**(2._b/3._b))»*(l. J>/2._b) s 
+d«n**(l._b/3._b))) 

CASE(3) 
TILSTp 

CASE(4) 
TILSTp 

CASE(5) 
TILSTp 

CASE(6) 
TILSTp 

4.430707_b*n**(5._b/3._b) 6 
600.41665_b *n**(7._b/3._b) & 

1489.0203_b *n**(8._b/3._i>; 6 
294.35042_b *n**(10._b/3._b)& 
19.458267_b*n**(ll._b/3._b)) 

I Arntsen-Molnvik-9 (AM-9) 
l.EAJi * ( 

+ 73.17294_b*n**(2._b) 
+1846.1295_b *n**(5._b/2._b) 
+ 545.51272_b«n**(3._b) 
+ 142.90158_b*n**(7._b/2._b) 

I Arntsen-Overgard-5 (AO-5) 
100._b * { 9.4433_b*n**(5._b/3._b) & 

34.6909_b*n**(2._b) + 102.6575_b*n**(8.Js/3,_b) 6 
B7.615B_b*n»»(3._b) + 14.3549_b*n**(ll._b/3._b)) 
I Baym-Bethe-Pethick-2 (BBP-2) 

100._b * ( 0.092718_b*n**(4._b/3._b)S 
0.035382_b*n**(5._b/3._b) + 1.193525_b*n**(2._b) 6 
2.424555_b*n**(7._b/3._b) + 2.472867_b*n**(8._b/3._b)) 
I Bayn-Bethe-Pethick-1 (BBP-1) 

100._b * ( 4.3591_b«n**(4._b/3._b;« 
122.4841_b*n**(5._b/3._b) + 13l5.2746_b*n**(Z._b) 6 

6180.0702_b*n»*(7._b/3._b) + 10659.0094_b*n**(8._b/3 _b)) 
I Pandharipande s Smith (PS) 

100._b • ( 4.0378_b*n**(4._b/3._b)& 
27.853_b *n»*(5._b/3._b) + 52.0859_b*n**(2._b) 6 

- 20.7073_b*n«*(7._b/3._b) + 5.5808J>*n"{8 ._b)) 
CASE(7) I ffiringa-Fiks-Fabrocini-1 (WFF-1) 
TILSTp - 1.602_b * ( - 1072.1289_b«n**(4._b/3._b) 
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+ 23422.8673_b*n**(5._b/3._b) -159057.1995_b*n**(2._b> fi 
+518097.4804_b*n**(7._b/3._b) -920504.5925__b*n**(8._b/3._b) fi 
+912818.4160_b*n**(3._b) -472883.3633_b*n**(10._b/3._b)& 
+ 99872.8573_b*n*»(ll._b/3._b)) 

CASE(8) I Wiringa-Fiks-Fabrociai-2 (WFF-2) 
TILSTp - 1.602_b * { - 107.1713_b*n**(4._b/3,_b) fi 

+ 2189.0147_b*n**(5._b/3._b) - 12524.2995_b*n**(2._b) fi 
+ 31484.0592_b*n**(7._b/3._b) - 36761.8110_b*n**(8._b/3._b) fi 
+ 15284.5396_b*n»*(3._b) + 5043.72B0_b*n**(10._b/3._b)S 
- 4258.6821_b*n**(ll._b/3-_b)) 

CASE(9) I ftiringa-Fiks-Fabrocini-3 (WFF-3) 
TILSTp - 1.602_b * {- 2044.0486_b*n**(4._b/3._b) fi 

+ 45650.3981_b*n**(5._b/3._b)- 319092.9994_b*n" (2._b) fi 
+1073818.6365_b*n**(7._b/3._b)-1978584.1402_b*n**(8._b/3._b) fi 
+2042953.2670_b*n*«(3._b) -1108627.7987_b*n**(10._b/3._b)s 
+ 246491.5224_b*D**(ll._b/3._b)) 

CASE (10) I Fri edman-Pandharipande (FP) 
TILSTp - 1.602_b * ( 6.6397_b*n**(4._b/3._b; fi 

- 137.2187_b*n**(5-_b/3 b) + 1650.0629_b*n«(2 ._b) fi 
- 6549.8485_b*n**(7._b/3 b) + 9605.7l22_b*n**(8._b/3._b) fi 

80.2212j3*n**(3._b) - 10209.4468_b*n**(10._b/3._b)s 
+ 6134.0808_b*n**(ll._b/3._b)) 

CASE(11) I Haensel-Zdunik-Dobakczveski (HZD) 
R - 1.6749E5_b * n 
TILSTp " lE-5„b * ( 8.4715219417_b*R**(l._i)/3._i);fi 

-40.4377281905_b*R**(2._b/3._b)+74.9277834792_b*R fi 
-67.1026017964_J>*R**(4._b/3-_b)+30.0114226296_b*R**(5._b/3._b)S 
- 4.2073223186_b*R**(2._b) - 1.4199548712_b*R**(7._b/3._ij;fi 
+ 0.5894413625_b*R**(8._b/3. Js)- 0.060468689U»*R«*(3 ._b) ) 

CASE(12) I ideal neutron gas (non-relativistic) 
TILSTp - 127.081_b*n**(5._b/3._b) 
CASE(13) I HZD-extrapolated (HZD-ex) 
TILSTp - 44.0011707_b*n**(4._b/3._b) + 1648.78793_b*n**(5._b/3._b) 
CASE(14) I Ideal electron gas (Fe(26,56)) 
k - lEl3_b*la»bda_e*{3._b*pi**2._b)**(l.__b/3._b) 
const_e - lE-33_b*(»_e * c**2._b)/(24._b*pi**2._b*lambda_e**3._b) 
a_eff - Z_EFF_AD_(n) 
n_e - z_eff*n/56._b 
IF (n_e<2E-14_b) THEN 

I1 Completely nonrelativistic electrons II 
TILSTp - (B._b/5._b)*const_e*k**5._b*n_e**(5._b/3._J>) 

ELSE 
TILSTp - const_e*(Jc*n_e**(l._b/3._b)*(l._b+k**2._b*n_e s 

**(2._>/3._b))**(l._b/2._b)*(2._b*k**2._b*n_e s 
**(2.J>/3._b)-3._b)+3._b*LOG((l._b+k**2._b*o_e 6 
•*(2._b/3._b))*^(l._b/2._b)+k*n_e**(l. _b/3._b))) En> ir 

CASE(15) I Ideal electron gas (He(2,4)) 
k - lE13_b*lambda_e*(3._b*pi**2._b)**(l._b/3._b) 
const_e - lE-33_b*(»_e * c**2._b)/(24._b*pi**2._b*lambda_e**3 ._b) 
n_e - n/»ye_He 
IF (n__e<2E-14_b) TEEN 

II Completely aoorelativistic electrons II 
TILSTp - (8._b/5._ta)*const_e*k**5._J>*n_e**(5._b/3._b) 

ELSE 
TILSTp - const_e*(k*n_e**(l._b/3._b)*(l._b+k**2._b*n_e & 

**(2._b/3._b))**(l._b/2._b)*(2._b*k*«2._b*n_e 6 
**(2._b/3._b)-3._b)+3._|>*LOG((l.J>+k**2._b*n_e « 
**(2 ._b/3 ._Jt>) )**(l._b/2._b)+k*n_e**(l._b/3 ._b))) 

END IF 
CASE(16) I The non-interacting Fermi gas model (quarks) 
x - (n/13.2_b)**(l._b/3._b)/»_q 
f - x*(2,_b*x**2._b-3._>>)*{x**2._b+l._b)**(l._b/2._b) 6 

+ 3._b*LOG(x+(X**2._J>+l._b)**(l._i)/2._b)) 
TILSTp - 7.92E3_b*«_q**4._b«f 
CASE(17) I The asymptotic MIT bag-model (MIT) 
K_q - 3._b 
alfa_c - 0.549_b 
A_q - (9._b/4._b)*(3._b*pi**2._b/K_q)**(l._b/3._b) « 

* (1._b+(8._b*alfa_c)/(3._b*pi))*h_bar*c 
B_q - 9.48496E34_b 
TILSTp - lE-33_b*(lE52_b*A_q/3._b*n»*(4.JV3._J>) - B_q) 
CASE(IB) I Perturbative Quantum Chromodynamics (QCD) 
K_q - 3._b 
x - lE13_b*pi«*(2.Ja/3._b)*n**(l._^>/3._b)/lambda_F 
alfa_c - pi/((22._b-(4._J>/3._b)*K_q)*LOG(x)) 
A_q - 9._b/4._b*(3 ._b*pi**2._b/K_q)**(l ._b/3 ._b) t 

*(1. _J>+(8._b*alfa_c)/(3._b*pi))*h_bar*c 
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B_q = (h_bar*c*(lan»bda_F«x)**4._b)/(12._b*(pi*LOG(x))**2._b) 
TILSTp = lE-33_b*(lE52_b*A_q*n**(4._b/3._b) - 4._b*B_q)/3._b 
CASE DEFAULT 
WHITE (*,*) 'ERROR occurred I There is no equation of state' 
WRITE (*,*) 'with number', nr, 'II' 
STOP 

END SELECT 
END FUNCTION TILSTp 

END MODULE TILSTP_m 

111 U It 111II111111II111111111111II111111II111111111111111111111111H I 
II This nodule contains the function pDBRn, which calculates dp/dn II 
II (1B33 fm3*dyne/cm2) for different equations of state. II 1111111111111111II11111111111111111111111111II11111111II1111111111111 
MODULE PDERN_m 
USE PARAM 
USE DIV_FUNC_m 
IMPLICIT NONE 
CONTAINS 

11111111111111111111111111111111111111111 
II Calculate dp/dn [1E33 fm3*dyne/cm2] II 111111II11111111111111111111111111II11111 
REAL(b) FUNCTION pDERn(nr, B) 
REAL(b), INTENT(IN) :: n 
INTEGER, INTENT(IN) :: nr 
REAL(b) :: R, const_n, d 
REAL(b) :: const_e, k 
REAL(b) s; o_i, n_e, z_eff, dzeff_dn, dne_dn 
REAL(b) :: dx_dn, df_dx, df_dn 
REAL(b) :: K_q, alfa_c, A_q, B__q, x 
REAL(b) :: dA_dn, dA_da1fa, dB_dn, dB_dx, dalfa_dn, dalfa_dx 
SELECT CASE(nr) 

CASE(1) I Ideal neutron gas 
d - lE13_b*laabda_n*(3._b*pi**2._b)**(l._b/3._b) 
const_n - lE-33_b*(ia_n*c**2._b)/(24._b*pi«*2._b*lcunbda_n**3._b) 
IF (n<lE-8_b) THEN 

II Completely noorelativistic neutrons II 
pDERn - (8._b/3._b)*const_n*d«*5._b*n**(2._b/3._b) 

ELSE 
PDERD - const_n*(8._b/3._b)*(d**5._b*n**(2._b/3._b)/(l._b+d**2._b s 

*n**{2._b/3._b))**(1._b/2._b)) 
END IF 
CASE(2) I Arntsen-Molnvik-9 (AM-9) 
pDERn - 1.E4_b * < - 7.38451167_b*n**(2._b/3._b)6 

+ 146.34588_b*n - 1867.63885_b *n**(4._b/3._b)S 
+4615.32375_b*n**(3._b/2._b) - 3970.72080_b *n**(5._b/3._b)s 
+1636.53816_b*n**(2 b) - 981.166067_b *n**(7._b/3._i>;fi 
+ 500.15553_b*n**(5._b/2._b) - 71.346979_b *n**(8._b/3._b)) 

CASE(3) I Arntsea-Overgard-5 (AO-5) 
pDERn - 100._b * ( 15.7388_b*n**(2._b/3._b)s 

- 69.3818_b*o + 273.7533_b*n**(5._b/3._b)6 
- 262.8474_b*n**(2.Jj) + 52.6346j9*n**(8._b/3._b)) 

CASE(4) I Baym-Bethe-Pethick-2 (BBP-2) 
pDERn - 100._b » ( 0.123624_b*n»*(l._b/3._b;« 

- 0.058970_b*n**(2._b/3._b) + 2.387050_Jj*o fi 
- 5.657295_b*n**(4._b/3._b) + 6.594312_b*n*»(5._b/3._b;; 

CASE(5) I Baya-Bethe-Pethick-1 (BBP-1) 
pDERn - 1 0 0 . * ( 5.8121_b*n*»(l._b/3._b) fi 

204.1402_b*n**(2._b/3._b) + 2630.5492_b*n fi 
- 14420.1638_b*n**(4._b/3._b) + 28424.0251_b*n**(5._b/3._i>;) 

CASE(6) I Pandharipande 6 Smith (PS) 
pDERn - 100._b • ( 5.38373_b*n**(l._b/3._b;fi 

- 46.42167_b»n**(2._b/3._b) + 104.17180_b*n fi 
- 48.31703_b*n**(4._b/3._b) + 14.88213_b*n**(5._b/3.J})) 

CASE(7) / Wiringa-Fiks-Fabrocioi-1 (WFF-1) 
pDERn - 1.602_b * ( - 1429.5052_b«n**(l._b/J._i>;s 

+ 39038.1122_b*n**(2._b/3._b)- 318114.3990_b*n fi 
+ 1208894.1206_b*n**(4._b/3._b)-2454678.9136_b*n**(5._b/3._b;fi 
+ 2738455.2480_b*n*«(2._b) -1576277.8777_b»n**(7._b/3._b)fi 
+ 366200.4767_b*o**(8._b/3._b)) 

CASE(8) I Wirioga-Fiks-Fabrocioi-2 (HFF-2) 
pDERn - 1.602_b * ( - 142.8951_b*n"(l._b/J._i>;fi 

+ 3648.3578_b*n**(2._b/3._b) - 25048.5990_b*n fi 
+ 73462.8048_b*n**(4._b/3._b) - 98031.4960_b*n**(5._b/3._b)S 
+ 45853.6188_b*n**(2._b) + 16812.4267_b*n**(7._b/3._b)6 
- 15615.1677_b*n**(8._b/3._b)) 
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CASE(9) I Wiringa-Fiks-Fabrocini-3 (NFF-3) 
pDERn - 1.602_b * < - 2725.3981_b*n**(l _b/3._i>;« 

+ 76083.9969_b*n**(2._b/3._b)- 638185.9988_b*n « 
+ 2505576.8188_b*n**(4._b/3._b)-5276224.3745_b*o**(5. 
+ 6128859.8010_b*n**(2._b) -3695425.9957_b*n**(7._b/3._b)S 
+ 903802.2488_A)*n** (8._b/3._b)) 

CASE(10) I Friedaaa-Paadharipande (FP) 
pDERn - 1.602_b * ( 8.8529_b*n**(l._b/3._b)S 

228.6978_b*n**(2._b/3._b) + 3300.1258_b*n 6 
- 15282.9798_b»n**(4._b/3._b) + 25615.2325_b*n**(5 

240.6636_b*n»*(2._b) - 34031.4893_b*n**(7.J>/3._b)6 
+ 22491.6296_b*n**(8._b/3._b)) 

CASE(ll) / Haensel-Zdunik-Dobakczweski (HZD) 
R - 1.6749E5_b * n 
pDERn - 1.6749_b • ( 2.82384065_b*R**(-2 Jb/3._b)S 

- 26.95848547_b*R**(-1._b/3._b)+74.92778348_b 6 
- 89.47013573_b*R**(l._b/3._b) +50.01903772_b*R**( 2._b/3._b)6 
- 8.41464464_b*R - 3.31322803_b*R« ( 4._b/3._b)6 
+ 1.57184363_b*R**(5._b/3._b) - 0.18140607_b*R**( 2._b;; 

CASE(12) I Ideal neutron gas (non-relativistic) 
pDERn - 211.802_b*n**(2._b/3._b) 
CASE(13) I HZD-extrapolated (HZD-ex) 
pDERn - 58.6682276_b*n**(l._b/3._b) + 2747.97988_b*n"(2._b/3._b) 
CASE(14) I Ideal electron gaa (Fe(26,56)) 
k - lE13_b*lambda_e*{3._b»pi**2._>)*•(l._b/3._b) 
const_e - lE-33_b*(n_e*c**2._»/(24._b*pi**2._b*lainbda_e**3._b) 
Z_eff - Z_EFF_AD_(n) 
dzeff_dn- dZEFF_AD_dn_(n) 
n_e - z_eff*n/56._b 
n_i - n/56._b*1E39_b 
dne.dn - DNE_DN_(n_i, z_eff, dzeff_dn)*lE-39_b 
IF (n_e<2E-14_b) THEN 

II Completely nonrelativistic electrons II 
pDERn - (8._b/3._b)*const_e*k**5._b*n_e«*(2._b/3._b)*dne_dn 

ELSE 
pDERn - const_e»(8._b/3._b)*(k**5.j5*n_e**(2._b/3._b) S 

/(l._b+k**2._b*n_e**(2._b/3._b))**(1._b/2._b))*dne_dn 
END IP 
CASE(15) I Ideal electron gas (He(2,4)) 
k - lE13_b*laabda_e*(3,_b*pi**2._£)**(l._b/3._b) 
conat_e » lE-33_b*(m_e»c**2._b)/(24._b*pi**2._b*lambda_e**3 b) 
n_e - n/»ye_He 
dne_dn - 1._b/mye_He 
IP (n_e<2E-14_b) THEE 

11 Completely nonrelativistic electrons 11 
pDERn - (8._b/3._b)•const_e*k**5 b*n_e**(2._b/3._b)*dne_dn 

ELSE 
pDERn - conat_e*(8._b/3._b)*(k**5._b#n_e**(2._j>/3._b) 6 

/(l._b+k**2._b«n_e**(2._b/3._b))**(l._b/2._b))*dne_dn 
EHD IP 
CASE(16) I The non-interacting Fermi gas model (quarks) 
x - (n/13.2_b)**(l._b/3._b)/«_q 
d*_dn - 0.141043832_b*a**(-2.Ja/3. 
df_dx - 8._b*x**4._b*(x**2._b+l._b)**(-l._>/2._b) 
df_dn - df_dx*dx_dn 
pDERn - 7.92E3_b*m_q*M._b*df_dn 
CASE(17) I The asymptotic MIT bag-model (MIT) 
K_q - 3._b 
alfa_c - 0.549_b 
A_q - (9._b/4._b)*(3._b*pi**2._b/K_q)*»(l._b/3._b) « 

* (l-_b+(8._b*alfa_c)/(3._b*pi))*h_bar*c 
B_q - 9.48496E34_b 
pDERo - lEl9_b*(4._b/9._b)*A_q*n**(1-_b/3._b) 
CASE(18) I Perturbative Quantum Chroaodynaaics (QCD) 
K_q - 3 _b 
x - lE13_b*pi**(2._b/3.J>)*n**(l._b/3._b)/lambda_F 
alfa_c - pi/((22._b-(4._b/3._b)*K_q)*LOG(x)) 
dx_dn • lE13_bMPi"(2._b/3._b)/(3._b*lambda_F) )*n**(-2._b/3 ._i>) 
dalfa.dx • -pi/((22._b-(4._b/3._b)*K_q)*x*LOG(x)**2._b) 
dalfa_dn « dalfa_dx*dx_dn 
A_q - 9._b/4._b*(3._b*pi**2._b/K_q)**(l._b/3._b) & 

•(1._b+(8._b*alfa_c)/(3._b*pi))*h_bar*c 
dA_dalfa « (6._b*h_bar*c/pt)*(3._b»pi**2._b/K_q)**(l._b/3._b) 
dA_dn - dA__dalfa*dalfa_dn 
dB_dx - la»bda_F**4._b*h_bar*c*x**3._b/(6._b*pi*«2._b) « 

*(2._b*LOG(x)**(-2._b)-LOG(x)**(-3._b)) 
dB_dn - dB_dx*dx_dn 
pDERn » lE-33_b*(lE52_b*((4._b/3._b)•A_q*n**(1._b/3. & 
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+ dA_dn«n**(4-_b/3._b)) - 4-_b*dB_dn)/3._b 
CASE DEFAULT 
WRITE (*,*) 'ERROR occurred! There is no equation of state' 
WRITE (*,*) 'with number', nr, M l ' 
STOP 

END SELECT 
END FUNCTION pDERn 

END MODOLE PDERNJB 

111111111111111111111111n1111111111niii ii 1111111111111111111 n 111111 n 
II This module contains the function pDBR2n, vhich calculates ddp/dn2 ll 
II (1B33 fa6*dyne/cm2) for different equations of state. II 1111111111111 It 111111111II111111111II11111111111111111111111111111111111 
MODULE PDER2N_« 
USE PARAM 
USE DIV_FUNC_m 
USE pDERn_B 
IMPLICIT NONE 
CONTAINS 

IlltllllUUItUUtllUllUUIIItlUttlltll 
II Calculate ddp/dn2 [1B33 fm6*dyne/ca2) II 11111111II111111111111111111111111111111111 
REAL(b) FUNCTION pDER2n(nr, n) 
REAL(b), INTENT(IN) :: n 
INTEGER, INTENT(IN) :: nr 
REAL(b) :: R, const_n, d 
REAL(b) s: const_e, k 
REAL(b) :: n_e, dne_dn 
REAL(b) :: dx_do, ddx_dn2, df_dx, ddf_dx2, df_dn, ddf_dn2 
REAL(b) ss K_q, alfa_c, A_q, B_q, x 
REAL(b) :: dA_dn, ddA_dn2, dA_dalfa 
REAL(b) :: dB_dn, ddB_dn2, dB_dx, ddB_dx2 
REAL(b) :: dalfa_dn, ddalfa_dn2, dalfa_dx, ddalfa_dx2 
SELECT CASE(nr) 

CASE(1) I Ideal neutron gas 
d - lE13_b*laBbda_n*(3._b*pi**2._b)**(l._b/3._b) 
const_n - lE-33_b*(»_n«c**2._b)/(24._b*pi**2._b*lanbda_n**3._b) 
IP (n<lE-8_b) THEE 

II Completely nonrelativistic neutrons. II 
pDER2n - (16._b/9._b)*const_n*d*»5._b*n**(-l._b/3._b) 

ELSE 
pDER2n - const_n * ((8._b*d**5._b*(2._b+d**2._b*n**(2._b/3._b)))/ & 

(9._b*a**(1._b/3._b)*(1._b+d* *2._b*n* *(2._b/3-_b))**(3._b/2.^b))) 
END IP 
CASE(2) I Arntsen-Molnvik-9 (AM-9) 

lE4_b * ( - 4 92300778_b*n * ( -1 _b/J. b)6 
+ 146 34588_b -2490 18513_b *n * ( 1 _b)& 
•V 6922 98563_b*n**(1._b/2 _b)-6617 86800_b *n * 2 _ V 3 
+ 3273 07632_b*n -2289 39216 b *n 4 J>/3-_b)i 
+ 1250 3888_b *n**(3._b/2 b)- 190 25861 b *n 5 -b/3. -b)) 

CASE(3) I Arntseo-Overgard-5 (AOS) 
pDER2n- 100._b * ( 10.4925_b*n**(-l._b/3._b)4 

- 69.3818_b + 456.2555_b*n**( 2.j3/3._b)4 
- 525.6948_b*n + 140.359_b *n**( 5._b/3._>)) 

CASE(4) I Baym-Bethe-Pethick-2 (BBP-2) 
pDER2n- 100._b * ( 0.0412080_b*n**(-2._b/3._b;« 

- 0.039313_b*n**(-l._b/3,_b) + 2.387050_b S 
- 7.543060_b*n**( l._b/3._b) + I0.99052_b *n"( 2.J>/3.J>)) 

CASE(5) I Baym-Bethe-Pethick-1 (BBP-1) 
pDER2n- 100._b * ( 1.9374_b*n**(-2._b/36 

136.0935_b*n**(-l._b/3,_b) + 2630.5492_b & 
- 19226.8851_b*n**( l._b/3._b) +47373.3752_b*n**( 2._b/3._b)) 

CASE(6) I paodharipande s Smith (PS) 
pDER2n- 100._b * ( 1.79458_b*n**(-2._b/3._b)6 

- 30.94778_b«n**(-l._b/3._b) + I04.17180_b S 
- 64.42271_b*n**(l._b/3._b) + 24.80355_b»n**( 2._b/3._b;j 

CASE(7) I Hiringa-Fiks-Fabrocini-1 (WFF-1) 
pDER2n- 1.602_b * ( - 476.50173_b*n**(-2._b/3 _b)6 

+ 26025.4081_b*n**(-l._b/3._b)- 318114.3990_b S 
+1611858.8275_b*n**( l._b/3._b)-4091131.5227_b *n**( 2._b/J._b;* 
+5476910.4960_b*n -3677981.7146_b *n**( 4._b/3._b)S 
+ 976534.6045_b*n*M 5._b/3._b)) 

CASE(8) I Wiringa-Fiks-Fabrocini-2 (HFF-2) 
pDER2n- 1.602_b * ( - 47.63170_b*n**(-2._b/3._b) i 

+ 2432.2385_b*n**(-l._b/3._b) - 25048.5990_b 6 
+97950.4064_b*n»*( l._b/3._b) -163385.B27_b *n**( 2._b/3._b)6 
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+91707.2376_b*n + 39226.9956_b *n«*( 4._b/3._b)S 
-41640.4472_b*n**( 5._b/3._b)> 

CASE(9) / Wiringa-Fiks-Fabrocini-3 (WFF-3) 
pDER2n- 1.602_b * ( - 908.46603_b*n**(-2._b/J._b>4 

+ 50722.6646J)*n**(-l._b/3._b)- 638185.998B_b 6 
+ 3340769.0917_b*n"( 1 ._b/3._b)-8793707.2908_b *o**C 2-_b/J._i>;« 
+12257719.602_b *Q -8622660.6566_b *n**( 4._b/3._b)S 
+ 2410139.330_b *o**( 5._b/3._b)) 

CASE(IO) I Friedaan-Pandharipande (FP) 
pDER2n- 1.602_b * ( 2.9510_b*B**(-2.J>/3._b)S 

152.4652_b*n**(-l._^/3._b) + 3300.1258_b 6 
- 20377.3064_b*n**( l._b/3._b) + 42692.0542_b*n**( 2._b/3._b)& 

481.3272_b*n - 79406.8084_b*n**( 4._b/3._bjfi 
+ 59977.6789_b*n**( 5._b/3._b)) 

CASE(ll) I Haensel-Zdunik-Dobakczveski (HZD) 
R - 1.6749E5J» * n 
pDER2o- 280529._b * ( - 1.88256043_b*R**<-5,_b/3._b)6 

+ 8.986161823_b*R**(-4._b/3. JS)-29.82337858_b*R**(-2._b/3._b;« 
+33.34602515_b *R»*(-1._b/3._fa)- 8.41464464_b 6 
- 4.41763737_b *R**( l._b/3._b)+ 2.61973938_b»R**( 2._b/3._i>;« 
- 0.36281214_b *R) 

CASE(12) I Ideal neutron gas (non-relativistic) 
pDER2n - 14l.201_b*n**(-l._b/3-_t>) 
CASE{ 13) I HZD-extrapolated (HZD-ex) 
pDBR2o - 19.5560759_b*n*«(-2._b/3._b) + 1831.98659_b*n**{-l._b/3._b; 
CASE(14) I Ideal electron gas (Fe(36,56)) 
11 We calculate ddp/dn2 by numerical derivation. II 
pDER2n - (pDERn(nr, n+lE-4_b*n)-pDERD(nr, n-lE-4_b*n))/(2E-4_b*n; 
CASE(15) I Ideal electron gas (He(2,4)) 
k - lE13_b*laabda_e*(3_b*pi**2._b)**(l._b/3._b) 
const_e - lE-33_b*(»_e*c**2._b)/(24._b*pi**2._b*lambda_e**3._b) 
n_e • n/raye_He 
dne_dn • 1._b/raye_He 
IF (n_e<2E-14_b) THEN 

II Completely nonrelativistic electrons II 
pDER2n - (16._b/9.J>)*const_e*k**5._b*n_e**(-l._b/3._b)*dne_dn 6 

**2._b 
ELSE 

PDER2D - const_e * ((B._b»k**5._b*(2._b+k**2._b*n_e**(2._b/3._b)))& 
/{9._b*n_e**(l._b/3,_b)*(l._b+k**2,_b*n_e**(2._b/3) 6 

(3._b/2._b)))*dne_dn**2._b 
END IF 
CASE{16) I The non-interacting Fermi gas model (quarks) 
x - (o/13.2_b)**(l._b/3._b)/n_q 
dx_dn - 0.141043832_b*n**(-2.j5/3._b)/ta_q 
ddx_dn2 - -0.094029221*n**(-5._b/3._b)/m_q 
df_dx - 8._b*x**4._b*(x**2.^)+l._b)**(-l._>/2._b) 
ddf_dx2 - 8._b*x**3._b*(4,_b+3._b*x**2._J>)*(l._b+x**2.__b) t 

**("3._b/2._b) 
df_dn - df_dx*dx_dn 
ddf_dn2 - ddf_dx2•{dx_dn)**2._b + df_dx*ddx_dn2 
pDER2n - 7.92E3*«_q**4._b*ddf_do2 
CASE (17) I The asymptotic MIT bag-model (MIT) 
K__q - 3._b 
alfa_c - 0.549_b 
A_q - (9.^>/4._b)*(3._b*pi**2._b/K_q)**(l._b/3._b) 6 

* (l._b+(8._b*alffa_c)/(3._b*pi))*h_bar«c 
B_q - 9.48496E34_b 
pDER2n - lE19_b*(4._b/27._b)*A_q*n**(-2._b/3._b) 
CASE(18) I Perturbative Quantum Chromodynamics (QCD) 
K_q - 3._b 
x - lE13_b*pi** (2._b/3. JJ)•!»•*( 1._b/3._b)/lambda_F 
alfa_c » pi/((22._b-(4._b/3.Jj)*K_q)*LOG(x)) 
dx_dn - lE13_b»(pi**(2._b/3._b)/(3._b*lambda_F))*n**(-2._b/3._b) 
ddx_dn2 - -2E13_b*pi**(2._|>/3._b)*n**(-5._b/3.J))/(9._J>*laabda_/'; 
dalfa.dx - -pi/((22._b-(4._b/3._>)*K_q)*x*LOG(x)**2.__b) 
ddalfa_dx2 - pi/(22._b-(4._b/3.)*K_q)*(2._J)*LOG(x)**(-3• _*>) & 

*x**(-2._b)+(x*LOG(x))**(-2._b)) 
dalfa_dn - dalfa_dx*dx_dn 
ddalfa_dn2 - ddalfa_dx2*(dx_dn)**2._b + dalfa_dx*ddx_dn2 
A_q - 9._b/4._b*(3._b*pi**2._b/K_q)**(l._b/3.J») ft 

dA.dalfa - (6._b*h_bar*c/pi)*(3._b*pi**2._b/K_q)**(l._b/3._b) 
dA_dn - dA_dalfa*dalfa_dn 
ddA_dn2 - dA_dalfa*ddalfa_dn2 
dB_dx - lambda_F**4._b*h_bar*c*x**3._b/(6._b*pi**2._b) 6 

*(2._b*LOG(x)**(-2. J))-LOG(x)**(-3._b)) 
ddB_dx2 - lambda_F**4._b*hJ>ar*c*x**2._b/(6._b*pi**2._b) ft 
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* (6._b*LOG(x)**(-2._b)-7._b*LOG(x)**(-3._b) ft 
+3._b*LOG(x)**(-4._b)) 

- dB_dx*dx_dn 
- ddB_dx2*(dx_dn)**2._b + dB_dx*ddx_dn2 

- !E-33_b*(lE52_b*(4._b*A_q*n**(-2._b/3._b) + 24._b*dA_dn A 
*n**(l._b/3._b) + 9._b«ddA_dn2»n**(4._b/3,_b)) £ 
- 36._b*ddB_dn2)/27._b 

CASE DEFAULT 
WRITE (*,*) 'ERROR occurred! There is no equation of state' 
lAITE (*,*) 'with number', nr, 'II' 
STOP 

END SELECT 
END FUNCTION pDER2n 

END MODULE PDER2N_n 

11111111111111111II11111111111111111111111111111111111111 1111111111111111 
II This module contains the function pDBR3n, which calculates dddp/dn3 II 
II (1E33 fm9*dyne/cm2) for different equations of state. II 
1111II11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 /111111111111111II11 

dB_dn 
ddB_dn2 

pDER2n 

MODULE PDER3N_m 
USE PARAM 
USE DIV_FUNC_JH 
USE pDER2n_jn 
IMPLICIT NONE 
CONTAINS 

11111111111111II11111II111111111111111111111 
II Calculate dddp/dn3 [1E33 fm9*dyne/cm2} II 
11111111II1111111111111111111111111111111111 
REAL(b) FUNCTION pDER3n(nr, n) 
REAL(b), INTENT(IN) :: n 
INTEGER, INTENT(IN) 
REAL(b) 
REAL(b) 
REAL(b) 
REAL(b) 
REAL(b) 
REAL(b) 
REAL(b) 
REAL(b) 
REAL(b) 
REAL(b) 

d, const_n 
const_e, k 
n_e, dne_dn 
dx_dn, ddx_dn2, 
df_dx, ddf_dx2, 

dddx_dn3 
dddf_dx3, df_dn, ddf_dn2, dddf_dn3 

K_q, alfa_c, A_q, B_q, x 
dA_dn, ddA_dn2, dddA_dn3, dA_dalfa 
dB_dnf ddB_dn2, dddB_dn3, dB_dx, ddB_dx2, dddB_dx3 
dalfa.dn, ddalfa_dn2, dddalfa_dn3 
dalfa_dx, ddalfa_dx2, dddalfa_dx3 

SELECT CASE(nr) 

CASE(l) I Ideal neutron gas 
d - lE13_b*laBbda_n*(3.J>*pi**2._b)**(l._b/3._b) 
const_n - lE-33_b*(»_n*c**2._b)/(24._b*pi**2._b*lainbda_n**3._b) 
IF (n<lE-8_b) THEN 

pDER3n - -(16._b/27._b)*const_n*d*«5._b*n**(-4._b/3._b) 
ELSE 

pDER3o - const_n * (-8 ._b*d**5 ._b)/(27 ,_i>*n**(4 ._b/3 ._b) *( 1 ._2> 
+d**2._b*n**(2._b/3._b))**(5._b/2._b))*(2._b»d**4._i> 
•o**(4._b/3._b)+7._b*d**2._b*n**(2._b/3._b)+2._b) 

END IF 
CASE(2) I Arntsen-Molnvik-9 (AM-9) 
pDER3n-

CASE(3) 
pDER3n-

CASE(4) 
pDER3n-

CASE(5) 
pDER3n-

lE4_b * ( + 1.64100259_b*n**(-4._b/3._i>Jfi 
- 830.061710_b *n«*(-2._b/3._iJj« 

*n«*(-l._b/3.j3)S 
*n**( 1._b/3._b)s 
*n**( 2._b/3._b)) 

+3461.49282_b*n**(-l._b/2._b)-4411.91200_b 
+3273.07632_b -3052.52288_b 
+1875.5832_b *n**(l._b/2._b) - 317.09768_b 
/ Arntsen-Overgård-5 (AO-5) 

100._b * ( - 3.49750_b*n*»(-4._b/3._b) & 
+ 304.1703_b *n**(-l._b/3._b) s 

- 525.6948_b + 233.932_b *n**( 2._b/3._b)) 
/ Baym-Bethe-Pethick-2 (BBP-2) 

100._b * (-0.0274720_b*n**(-5._b/3._£»J« 
0.013104_b*n**(-4._b/3._b) & 
2.514353_b*n**(-2._b/3._b) + 7.327013_b *n**(-l._b/3._i>;) 

I Baym-Bethe-Pethick-1 (BBP-1) 
100._b * (-1.2916_b*n**(-5._b/3-_b)s 

+ 45.36450_b*o**(-4._b/3._b) £ 
- 6408.96170_b*n**(-2._b/3._b) + 31582.2501_b*n**(-l._b/3._b;) 

CASE(6) I pandharipande & Smith (PS) 
pDBR3n- 100._b * (-1.19639_b«n**(-5._b/3._i>;« 

+ 10.31593_b*n**(-4._b/3._b) 6 
- 21.47424JJ*n**(-2._b/3._b) + 16.53570_b*n**(-l._b/3._b)) 
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CASE(7) / Wiringa-Fiks-Fabrocini-1 (WFF-1) 
pDER3n- 1.602_b • ( 317.66762__b*n**{-5 ._b/3 ._b)S 

8675.13603_b*n**(-4._b/3._b) & 
+ 537286.27583_b*n**(-2._b/3._b)-2727421.0151_b *n**(-l._b/3._b)6 
+5476910.4960__b - 4903975.6195_b*n**( l._b/3._b)S 
+1627557.674_b «n**( 2._b/3._b)) 

CASE(B) I Wiringa-Fiks-Fabroclni-2 (WFF-2) 
pDER3n- 1.602_fa * ( 31.75447_b*n**(-5._b/3._b)6 - 810.74617_b*n**(-4._b/3._b) £ +32650.1355_b *n**(-2.JJ/3._b)-108923.885_b *n**(-l.._b)S +91707.2376_b + 52305.3275_b *n**( l.Jb/3._b)s -69400.7453_b *n**( 2._b/3._£)) 
CASE(9) I W i ri riga-F i ks-Fabroci ni-3 (WFF-3) 
pDER3n« 1.602_b * ( 605.64402_b*o**(-5._b/3._b;« 

16907.5549_b*n«*(-4.J)/3._b) « 
+ 1113589.6972_b*n**(-2._b/3._b)-5862471.5272_b *n»*(-l._b/3._b)6 
+12257719.602_b -11496880.8755_b*n**( l._b/3._b)6 
+ 4016898.883_b *n**( 2._b/3.J»)) 

CASE (10) f Friednan-Pandharipande (FP) 
pDER3n- 1.602_b * ( - 1.9673_b*n«*(-5._b/J._b.J4 

+ 50.82173_b*n**(-4._b/3._b) * 
- 6792.43547_b*n**(-2._b/3._J>) + 28461.3695Jj*n**(-l._b/3._b)& 

481.3272_b -105875.745_b *n**( l._b 
+ 99962.7982_b*n**( 2._fe/3._b>) 

CASE(ll) I Haensel-Zdunik-Dobakczveski (HZD) 
R - 1.6749E5_b • n 
pDER3n- 4.6986E10_b * ( 3.13760072_b*R**(-8._b/3._b)S 

- 11.98l54910_b*R**(-7.J)/3._b)+19.88225239J*R**(-5._b/3._b)6 
- 11.11534172_J>*R**(-4.J)/3._b) £ 
- 1.47254579_b*R**(-2._b/3 b)+ 1.74649292J)*R**(-l._b/3._bJ« 
- 0.36281214_b) 

CASE(12) / Ideal neutroa gas (non-relativistic) 
pDER3n- -47.0670_b*n*#(-4._b/3,_b) 
CASE(13) I HZD-extrapolated (HZD-ex) 
pDER3a - -13.0373B39_b*n**(-5._b/3,_b) - 610.662197_b*n**(-4._b/3._b) 
CASE(14) I Ideal electron gas (Fe(26,56)) 
11 We calculate dddp/dn3 by use of numerical derivation II 
pDER3n - (pDER2n(nr, n+lE-4_b*n)-pDER2n(nr, n-lE-4_b*n))/(2E-4_b*nj 
CASE(15) / Ideal electron gas (He(2,4)) 
k - lE13_b*la*bda_eM 3._J>*pi**2. J5)**(1._b/3._b) 
const_e - lE-33j)*(m_e*c**2._b)/(24._b*pi**2._b*lanbda_e**3._b) 
n_e - n/«ye„He 
dne_dn - l._b/mye_He 
IP (n_e<2E-14_b) THEH 

II Completely nonrelativistic electrons II 
pDERSn - (-l6._b/27._b)*const_e*k**5._b*n_e**(-4._b/3._b)*dne_dn & 

**3._b 
ELSE 

pDER3n - const_e * (-8._>*k**5._b)/(27._b*n_e**(4._b/3._b)*(l._b s 
+k**2. J>*D_e**(2._b/3._b))**(S.J>/2._b))*(2.J>*k**4._b 6 
•n_e**(4._b/3. J>)+7._b*k**2._b*n_e**(2. Jj/3. J)+2._b; s 
*dne_dn**3._b 

END IF 
CASE(16) I The non-interacting Fermi gas model (quarks) 
x - (n/13.2_b)**(l_b/3._b)/«_q 
dx_dn - 0.14l043B32_b*n**(-2._b/3._b)/m_q 
ddx_dn2 - -0.094029221*n«*(-S._b/3._b)/m_q 
dddx_do3 - 0.156715368_b*n**(-8._J>/3.J>)/«_q 
df_dx - 8._b*x»*4.J>»(x**2._b+l._b)**(-l._b/2.J>) 
ddf_dx2 - 8._b*x*»3._b«(4.J>+3._b*x**2._b)*(l._b+x**2._b) s 

**(-3._b/2._b) 
dddf_dx3 - 24._b*x**2._b*(l._b+x**2._b)**(-5._b/2._b) & 

*(4._>+5._b*x*^2. _b+2._b*x**4. J>) 
df_dn - df_dx»dx_dn 
ddf_dn2 - ddf_dx2 *(dx_dn)*•2._b + df_dx*ddx_dn2 
dddf_dn3 - dddf_dx3 *(dx_dn)* * 3 . + 3._b*ddf_dx2*ddx_dn2*dx_dn 6 

+df_dx*dddx_dn3 
pDER3n - 7.9263*m_q*M._b*dddf_dn3 
CASE(17) I The asymptotic MIT bag-model (MIT) 
K_q - 3._b 
alfa_c - 0.549_b 
A_q - (9._b/4._b)*(3._b*pi«*2._b/K_q)**(l._b/3.J)) fi 

* (1._b+(8._b*alfa_c)/(3._b*pi))*h_bar*c 
B_q - 9.48496E34_b 
pDER3n * -lE19_b*(8._b/81._b)»A_q*n**(~5._b/3._b) 
CASE(18) I Perturbative Quantum Chromodyoamics (QCD) 
K_q - 3._b 
x - lE13_b*pi**(2._b/3._b)*n**(l._b/3._b)/lambda_F 
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alfa_c - pi/((22._b-(4._b/3,_b)*K_q)*LOG(x)) 
dx_dn - lE13_b*(pi**(2._b/3._b)/(3._b*lambda_F))*n**(-2._b/3._b) 
ddx_dn2 - -2E13_b*pi**(2._b/3._b)«n*«(-5._b/3._b)/(9._b*lambda_F; 
dddx_dn3 - lE13_b*(10-_b*pi**(2._b/3._b)/(27._b*lambda_F)) 6 

*n"(-8._b/3._b) 
dalfa_dx - -pi/((22._b-(4._b/3._b)*K_q)*x*LOG(x)**2._b) 
ddalfa_dx2 - pi/(22._b-(4._b/3.J)*K_q)*(2._b*LOG(x)**(-3._b) S 

*x**(-2._b)+(x«LOG(x))**(-2._b)) 
dddalfa_dx3 - pi/(22._b-(4._b/3._b)*K_q)*(-2._b/x*«3._b) & 

*(LOG(x)**(-2._b)+3._b*LOG(x)**(-3._b) & 
+3._b*LOG(x)**(-4._b)) 

dalfa.dn » dalfa_dx*dx_dn 
ddalfa_dn2 - ddalfa_dx2*(dx_dn)**2._b + dalfa_dx*ddx_dn2 
dddalfa_dn3 - ddda1fa_dx3•(dx_dn)•*3._b + 3._b*ddalfa_dx2 & 

»ddx_dn2*dx_dn + dalfa_dx*dddx_dn3 
A_q - 9._b/4._b*(3._b*pi**2._b/K_q)**(1._b/3._b) & 

*(l._b+(8. J»*alfa_c)/(3._b*pi))*h_bar*c 
dA_dalfa - (6._b*h_bar*c/pi)*(3._b*pi**2._b/K_q)**(l._b/3._b; 
dA_dn - dA_da1f a *da1£ a_dn 
ddA_dn2 - dA_dal£a*ddalfa_dn2 
dddA_dn3 - dA_dalfa«dddalfa_dn3 
dB_dx - lambda_F**4._>*h_bar»c*x**3._b/(6._b*pi**2._b) & 

*(2._b*LOG(X)**(-2._b)-LOG(X)»*(-3.J>)) 
ddB_dx2 - laabda_F**4.J>*h_bar*c*x**2._b/(6._b«pi**2._b) & 

* (6._b«LOG(x)**(-2._b)-7._b*LOG(x)**(-3._b) 6 
+3._b*LOG(x)**(-4. J>)) 

dddB_dx3 - l2uabda-.F**4 ._b*h_bar*c»x/( 6 ._b*pi**2. Ja) & 
• (12._b*LOG(x)**(-2._b)-26._b*LOG(x)**(-3._b) & 
+27._b*LOG(x)**(-4. J>)-12._b*LOG(x)**(-5._b)) 

dB_dn = dB_dx*dx_dn 
ddB_dn2 - ddB_dx2*(dx_dn)**2._b + dB_dx*ddx_dn2 
dddB_dn3 - dddB_dx3»(dx_dn)**3._b + 3._b*ddB_dx2*ddx_dn2*dx_dn & 

+ dB_dx*dddx_dn3 

pDER3n - lE-33_b*(lE52_b*((-8._b/9._b)*A_q*n**(-5._b/3._b) S 
+ 4._b*dA_dn*n**(-2._b/3._b) + 12._b*ddA_dn2 A 
*n**(l._b/3._b) + 3._b*dddA_dn3*n**(4._b/3._b)) & 
-12._b*dddB_dn3)/9._b 

CASE DEFAULT 
WRITE (*,*) 'ERROR occurred! There is no equation of state' 
WRITE (*,*) 'with number', nr, '!!' 
STOP 

END SELECT 
END FUNCTION pDER3n 

END MODULE PDER3N_m 

/ 11111111 U 11II111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111II 
II This module contains the function TILSTa, vhich calculates density a II 
II (1E33 g/cm3) for different equations of state. II 111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 til 11111111111111111111111111111 
MODULE TILSTA_m 
USE PARAM 
IMPLICIT NONE 
CONTAINS 

11111111111111111111111II11111111111111111111111111111111 11 
II Calculate density (1B33 g/cm3J from equation of state II 
1111111111111111111111II11111111111111111111111111111111111 
REAL(b) FUNCTION TILSTa(nr, n) 
REAL(b), INTENT(IN) :: n 
INTEGER, INTENT(IN) :: nr 
REAL(b) :s R, d, const_n 
REAL(b) :: x, f, gq, K_q, alfa_c, A_q, B_q 
SELECT CASE(nr) 

CASE(l) I Ideal neutron gas 
d - lE13_b*lambda_n*(3._b*pi**2._b)**(l._b/3._b) 
const_n - lE-33_b*(m_n * c**2._b)/(24._b*pi**2._b*lambda_n**3 
IF (n<lE-8_b) THEN 

II Completely nonrelativistic neutrons. II 
TILSTa - 1.6749E-I8_b * n 

ELSE 
TILSTa - const_n*3._b/c**2._b*(d*n**(l._b/3._b)*(l._b+d**2 

**(2._b/3._b))*«(l._b/2._b)*(l._b+2._b*d«*2._b 
*n**<2._b/3._b))-LOG(d*n*»(l._b/3._b)+(l._b+d**2. 
*n**(2._b/3._b))«*(1._b/2._b))) 

END IF 
CASE(2) I Arotsen-Molnvik-9 (AM-9) 
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TILSTa - l.E4_b/c**2._b * { 0.15053_b*n fi 
6.64606_b*n**( 5._b/3._b) + 73.17294_b*n**(2-_b; fi 

- 600.31249_b*n**( 7._b/3._b) + 1230.753_b *n**(5._b/2._b)S 
- 893-41217_b*n**( 8._b/3._b) + 272.75636_b*n**(3._b.) « 
- 126.15018_b«n*«(10._b/3._b) + 57-16063_b*n**(7._b/2._b)& 

7.29685_b*n**(ll._b/3.^))) 
CASE(3) I Arntsen-Overgard-5 (AO-5) 
TILSTa - l.E4_b/c**2._b * { 0.15053_b*n 6 

+ 0.141650_b *n**( 5._b/3._b) - 0.346909_b*n**(2._b)S 
+ 0.615945_b *n**( 8._b/3._b) - 0.438079_b*n**(3._b)fi 
+ 0.0538309_b*n**(11._b/3._b)) 

CASE(4) I Baym-Bethe-Pethick-2 (BBP-2) 
TILSTa - 100._b/c**2._b * ( 15.053_b *n fi 

+ 0.278154_b*n**(4._b/3._b) - 0.053073_b*n**(5._b/3._b)s 
+ 1-193525_b*n**(2._b) - 1.818416_b*n**(7._b/3._b)S 
+ 1.48372_*> *n**(8._b/3._b)) 

CASE(5) I Baym-Bethe-Pethick-1 (BBP-1) 
TILSTa - l.E4_b/c**2._b • ( 0.15053_b *n fi 

+ 0.130773_b*n**(4.Jt>/3._b) - 1.837262_b*n"( 5 ._b/3 ._b)S 
+ 13.152746_b*n**(2._fa) - 46.350527_b*n**(7._b/3._b)S 
+ 63.954054_b*n**(8._b/3._b)) 

CASE(6) / Pandharipande s Smith (PS) 
TILSTa - 100._b/c**2._b * { 15.053_b *n fi 

+ 12.1135_b*n*»(4._b/3._b) - 41.7795_b*n**(5._b/3-_b)fi 
+ 52.0859_b*n**(2._b) - 15.5305_b*n**(7._b/3._b)fi 
+ 3.3485J>*n**(8._b/3._b)) 

CASE(7) I Wiringa-Fiks-Fabrocini-1 (WFF-1) 
TILSTa - 1.602_b/c**2._b * (939.638_b *n fi 

3216.3868_b*n**(4._b/3._J>) + 35134.3009_b*n**<5._b/Jfi 
- 159057.1995_b«n**(2._b) +388573.1102_b*n**(7._b/3._b) fi 
- 552302.7556_b*n**(8._b/3._b) +456409.2080_b*n**(3._b) fi 
- 202664.2986_b*n"(10._b/3._b)+ 37452.3215_b*n**(11._b/3._b)) 

CASE(8) I tfiringa-Fiks-Fabrocini-2 (WFF-2) 
TILSTa - 1.602_b/c**2-_b * ( 939.638_b *n fi 

321.5138__b*n**( 4._b/3._b) + 3283 .5220J>»n**(5 ._b/3 ._b) fi 
- 12524.2995J>*ll**( 2._b) + 23613 .0444_b*n*«(7._b/J._b) fi 
- 22057.0866_b*n**( 8._b/3._b) + 7642.2698_b«n*«'(3._b) fi 
+ 2161.5977_b*n**(10._b/3-_b) - 1597.0058_b*n**(ll._b/3._b)) 

CASE(9) I Niringa-Fiks-Fabrocini-3 (WFF-3) 
TILSTa - 1.602_b/c**2._J> • { 939.638_b *n fi 

6132.1459_)3*n**( 4._b/3._b)+ 68475.5971_b<»n«»(5 ._b/3 ._b) fi 
- 319092.9994_b*n**( 2._b) + 805363.9776_b«D**(7._b/3fi 
-1187150.4841_b*n»*( 8._b/3._b)+1021476.6335_b«n**(3._b) fi 
- 475126.1996_b*n**(10._b/3._b)+ 92434.3209_b*o**(11._b/3._b)) 

CASE(IO) I Friedman-Pandharipande (FP) 
TILSTa - 1.602j5/c**2._> * (939.638_b *n fi 

+ 19.9191_b*o"( 4._b/3._b) - 205.8280_b*n**(5 ._b/3 ._b) fi 
+ 1650.0629_b*n**( 2._b) - 4912.3864_b*n**(7._b/3._b) 6 
+ 5763.4273_b*n**( 8._b/3._b) - 40.1106_b*n**(3._b) fi 
- 4375.4772j9«o**(10.j>/3._b) + 2300.2803_b*n**(ll._b/3._b)) 

CASE(ll) I Haensel-Zdunik-Dobakczveski (HZD) 
R - 1.6749E5_b*n 
TILSTa - lE-23_b*R 
CASE(12) I Ideal neutron gas (non-relativistic) 
TILSTa - 1.6749E-18_b*n 
CASE( 13) I HZD-extrapolated (BZD-ex) 
TILSTa - 1E-23J3 * R 
CASE(14) I Ideal electron gas (Fe(26,56)) 
TILSTa - 1.6749E-18J3 * n 
CASE(15) I Ideal electron gas (Be(2,4)) 
TILSTa - lE6_b*»_u*n 
CASE(16) I The non-interacting Fermi gas model (quarks) 
x - (n/13.2_b)**(l._b/3._b)/fc_q 
f - x*(2._b*x**2._i>-3._b)*(x«»2._b+l._b)»«(l._b/2._b) fi 

+ 3._J>*L0G(X+(X*»2. _b+l._!>)•• (l._b/2. _b)) 
gq • 8._b*x«*3._b*((x**2._b+l._b)**(l._b/2._b)-l._b) - f 
TILSTa - 5.34E-18_b*n*«_q + 8.81E-18_b*«_q**4._fe*gq 
CASE(17) I The asymptotic MIT bag-model (MIT) 
K_q - 3._b 
alfa_c - 0.549_b 
A_q - (9._b/4._b)*(3._b*pi**2._b/K_q)**(l._b/3._b) fi 

* (1._b+ (8._b*alfa_c)/(3._Mpi)) *h_bar*c 
B_q - 9.48496E34_b 
TILSTa - lE-33_b*(lE52_b*A_q*!i**(4._b/3._b) + B_q)/c**2._b 
CASE(18) I Perturbative Quantum Chromodynamics (QCD) 
K_q - 3._b 
x - lE13_b*pi**(2._*>/3._b)*n*»(l._b/3._b)/(lanbda_P) 
alfa_c - pi/( (22 ._J>-(4 ._b/3 ._b)*K_q)*LOG(x)) 
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A_q - 9._b/4._b*(3._b*pi**2._b/K_q)«*(l._b/3._b) fi 
*(1._b+(8._b*alfa_c)/(3._b*pi))*h_bar*c 

TILSTa - lE19_b*A_q*n**(4._b/3._b)/c**2._b 
CASE DEFAULT 
WHITE {*,•) 
WRITE (*»*) 'Error occurred! I There is no equation of state' 
WRITE (*/*) 'with number ', nr 
WRITE (*,*) 
STOP 

END SELECT 
END FUNCTION TILSTa 

END MODULE TILSTA_m 

I!111!I!!!111!11!1111111111!111!1111!!111! 11111! I! I! I I ! I! I! I! i I! II111 
II This module contains the function aDERn, which calculates da/dn II 
II (1E33 fm3*g/cm3) for different equations of state. II 111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 
MODULE ADERNjn 
USE PARAM 
IMPLICIT NONE 
CONTAINS 

11111111111111111111111111111111111111 
II Calculate da/dn (1E33 fm3*g/cm3) II 1111111111111II111111111111111II111111 
REAL(b) FUNCTION aDERn(nr, n) 
REAL(b), INTENT(IN) :: n 
INTEGER, INTENT(IN) :: nr 
REAL(b) :: d, const_n 
REAL(b) :: dx_dn, df_dx 
REAL(b) :s K_q, alfa_c, A_q, B_q, x, dg_dx, dg_dn 
REAL(b) :: dA_dn, dA_dalfa, dalfa_dn, dalfa_dx 
SELECT CASE(nr) 

CASE(1) I Ideal neutron gas 
d - lE13_b*lambda_n* (3. J>*pi* *2. __b) * * (1. _b/3. _b) 
con8t_n - lE-33_b*(m_n * c**2._b)/(24._b*pi**2._b*lambda_n«*3._b) 
IF (n<lE-8_b) THEN 

aDERn » 1.6749E-18_b 
ELSE 

aDERn • const_n*8._b/c**2.J>*d**3._b*(l._b+d**2._b*n**(2._b/J._b;;fi 
*»{l._b/2._b) 

I Arntsen-Molnvik-9 (AM-9) 
l.E4_b/c**2._J> * ( 0.15053_b fi 

11.0768_b *n**(2._b/3._b) + 146.3459_b *n fi 
- 1400.7291_b *n**(4._b/3._b) + 3076.883_b *n«*(3._b/2._b)S 
- 2382.4325_b *n**(5 ._b/3 ._b) + 818.26908_b*n"(2. JjJ fi 
- 420.50060_b*n**(7._b/3._b) + 200.0622_b *n**(5._b/2._b;fi 

26.7551_b *n**(8 ,_b/3 ._i>)) 
I Arntsen-Overgard-S (AO-5) 

l.E4_b/c**2._b * ( 0.15053_b 6 
+ 0.236083_b*n**(2._b/3._b) - 0.693818_b*n & 
+ 1.64252_b *n**(5._b/3._b) - 1.31424_b *n**(2._b)fi 
+ 0.197380_b*n**(8._b/3._b)) 

I Baym-Bethe-Pethick-2 (BBP-2) 
100._b/c**2._b • ( 15.053_b fi 

+ 0.370872_b*n**(l._b/3,_b) - 0.088455_b»n**(2._b/3._b)6 
+ 2.387050_b*n - 4.242971_b*n**(4._b/3._b)S 
+ 3.95659_b *n**(5._b/3._b)) 

I Baym-Bethe-Pethick-1 (BBP-1) 
l.E4_b/c**2._b * ( 0.15053_b fi 

+ 0.174364_b*n**(l._b/3._b) - 3.062103_b*n**(2._b/3._b)S 
+ 26.305492_b*n - 108.15123_b *n«*(4._b/3 ._b)& 
+ 170.54414_b *n**(5._b/3._b)) 

I Pandharipande & Smith (PS) 
100._b/c**2._b * ( 15.053_b fi 

+ 16.1513_*)*n**(l._b/3._b) - 69.6325_b*n**(2._b/3._J>)6 
+ 104.172_J> *n - 36.2378_b*n**(4._b/3._b)S 
+ 8.9293_b*n**(5._b/3._b)) 

I Wiringa-Fiks-Fabroclni-1 (WFF-1) 
1.602_b/c**2._b • (939.638_b fi 

4288.5157_b*n**(l._b/3._b) + 58557.1682_b*n**(2._b/3._i>;fi 
- 318114.3990_b*n + 906670.5905_b*n"(4._b/3._b)S 
-1472807.348_b *n*«(5._b/3._b) +1369227.624_b *n**(2._b; fi 
- 675547.6620_b*n**(7,_b/3._b) + 137325.179_b *n**(8._b/3._b)) 

CASE(8) I Wiringa-Fiks-Fabrocini-2 (WFF-2) 
aDERn - 1.602_b/c**2._b * ( 939.638_b fi 

END IF 
CASE(2) 
aDERn -

CASE(3) 
aDERn -

CASE(4) 
aDERn -

CASE(5) 
aDERn " 

CASE(7) 
aDERn • 
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CASE(9) 
aDERn -

CASE(10) 
aDERn • 

CASE(ll) 
aDERn -
CASE(12) 
aDERD 
CASE(13) 
aDERn 
CASE(14) 
aDERn 
CASE(15) 
aDERn 
CASE(16) 
x 
dx_dn • 
df_dx • 
dg_dx • 

dg_dn • 
aDERn 1 
CASE(17) 
K_q 
alfa_c 
A_q 

aDERn » 
CASE(18) 
K_q 
x 
alfa_c 
dx_dn 
dalfa_dx 
dal£a_dn 
A_q 

dA_dalfa 
dA_dn 

428.6851_b*n**(l._b/3.J>) + 5472.5367J?*n**(2._b/3 
- 25048.5990_b*n + 55097.1036_b*n**(4 
- 58818.8976_b*n**(5._b/3._b) + 22926.809_b *n**(2._b; 
+ 7205.3257_b*n**(7._b/3._b) - 5855.6879_b*n**(8._b/J 
I Wiringa-Fiks-Fabrocini-3 (WFF-3) 

1.602_b/c«*2._b * ( 939.638_b 
8176.1945_b*n**(l._b/3._b)+ 114125.995_b *n**(2._X>/3 

- 638185.9988_b*n +1879182.614_b *n**(4.Jj/3 
-3165734.6243_b*n**(5._b/3._b)+3064429.9005_b*n**(2._b> 
-1583753.999_b *n**(7._b/3._b)+ 338925.8433_b»n**(8.Jb/3 
I Friedman-Pandharipande (FP) 

1.602_b/c**2._b * { 939.638_b 
+ 26.5588_b*n**(l._b/3._b) - 343.0467_b*n**(2.Jd/3.. 
+ 3300.1258_b*n - 11462.235_b *n**(4 
+ 15369.139Jt)*n**(5._b/3._b) - 120.332_b *n**(2._f>) 
- 14584.924_b*n**(7._b/3._b) + 8434.3611_b*n**(8._b/3._ 
I Haensel-Zdunik-Dobakczveski (HZD) 
.6749E-18_b 
I Ideal neutron gas (oon-relativistic) 

1.6749E-18_b 
HZD-extrapolated (HZD-ex) 

1.6749E-18J3 
I Ideal electron gas (Fe(26,56)) 

1.6749E-18JJ 
Ideal electron gas (He(2,4)) 

lE6__b*m_u 
I The non-interacting Fermi gas model (quarks) 

(n/13.2_b)* *(1._b/3._b) /m_q 
0.141043832^)*n**(-2._J>/3._b)/in_q 
8._b*x**4._b*(x**2._b+l._J>)**(-l.J>/2._b) 
24._b*x**2._b*{(x**2. J>+l._b)**<l. J)/2._b)-l._b) fi 
+ 8._b»x**4._b*(x**2._b+l._b)**(-l._b/2._b) - df_dx 
dg_dx*dx_dn 
5.34E-18_b*m_q + 8.81E-18_b*m_q^*4._b*dg_dn 
I The asymptotic MIT bag-model (MIT) 
3._b 
0.549_b 
(9._b/4._b)*<3._b*pi**2._b/K_q)**(l.J)/3._b) S 
* (1-_b+{8._b*alfa__c)/(3._b*pi))*h_bar*c 
9.48496E34_b 

lE19_b*(4,_b/3._b)*A_q*n«*(l._b/3._b)/c**2._b 
Perturbative Quantum Chromodynamics (QCD) 

J>)t J>)6 

-b)S 

.b)S 

.b)S 

- 3._b 
- lE13_b*pi«*(2._b/3._b)*n**(l._b/3._b)/lambda_F 
- pi/((22._b-(4._b/3._b)*K_q)*LOG{x)) 
- lE13_b*(pi**(2.j9/3._b)/(3._b*lambda_F))*n**(-2._b/3._b; 
" -pi/((22._b-(4._b/3.J>)*K_q)*x*LOG(x)**2._b) 
• dalfa_dx*dx_dn 
- 9._b/4._b*(3._b*pi**2._b/K_q)**(l._b/3._b) S 

*(1._b+(8. _>*alfa_c)/(3. Jb*pi))*h_bar*c 
- (6._b*hJ>ar*c/pi)*(3._b*pi**2._b/K_q)**(l._b/3._b) 
- dA_dalfa*dalfa_dn 

aDERn - lE19_b*((4._b/3._b)*A_q*n**(l._b/3._b) « 
+ dA_dn*n**(4._b/3.Jb))/c**2._b 

CASE DEFAULT 
WRITE (*,*) 
WRITE (*,*) 'Error occurred 11 There is no equation of state' 
WRITE (*,*) 'with number nr 
WRITE (*,*) 
STOP 

END SELECT 
BSD FUNCTION aDERn 

END MODULE ADERN__m 

1111111111111111111111111111111111111111II11111II11111111II11111111 H 111 
11 This module contains the function aDER2nr which calculates dda/dn2 11 
II (1E33 fm6*g/cm3) for different equations of state. II 
111111111111111111111111111111111 III 1111111111II11111II111111II11111II11 
MODULE ADER2N_m 
USE PARAM 
IMPLICIT NONE 
CONTAINS 

11111111 III 11111111111111111111II11II111 
II Calculate dda/dn2 11E33 fm6»g/cm3) II 
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1111111111111111111111111111111111111111 
REAL(b) FUNCTION aDER2n(nr, n) 
REAL(b), INTENT(IN) :: n 
INTEGER, INTENT(IN) :: nr 
REAL(b) :! d, const_n 
REAL(b) :: dx_dn, ddx_dn2, dg_dx, ddg_dx2, dg_dn, ddg_dn2 
REAL(b) :: df_dx, ddf_dx2 
REAL(b) :: K_q, alfa_c, A_q, B_q, x 
REAL(b) :: dA_dn, ddA_dn2, dA_dalfa 
REAL(b) :: dalfa_dn, ddalfa_dn2, dalfa_dx, ddalfa_dx2 
SELECT CASE(nr) 

CASE(1) I Ideal neutron gas 
d « lE13_b*lambda_n*(3._b*pi**2._b)**(l._b/3._b) 
const_n » lE-33_b*(m_n * c**2._b)/(24 ._b*pi**2._b*lambda_n*«3 ._b) 
IF (n<lE-8_b) THEN 

II Completely nonrelativistic neutrons. II 
aDER2n - 0._b 

ELSE 
aDER2n - (const_n/c**2._b)*(8._b/3._b)*d»*5._b*n»*(-l._b/3._b) 6 

EHD IF 
CASE(2) 
aDER2n 

146.3459_b 
4615.325_b *n** 
1636.5382_b*n 
500.1555_b*n«* 

0.693818_b « 
2.62848_b *n & 

0.058970_b*n**( 
5.657295_b*n**( 

*(1. Ji+d**2._b*n**(2._b/3._b))**(-l._b/2._b) 

I Arntsen-Molnvik-9 (AM-9) 
l.E4_b/c**2._b * ( 

7.384S3_b*n*«(-l._b/3._b) * 
- 1867.6388_b *n**( l._b/3._b) 
- 3970.7208_b *n**( 2._b/3._b) 
- 981.16807_b*n**( 4._b/3._b) 

71.3469_b *n**( 5._b/3._b)) 
CASE(3) I Arntsen-Overgard-5 (AO-5) 
aDER2n - 1.E4_b/c**2._b * ( 

+ 0.157389_b*n**(-l._b/3._b) -
+ 2.73753_b *n**( 2._b/3._b) 
+ 0.526347_b*n**{ 5._b/3._b)) 

CASE(4) I Baym-Bethe-Pethick-2 (BBP-2) 
aDER2n - 100._b/c**2._b * ( 

+ 0.123624_b*n**{-2._b/3-_b) -
+ 2.387050_b 
+ 6.59432_b *n»*( 2._b/3._b)) 

CASE(5) I Baym-Bethe-Pethick-1 (BBP-1) 
aDER2d - l.E4_b/c**2._b * ( 

+ 0.0581213_b*n**(-2._b/3._b) - 2.041402_b*n" 
+ 26.305492_b -144.20164. 
+284.24023_b *n**( 2._b/3._b)) 

CASE(6) I Pandharipande 6 Smith (PS) 
aDER2n - 100._b/c**2._b * ( 

+ 5.38377_b*n**(-2,_b/3._b) - 46.4217_b*n**(-
+ 104.172_b - 48.3171_b*n**( 
+ 14.882_b *n**( 2._b/3._b)) 

CASE(7) I Wirioga-Fiks-Fabrocini-1 (HFF-1) 
aDER2n « 1.602_b/c*»2._b * ( 

1429.5052_b*n**(-2._b/3._b)+ 39038.1121_b*n* 
- 318114.3990_b +1208894.121_b*n** 
-2454678.913_b *n**{ 2._b/3._b)+2738455.248_b*n 
-1576277.878_b *n**( 4._b/3._b)+ 366200.477_b*n* 

CASE(8) I Wirioga-Fiks-Fabrocini-2 (WFF-2) 
aDER2n - 1.602_b/c*»2._b * ( 

142.8950_b*n**(-2._b/3._b) + 3648.3578_b*n* 
- 25048.5990_b + 73462.8048_b*n* 
- 98031.4960_b*n**( 2._b/3._b) + 45853.618_b *n 
+ 16812.427_b *D**( 4._b/3._b) - 15615.168_b *n* 

CASE(9) I Wiringa-Fiks-Fabrocini-3 (WFF-3) 
aDER2n - 1.602_b/c**2._b * ( 

2725 .3982_b»n**(-2._b/3._b)+ 76083.9967_b*n* 
- 638185.9988_b +2505576.819_b *n* 
-5276224-3738_b*n**( 2._b/3._b)+6128859.8010_b*n 
-3695426.000_b *»•*( 4._b/3._b)+ 903802.2488_b*n* 

CASE(10) I Friedman-Pandharipande (FP) 
aDER2n - 1.602_b/c**2._b * ( 

+ 8.85293_b*n**(-2._b/3._b) 
+ 3300.1258_b 
+ 25615.232_b *n**( 2._b/3.J>) 
- 34031.489_b *n**( 4._b/3._b) +22491.630_b 

CASE(ll) ( Haensel-Zdunik-Dobakczweski (HZD) 
aDER2n - 0._b 
CASE(12) I Ideal neutron gas (non-relativistic) 
aDER2n = 0._b 
CASE(13) I HZD-extrapolated (HZD-ex) 
aDER2n - 0._b 

228.6978_b*n*« 
-15282.980_b *n«« 

240.664_b *n 

~l.Jo/3._b)S 
X.jD/3._b)i 

(-l._b/3._b;« 
( l._b/3._b)i 

l._b/3._b)S 

(-l._b/3.^b)a 
( l._b/3._b)s 

( 5._b/3._b)) 

(~l._b/3._b)t, 
( l._b/3._b)S 

( 5._b/3.J») 

(-l._b/3.J>)S 
( l._b/3.J>)& 

( 5._b/3.J>)) 

(-l._b/3._b)B 
( l._b/3.J})6 
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CASE{14) I Ideal electron gas (Fe(26,56)) 
aDER2n » 0._b 
CASE(15) I Ideal electron gas (He(2,4)) 
aDER2n " 0._b 
CASE(16) I The non-interacting Fermi gas model (quarks) 
x - (n/13.2_b)**(l._b/3-_b)/m_q 
dx_dn - 0.141043832_b*n**(-2._b/3._b)/a_q 
ddx_dn2 - -0.094029221*n**(-5._b/3._b)/m_q 
df_dx - B._b»x**4-_b*(x**2._b+l._b)**(-l._b/2._b) 
ddf_dx2 - e._b*x*«3._b*(4._b+3._b*x**2._b)*(l--*>+x**2._b) 6 

**(-3._b/2._b) 
dg_dx » 24._b*x**2._b«((x**2._b+l._b)**(l._b/2._b)-l._» S 

+ 8._b*x**4._b*(x*»2._b+l.J>)**(-1._b/2._b) - df_dx 
ddg_dx2 - 4B._b*x*((x»*2._b+l._b)**(l._b/2._b)-l._b) 6 

+ 56._b*x**3._b*(x**2._b+l.j5)**(-l._b/2._b) 6 
-B._b*x**5._b*(x**2.J)+l._b)**(-3._b/2._b) - ddf_dx2 

dg_dn * dg_dx*dx_dn 
ddg_dn2 - ddg_dx2*(dx_dn)**2._b + dg_dx*ddx_do2 

aDER2n - 8.81E-18_b*«_q**4._b*ddg_dn2 
CASE(17) I The asymptotic MIT bag-model (MIT) 
K_q - 3.Jb 
alfa_c - 0.549_b 
A_q - (9._b/4._b)*(3._b*pi**2._b/K_q)**(l._b/3._b) 6 

* (1._b+(8._b*alfa_c)/(3._b*pi))•h_bar*c 
B_q - 9.48496E34_b 

aDER2n - lE19_b*(4 ._b/9._b)*A_q*n**(-2 ._b/3._b)/c"2 . Jt» 
CASE(18) I Perturbative Quantum Chromodynamies (QCD) 
K_q - 3._b 
x - 1El3_b*pi**(2._b/3._b)*n**(l._b/3._b)/lambda_F 
alfa_c - pi/((22._b-(4._b/3._b)*K_q)*LOG(x)) 
dx_do - lE13_b*(pi**(2._b/3._b)/(3._b*lambda_F))*n**(-2.J>/3.Ja) 
ddx_do2 - -2E13_b*pi**(2._J>/3._b)*n**(-5._b/3._b)/(9._b*laæbda_F; 
dalfa.dx - -pi/( (22 ._J>-(4 ._b/3-_b)*IC_q)*x*LOG(x)**2._J>) 
ddalfa_dx2 - pi/(22-_b-(4._b/3._b)*K_q)*(2._b*LOG(x)**(-3-_b) & 

*x**(-2._b)+(x*LOG(x))**(-2._b)) 
dalfa_da - dalfa_dx*dx_dn 
ddalfa_dn2 - ddalfa_dx2*(dx_dn)**2._b + dalfa_dx*ddx_dn2 
A_q - 9._b/4._b*(3._b*pi**2._b/K_q)**(l._b/3._b) S 

*(1._b+(8._b*alfa_c)/{3._b*pi))*h_bar*c 
dA_dalfa - (6._b*hJ»r*c/pi)*(3._b*pi**2._b/K_q)**(l._b/3._b) 
dA_dn - dA_dalfa*dalfa_dn 
ddA_do2 - dA_dalfa*ddalfa_dn2 

aOER2n - lE19_b*((4._b/9._b)*A_q*D**(-2._b/3._b) & 
+ (8._b/3._b)*dJk_dn*D**(l._b/3._b) 6 
+ ddA_dn2*n**(4._b/3)/c**2._b 

CASE DEFAULT 
WRITE (*,*) 
WRITE (*<*) 'Error occurred)I There is no equation of state' 
WRITE (*,*) 'with nunber nr 
WRITE (*,*) 
STOP 

EHD SELECT 
END FUNCTION aDER2n 

END MODULE ADER2N_n 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiuniiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiii 
II This module contains the function aDER3n, which calculates ddda/dn3 11 
II (1E33 f»9*g/cm3) for different equations of state. II 
II111111111111111111111111111II11111II11111111111111111111111111111111111 
MODULE ADER3N_ja 
USE PARAM 
IMPLICIT NONE 
CONTAINS 

111111 1111111111111111111111II1111II11111 
II Calculate ddda/dn3 [1E33 fm9*g/cm3) II 
1111111II11111111111II1111111111111111111 
REAL(b) FUNCTION aDER3n(nr, n) 
REAL(b), INTENT(IN) :: n 
INTEGER, INTENT(IN) :: nr 
REAL(b) :: d, const_n 
REAL(b) :: dx_dn, ddx_dn2, dddx_dn3 
REAL(b) s: df_dx, ddf_dx2, dddf_dx3 
REAL(b) :: dg_dx, ddg_dx2, dddg_dx3 
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REAL(b) :: dg_dn, ddg_dn2, dddg_dn3 
REAL(b) :: K_q, alfa_c, A_q, B_q, x 
REAL(b) :: dA_dn, ddA_dn2, dddA_dn3, dA_dalfa 
REAL(b) :: dalfa_dn, ddalfa_dn2, dddalfa_dn3 
REAL(b) :: dalfa_dx, ddalfa_dx2, dddalfa_dx3 
SELECT CASE(nr) 

CASE(l) I Ideal neutron gas 
d - lE13_b*lambdaen*(3._b*pi**2._J>)**(l._b/3._b) 
const_n - lE-33_b«(n_n * c**2-_b)/(24._b*pi**2._b*lambda_n**3._b) 
IF (n<lE-8_b) THEN 

II Completely nonrelativistic neutrons. II 
aDER3n - 0._b 

ELSE 
aDER3n - (const_n/c"2 ._b)*(-8 ._b/9 ._b)*d**5 ._b*n**(-4 ._b/3 ._b) 6 

*(l._b+d**2._b«n**(2._b/3._b))»*(-l._b/2._b) 6 
*(l._b+d**2._b*n**(2._b/3._b)*(l._b+d**2._b*n**(2._b/3._b;;« 
**(-l-_b)) 

END IF 
CASE(2) I Arntsen-Molnvik-9 (AM-9) 
aDER3n - l.E4_b/c**2._b * ( 2.46151_b*n**(-4.Jb/3.„b)S 

- 622.54627_b*n**(-2._b/3._b) + 2307.663_b *n**(-l._b/2._b)S 
- 2647.1472_b *n**(-l._b/3._b) + 1636.5382_b 
- 1308.2241_b «n**( l._b/3._b) + 
- 118.912_b *n**( 2._b/3._b)) 

CASE(3) I Arntsen-Overgard-5 (AO-5) 
aDER3n - l.E4_b/c»*2._b • ( • 

+ 1.82502_b •n**(-l._b/3._b) 
+ 0.877245_b*n**( 2._b/3._b)) 

CASE(4) I Baym-Bethe-Pethick-2 (BBP-2) 

750.2333_b *n**( l._b/2._b)s 

0.0524630_b*n**(-4. 
2.62848_b 

aDER3n • 

CASE(5) 
aDER3n ' 

CASE(6) 
aDER3n • 

( - 0.0824160_b*n**(~5. 
.885765_b *n**(-2. 

b/3._b)i 
.b/3._b)S 

100._b/c* 
+ 0.019657_b*n*»(-4._b/3._b) 
+ 4.39621_b *n**(-l._b/3._b)) 
I Baym-Bethe-Pethick-1 (BBP-1) 

l.E4_b/c**2._b * ( - 0.0387475_b*n**(-5 ._X>/3._b)6 
+ 0.6804673_b*n**(-4._b/3._b) -48.067213_b *n**(-2._b/3._b)S 
+189.49349_b *n**(-l._b/3._b)) 
I Pandharipande & Smith (PS) 

100._b/c**2._b * ( - 3.5891B_b*n**(-5._b/3._b)é 
16.1057_b *n**(-2._b/3._b)S + 15.4739_b*n**(-4._b/3._b) 

+ 9.9213_b*n**(-1._b/3._b)) 
CASE(7) I wiringa-Fiks-Fabrocini-1 (WFF-1) 
aDER3n - 1.602_b/c**2._b * ( 953.00347_b*n 

- 13012.704Jj*n**(-4.Js/3._b)+ 402964.7070_b *n 
-1636452.609_b*n**(-l._b/3._b)+2736455.248_b 
-2101703.837Jj*n"( l._b/3._b)+ 610334.128_b 

CASE(8) I ftiringa-Fiks-Fabrocini-2 (WFF-2) 
aDER3n - 1.602_b/c**2._b * ( 95.26333_b»n 

- 1216.1193_b*n**(-4._b/3._b) +24487.6016_b *n 
- 65354.3307_b*n**(-l._b/3._b) +45853.618_b 
+ 22416.569_b *n**( l._b/3._b) -26025.280_b 

CASE(9) I Wiringa-Fiks-Fabrocini-3 (WFF-3) 
aDER3n - 1.602_b/c**2._b * ( 1816.9321_b*n 

- 25361.3322_b*n**(-4._b/3._b)+ 835192.2730_b*a 
-3517482.9159_b*n**(-l._b/3._b)+6128859.8010_b 
-4927234.667_b *n**( 1._b/3._b)+1506337.081_b ' 

CASE(10) I Friedman-Pandharipande (FP) 
aDER3n - 1,602_b/c**2._b * (- 5.90195_b ' 

+ 76.23260Js*n**(-4.J>/3._b) - 5094.3267_b ' 
+17076.821_b *n**(-l._b/3._b) - 240.664_b 
-45375.319J) *n**( l.Js/3._b) +37486.050_b 

CASE(11) I Haensel-Zdunik-Dobakczweski (HZD) 
aDER3n - 0._b 

Ideal neutron gas (non-relativistic) 
0._b 

HZD-extrapolated (HZD-ex) 
0._b 
I Ideal electron gas (Fe(26,56)) 

(-5 ,_b/3,_b)6 
(-2._b/3._b)S 

( 2._b/3._b)) 

J>/3._b)6 
Jb/3._b)6 

( 2._b/3._b)) 

_h/3._b)& 
_b/3._b)S 

( 2._b/3._b)) 

(-5 .Jb/3._b)S 
(-2._b/3._b)i 

n**( 2._b/3._b)) 

CASE(12) 
aDER3n 
CASE(13) 
aDER3n • 
CASE(14) 
aDER3o -
CASE(15) 
aDER3n -
CASE(16) 
x 

dx_dn 
ddx_dn2 
dddx_dn3 
df_dx 
ddf_dx2 

I Ideal electron gas (He(2,4)) 
0._b 
/ T/»e non-interact ing Fermi gas model (quarks) 
- (n/13.2_b)**(l._b/3._b)/m_q 
- 0.141043832_b*n**(-2._b/3._b)/n_q 
- -0.094029221*n**(-5._b/3._b)/m_q 

0.156715368_b*n**(-8._b/3._b)/m_q 
8._b*x**4._b*(x**2._b+l._b)**(-l._b/2._b) 
8._b*x**3._b*(4._b+3._b*x**2._b)*(l._b+x**2._b) 
••(-3._b/2._b) 
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dddf_dx3 - 24._b*x**2._fa*(l,_b+x**2._b)**{-5._b/2. J>) & 
*(4._b+5._b*x*»2. _b+2._b*x**4. _b) 

dg_dx - 24._b*x«*2._b*((x«*2._b+l._b)»*(l._b/2.J>)-l._b) 6 
+ 8._b*x*M._b*(x«*2._b+l._b)**(-l._b/2._b),- df_dx 

ddg_dx2 - 48._b*x*((x**2._b+l.J»)**(l._b/2._b)-l._b) 6 
+ 56.J»*x**3._b*(x**2._b+l._b)**(-l._b/2._b) & 
-8._b*x**5._b*(x**2._b+l._b)**(-3._J>/2._J>) - ddf_dx2 

dddg_dx3 - 48._b*{(x**2._b+l._b)»*(l._b/2._b)-l._b) s 
+ 216._b*x«2._b*(x**2._b+l._J>)**(-l._b/2._b) 6 
-96._b*x**4._b*(x**2 ._b+l ._b)**(-3._b/2._b) & 
+24._b*x**6 ._J>*<x**2._b+l ._»•*(-5 ._b/2 ._b)-dddf_dx3 

dg_dn - dg_dx*dx_dn 
ddg_dn2 - ddg_dx2*(dx_dn)**2 ._b + dg_dx*ddx_dn2 
dddg_dn3 - dddg_dx3*(dx_dn)**3._b+3._b*ddg_dx2*ddx_dn2*dx_dn s 

+dg_dx*dddx_dn3 
aDER3n - 8.81E-18_b*m_q**4._b*dddg_dn3 
CASE(17) I The asymptotic MIT bag-model (MIT) 
K_q - 3 -_b 
alfa_c - 0.549_b 
A_q - (9._b/4._b)*(3._b*pi**2._b/K_q)**(l._b/3._b) & 

• (l._b+(8._b*alfa_c)/(3._b*pi))*h_bar*c 
B_q - 9.48496E34J0 
aDER3n - -!E19_b*(8._b/27._b)*A_q*n**(-5.j9/3._b)/c**2._b 
CASE(18) I Perturbative Quantwa Chromodynamics (QCD) 
K_q - 3 ._b 
x - lE13_b*pi»« (2._b/3. _b) »n** (1. _b/3. __b) /lambda_F 
alfa_c - pi/((22._b-(4._b/3._b)*K_q)*LOG(x)) 
dx_dn - lE13_b*(pi*»(2.J>/3.J>)/(3._b*lambda_F))*n**(-2._b/J._b; 
ddx_dn2 - -2E13_b*pi**(2. _b/3 ._b)*Q**{-5 ._b/3 ._b)/( 9 ._£*lambda_F) 
dddx_dn3 - lE13_b*(10._b*pi**(2._b/3._b)/(27._b*la«bda_F)) 6 

*n**(-8._b/3._b) 
dalfa_dx - -pi/( (22._b-(4._b/3._b)*K_q)*x*L0G(x)**2._b) 
ddalfa_dx2 - pi/(22._b-(4._b/3._b)*K_q)*(2._b*LOG(x)**(-3._b) 6 

*x**(-2._b)+(x«LOG(x))**(-2._b)) 
dddalfa_dx3 - pi/(22._b-(4._b/3 ._b)*K_q)*{-2._b/x**3._b) t 

*(LOG(x)**(-2._b)+3. Jj*L0G(x)**(-3._b) S 
+3. j9*LOG(x)**(-4. _b)) 

dalfa_dn - dalfa_dx*dx_dn 
ddalfa_dn2 - ddalfa_dx2*(dx_dn)**2._b + dalfa_dx*ddx_dn2 
dddalfa_dn3 - dddalfa_dx3*(dx_dn)**3._b + 3._b*ddalfa_dx2 & 

*ddx_dn2*dx_dn + dalfa_dx*dddx_dn3 
A_q - 9._b/4._b*(3._b*pi**2._b/K_q)**(l._b/3._b) & 

*(1._b+(8._b*alfa_c)/(3. _b*pi))•h_bar*c 
dA_dalfa • (6._b*h_bar*c/pi)M3._b*pi**2._b/K_q)**(l._b/3._b) 
dA_dn - dA_dalfa*dalfa_dn 
ddA_dn2 - dA_dalfa*ddalfa_dn2 
dddA_dn3 - dA_dalfa*dddalfa_dn3 

aDER3n - lE19_b*((-8._b/27._b)*A_q*n**(-5._b/3._b) 6 
+ (4._b/3._b)*dA-dn*n«*(-2._b/3._b) + 4._b*ddA_dn2 6 
*n**(l.J>/3._b) + dddA_dn3*n**(4._b/3._b))/c**2._jb 

CASE DEFAULT 
WRITE (*,*) 
WRITE (*,*) 'Error occurredll There Is no equation of state' 
WRITE (*,*) 'with number ', nr 
WRITE (*,*) 
STOP 

END SELECT 
END FUNCTION aDER3n 

EVD MODULE ADER3N_m 

MODULE TILST_FUNC_m 
USE DIV_FUNC_m 
USE TILSTP_M 
USE PDERN_|B 
USE PDER2H_m 
USB PDER3M_m 
USE TILSTA_m 
USE ADERN_p 
USE ADER2N_® 
USE ADER3N_m 
END MODULE TILST_FUNC_m 

111111 ! 111111111111111111IIII1111!111111!I!1111 /11111 
II This module contains the folloving subroutines: II 
II II 
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11 TILSTNR, CHECKDENSITYRANGE, TILST_NLIMIT 11 II II 11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 
MODULE TILST_NR__LIMIT_m 
USE PARAM 
IMPLICIT NONE 
CONTAINS 

III 1111111 11111111111111111111II1111111 11111111111111111 
11 This subroutine decides which equation of state to 11 
II use, and sets the corresponding value of nr. II 11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 
SUBROUTINE TILSTNR (n, ndensity, number, nr) 
REAL(b), INTENT(IN) :: n 
REAL(b), INTENT(IN), DIMENSION(ll) :: ndensity 
INTEGER, INTENT(IN), DIMENSION(ll) :: number 
INTEGER, INTENT(OUT) :: nr 
INTEGER :: J 
J-0 
DO 

J=J+1 
nr = number(J) 
IF (n > ndeasity(J)) EXIT 

END DO 
END SUBROUTINE TILSTNR 

1111111111111111111111 11111 111111111111111111111111111111 11111 
11 This subroutine checks whether the density is inside the /1 
II allowed range for the given equation of state. II 11111II1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 
SUBROUTINE CHECK_DENSITYRANGE (nr, n_up, n_low) 
REAL(b), INTENT(IN) :: n_up, n_low 
INTEGER, INTENT(IN) :: nr 
REAL(b) : upper.limit, lower_limit, up_max, low__nin 
CALL TILST_NLIMIT (nr, upper_limit, lower_limit, up_max, low_min) 
IF ( (n_up > upper_limit) .OR. ( n_low < lower_limit) ) THEN 

WRITE(*,•) 
WRITE(*,*) 'WARNING!1 Density is outside range for equation' 
WRITE(*,*) 'of state nr', nr, 'I Allowed density range is:' 
WRITE(*,*) lover_limit, ' < n < ', upper_limit 
WRITE(*,*) 

EHD IF 
IF ((n_up > up_max) .OR. (n_low < low_min)) THEN 

WRITE(*,*) 
WRITE(*,*) 
WRITE(*,*) 
WRITE(*,*) 
WRITE(*,*) 
WRITE(*,*) 
WRITE(*,*) 
WRITE(*, *) 
WRITE(*, *) 
STOP 

END IF 
END SUBROUTINE CHECK_DENSITYRANGE 

1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 
II This subroutines gives information about the allowed range II 
11 of density for the different equations of state. II 1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 
SUBROUTINE TILST_NLIMIT (nr, upper_limit, lower_limit, up_iaax, low_min; 
INTEGER, INTENT(IN) :: nr 
REAL(b), INTENT(OUT) :: upper_limit, lower_limit, up_max, low_jnin 
REAL(b), PARAMETER :: unlimited * 1000._b 
low_min » 0._b 
up_»ax « unlimited 
SELECT CASE(nr) 
CASE(l) I Ideal neutron gas 

lower_limit - 0._b 
upper_limit » unlimited 

CASE(2) I Arntsen-Molnvik-9 (AM-9) 
lower_limit • 0.4_b 
upper_limit - 3.6_b 

CASE(3) I Arntsen-Overgard-5 (AO-5) 
lower_li«it - 0.4_b 
upper_liait - 3.6_b 

CASE{4) I Baym-Bethe-Pethick-2 (BBP-2) 
lower_limit - 0.00027_b 

J I I I I ! I I ! I ! ! ! I ! I I ! ! I M I II I ! I ! I I ! I I ! I I ! ! ! I ! I !I J I I I I 1 11 III I' 
II ERROR!! Density is outside maximal allowed range ' 
II (',low_min,' < n < ',up_max,')' 
I I for equation of state nr', nr, 'I Equation of state ' 
II is unphysical. Program calculations will fail!I ' 
11 Abortion. ' 
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upper_limit « 0.3_b 
CASB(5) I Baym-Bethe-Pethick-1 (BBP-1) 

lower_limit - 0.00027_b 
upper_linit - 0.3_b 

CASE(6) I Pandharipande 6 Smith (PS) 
lower_limit - 0.1_b 
upper_limit - 2.5_b 

CASE(7) t Wirings-Fiks-Fabrocini-1 (WFF-1) 
lower_limit - 0.07_b 
upper_lirait - 1.5_b 

CASE(S) I Niringa-Fiks-Fabrocini-2 (WFF-2) 
lower_limit - 0.07_b 
upper_limit - 1.5_b 
up_max - 1.77 

CASE(9) I Wiringa-Fiks-Fabrocioi-3 (WFF-3) 
lower_limit - 0.07_b 
upper_limit « 1.5_b 

CASE(IO) I Friedman-Pandharipande (FP) 
lower_limit - 0.00422_b 
upper_limit - 0.8305_b 

CASE(11) I Haeosel-Zdunik-Dobakczveski (HZD) 
lower_limit - 0.000002_b 
upper_limit - 0.000284_b 
low_min - 0.000002 
up_nax - 0.00028 

CASE(12) I Ideal neutron gas (non-relativistic) 
lower_limit - 0._b 
upper_limit - unlimited 

CASE(13) I HZD-extrapolated (HZD-ex) 
lower__limit - 1E-I5_b 
upper_limit - 0.000004_b 

CASE(14) I Ideal electron gas (Fe(26,56)) 
lower_limit - 0._b 
upper_llmit - unlimited 

CASE(15) I Ideal electron gas (He(2,4)) 
lower_limit - 0._b 
upper_limit - unlimited 

CASE(16) I The non-in teraeting Fermi gas model (quarks) 
lower_limit - 0._b 
upper_limit " unlimited 

CASE(17) I The asymptotic MIT bag-model (MIT) 
lower_limit - 0._b 
upper_limit - unlimited 

CASE(18) I Perturbative Quantum Chromodynaaics (QCD) 
lower_limit - 0._b 
upper_limit - unlimited 

CASE DEFAULT 

WRITE (*,*) 'ERROR occurredI There is no equation of state' 
WRITE <*,*) 'with number', nr, 'II' 
STOP 

EHD SELECT 

EHD SUBROUTINE TJLST_NLIMIT 

END MODULE TILST_NR_LIMIT_JB 

ill 1111111IIII11111 III 111IIII11111IIIIU 11111111 
11 This module contains the subroutine Z_EFF_ 11 111111111111111111111111111II1111111111111111111 
MODULE Z_EFF_m 
USE PARAM 
IMPLICIT NONE 
CONTAINS 
11111111111111111111111111111II111IIIII111111111111111111111111111111 
11 This subroutine calculates the mean degree of ionization z_eff, 11 
II and its derivative dzeff_dn, for an Fe(26,56)-atom. 11 11111111111111111111111111111 It 1111111111111111111111111IIII111111111 
SUBROUTINE Z_EFF_(T, a, da_dn, z_eff, dzeff.dn) 
REAL(b), INTENT(IN) :: T, a, da_dn 
REAL(b), INTENT(OUT) :: Z_eff, dzeff_dn 
REAL(b) :: LOG_T, LOG_a, LOG_a_max, patml 
INTEGER :: ifail, i, start 
REAL(b), PARAMETER :: LOG_T_»in - 4.064458_b, LOG_T_jnax - 9.064458_b 
REAL(b), PARAMETER :: LOG_a_min - -4.00_b 
INTEGER, PARAMETER : : k - 6, 1 - 8 , na - (k+l)*(l+l), nwork - k+1 
INTEGER, PARAMETER :: mfirst - 1, mlast -1 
REAL(b), DIMENSION(1) :: tab_zeff, tab_zeff_der, tab_LOG_a 
REAL(b), DIMENSION(k+1) :s work, coeff, cheb_der 
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REAL(b), DIMENSION(na) cheb_coeff, cheb_coeff_derLOGa 
61 302458_b , 29 644698_b - 6 4883184_b & 
4 5634278_b , 2 5776101_b 0 99344627_b , 6 
0 87668821_b , - 0 22208238 b , 0 26308387_b , 6 
2 1388278_b , 0 29907911_b , 1 5129310_b , 6 
0 3940616l_b , - 0 84166771_b , 0 4 2631694_b , 6 
0 38939836_b , - 0 26800680_b , - 0 12801423_b , & 
0 38849612_b , - 0 23191279_b , - 0 16743265_b , 6 
0 26169289 b , - 0 031396566_b , - 0 087917243 b , & 
0 097334347_b , 0 0072677268_b, - 0 066382376_i> , 6 
0 53626478_b , 0 047005087_b , - 0 44146484_b S 
0 066247849_b , 0 20618414_b , 0 090840643_b , 6 
0 058317632_b , - o 094596443_b , 0 034738818_b , S 
0 35486208_b , 0 086885924 b , - 0 23599895_b , 6 
0 12600020_b , 0 066614875_b , 0 099806455_b , $ 
0 0039344860_b, - 0 062009094_b , - 0 020477573_i> , 6 
0 20599566_b , 0 046916082_b , - 0 066267771_b , & 
0 056456103_b , - 0 050035724_b , 0 040479601_b , & 
0 041394386_b , - 0 021404319_b , - o 040601110_b , & 
0 11047870_b , 0 032851144 b , - 0 013047751_b , 6 
0 010318131_b , - 0 048246784_b , - 0 008708414 3_b, & 
0 030734691_b , - 0 014690813_b , - 0 023577677_b / 

LOG_a - LC>G10(lE33_b*a) I Multiply by 1B33 because main program is 
I using units (1E-33 g/cm3] for the density. 

LOG_T - LOG10(T) 
tab_LOG_a(1) - LOG_a 
IF (LOG_a < LOG_a_rnin) THEN 

WRITE(*,*) 
WRITE(*,*) 'Error occurredll Density is a - ',a*lE33_b,' g/cm3,' 
WRITE(*,*) 'which is below minimum value a_min - 1E-4 g/cm3.' 
WRITE(*,*) 
STOP 

END IF 
II For LOG(T) > LOG(T_max) all atoms are completely ionized, II 
II independent of density, a. II 
IF (L0G_T > LOG_T_max) THEN 

Z_EFF - 26._b 
dZEFF_dn - 0._b 

END IF 
IF (LOG_T < LOG_T_min) THEN 

LOG_a_max - 0.183419287_b*10._b**(0.1838_b*LOG_T) 
IF (LOG_a < LOG_a_max) THEN 

Z_EFF - 0,001_b 
dZEFF_dn - 0._b 

ELSE 
IF (LOG_a < 3.5_b) THEN 

Z_EFF - 9.653226_b*LOG_a - 9.85_b 
dZEFF_dn - 4.192343_b*da_dn/a 

END IF 
IF ((LOG_a >s 

Z_EFF 
dZEFF_dn • 

END IF 
IF ((LOG_a >- 4.77_b) .AND. (LOG_a < 5.25_b)) THEN 

Z_EFF - 4.291667_b«L0G_a+3.468748_b 
II dzeff_dn is set equal to zero, to avoid getting A_plus>0 II 
dZEFF_dn - 0._b 

END IF 
IF (LOG_a >- 5.25_b) THEN 

Z_EFF - 26._b 
dZEFF_dn - 0._b 

END IF 
EHD IF 

EHD IF 
IF ((LOG_T >- LOG_T_min) .AND. (LOG_T <= LOG_T_max)) THEN 

IF (LOG_T < 7.86445_b) THEN 
LOG_a_max - 0.183419287_b*10._b**(0.1838_b*LOG_T) 

ELSE 
LOG_a_max - 5.40_b 

END IP 
IF ( ((LOG_T <- 7.06445799_b) .OR. (LOG_T >- 7.86445799_b)) & 

.AND. (LOG_a < LOG_a_max) ) THEN 
ifail - 0 
CALL E02CBF(mfirst, mlast, k,l, tab_LOG_a, LOG_ajnin, LOG_a_max,& 

LOG_T, LOG_T_min, LOG_T_max, tab_zeff, cheb_coeff, & 
na, work, nwork, i fail) 

start-1 
DO 

< 3.5_b) .AMD. 
• 23.94_b 
• 0._b 

(LOG_a < 4.77_b)) THEN 
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i-0 
DO 

coeff(i+1) - cheb_coeff(start+(l+l)*i) 
IF (i>-k) EXIT 
i-i+1 

EHD DO 
CALL E02AHF(k+l, LOG_a_jnin, LOG_a_jnax, coeff, 1, k+1, & 

patml, cheb_der, 1, k+1, ifail) 
i-0 
DO 

cheb_coeff_derLOGa(start+(1+1)*i) - cheb_der(i+l) 
IF (i>-k) EXIT 
i-i+1 

END DO 
IF (start>«l+l) EXIT 
start - start + 1 

END DO 
CALL E02CBF(mfirst, «last, k,1, tab_LOG_a, LOG_a_rain, LOG_a_max,& 

LOG_T, LOG_T_min, LOG_T_jnax, tab_zeff_der, & 
cheb_coeff_derLOGa, na, work, nwork, ifail) 

Z_EFF - tab_zeff(l) 
dZEFF_dn » 0.434294481_b*tab_zeff_der(1)*da_dn/a 

II To prevent unwanted fluctuations in the small area 7.06445799 < I 
II LOG(T) < 7.86445799 when using the NAG-routine E02CBF, ve must I 
II demand a stricter condition on the density in this temperature I 
II range, namely that LOG(a) is also smaller than 3.5 (not only I 
11 smaller than LOG_a_max). I 
ELSEIF ( <(LOG_T > 7.06445799_b) .AND. (LOG_T <7.86445799_b)) & 

.AND. (LOG_a < 3.5_b) ) THEN 
ifail - 0 
CALL E02CBF(mfirst, «last, k,l, tab_LOG_a, LOG_a_ain, LOG_a_max,s 

LOG_T, LOG_T_aiin, LOG_T_max, tab_zeff, cheb_coeff, 6 
na, work, nwork, ifail) 

start-1 
DO 

i-0 
DO 

coeff{i+1) - cheb_coeff(start+9*i) 
IF (i>«k) EXIT 
i-i+1 

END DO 
CALL E02AHF<k+l, LOG_a_j»in, LOG_a_«ax, coeff, 1, k+1, & 

patnl, cheb.der, 1, k+1, ifail) 
i-0 
DO 

cheb_coeff_derLOGa(start+9*i) - cheb_der(i+l) 
IF (i>-k) EXIT 
i-i+1 

END DO 
IF (start>-1+1) EXIT 
start - start + 1 

END DO 
CALL E02CBF(afirst, «last, k,l, tab_LOG_a, LOG_a_min, LOG_a_raax,& 

LOG_T, LOG_T_pin, LOG_T_jnax, tab_zeff_der, & 
cheb_coeff_derLOGa, na, work, nwork, ifail) 

Z_EFF - tab_zeff(l) 
dZEFF_dn - 0.434294481_b*tab_zeff_der(1)*da_dn/a 

ELSE 
IF (LOG_a < 3.5_b) THEN 

Z_EFF - 9.653226_b*LOG_a - 9.85_b 
dZEFF.do - 4.192343_b»da_dD/a 

END IF 
IF ((LOG_a >• 3.5_b) .AND. (LOG_a < 4.77.») THEN 

Z_EFF - 23.94_b 
dZEFF_dn - 0._b 

END IF 
IF ((LOG_a >- 4.77_b) .AND. (LOG_a < 5.25_b)) THEN 

Z_EFF - 4.291667_b*LOG_a+3.468748_b 
II dxeff_dn is set equal to zero, to avoid getting A_plus>0 II 
dZEFF_dn - 0._b 

END IF 
IF (LOG_a >- S.25_b) THEN 

Z_EFF - 26._b 
dZEFF_dn - 0._b 

END IF 
END IF 

END IF 
II Adjust Z_EFF_ if extrapolated outside range: 0 < Z_EFF_ <-26 II 
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II during calculations. II 
IF (Z_EFF > 26._b) THEN 

Z_EFF - 26._b 
dZEFF_dn - 0._b 

END IF 
IF (Z_EFF <- 0._b) THEN 

Z_EFF - 0.001_b 
dZEFF_dn - 0._b 

END IF 
END SUBROUTINE Z_EFF_ 

END MODULE Z_EFF_B 

111111111111II1111111111111 111111111111111111111 
11 This module contains the subroutine P_RAD_ 11 11111111111111111111111111111111II11111111111111 
MODULE P_RAD_m 
USE PARAM 
USE DIV_FUNC_m 
IMPLICIT NONE 
CONTAINS 1111111111111111111II11111111111111111111111111111 111111 111111 
II This subroutine calculates the radiation pressure P_rad, II 
II and its derivative dPrad_dn, in the outer layer of a II 
II neutron star. II 11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 
SUBROUTINE P_RAD_(T, n, z_eff, dzeff_dn, P_RAD, dPRAD_dn) 
REAL(b), INTENT(IN) :: T, n, z_eff, dzeff_dn 
REAL(b), INTENT(OUT) :: P_RAD, dPRAD_dn 
REAL(b) :: n_i, x_0, B3_2, Bl_2_expr 
REAL(b) :: dne_dn, dx0_dn, dB3_2_dn, dBl_2_expr_dn 
REAL(b), PARAMETER :: negligible - 0._b 
n_i - n/56.0_b*lE39_b I Multiply by 1E39 because main program is 

I using units [fm-3] for the number density. 
x_0 - X_0_(T, n_i, z_eff) 
B3_2 - B3_2_(x_0) 
Bl_2_expr - Bl_2_EXPR_(x_0) 
dne_dn - DNE_DN_(n_i, z_eff, dzeff_dn) 
dx0_dn - DXO_DN_(x_0, n_i, z_eff, dne_dn) 
dB3_2_dn - DB3_2_DN_(x_0, dx0_dn) 
dBl_2_expr_dn - DBl__2_EXPR_DN_(x_0, dx0_dn) 
IF (x_0 > 6._b) THEN I P_rad is negligible compared to P_ion 

P_RAD - negligible I and P_el 
dPRAD_dn - negligible 

ELSE 
P_RAD - (k_boltz*T)**4._b/(3._b*pi**2._b*c**3._b*h_bar**3._b; 6 

* B3_2 *{1._b+Bl_2_expr) 
dPRAD_do - (k_boltz*T)**4._b/(3._b*pi**2._b*c**3._b*h_bar»*3._b; s 

* (dB3_2_dn*(l._b+Bl_2_expr) + B3_2*dBl_2_expr_dn) 
END IF 
CONTAINS 

REAL(b) FUNCTION X_0_(T, n_i, z_eff) 
REAL(b), INTENT(IN) :: T, n_i, z__eff 
REAL(b) :: n_e, o«ega_p 
n_e - z_eff*n_i 
omega_p - (4._b*pi*n_e*e_el**2._b/m_e)«*(l._b/2._b) 
X_0_ - (h_bar*omega_p)/(k_boltz*T) 
IF (X_0_<0._b) THEN 

WRITE(*,*) 
WRITE(*,*) 'Error occurredll It is not physical to have x_0 < 0.' 
WRITE(*,*) 
STOP 

END IF 
END FUNCTION X_0_ 

REAL(b) FUNCTION DX0_DN_(x_0, n_i, z_eff, dne_dn) 
REAL(b), INTENT(IN) :r x_0, n_i, z_eff, dne_dn 
REAL(b) s: n_e, dx0_dne 
n_e - z_eff*n_i 
dxO_dne - 0.5_b*x_0/n_e 
DX0_DN_ - dx0_dne*dne_dn 
EHD FUNCTION DX0_DN_ 

REAL(b) FUNCTION B3_2_(x_0) 
REAL(b), INTENT(IN) :: X_0 
B3_2_ - - 0.065064_b + 24.3 72_b*EXP(-3._b*x_0/4._b) 6 
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- 15.422_b*EXP(-x_0) - 2.3961_b*EXP(-5,_b*x_0/4._b) 
END FUNCTION B3_2_ 

REAL(b) FUNCTION DB3_2_DN_(X_0, dxO_dn) 
REAL(b), INTENT(IN) :: x_0, dx0_dn 
DB3_2_DN_ - (-18.279_b*EXP(-3._b/4._b*x_0) + 15.422_b*EXP(-x_0) & 

+ 2.9951_b*EXP(-5._b/4._b*x_0)) * dxO_dn 
END FUNCTION DB3_2_DN_ 

REAL(b) FUNCTION B1_2_EXPR_(X_0) 
REAL(b), INTENT(IN) :: x_0 
IF (X_0<0.5_b) THEN 

B1_2_EXPR_ - 0.1314_b*X_0 
END IF 
IF (x_0>-0.5_b) THEN 

B1_2_EXPR_ • (-0.98428_b + 4.0037_b*x_0**(l._b/4._b) 6 
-5.7070_b*x_0**(l._b/2._b) + 2.8907*x_0**(3._b/4._b)) 

END IF 
END FUNCTION B1_2_EXPR_ 

REAL(b) FUNCTION DBl_2_EXPR_DN_(x__0, dxO_dn) 
REAL(b), INTENT (IN) :: x_0, dxO_dti 
IF (x_0 < 0.5_b) THEN 

DB1_2_EXPR_DN_ - 0.1314_b*dxQ_dn 
END IF 
IF (x_0 >- 0.5_b) THEN 

DB1_2_EXPR_DN_ = (1.0009.J>*x_0**(-3._b/4._b) - 2.8535_b*x_0 6 
**(-l._b/2._b) + 2.1680*x_0**(-l._b/4.J))) * dxO_da 

END IF 
END FUNCTION DB1_2_EXPR_DN_ 

END SUBROUTINE P_RAD_ 

END MODULE P_RAD_H 

11111 It III111111111111111111II ! 11IIII1111II11111 
II This module contains the subroutine P_ION_ II 
11111111111111111111II111111111IIIIII11II1111111 
MODULE P_ION_» 
USE PARAM 
IMPLICIT NONE 
CONTAINS 11111111111111111111111111111111111II11111111111111111111111II11111111II 
II This subroutine calculates the ionization pressure P_ion, II 
II and its derivative dPion_dn, in the outer layer of a neutron star. II 111111111111111111111111111111111IIII1111111111111111111111II11111111111 
SUBROUTINE P_ION_(T, n, z_eff, dzcff_dn, P_ION, dPION_dn) 
REAL(b)/ INTENT(IN) :: T, n, z_eff, dzeff_dn 
REAL(b)t INTENT(OUT) s: P_ION, dPION_dn 
REAL(b) :: const, n_i, gaaaia_ion, dgammaion_dn 
REAL(b) :: P_id, dPid_dn, P_qm, dPqa_dn, P_corr, dPcorr_dn 
REAL(b), PARAMETER :: dni_dn - 1._b/56._j5*lE39_b 
n_i - n/56._b*lE39_b I Multiply by 1E39 because sain program is 

I using units [fm-3] for the number densiy. 
const - (l._b/3._b)*K_boltz*T 
gamma_ion - GAMMA^_ION_(T, n_i, z_eff) 
dganmaion_dn « DGAMMAION_DN_(gamna_ion, n_i, z_eff, dzeff_dn) 
II Quantum mechanical correction to the ionic pressure (valid in II 
11 liquid and solid phase). 11 
P_id - n_i*k_boltz*T 
dPid.do - dni_dn»k_boltz*T 
P_qw - pi*(h_bar*n_l*z_eff*e_el)**2.J>/(6._b*a_Fe*k_boltz*T) 
dPqm_dn - 2._b*P_qm«(dzeff_dn/z_eff + dni_dn/n_i) 
II Gas phase II 
IF (gamma_ion <- 1 ,_t>) THEN 

P_corr - -const*n_i*3._b**(l.j3/2._b)»gafflma_ion*»(3._b/2._b)/2._b 
dPcorr_dn - P_corr*(dni_dn/n_i + 3._b/2._b»dgammaion_dn/gamma_iofl) 

END IF 
/1 Liquid phase 11 
IF ((gamaa_ion > l._b) .AND. (gamma_ion < 171._b)) THEN 

P_corr - const*n_i*(-0.897744_b*gamma_ion+0.95043_b*gamma_ion & 
**(1._b/4•_b)+0.18956_b*gamaa_ion**(-l._b/4._b)-0.814fl7_b; 

dPcorr_dn - dni_dn/n_i*P_corr + const*n_i*dgamnaion_dn*(-0.897744_ij & 
+0.23761_b*gam«a_ion»*(-3._b/4._b)-0.047390_b«gam»a_ion s 
•*(-5._b/4._b)) 

END IF 
II Solid phase II 
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IF (ganma_iOQ >- 171._b) THEN 
P_corr » const*n_i*(-0.895929«gamraa_ion+l.5_b+3225._b»gamma_ion i 

•»("2._b)) 
dPcorr_dn •» dni_dn/n_i*P_corr + const*n_i*dgammaion_dn*(-0.895929 & 

- 6450.__b*gamma_ion**(-3._b)) 
END IF 
P_I0N - P_id + P_corr + P_qm 
dPION_dn - dPid_dn + dPcorr_dn + dPqm_dn 
11 If ionic pressure is negative; set p_ion and dpion_dn 11 
II equal to zero. II 
IF (P_ION < 0._b) THEN 

P_ION - 0._b 
dPION_dn - 0._b 

END IF 
CONTAINS 

REAL(b) FUNCTION GAMMA_ION_(T, n_i, z_eff) 
REAL(b)/ INTENT(IN) :: T, n_i, z_eff 
GAMMA_I0N_- (z_e f f *e_el) • *2. _b/ (k_bo 11 z *T) * (4. _b*p i * n_i/3. _b) * * (1. _b/3. _b) 
IF (GAMMA_ION_<0._b) THEN 

MRITE(* > *) 
WRITE(*,*) 'Error occurred!! It is not physical to have gamma_ion < 0' 
WRITE(*» *) 
STOP 

END IF 
END FUNCTION GAMMA_I0N_ 

REAL(b) FUNCTION DGAMMA I ON__DN_(gamina_ion, n_i, z_eff, dzeff_dn) 
REAL(b), INTENT(IN) :: gamma_ion, n_i, z_eff, dzeff_dn 
REAL(b), PARAMETER s: dni_dn - 1 ._b/56 ._b*lE39_J> 
DG AMMAION_DN_ - gamma.ion*(2._b*dzeff_dn/z_eff + 1._b/3._b*dni_dn/n_i) 
END FUNCTION DGAMMA I ON__DN_ 

END SUBROUTINE P_ION_ 

END MODULE P_ION_m 

111111111111111111111111111111111111II111111111 
I f T h i s module contains the subroutine P_EL_ 11 
1111111111111111111111111II11111111111IIII11111 
MODULE P_EL__m 
USE PARAM 
USE DIV__FUNC_m 
IMPLICIT NONE 
CONTAINS 

111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 11111111111 
II This subroutine calculates the electron pressure P_el, and its II 
11 derivative dPel_dn, in the outer layer of a neutron star. 11 11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 
SUBROUTINE P_EL_(T, n, z_eff, dzeff_dn, P_EL, dPEL_dn) 
REAL(b), INTENT(IN) :: T, n, z_eff, dzeff_dn 
REAL(b), INTENT(OUT) :: P_EL, dPEL_dn 
REAL(b) t: LOG_T, LOG_tie, psi, gg, n_e, f, Pe, n_i, kk, const 
REAL(b) :: LOG_Tmin, LOG_Tmax 
REAL(b) :: dPe_dn, df_dn, dgg_dn, dne_dn, Pe_add, dPe_dn_add, patml 

j, start 
L0G_T_jnin « 4._b, LOG_T_max - 11.0433_b 
LOG_ne_jnin - 15.0_b, LOG_ne_max - 35 . B 6 9 2 3 _ b 
LOG_T_const - 9.77296_b 
infinity • 1E3J) 

l, na-(k+l)*(l+l), nwork-k+1 
mlast-1 
tab_LOG_ne, tab_LOGf, tab_derLOGf 
work, coeff, cheb_der 
cheb_coeff, cheb_coeff_derLOGne 

INTEGER :: ifail 
REAL(b), PARAMETER 
REAL(b), PARAMETER 
REAL(b), PARAMETER 
REAL(b), PARAMETER 
INTEGER, PARAMETER 
INTEGER, 
REAL(b), 
REAL(b), 
REAL(b), 
REAL(b), 

t k«15, 
PARAMETER :: mfirst' 
DIMENSIONS) 
DIMENSION(k+1) 
DIMENSION(na) 
DIMENSION(0:4, 0:4) PP 

DATA cheb_coeff S 
/ -7. •99273_b . -13 , . 1106_b , -o . 60803l_b . -0 . 450169_b , , & 

-0 .0809615 b , - - 0 .0686207 b , 0 .151432_b , 0 . 0529927_b , . & 
-0. ,143719_b , , 21. .2243_b , -o .700882_b , 0 .412935 b . & 
0. ,0534635_b , 0. .0423645 b » -o . 0 9 9 9 6 9 4 , 0 . 0517561_b , . & 
0. ,117673_b , . - 0. .132906_b , -o ,470534_b , 0 . 0673700_b , . & 
0. ,0617693_b , 0. .0463805 b , 0 0759024_b , -0. .0726012 b , , & 
0. . 103143_b , 0. .0246158_b , -o. . 143670_b , -0. . 667850_b , . 6 
0. . 225086_b , 0. 0908581_b , -o. . 0673417Js , 0. 0422042_b , • 6 

-0 . 0679208_b , 0 ,0656337_b , 0 .115227 b , -0 , 125691_b , . 6 
-0 ,242539_b , 0. ,07B1604_b , 0 .0603404 b , -0 .0680552_b , . & 
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0 0465468 b , - 0 0486270_b , 0 10B166_b , 0 0290140_b , £ 
-0 128056_b , 0 108452_b , -0 139893 b , 0 118569_b , £ 
-0 0636994 b , 0 00232795_b , -0 0623791 b , 0 0635147_b , £ 
0 106225_b , 0 104762_b , 0 117551 b , -0 0263084_b , £ 

-0 0 1 9 8 4 5 4 , - 0 0137958_b , 0 0322947_b , -0 0573860_b , £ 
0 0856062_b , 0 0262835_b , -0 101425_b , 0 0109266_b , £ 

-0 00630535_b, 0513939 b , -0 0597250_b , 0 0221923_b , £ 
-0 0574279_b , 0 0393772_b , 0 0823189_b » -0 0808401_b , £ 
-0 0218184_b , 0 0359385_b , 0 0303847 b , -0 0418478_b , £ 
0 0255870_b , - 0 0336159_b , 0 0585312_b , 0 0135540_b , £ 

-0 0772440_b , - 0.0150096J& , -0 0156661_b , 0 0735353_b , £ 
-0 0338446_b , - 0 00254364_b , -0 0357506_b , 0 0318243_b , £ 
0 0563664_b , - 0 0608055_b , -0 00465560_b, 0 0158670_b , £ 
0 00672176_b, - 0 00285177_b , 0 015433l_b , -0 0308532 b , £ 
0 0440155_b , 0 0114096_b , -0 0527595_b , 0 00974084_b, £ 

-0 0163691_b , 0 0325734_b , -0 0239480_J> , 0 0149066_b , £ 
-0 0269495_b , 0 0152555_b , 0 0405697J5 , -0 0353703_b , £ 
0 00981505_b, 0 00191671_b , 0 00569492_b, -0 0132160_b , £ 
0 0119086_b , 0 00828107_b , 0 0207643_b , 0 00493730_b, £ 

-0 0257007 b , - 0 00171728_b , -0 00522500_b, 0 0162081_b , £ 
-0 0121401_b , - 0 00128419_J> , -0 00855746_b, 0 0113228_b , £ 
0 0187481_b , - 0 0176470_b , -0 00800765_b, 0 00802359_b, £ 
0 00150394_b, - 0 00234260_b , 0 00210683_b, -0 00863385_b, £ 
0 0139963_b , 0 00316579_b , -0 0131058_b , -0 00164262_b, £ 

-0 00408906_b, 0 0102180J» , -0 00700240_b, 0 00317021 b, £ 
-0 00753654 b, 0 000772544 b. 0 0122450_b , -0 00619448 b / 

II The coeffisients used to calculate the pressure in a not II 
II completely degenerate electron gas. II 
pp(0 0) - 2 315383_b 
p p u 0) - 9 067908_b 
PP<2 0) 13 399821_b 
pp(3 0) - 8 639982_b 
PP(« 0) - 2 133170_b 
pp(0 1) - 10 130042_b 
PP(1 1) - 38 237031_b 
PP(2 1) - 53 99B480_b 
PP(3 1) » 33 236517_b 
PP<4 1) - 7 618230_b 
pp(0 2) - 17 085823_b 
PP<1 2) - 61 946140_b 
PP<2 2) - 83 087831_b 
PP(3 2) • 48 419J.09_b 
PP<4 2) - 10 161166_b 
pp(0 3) » 12 929795_b 
P P U 3) - 45 212548_b 
PP(2 3) - 57 654243_b 
PP(3 3) - 31 691181_b 
PP<4 3) - 6 000635_b 
pp(0 4) - 3 694315_b 
P P U 4) - 12 523147_b 
PP<2 4) - 15 236298_b 
pp<3 4) 7 907278_b 
PP(« 4) 1 333365_b 
n_i - n/56._b*lE39_b I Multiply by 1B39 because the main program is 

I using units [fm-3] for the number density. 
n_e - z_eff *n_i 
dne_dn • DNE_DN_(n_i, z_eff, dzeff_dn) 
LOG_ne - LOG10(n_e) 
tab_LOG_ne(l) - LOG_ne 
LOG_T - LOGIO(T) 
IF ({LOG_T<LOG_T_J» i n) .0». (LOG_T>LOG_T_Kiax)) THEN 

WEITE(*,*> 
W R I T E ( * ) 'Error occurredll Temperature is outside range, ' 
WRITE(*,*) L0G_T_min, ' <- LOG_T <- ', L0G_T_max WRITER 
STOP 

END ir 
IP (L0G_ne>L0G_ne_max) THEN 

W»ITE<*,*) 
WRITE(*»*)'Error occurredli Electron number density is outside range,' 
WRITE(*i*)'L0G_ne <- ', LOG_ne_aax 
WRXTE(*,*) 
STOP 

END IF 
IF (LOG_ne<LOG_ne_»in) THEN 

P_EL - 0._b 
dPEL_dn - 0._b 

ELSE 
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LOG_Tmin - LOG_T_min - LOG_T_const 
LOG_Tmax - LOG_T_max - LOG_T_const 
LOG_T - LOG_T - LOG_T_const 
ifail-0 
CALL E02CBF(mfirst, mlast, k, 1, tab_LOG_ne, LOG_ne_min, LOG_ne_jnax, 6 

LOG_T, LOG_Tmin, LOG_Tmax, tab_LOGf, cheb_coeff, na, £ 
work, nwork, ifail) 

f = 10._b**tab_LQGf(l) 
II Are the electrons completely degenerate? II 
IF (f <- 1E-I5_b) THEN 

psi«-infinity 
ELSE 

psi-2,_b*SQRT(l._b+f)+L0G((SQRT(l._b+f)-l._b)/(SQRT(l._b+f)+l b)) 
END IF 
IF (psi >- 10.__b) THEN 
11 Electrons are completely degenerate 11 
n_e - n_e*lE-39_b 
kk - lE13_b*lambda_eM3._b«pi**2._b)«(l._b/3._b) 
const - (»_e * c**2._b) / (24.__b*pi*«2._b*lambda_e*«3._b) 
IF (n>lE-13_b) THEN 

II The electron gas is relativistic or partially relativistic II 
P_EL - const * (kk*n_e**(l,_b/3._b)*(l._b+kk*»2._b & 

•n_e**(2._b/3._b))**(l. j3/2._b)*(2._b*kk**2._b £ 
•n_e**(2._b/3._b)-3) + 3._b*LOG((1._b+kk**2,_b £ 
•n_e**(2._b/3._b))(1._b/2._b)+kk*n_e**(1._b/3._b)); 

dPEL_dn - const*{8._b/3._b)*(kk**S._b*n_e**(2._b/3._b) s 
/(l._b+kk**2._b*n_e**(2._b/3._b))**<l._b/2._b)) £ 
*dne_dn*lE-39_b 

ELSE 
II The electron gas is nonrelativistic II 
P_EL - (8._b/5._b)*const*kk**5._b*n_e**(5._b/3._b) 
dPEL_dn - (8._b/3._b)*const*kk**5._b*n_e**(2._b/3._b) & 

*dne_dn*lE-3 9_b 
END IF 
n_e - n_e*lE39_b 
ELSE 

II Electrons are not completely degenerate. II 
start - 1 
DO 

i-0 
DO 

coeff{i+l) - cheb_coeff(start+(l+l)*i) 
IF (i>-k) EXIT 
i-i+1 

END DO 
CALL E02AHF{k+l, LOG_ne_min, L0G_ne_max, coeff, 1, k+1, patml, 6 

cheb_der, 1, k+1, ifail) 
i-0 
DO 

cheb_coeff_derLOGne{start+(1+1)*i) - cheb_der(i+l) 
IF (i>-k) EXIT 
i-i+1 

END DO 
IF {start >- 1+1) EXIT 
start - start + 1 

END DO 
CALL E02CBF(mfirst, mlast, K,1,tab_LOG_ne, L0G_ne_min, L0G_ne_max,£ 

LOG_T, LOCJTmin, LOG_Tmax, tab_derLOGf, £ 
cheb_coeff_derLOGne, na, work, nwork, ifail) 

df__dn - tab_derLOGf(l)*f*dne_dn/n_e 
gg - 10._b**L0G_T*SQRT(1._b+f) 
dgg_dn - 0.5_b*gg*df_dn/(l.__b+f) 
Pe - 0._b 
dPe_dn - 0._b i - 0 
DO 

j-0 
DO 

Pe_add - f*gg**(5._b/2._b)/((l._b+f)**5._b*(l._b+gg) & 
**(5._b/2._b)) • PP(i,3)*f**i*gg**j 

Pe « Pe + Pe_add 
dPe_dn_add - Pe_add*{df_dn*((i+l)/f - 5._b/(l._b+f)) £ 

+dgg_dn*(<j +5 . _b/2._b)/gg- (5._b/2._b)/(1.__b+gg))) 
dPe_dn - dPe_dn + dPe__dn_add 
IF (j>-4) EXIT j-j+1 

END DO 
IF (i>-4) EXIT 
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i-i+1 
DID DO 
P_EL - (m_e*c**2._b)/(lambda_e**3._b*pi**2.__b) • Pe 
dPEL_dn - P_EL*dPe_dn/Pe 

EHD IF 
END IF 
EHD SUBROUTINE P_EL_ 

EHD MODULE P_EL_a 

MODULE DIV_SUB_TEMP_m 
USB PARAM 
USE DIV_FUNC_m 
USE Z_EFF_JB 
USE P_RAD_Ji 
USE P_ION_a 
USE P_EL_m 
END MODULE DIV_SUB_TEMP_m 

1111111111IIIII1111111II11111111tl1111111111!111II1111111111 
II This module contains the following subroutines: II 
11 INFO, ISIT, NEW_VALUES, NSTAR_EQDATA 11 11111111111111 1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 
MODULE DIV_EQ_SUB_B 
USE PARAM 
USE TILST_FUNC_m 
USE TILST_NR_LIMIT_m 
USE DIV_SUB_TEMP_m 
IMPLICIT NONE 
CONTAINS 

111111II11111111111111111111111111II1111111111111111 
II This subroutine gives some general information II 1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 
SUBROUTINE INFO 

* This program calculates density, pressure, radius and 
* mass for a neutron star as a function of the central 
* number-density. It is possible to combine different eq~ 
* uations of state troughout the star. The equations of 
* state must be given in an order corresponding to move-
* ment away from the centre of the star. To stop input,-
* give a negative integer when choosing equation of state. 

'Available equations of state are;' 

1. Ideal neutron gas' 
2. Arntsen-Molnvik-9 (AM-9)' 
3. Arntsen-Overgard-5 (AO-5)' 
4. Baym-Bethe-Pethick-2 (BBP-2)' 
5. Baym-Bethe-Pethick-1 (BBP-1)' 
6. Pandharipande s Smith (PS)' 
7. Wiringa-Fiks-Fabrocini-1 (WFF-1)' 
8. Wiringa-Fiks-Fabrocini-2 (WFF-2)' 
9. Wiringa-Fiks-Fabrocini-3 (WFF-3)' 
LO. Friedman-Pandharipande (FP)' 
LI. Haensel-Zdunik-Dobakczweski (HZD)' 
L2. Ideal neutron gas (non-relativistic)' 
L3. HZD-extrapolated' 
L4. Ideal electron gas (Fe(26,56))' 
L5. Ideal electron gas (He(2,4))' 
L6. The non-interacting Fermi gas model (quarks)' 
L7. The MIT bag model (MIT)' 
L8. Perturbative Quantum Chromodynamics (QCD)' 

EHD SUBROUTINE INFO 

11111111111111111111111111111111111111111 
11 This subroutine sets initial values 11 1111111II111111111111111111111IIIIII11111 
SUBROUTINE INIT(nc, ndensity, number, nr, r, m, n, a, p_ad) 
REAL(b), INTENT(IN) :: nc 
REAL(b), INTENT(IN), DIMENSION(ll) :: ndensity 
INTEGER, INTENT(IN), DIMENSION(11) :: number 
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REAL(b), INTENT{OUT) ;: r, m, n, a, p_ad 
INTEGER, INTENT(OUT) :: nr 
REAL(b) : rc, mc, ac, ane, anne, annnc, pc_ad, pnc_ad, pnnc_ad, pnnnc_ad 
REAL(b), PARAMETER :: dumb - 0._b 
OPEN(UNIT"1, FILE='eqrel_results', ACCESS-'direct', FORM-'formatted', 6 

RECL-288) 
0PEN(UNIT-3, FILE-'rmpn', ACCESS-'direct', FORM-'formatted', RECL-280; 

10 FORMAT(12(IX, ES23.16)) 
CALL TILSTNR(nc, ndensity, number, nr) 
rc - 0._b 
mc - 0._b 
ac - TILSTa(nr, nc) 
anc - aDERn (nr, nc) 
annc - aDER2n(nr, nc) 
annnc - aDER3n(nr, nc) 
pc_ad - TILSTp(nr, nc) 
pnc_ad - pDERn (nr, nc) 
pnnc_ad - pDER2n(nr, nc) 
pnnnc_ad - pDER3n(nr, nc) 
WRITE(3,10,REC-2) rc, mc, pc_ad, nc, dumb, ac, anc, pnc_ad, pnnc_ad, s 

pnnnc_ad, annc, annnc 
r - rc 
m - mc 
n - nc 
a - ac 
p_ad - pc_ad 
CLOSE(UNIT-l) 
CLOSE(UNIT-3) 
END SUBROUTINE INIT 

111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 
11 This subroutine calculates new values of mass-energy 
II density (a), pressure (p), the adiabatic constant (gamma), 
11 dp/dr and stability parameter (A+ and A-). 111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 
SUBROUTINE NEW_VALUES(r,m,p, pn, p_ad, pn_ad, pnn_ad, pnnn_ad, a,an,ann,6 

annn, gamma, pr, A_plus, A_minus, gamma_newt, dln,s 
lambda, A_newt,option, lambday, gammay_newt, dlny) 

REAL(b), INTENT(IN) :: r, m, p, pn 
REAL(b), INTENT(IN) : p_ad, pn_ad, pnn_ad, pnnn_ad 
REAL(b), INTENT(IN) :: a, an, ann, annn 
REAL(b), INTENT(OUT) :: gamma, pr, A_plus, A_minus 
REAL(b), INTENT(OUT) :: gamma_newt, din, lambda, A_newt 
REAL(b), INTENT(OUT) :: gammay_newt, dlny, lambday 
CHARACTER(8), INTENT(IN) :: option 
REAL(b) :: pnn, gamman_newt, gammann_newt, dlnn, R_tot 
pr - TOV(a, m, p, r) 
gamma - GAMMA_(a, an, p_ad, pn_ad) 
A_plus * A_PLUS_(r, m, a, an, p, pn, pr, g a n a ) 
A_minus - A_MINUS_(r, m, a, an, p, pn, pr, gamma) 
11 For use in newtonian handling of the oscillations 11 
pnn - pnn_ad I As an approximation 
gamma_newt - GAMMA_NEWT_(a, an, p_ad, pn_ad) 
gamman_newt - GAMMAN_NEWT_(a, an, ann, p_ad, pn_ad, pnn_ad) 
din - DLN_(p, pn, gamma_newt, gamman_newt) 
IF (m /- 0._b) THEN 

lambda - LAMBDA_(r, a, p, m) 
EHD IF 
A_newt - A_NEWT_(a, an, p, pn, pr, gamma_newt) 
IF (option — 'surface') THEN 

R_tot - r 
pr - TOV(a, m, p, R_tot) 
lambday - lambdaDERy(R_tot, R_tot, m, p, pr, pn, a, an) 
gammay_newt - -(R_tot * pr/pn_ad) * gamman_newt 
gammann_newt - GAMMANN_NEWT_(a,an,ann,annn,p_ad,pn_ad,pnn_ad, pnnn_ad) 
dlnn - dlnDERn(p,pn,pnn,gamma_newt, gamman_nevt, gammann_/ievt) 
dlny - -(R_tot *pr/pn) * dlnn 

END IF 
EHD SUBROUTINE NEW_VALUES 

1111111111II111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 
II This subroutine prints equilibrium data for the neutron star I 
II model (central number-density, central mass-energy-density, I 
II central pressure, total radius and total mass) to the screen. I 
II The same data are also written to the file 'nstar_eqdata'. I 111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 
SUBROUTINE NS TAR_EQDATA 
REAL(b) :s dumb, nc, ac, pc, R_tot, M_tot, Tc, To 
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, STATUS"'old', ACCESS-'direct', 6 

FORM-'formatted') 

dumb, dumb, 

'This neutron star equilibrium model gives:' 

'Central number-density [per fm3J 
'Central mass-energy density [1E15 g/cm3] 
'Central pressure [1E33 dyne/cm2] 
'Central temperature, LOG(Tc) [K] 
'Total radius (km) 
'Total mass [sun masses) 
'Surface temperature, LOG(To) [K] 

'This neutron star equilibrium model gives:' 

'Central number-density [per fn3] 
'Central mass-energy density (1E15 g/cm3] 
'Central pressure [1E33 dyne/cm2] 
'Central temperature, LOG(Tc) [K] 
'Total radius [km] 
'Total mass [sun masses] 
'Surface temperature, LOG(To) [K] 

dumb, dumb, s 

dumb, dumb/ 6 

ac*lE18_b 
pc 
LOG10(TcJ 
R_tot/lE5_b 
M_tot/l.989_b 
LOGlO(To) 

ac*lE18_b 
pc 
LOG10(Tc) 
R_tot/IE 5_b 
M_tot/l.989_b 
LOG 10 (To ) 

INTEGER :: lmax 
0PEN(UNIT-1, FILE-'eqrel_results 

FORM-'formatted', RECL-288) 
OPEH(UNIT-2, FILE-'nstar_eqdata' 

10 F0RMAT(12(IX, ES23.16)) 
20 FORMAT(2(110)) 

READ(1,20,REC-1) lmax 
READ(1,10,REC-2) dumb, dumb, dumb 

dumb, Tc, nc 
READ(l,10,REC-lmax) R_tot, dumb, M_tot, dumb, dumb, dumb 

dumb, dumb. To 
WRITE{•, 
WRITE(*, 
WRITE( 
WRITE(*, 
WRITE(*, 
WRITE(*, 
WRITE(*, 
WRITE(*, 
WRITE(*, 
WRITE(•, 
WRITE{*, 
WRITE(2, 
WRITE(2, 
WRITE(2, 
WRITE(2, 
WRITE(2, 
WRITE(2, 
WRITE(2, 
WRITE(2, 
WRITE(2, 
WRITE(2, 
WRITE(2, 
CLOSE(UNIT-1) 
CLOSE (UNIT-2) 

ENS SUBROUTINE NSTAR_EQDATA 

END MODULE DIV_EQ_SUB_m 

1111111111111111111111 n 111111111111111111111 i 11111 n 111111 
II This module contains the subroutines; DATA_INPUT_FILE II 
1I ERROR II 
1111111111II11111111! tl 111111IIIIIII11 H 1111111111111111III 
MODULE DATA_INPUT_m 
USE PARAM 
USE TILST_NR_LIMIT_m 
IMPLICIT NONE 
CONTAINS 
111111111II11111111111II111II111111111111111II1111111111II11 
II This subroutine reads modeldata (equation of state and II 
II corresponding number densities; from the file 'model' II 111111II1111111111111111II1111IIII11111111IIII111IIII1111111 
SUBROUTINE DATA_INPUT_FILE (number, ndensity, nlim, nc. To) 
REAL(b), INTENT(OUT) :: nlim, nc. To 
RBAL(b), INTENT(OUT), DIMENSION(ll) :: ndensity 
INTEGER, INTENT(OUT), DIMENSION(ll) :: number 
REAL(b) :: LOGJTo 
INTEGER :: j, 1 
CHARACTER (80) :: model_text 
OPEN (UNIT-1, FILE-'model', STATUS-'old') 

100 FORMAT(A) 
READ(1,100) model.text 
READ(1,*) 1 
WRITE( 

' ! I M ! I I I I I II I 11 I II I J M M ! ! I I I I I I I I I I I I II I 11 I I I II I I II I I 
II This program calculates density, pressure, radius I 
11 and mass for a neutron star as a function of the I 
II central number-density. I 
I It I 11 II I 11 I M 11 It IIII M I M II11 11II M 111 M 111 I I M III 11 

WRITE(*,* 
WRITE(*,* 
WRITE(*,* 
WRITE(*,* 
WRITE(*,* 
WRITE(*,* 
WRITE(*,* 
WRITE(*,* 
WRITE(*,* 
WRITE(*,* 
W R I T E ( • 
j-1 
DO 

'The program is now performing calculations using' 
model_text 
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READ(1,*) number(j), ndensity(j) 
IF (j > 1) THEN 

IF (ndensity(j) > ndensity(j-1)) THEN 
CALL ERROR(1) 
STOP 

END IF 
CALL CHECK_DENSITYRANGE(number(j), ndensity(j-1), ndensity(j;; 

END IF 
IF (j >- 1) EXIT 
j-j+1 

END DO 
READ(1,*) L0G_To 
TO - 10._b**L0G_TO 
nlim - ndensity(j) 
WRITE(*,*) 
WRITE(*,*) 
WRITE(*,*) 'Give the central number-density (per fm3) of the star:' 
WRITE(*, *) 
READ (*,*) nc 
WRITE(*,*) 
WRITE(*, *) 
CALL CHECK_DENSITYRANGE(number(l), nc, ndensity(l)) 
CLOSE(UNIT-1) 
END SUBROUTINE DATA_INPUT_FILE 

II Print error messages to screen. II 
SUBROUTINE ERROR(parameter) 
INTEGER, INTENT(IN) :: parameter 
SELECT CASE{parameter) 
CASE(l) 
WRITE (*,*) 
WRITE (*,*) 'The equations of state must be given in an order' 
WRITE (*,*) 'corresponding to movement AWAY from the centre ' 
WRITE (*,*) '(less number-density) of the stari I I Retype the' 
WRITE (*,*) 'information given.' 
WRITE (*,*) 
BID SELECT 
END SUBROUTINE ERROR 

END MODULE DATA_INPUT_m 

111111111111111111111111111111111111 111111111111111111 
II This module contains the subroutine RUHGE_KUTTA. II 
11 For descriptioni see belov. 11 111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 
MODULE RUNG E_KUTTA_m 
USE PARAM 
USE TILST_FUNC_JH 
USE DIV_EQ_SUB_jn 
USE TILST_NR_LIMIT_m 
IMPLICIT NONE 
CONTAINS 

11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 
11 This subroutine uses a fourth order Runge-Kutta method to 
11 calculate the number-density and interior mass troughout 
II the star. 
11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 
SUBROUTINE RUNGE_KUTTA(nlim, ndensity, number, r, a, p_ad, m, : 
REAL(b), INTENT(IN) :: nlim 
REAL(b), INTENT(IN), DIMENSION(ll) :: ndensity 
INTEGER, INTENT(IN), DIMENSION(ll) :: number 
REAL(b), INTENT(INOUT) :: r, a, p_ad 
REAL(b) 
REAL(b) 
REAL(b) 
REAL(b) 
REAL(b) 
REAL(b) 
REAL(b) 
REAL(b) 
REAL(b) 
REAL(b) 
REAL(b) 
REAL(b) 
INTEGER 
INTEGER 
REAL(b), PARAMETER 

I Radius (cm] 
I Mass-energy density [1E33 g/cm2] 

I Mass [1E33 g] 

rl, r2, r3, r4, dr 
al, a2, a3, a4 
an, ann, annn 
ml, m2, m3, m4 
dml, dm2, dm3, dm4 
p_adl, p_ad2, p_ad3, p_ad4 I Adiabatic pressure(1E33 dyoe/cm3] 
pn_ad I dp_ad/dn 
pnn_ad, pnnn_ad 
pc_ad, dumb 
p_testl, p_test2 
nl, n2, n3, n4 
dnl, dn2, dn3, dn4 

I Fermion number-density [fm-3] 

I Choice of eq. of state 

100._b, dr2 - l._b I Steplength (cm] 
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REAL(b), PARAMETER :: dr_lim - lE-8_b 
REAL(b), PARAMETER :: p_lim - lE-3_b 
INTEGER, PARAMETER :: lconst - 500 
OPEN (UNIT-3, FILE-'rmpn', ACCESS-'direct', FORM-'formatted', & 

RECL-288) 
10 FORMAT(12(IX, ES23.16)) 
20 FORMAT(2(110)) 

dr - drl 
READ(3,10,REC-2) dumb, dumb, pc_ad 
CALL TILSTNR(n, ndensity, number, nr) 
II 4th. order Runge-Kutta method outward from the centre of the II 
11 star to calculate r, m, p, and n throughout the star. 11 
1-3 
DO 

DO 
IF ((({1-3)/4)*4 -« (1-3)) .AND. (1>6) .AND. (dr>dr2)) THEN 

READ(3,10,REC-1-5) dumb, dumb, p_testl 
READ(3,10,REC-1—1) dumb, dumb, p_test2 
IF ((p_test2/pc_ad<-p_lim) .AND. (p_testl/pc_ad>-p_lim)) THEN 

dr - dr2 
END IF 

END IF 
CALL TILSTNR(n, ndensity, number, nr) 
11 1st step Runge-Kutta 11 
rl - r 
nl - n 
ml - m 
al - a 
p_adl - p_ad 
dml - dr • MASSE(al, rl) 
dnl - dr * TOV(al, ml, p_adl, rl)/pDERn(nr, n) 
IF ((n + 0.5_b«dnl) <- nlim) EXIT I Surface reached? 
II 2nd step Runge-Kutta II 
r2 - r + 0.5_b*dr 
n2 - n + 0.5_b*dnl 
«2 - m + 0.5_b*dml 
a2 - TILSTa(nr, b2) 
p_ad2 - TILSTp(nr, n2) 
dm2 - dr * MASSE(a2, r2) 
dn2 - dr • TOV(a2, m2, p_ad2, r2)/pDERn(nr, n2) 
IF ((n + 0.5_b*dn2) <- nlim) EXIT I Surface reached? 
11 3rd step Runge-Kutta 11 
r3 - r + 0.5_b*dr 
n3 - n + 0.5Jt>*dn2 
m3 - m + 0.5_b*dm2 
a3 - TILSTa(nr, n3) 
p_ad3 - TILSTp(nr, n3) 
dm3 - dr * MASSE(a3, r3) 
dn3 - dr * T0V(a3, m3, p_ad3, r3)/pDERn(nr, n3) 
IF ((n + dn3) <- nlim) EXIT I Surface reached? 
II 4 th step Runge-Kutta 11 
r4 - r + dr 
n4 - n + dn3 
m4 - m + dm3 
a4 * TlLSTa(nr, n4) 
P_ad4 - TILSTp(nr, n4) 
dm4 - dr * MASSE(a4, r4) 
dn4 - dr • TOV(a4, m4, p_ad4, r4)/pDERn(nr, n4) 
11 Calculate new values for mass and sumber-density 11 
m - m + (1._b/6._b)*(dml + 2._b*dm2 + 2._b*dm3 + dm4) 
n - o + (l._b/6._b)*(dnl + 2._b*dn2 + 2._b*dn3 + dn4) 
IF (n <- nlim) EXIT I Surface reached? 
a - TlLSTa(nr, n) 
an - aDERn (nr, n) 
ann " aDER2n(nr, n) 
annn - aDER3n(nr, n) 
p_ad - TILSTp(nr, n) 
pn_ad - pDERn (nr, n) 
pnn_ad - pDER2n(nr, n) 
pnnn_ad - pDER3n(nr, n) 
r-r+dr 
WRITE(3,10,REC-1) r, m, p_ad, n, dr, a, an, pn_ad, pnn_ad, s 

pnnn_ad, ann, annn 1-1+1 
END DO 
dr - 0.l_b*dr 
IF (dr < dr_lim) EXIT 
1 • 1 - lconst 
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DO 1-1-1 
IF (((1-2)/4)*4 « (1-2)) EXIT 

END DO 
READ (3,10,REC-1) r, m, p_ad, n 
CALL TILSTnr(n, ndensity, number, nr) 1-1+1 

END DO 
DO 

1-1-1 
IF (((l-2)/4)*4 — (1-2)) EXIT 

END DO 
kmax-(1/2)+l 
lmax - 1 
WRITE(3,20,REC-1) kmax, lmax 
CLOSE(UNIT-3) 
END SUBROUTINE RUNGE_KUTTA 

END MODULE RUNGE_KUTTA_m 

111111111111111111II11111111111111111111111H1111111111111 
11 This module contains the subroutine RUNGE_KUTTA_TEMP 11 
11 For description; see below. 11 1111111111111111111111111111111111111II1111111111111111111 
MODULE RUNG E_KUTT A_T EMP_m 
USE PARAM 
USE TILST_FUNC_m 
USE DIV_EQ_SUB_m 
USE TILST_NR_LIMIT_m 
USE DIV_SUB_TEMP_m 
IMPLICIT NONE 
CONTAINS 
111111111111111111111111IIII1111111111111111111111111111111111 I 
11 This subroutine uses a fourth order Runge-Kutta method to I 
11 calculate the number-density and interior mass troughout I 
II the star. I 
1111II1111111111IIII1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 
SUBROUTINE RUNGE_KUTTA_TEMP{To, ndensity, number) 
REAL(b), INTENT(IN) :: To 

INTENT(IN), DIMENSION(11) 
INTENT(IN), DIMENSION(11) 

dr, dr_test 
an, ane, ann, annn 

REAL(b), 
INTEGER, 
REAL(b) 
REAL(b) 
REAL(b) 
REAL(b) 
REAL(b) 
REAL(b) 
REAL(b) 
REAL(b) 
REAL(b) 
REAL(b) 
REAL(b) 
REAL(b) 
REAL(b) 
REAL(b) 
REAL(b) 
REAL(b) 
REAL(b) 
REAL(b) 
REAL(b) 
REAL(b) 
INTEGER 
INTEGER 
REAL(b), 

p, pn, pnc, pr 

ndensity 
number 
l Radius (cmJ 
I Mass-energy density [1E33 g/cm2] 
/ Mass (1E33 g) 
I Pressure [1E33 dyne/cm3] 

p_ad,pn_ad, pnn_ad, pnnn_ad I Adiabatic pressure 
n, nc 
ny, dnyl, dny2, dny3, dny4 
gamna 
gamna_newt, gammay_nevt 
A_plus, A_minus, A_nevt 
lambda, lambday 
din, dlny, dumb 
R_tot, M_tot 
T, Tl, T2, T3, T4 
dTl, dT2, dT3, dT4 
z_eff, dzeff_dn 
P_rad, dPrad_dn 
P_ion, dPion_dn 
P_el, dPel_dn 
n_nax 
nr 

k_int 
2E-6_b 

I Number-density [per fm3] 
I Gen.rel. 'grav.pot' [-] 
I Gen.rel. adiabatic coeff. 
I Newtonian adiabatic coeff. 
I Stability paritmeter [cm-1] 
I Pressure scale height [cm] 

I Radius and total mass 
I Temperature [K] 

I Degree of ionization [-] 
I Radiation pressure [dyne/cm2] 
I Ionic pressure [dyne/cm2] 
I Electron pressure [dyne/cm2] 

I Choice of eg. of state 
lmax, k, kmax, 

PARAMETER :: nmax ' 
OPEN (UNIT-1, FILE-'eqrel_results', ACCESS-'direct', FORM-'formatted', 

RECL-288) 
OPEN (UNIT-2, FILE-'eqrel_res') 
OPEN (UNIT-3, FILE-'rmpn', ACCESS-'direct', FORM-'formatted', 6 

RECL-288) 
OPEN (UNIT-4, FILE-'eqnewt_results', ACCESS-'direct', FORM-'formatted', 

RECL-288) 
OPEN (UNIT-5, FILE-'eqnewt_res') 

10 FORMAT(12(IX, ES23.16)) 
20 FORMAT(2(HO)) 

IF (LOGlO(To)—0. ) THEN 
n_max - 0._b 

ELSE 
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n__raax - runax 
END IF 
READ (3,20,REC«1) kmax, lmax 
WRITE(1/20,REC-1) kmax 
WRITE(4,20,REC=1) kmax 
READ (3,10,REC-lmax) r, m, p_ad, n, dr, a, an, pn_ad, pnn_ad, pnnn_ad, S 

ann, annn 
T-To 
IF (n>-n_max) THEN 

p " P_ad 
pn - pn_ad 

ELSE 
CALL Z_EFF_(T, a, an, z_eff, dzeff_dn) 
CALL P_RAD_(T, n, z_eff, dzeff_dn, P_rad, dPrad_dn) 
CALL P_ION_(T, n, z_eff, dzeff_dn, P_ion, dPion_dn) 
CALL P_EL_ (T, n, z_eff, dzeff.dn, P_el, dPel_dn) 
p - (P_rad + P_ion + P_el) * lE-33_b 
pn • (dPrad_dn + dPion_dn + dPel_dn) * lE-33_b 

END IF 
CALL TILSTNR(n, ndensity, number, nr) 
CALL NEW_VALUES(r, m, p, pn, p_ad, pn_ad, pnn_ad, pnnn.ad, a, an, ann, s 

annn, gamma, pr, A_plus, A_minus, gamma_newt, din, & 
lambda, A_newt, 'surface ', lambday, gammay„newt, dlny; 

R_tot-r 
M_tot-m 
dr - -dr 
ny - LOG(l._b-(2._b«G*M_tot)/(R_tot*c**2._b)) I Set initial value for ny 
WRITE(1,10, REC-taaax) r, ny, m, a,p,gamma,pr, A__plus, A_minus,-2._b*dr,r,n 
WBITE(4,10,REC-kmax) r, n, m, a, p, gamma_nevt, din, lambda, A_newt, s 

-2._b*dr, T, pr 
WRITB(4,10,REC-kmax+l) lambday, gammay_newt, dlny 
II 4th. order Runge-Kutta method inward from the surface to 11 
II calculate ny throughout the star. II 
1-lmax 
k-kmax 
DO 

k-k-1 
11 lst step Runge-Kutta 11 
IF (n>-n_max) THEN ' 

P " p_ad 
ELSE 

XI - T 
dTl - 2._b»dr*TR_(a, r, R_tot, To, Tl, n, z_eff) 

END IF 
dnyl - 2._b*dr*NYr(m, p, r) 1-1-1 
II 2nd step Runge-Kutta II 
READ(3,10,REC-1) r, m, p_ad, n, dr_test, a, an 
IF (n>-n_max) THEN 

P " P_ad 
ELSE 

T2 - T + 0.5_b*dTl 
CALL Z_EFF_(T2, a, an, z_eff, dzeff.dn) 
CALL P_RAD_(T2, n, z_eff, dzeff_dn, P_rad, dPrad_dn) 
CALL P_ION_(T2, n, z_eff, dzeff.dn, P_ion, dPion_dn) 
CALL P_EL_ (T2, n, z_eff, dzeff_dn, P_el, dPel_dn) 
p - (P_rad + P_ion + P_el) * lE-33_b 
dT2 - 2._b*dr*TR__(a, r, R_tot, To, T2, n, z_eff) 

END IF 
dny2 - 2.j5*dr*NYr(m, p, r) 
IF (dr_test /- -dr) THEN 

WRITE(*,*) 
WKITE{*,*) 'Error occurredll Change of steplength during one' 
WRITE(*,*) 'single step in the Runge-Kutta procedure.' 
STOP 

END IF 
II 3rd step Runge-Kutta II 
IF <n>-n_max) THEN 

P - p_ad 
ELSE 

T3 - T + 0.5_b*dT2 
CALL Z_EFF_(T3, a, an, z_eff, dzeff_dn) 
CALL P_RAD_(T3, n, z_eff, dzeff_dn, P_rad, dPrad_dn) 
CALL P_ION_(T3, n, z_eff, dzeff_dn, P_ion, dPion_dn) 
CALL P_EL_ (T3, n, z_eff, dzeff_dn, P_el, dPel_dn) 
p - (P_rad + P_ion + P_el) * lE-33_b 
dT3 - 2._b»dr*TR_(a, r, R_tot, To, T3, n, z_eff) 

END IF 
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dny3 = 2._b*dr«NYr(m, p, r) 1=1-1 
II 4th step Funge-Kutta II 
READ{3,10,REC-1) r, m, p_ad, n, dumb, a, an, pn_ad, pnn_ad, pnnn_ad, 6 

ann, annn 
IF (n>-n_max) THEN 

P " P_ad 
ELSE 

T4 - T + dT3 
CALL Z_EFF_(T4, a, an, z_eff, dzeff_dn) 
CALL P_RAD_(T4, n, z_eff, dzeff_dn, P__rad, dPrad_dn) 
CALL P_ION_(T4, n, z_eff, dzeff_dn, P_ion, dPion_dn) 
CALL P_EL_ (T4, n, z_eff, dzeff_dn, P_el, dPel_dn) 
p - (P_rad + P_ion + P_el) * lE-33_b 
dT4 - 2._b*dr*TR_(a, r, R_tot, To, T4, n, z_eff) 

END IF 
dny4 - 2._b*dr*NYr(m, p, r) 
ny- ny+ (l._b/6._b)*(dnyl+ 2._b*dny2+ 2._b*dny3+ dny4) 
IF (n>-n_max) THEN 

P - P_ad 
pn • pn_ad 

ELSE 
T - T + (1._b/6._b)*(dTl + 2._b*dT2 + 2._b*dT3 + dT4) 
CALL Z_EFF_{T, a, an, z_eff, dzeff_dn) 
CALL P_RAD_{T, n, z_eff, dzeff_dn, P_rad, dPrad_dn) 
CALL P_ION_(T, n, z_eff, dzeff_dn, P_ion, dPion_dn) 
CALL P_EL_ (T, n, z_eff, dzeff_dn, P_el, dPel_dn) 
P - (P_rad + P_ion + P_el) * lE-33_b 
pn - (dPrad_dn + dPio'n_dn + dPel_dn) * lE-33_b 

END IF 
CALL TILSTNR(n, ndensity, number, nr) 
CALL NEW_VALOES(r,m, p, pn, p_ad, pn_ad, pnn_ad, pnnn_ad, a, an,ann, 6 

annn, gamma, pr, A__plus, A_minus, gamma_nevt, din, 6 
lambda, A_nevt, 'interior', lambday, gammay_newt, dlny) 

WRITE(1,10,REC-k) r, ny, m, a, p, gamma, pr, A_plus, A_minus, 6 
-2._b*dr, T, n 

WRITE(4,10,REC-k) r, n, m, a, p, gamma_newt, din, lambda, A_newt, £ 
-2._b*dr, T, pr 

k_int - ((k-3)/50)«50 
IF (k_int— (k-3)) THEN 

WRITE{2,*) r/lE5, ny, in/1.989, a*lE18, p, gamma, pr, A_plus, s 
A_minus, -dr*2._b, T, n, p_ad 

WRITE(S,*) r/lE5, n , m/1.989, a*lE18, p, gamma_newt, din, 6 
lambda, A_newt, -dr*2._b, T, pr, p_ad 

END IF 
READ(3,10,REC—1) dumb, dumb, dumb, dumb, dr 
dr - -dr 
IP (k<-2) EXIT 

END DO 
nc - n 
anc - an 
pnc - pn 
WRITE(4,10,REC-kmax+2) anc, pnc 
CLOSE(UNIT-l) 
CL0SE(UNIT-2) 
CL0SE(UNIT-3) 
CLOSE(UNIT-4) 
CLOSE(UNIT-S) 
CONTAINS 

II Calculate dny/dr [cm-1] II 
REAL(b) FUNCTION NYr(m, p, r) 
REAL(b), INTENT(IN) :: m, p, r 
IF (r — 0._b) THEN 

NYr - 0._b 
ELSE 

NYr - (2._b*G)/(r**2._b) * (1._b-(2._b*G*m)/(r*c*«2._b))**(-1._b) s 
*(m+(4._b*pi*p*r**3._b)/(c*«2._b))*(l._b/c*«2._b) 

END IF 
END FUNCTION NYr 
END SUBROUTINE RUNG E_KUTT A_T EMP 

END MODULE RUNGE_KUTTA_TEMP_m 

iiiiiiiiuttuuuuuiutuuutuntnitutitiuttiiitiiKituniiut 
II This module contains definitions of variables used in the main- II 
11 program for calculations of the equilibrium structure of neutron- 11 
11 stars. 11 
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111111111111II11 ! I 111111111111111111111111 It II11111111111111111! 1111111 
MODULE PARAMETER_MAIN 
USE PARAM 
USE DIV_EQ_SUB_m 
USE DATA_IHPUT_a 
USE RUNGE_KUTTA_m 
USE RUNGE_KUTTA_TEMP_m 
REAL(b) 
REAL(b) 
REAL(b) 
REAL(b) 
REAL(b) 
REAL(b) 
INTEGER 
INTEGER, 
REAL(b) , 

p_ad 
n, nc, nlim 

DIMENSION(ll)::number 
DIMENSION(11)::ndensity 

I Mass-energy density [1E33 g/cm3] 
I Mass [1E33 g] 
I Pressure (1E33 dyne/cm3] 
I Number-density (per fm3] 
I Radius [cm) 
I Surface temperature [K] 
I Choice of eq. of state 

END MODULE PARAMET ER_MAIN 

11111111111111111111111 
II The MAlN-program. II 
lllllllllllllllllllllll 

PROGRAM EQ_NSTAR 
USE PARAMETER_MAIN 
IMPLICIT NONE 
CALL INFO 
CALL DATA^INPUT_FILE{number, ndensity, nlim, nc, To) 
CALL INIT(nc, ndensity, number, nr, r, m, n, a, p_ad) 
CALL RUNGE_KUTTA(nlim, ndensity, number, r, a, p_ad, m, n) 
CALL RUNGE_KUTTA_TEMP(To, ndensity, number) 
CALL NSTAR_EQDATA 
END 
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I!1111111111111111111111111II11111111111111! I!! 1111!111111!1111!I! 
11 This program calculates radial oscillations in neutron stars I 
II using a general relativistic theory. Results are written to I 
II files 'kn_results' and 'radrel_ioit' (used by the program I 
(I itself during calculations) and 'fcn_res' and 'radrel_res' f 

II (which can be used for external handling of data after calcul-l 
Il ations have finished). I 

111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 

11111111111111111111111111II111111111111111111111111111111111111 
II This module contains all global constants that are used in II 
II the calculations of radial oscillations in neutron stars), ll 

null m 11 ii i ni u in in ii ii MIN im m m IM HI MI H I I i i i i I 
MODULE PARAM—OSC 
INTEGER, PARAMETER : : b - S ELECT ED_REAL_K I ND (15, 307) 

REAL(b), PARAMETER :: G - 6.672E25_b I Grav. const. (1E-33 cm3/gs2] 
REAL(b), PARAMETER :: pi - 3.141S9_b 
REAL(b), PARAMETER :: c - 2.998E10_b I Velocity of light [cm/s] 

END MODULE PARAM_OSC 

1111111II11111111111111111111111111II111111111111111IIIII1111111111 1111111 
II This module contains the four functions; ALFA_, ØETA_, GAM_, DELTA_. II 
II1111111111111111111111111111111II1111111111II11111111 It 11111111111111111 
MODULE DIV_FUNC_RADrel_m 
USE PARAM_OSC 
IMPLICIT NONE 
CONTAINS 

II Calculate ALFA (-]. II 
REAL(b) FUNCTION ALFA_(a, R_tot) 
REAL(b), INTENT(IN) :: a, R_t©t 

ALFA_ - (8._b*pi*G*R_tot**2._b*a)/(3._b*c*»2._b) 
END FUNCTION ALFA__ 

II Calculate BETA (-]. II 
REAL(b) FUNCTION BETA_(a, p ) 
REAL(b), INTENT(IN) :: a, p 

BETA_ - p/(a*c**2._b) 
SID FUNCTION BETA. 

II Calculate GAM [-J. II 
REAL(b) FUNCTION GAM__(px, p ) 
REAL(b), INTENT(IN) :: px, p 

GAM_ " px/p 
END FUNCTION GAM_ 

II Calculate DELTA [-]. II 
REAL(b) FUNCTION DELTA_(b, R_tot) 
REAL(b), INTENT (IN) ;: M, R_tot 

DELTA. - 2._b*G*m/(R_tot*c**2._J>) 
END rtJNCTK» DELTA. 

END MODULE DIV_FUNC_RADre 

111111II11111111111111111 III II111111111111II11111111II1111 
II This module contains the following subroutines: II 
II INIT_RADrel, INPUT_RADrel_fi 1 e, CHECK_BOOttDART_COND, II 
II SIGMA_.SE», PERIODLLNIT, PER I OD_R ES OL TS_RADREL. f I 
11111111111111111111111111111111111IIII1111111111111111111 
MODULE DIV_SUB_RADREL_M 
USE PARAM_0SC 
IMPLICIT NONE 
CONTAINS 

11111111111111111111111111111111111II111111111111111111II111111111 
II This subroutine writes general information about the program II 
II to the screen. II 
11111111111111111111111111HI It 1111II111111111II111111111111111111 
SUBROUTINE INIT_radrel(option, modenumber) 
INTEGER, INTENT(OUT) :: option, modenumber 
WRITE(*,*) 

WRITE(*,*) ' * * » • * • • * * * * • * * * * * * • » * • • * * * • » 
WRITE(*,*) '* This program calculates radial oscillation periods * 
WRITE(*, *) '* for neutron stars (general relativistic approach). * 
WRITE(*,*) '* Results for the periods are written to file * 

WRITE(*,*) '* <radrel_res>. Results for the eigenfunctions are * 
WRITE(*,*) '* written to file <kn_res>. * 

RADrel.fdO 
c:/ 
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) 
) 
) 'Choose one of the following two options:' 

WRITE(• 
WRITE(• 
WRITE(* 
WRITE(* 
WRITE(* 
WRITE(* 
WRITE(» 
WRITE(* 
WRITE(* 
WRITE(• 
WRITE(• 
READ (* 
WRITE(* 
WRITE(* 
WRITE(* 
WRITE(* 
READ (* 
WRITE(* 
END SUBROUTINE INIT.radrel 

1) Calculate dneta for different values of 1 

2) Calculate a given number of eigenvalues' 

If option 1 is chosen, the program automatically' 
proceeds to option 2 when finished.' ) 

) 
) option 

) 
) 
) 'How many eigenvalues do you want to calculate?' 

) 

) modenumber 

) 

11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 
II This subroutine reads input data from terminal. II 
11111 III 111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 
SUBROUTINE INPUT_RADrel(sigraa, option, T, T_min, dT) 
REAL(b), INTENT(OUT) :: T, T_min, dT 
INTEGER, INTENT(OUT) :: option 
REAL(b), DIMENSION(IOO), INTENT(OUT) :: sigma 
INTEGER :: int 
WRITE(*,*) 
WRITE(*, 
WRITE(*,*) 
WRITE (' 

This program calculates radial oscillation periods *' 
• for neutron stars (general relativistic approach). 

) 
) 
) 
) 'Choose one of the following two options:' 
) 
) 

) ' 
) 
) option 

) 

) 
) > 

Calculate dneta for different values of T' 
Calculate an eigenvalue' 

WRITE(*, 
WRITE{*, 
WRITE(*, 
WRITE(•, 
WRITE(*, 
WRITE( 
WRITE(*, 
WRITE(*, 
READ (*, 
WRITE(*, 
WRITE(*, 
WRITE(*, 
WRITE(*, 

SELECT CASE(option) 
CASE(l) 

WRITE(*,*) 'Give minimum value for the period, T_min (ms):' 
WRITE(*,*) 
READ (*,*) T_min 
T_min - Tjain/1000._b 
WRITE(*,*) 
WRITE(*,*) 'Give maximum value for the period, T_max (ms):' 
WRITE(*,*) 
READ (*,*) T 
T - T/1000._b 
W R I T E ( * ) 

WRITE(*,*) 'Give number of intervals:' 
WRITE(*, *) 
READ (*,*) int 
WRITE(*,*) 
WRITE(*, *) 
dT - (T.min - T)/int 

CASE(2) 
WRITE(*,*) 'Give start value for the period, T (ms):' 
WRITE(*,*) 
READ (*,*) T 
WRITE(*,*) 
WRITE(*, *) 
T - T/1000 b 

CASE DEFAULT 
WRITE(*, *) 
WRITE(*, *) 
WRITE(*» *) 
WRITE(*, *) 

END SELECT 

sigma(l) - (2.__b*pi/T)**(2 ._b) 
END SUBROUTINE INPUT_RADre1 

'ERROR OCCURRED 11 There is i 
'for this program.' 

i option ', option 
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11111111111111111111111 m 11111111111111111 n 11111111111111111111 u 111 
II This subroutine reads input data from terminal (when option 1 is 11 
II chosen) or from file 'radrel_init' (when option 2 is chosen). II 
1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 
SUBROUTINE INPUT_RADrel_file(sigma, option, T, T_min, dT) 
REAL(b), INTENT(OUT) :: T, T_min, dT 
INTEGER, INTENT(IN) :: option 
REAL(b), DIMENSION(IOO), INTENT(OUT) :: sigma 
INTEGER :: int 
OPEN(UNIT-15, FILE-'radrel_init') 
SELECT CASE(option) 
CASE(l) 

WRITE(*,*) 
WRITE(*,*) 'Give T_min ((as), T_aax (ms) and the number of intervals.*' 
W R I T E ( * ) 
READ (*,*) T_min, T, int 
WRITE(*,*) 
T - T/1000._b 
TjBin - T_nin/1000._b 
dT - (T_min-T)/int 

CASE(2) 
READ (15,*) T 

CASE DEFAULT 
W R I T E ( * ) 
WRITE(*,*) 'ERROR OCCURRED!I There is no option ', option 
WXITE(*,*) 'for this program.' 
WRITE(*,«) 

EHD SELECT 
sigma(l) - (2._b«pi/T)**(2._b) 
END SUBROUTINE INPUT_RADrel_file 

11111111II11111111111111111111111111111111II111111II1111111111111 
11 This subroutine checks whether the boundary conditions are 11 
II fulfilled to satisfactory precision. II 
111111111111111111111111 III II111111111111111111111111111111111111 
SUBROUTINE CHECK_BOUNDARY_COND(sigma, s, j, dneta, stop_condition, 6 

option, T, T_min, dT) 
REAL(b), INTENT(IN) :: T_min, dT 
REAL(b), INTENT(INOUT) :: T 
INTEGER, INTENT(IN) :: s, j, option 
CBARACTER(2), INTENT(OUT) :: stop.condition 
REAL(b), DIMENSION(100), INTENT(INOUT) :: sigma, dneta 
REAL(b) :: neta_lim, ksi, neta, dumb, R_tot, M_tot, eps_new 
INTEGER :: lmax 
REAL(b), PARAMETER :: eps - lE-8_fc> 
INTEGER, PARAMETER :: j_lim - 20 
OPEN(UNIT-1, FILE-'eqrel_results', STATUS-'old', FORM»'formatted', & 

ACCESS-'direct', RECL-288) 
0PEN(UNIT-2, FILE-'kn_results', STATUS-'old', FORM-'formatted', & 

ACCESS-'direct', RECL-288) 
OPEN(UNIT-4, FILE«'diff_dneta') 

10 F0RMAT(12(1X, ES23.16)) 
20 FOBMAT(ZIO) 

BEAD(1,20,REC-1) Imax 
READ(1,10,REC-lmax) R__tot, dumb, M_tOt 
READ(2,10,REC-s) dumb, ksi, neta 
neta_lim - ksi*((l._b - 2 ._b*G*H_tot/(R_tot*c**2 ._b) )**(-l._b) fi 

* (-s igma (j ) *R_tot * * 3. _b/ (G*M_tot) -G *M_tot/ (R_tot *c * *2._b) )-4._b) 
dneta(j) - neta_lim - neta 
stop_condition - 'no' 
WRITE(*,•) 'T - ', T*1000._b, 'ms' 
SELECT CASE(option) 
CASE(1) 

jj, (x>T_min) THEH 
KRITE(4,*) T*1000._b, dneta(j) 
T - T + dT 
sigma(j+1) - (2._b*pi/T)**(2._b) 

ELSE 
stop_condition - 'OK' 
WRITE(4,*) 0._b, 0._b 
CLOSE(UNIT-4) 

END IF 
CASE(2) 

WRITE(4,*) T*1000._b, dneta(j) 
eps_new - ABS(dneta(j)/neta) 
IF (eps_new <- eps) THEN 

stop_condition - 'OK' 
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ELSEIF (j>-j_lim) THEN 
CALL ERROR(1, eps_nev) 
stop_condition - 'OK' 

ELSEIF (dneta(j) — dneta(j-l)) THEN 
CALL ERROR(2, eps_nev) 
stop_condition - 'OK' 

ELSE 
CALL SIGMA_NEW(sigma, dneta, j, T) 
IF (sigma(j+l) — sigma(j)) THEN 

CALL ERROR(3, eps_new) 
stop_condition - 'OK' 

ELSE 
stop_condition - 'no' 

END IF 
END IF 

CASE DEFAULT 
WRITE(*, *) 
WRITE(*,*) 'ERROR OCCURRED!I There is no option ', option 
WRITE(*,*) 'for this program.' 
WRITE(*,*) 

END SELECT 
CLOSE(UNIT-1) 
CLOSE(UNIT-2) 
CONTAINS 

IIII III II II III IIIIIIIII1IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII II 
II This subroutine prints error messages to screen. II 111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 
SUBROUTINE ERROR(errortype, eps_nev) 
INTEGER, INTENT(IN) :: errortype 
REAL(b), INTENT(IN) :: eps_new 
OPEN(UNIT-20, FILE-'radrel_res') 
SELECT CASE(errortype) 
CASE(l) 

WRITE(*,*) 
W R I T E ( * ) 'Not able to finish calculations after ', j_lim 
WRITE(*,*) 'iterations. This is probably due to a cyclic variation' 
WRITE(*,*) 'in the output value for the calculated eigenvalue.' 
WRITE(*,*) 

CASE(2) 
WRITE(*,•) 
WRITE(*,•)'Calculations cannot proceed further due to limitations' 
WRITE(*,*)' in hardware (dneta(j)-dneta(j-1), to available ' 
WRITE(*,*)'precision)I' 

CASE(3) 
WRITE(*,*) 
WRITE(*,»)'Calculations cannot proceed further due to limitations' 
WRITE(*,»)'in hardware (sigma(j+l)-sigma(j), to available ' 
WRITE(*,*)'precision)I' 

END SELECT 
WRITE(*,*) 
WRITE(*,*) 'eps - ', eps_new, ' errortype - ', errortype 
WRITE(*,*) 
WRITE(20,*) 
WRITE(20,*) 'eps - ', eps.new, ' errortype - ', errortype 
END SUBROUTINE ERROR 
EHD SUBROUTINE C HEC K_BOUNDARY_COND 

111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 
II This subroutine calculates a nev value of sigma based on the II 
II the two previous values. II 1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111II111111111 
SUBROUTINE SIGMA_NEW(sigma, dneta, j, T) 
REAL(b), DIMENSION(100), INTENT(IN) :: dneta 
REAL(b), DIMENSION(100), INTENT(INOUT) :: Sigma 
REAL(b), INTENT(OUT) :: T 
INTEGER, INTENT(IN) :: j 
REAL(b), PARAMETER :: sigma_const - 0.9999_b 
IF (j — 1) THEN 

8igma(2) " sigma_const*sigma(1) 
ELSE 

sigma(j+1) - (sigma(j-l)*dneta(j) - sigma(j)*dneta(j-1)) « 
/(dneta(j)-dneta(j-1)) 

END IF 
T - 2._b«pi/sigma(j+l)**(l._b/2._b) 
END SUBROUTINE SIGMA_NEW 

1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 
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II This subroutine calculates approximate initial values for the II 
II period, r. Results are written to the file 'radrel^init'. 11 
1111111111II111111111111111111111111111II1111111111II11111111111111 
SUBROUTINE PERIOD_INIT(modenumber) 
INTEGER, INTENT(INOUT) :: modenumber 
REAL(b) :: Tl, T2, T_init, dnetal, dneta2, dneta_test 
INTEGER :: modenumber_tot 
OPEN(UNlT-4, FILE-'diff_dneta') 
OPEN(UNIT-15, FILE-'radrel_init') 
WRITE(*,*} 

WRITE(*,*) 'Calculate approximate initial values for the period.' 

WRITE(*,*) 
READ(4,*) Tl, dnetal 
modenumber_tot-0 
DO 

READ(4,*) T2, dneta2 
IF ((T2--0._b) .OR. (modenuaber_tot>-modenumber)) EXIT 
dneta_test - SIGN(dneta2, dnetal) 
IF (dneta2/-dneta_test) THEN 

modenumber_tot - mode numbe r_to t + 1 
T_init*T2-dneta2*(T2-T1)/(dneta2-dnetal) 
WRITE{*,*) 'T_init - ', T_init, 'ms' 
WRZTE( 15,*) T_init/1000._b 

END IF 
T1-T2 
dnetal-dneta2 

END DO 
modenumber - modenumber_tot 
WRITE(*,*) 
WRITE(*,«) 
WRITE(+, *) 
WRITE(*,*) '••*•*••••*••***»***•*•***••••••**' 
WRITE(*, *) 'Start calculation of eigenvalues.' 
WRITE(*,*) '*»•**********»••*•*•*•********••*' 
WRITE(*,*) 
CLOSE(UNIT-4) 
CLOSE(UNIT-15) 
END SUBROUTINE PERIOD_INIT 

11111II1111111111111II111II1111111II111 III 11111111111111111111 
II This subroutine writes the calculated eigenvalues to the II 
II screen and to the file 'radrel_res'. If 
111II1111111111111II1111111111111II111111111111111111111111111 
SUBROUTINE PERIOD_RESULTS_RADrel(T, node) 
REAL(b), INTENT(IN) :: T 
INTEGER, INTENT(IN) :: node 
OPEN(UNIT-20, FILE-'radrel_res') 
WRITE(*,*) 

WRITE(+,•) 'T - T*1000.J>, 'ms ', 'node - ', node 

WRXTE(«,«) 
WRITE(20,*) 'T - ', T*1000._b, 'ms ', 'node - ', node 
END SUBBOOTISE PERIOD_RESULTS_RADrel 

END MODULE DIV_SUB_RADrel_m 

1111 It 11II111111111111111111 fl 111 f 111111111111111111111111111 
II This module contains the subroutine CENTRAL_EXP_RADrel. 11 
1111111II III 111111111 HI 111111111II1111111111 If III11111II11II 
MODULE CENTRAL_EXP_RADrel_m 
USE PARAM_OSC 
USE DIV_FUNC_RADrel_M 
IMPLICIT NONE 
CONTAINS 

11111111111111111II11111IIIII111111II111111111111111111111111II11II11II 
II This subroutine performs a Taylor expansion of the eigenfunctions II 
II ksi and neta near the centre of the star. 11 111II11II1111111111111111111111111II11111111111111111111111111111111 II I 
SUBROUTINE CENTRAL_EXP_RADrel(sigma, k, node) 
REAL(b), INTENT(IN) :: sigma 
INTEGER, INTENT(OUT) :: k 
INTEGER, INTENT(INOUT) :: node 
REAL(b) :: dumb 
REAL(b) :: ac, pc, R_tot, pxxc, gammac, nyc, x, r, xlim 
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REAL(b) :: alfac, betac, game 
REAL(b) :: ksi, ksiO, ksil, ksi2 
REAL(b) :: neta, netaO, netal, neta2 
REAL(b) :: ksi_old, ksi_test 
INTEGER :: lmax 
OPEN(UNIT-l, FILE-'eqrel_results', STATUS-'old', FORM-'formatted', 6 

ACCESS-'direct', RECL-288) 
OPEN(UNIT«2, FILE-'kn_results', FORM-'formatted', ACCESS-'direct', 4 

RECL-288) 
OPEN(UNIT-3, FILE-'kn_res') 

10 FORMAT(12(lX, ES23.16)) 
20 FORMAT(IIO) 

READ(1,20,REC-1) lmax 
READ(1,10,REC-2) dumb, nyc, dumb, ac, pc, gammac 
READ(l,10,REC-lmax) R_tot 
pxxc - PXXC_(ac, pc, R_tot) 
alfac - ALFA_(ac, R_tot) 
betac - BETA_(ac, pc) 
game - GAM_(pxxc, pc) 
ksiO - l._b 
netaO * -3._b*gammac*ksiO 
ksil - 0._b 
netal - 0._b 
neta2 - 0.5_b«((sigma*R_tot**2._b/c**2._b)*(l._b+l._b/betac)*exp(-nyc) & 

- 3._b*alfac*(l._b+betac) - 4._b*gamc)*ksi0 & 
- (3.__b/2._b*alfac*(l._b+betac)+gammac/(l._b+betac))*neta0 

ksi2 - -l._b/5._b*(l._b/gammac»neta2 + gamc/(l._b+l._b/betac)*ksiO; 
xlim - LIM_X(ksi0, ksi2, netaO, neta2) 
k-2 
ksi_old - l._b 
DO 

READ(l,10,REC«k) r 
x - r/R_tot 
ksi - ksiO + ksil *x + ksi2 *x**2._b 
neta - netaO + netal*x + neta2*x**2._b 
WRITE(2,10,REC-k) x, ksi, neta 
WRITE(3,*) x, ksi, neta, LOG10(l._b-x) 
ksi_test - SIGN(ksi, ksi_old) 
IF (ksi /- ksi_test) THEN 

node - node + 1 
END IF 
ksi.old - ksi 
IF {(k/2)*2 — k) THEN 

READ(1,10,REC-k+2) r 
x-r/R_tot 
IF (x>xlim) EXIT 

END IT 
k-k+1 

END DO 
CLOSE(UNIT-l) 
CLOSE(UNIT-2) 
CONTAINS 

11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111II1111111111111111111 
11 This function calculates d2p/dx2 at the centre of the star. 11 111111111111111111111111111111II111111111111111111111111II1111111 
REAL(b) FUNCTION PXXC_(ac, pc, R_tot) 
REAL(b), INTENT(IN) :: ac, pc, R_tot 
PXXC_ - -(4._b*pi«G*ac**2._b-»R_tot*«2._b)/3._b • (1._b+pc/(ac*c»*2._b); & 

*(l._b+(3._b*pc)/(ac*c**2._b)) 
END FUNCTION PXXC. 

111111111111111111111111II11111111111111II111111111II1111111II111111111 
II This function determines at which value of x the Taylor expansion II 
II will be terminated. II 11II11II111111111111111111111111111II111111111111111111111111II111II111 
REAL(b) FUNCTION LIM_X(ksi0, ksi2, netaO, neta2) 
REAL(b) , INTENT(IN) :: ksiO, ksi2, netaO, neta2 
REAL(b) :: xlim_ksi, xlim_neta 
REAL(b), PARAMETER ss xlimjnax - 0.01_b 
xlim_ksi - (ABS(0.001_b*ksi0/ksi2))**(1._b/2._b) 
xlim_neta - (ABS(0.0 01_b*neta0/neta2))* *(1._b/2._b) 
LIM_X - MIN(xlim_max, xlim_ksi, xlim_neta) 
END FUNCTION LIM_X 

END SUBROUTINE CENTRAL_EXP_RADre1 

6/9 
Nov 23 1999 

EHD MODULE CENTRAL_EXP_RADrel_m 
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//I // I IIIIIII1IIIIIIII1IIIIIIIIIIII1III1IIIIIIIIIII1IIIII 11II 
II This module contains the subroutine RONGB_KUTTA_RADrel. II 
II For description/ see below. II 111111111111111111111111111111111111II11111111111111111111111 
MODULE RUNG E_KUTTA_RADrel_m 
USE PARAM_OSC 
USE DIV_FUNC_RADrel_m 
IMPLICIT NONE 
CONTAINS 

1111111II11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 
11 This subroutine uses a fourth-order Runge-Kutta method to II 
II calculate the eigenfunctions ksi and neta throughout the star. II 
II Results are written to the files 'kn_results' and 'kn_res'. II 
11111111II11II11111111111111II1111111111111111111111II11111111111111 
SUBROUTINE RUNGE_KUTTA_JlADrel(signa, k, a, node) 
REAL(b), INTENT(IN) :: signa 
INTEGER, INTENT(OUT) :: s 
INTEGER, INTENT(INOUT) :: k, node 
REAL(b) :: dumb 
REAL(b) :: r, dr, dr_test, R_tot, m, a, p, gamma, pr, px, ny 
REAL(b) :: dx, xl, x2, x3, x4 
REAL(b) :: alfal, alfa2, alfa3, alfa4 
REAL(b) :: betal, beta2, beta3, beta4 
REAL(b) :: deltal, delta2, delta3, delta4 
REAL(b) s: garni, gam2, gam3, gam4 
REAL(b) :: ksi, ksil, ksi2, ksi3, ksi4, dksil, dksi2, dksi3, dksi4 
REAL(b) :: neta,netal, neta2, neta3, neta4, dnetal, dneta2, dneta3,dnetal 
REAL(b) :: ksi.old, ksi_test 
INTEGER :: lmax, s_int 
OPEN(UNIT-1, FILE-'eqrel_results', STATUS-'old', FORM-'formatted', 6 

ACCESS-'direct', RECL-288) 
OPEN(UNIT-2, FILE-'kn_results', STATUS-'old', FORM-'formatted', & 

ACCESS-'direct', RECL-288) 
OPEN(UNIT-3, FILE-'kn_res') 

10 F0SMAT(12(IX, ES23.16)) 
20 FOBMAT(IIO) 

READ(1,20,REC-1) lmax 
READ(l,10,REC-lmax) R_tot 
READ(2,10,REC-k) dumb, ksi, neta 
s-k+1 
READ(1,10,REC-k) r, ny, m, a, p, g a n a , pr, dumb, dumb, dr 
ksi_old - ksi 
DO 

dx - dr/R_tot 
II 1st step Runge-Kutta II 
xl - r/R_tot 
px - R_tot*pr 
alfal - ALFA_(a, R_tot) 
betal - BETA_(a, p) 
garni - GAM_(px, p) 
deltal - DELTA_(m, R_tot) 
ksil - ksi 
netal - neta 
dksil -2._b*dx*KSIX(xl, betal, gaml, gamma, ksil, netal) 
dnetal-2._b*dx*NETAX(sigma, xl, R_tot, alfal, betal, deltal, gaml, s 

ksil, netal, ny) 
k-k+l 
11 2nd step Runge-Kutta 11 
READ(1,10,REC-k) r, ny, m, a, p, gamma, pr, dumb, dumb, dr_test 
x2 - r/R_tot 
px - R_tot*pr 
alfa2 - ALFA_(a, R_tot) 
beta2 • BETA_(a, p) 
gam2 - GAM_(px, p) 
delta2 - DELTA_(m, R_tot) 
ksi2 - ksi + 0.5_b*dksil 
neta2 - neta + 0.5_b«dnetal 
dksi2 -2._b»dx*KSIX(x2, beta2, gam2, gamma, ksi2, neta2) 
dneta2-2._b*dx*NETAX(sigma, x2, R_tot, alfa2, beta2, delta2, gam2, i 

ksi2, neta2, ny) 
IF (dr_test /- dr) THEN 

WRI*E(*,«) 
NRITE(*,*) 'Error occurredM Change of steplength during one' 
WRITE(*,*) 'single step in the Runge-Rutta procedure.' 
NXITE(*,*) 
STOP 
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END IF 
11 3rd step Runge-Kutta 11 
X3 - x2 
alfa3 - alfa2 
beta3 - beta2 
gam3 - gam 2 
deltas - delta2 
ksi3 - ksi + 0.5_b*dksi2 
neta3 - neta + 0.5_b*dneta2 
dksi3 -2._b*dx*KSIX(x3, beta3, gam3, gamma, ksi3, neta3) 
dneta3-2._b*dx*NETAX(sigma, x3, R_tot, alfa3, beta3, delta3, gamJ, s 

ksi3, neta3, ny) 
k-k+l 
II 4th step Runge-Kutta II 
READ(1,10,REC-k) r, ny, m, a, p, gamma, pr,dumb, dumb, dr 
x4 - r/R_tot 
px - R_tot*pr 
alfa4 - ALFA_(a, R_tot) 
beta4 - BETA_{a, p) 
gam4 - GAM_(px, p) 
delta4 « DELTA_(m, R_tot) 
ksi4 • ksi + dksi3 
neta4 - neta + dneta3 
dksi4 -2._b*dx*KSIX(x4, beta4, gam4, gamma, ksi4, neta4) 
dneta4-2._b*dx*NETAX(sigma, x4, R.tot, alfa4, beta4, delta4, gam4, & 

ksi4, neta4, ny) 
II Calculate new values for ksi and neta. II 
ksi - ksi + (1._b/6._b)*(dksi1 +2._J>*dksi2 +2._b*dksi3 +dksi4 ) 
neta - neta + (I._b/6._b)*(dnetal+2._b*dneta2+2._b*dneta3+dneta4; 
WRITE(2,10,REC-s) x4, ksi, neta 
IF (x4>0.9_b) THEN 

s_int - (s/10)*10 
ELSE 

s_int - (s/100)*100 
END IF 
IF ((a_int ~ S) .AND. (x4<l._b)) THEN 

WSITE(3,*) x4, ksi, neta, LOG10(1._b-x4) 
END IF 
ksi_test - SIGN(ksi, ksi_old) 
IF (ksi /- ksi_test) THEN 

node - node + 1 
END IF 
ksi.old - ksi 
IF (k >- (lmax-1)) EXIT 
s-s+1 

END DO 
CLOSE(UNIT-1) 
CLOSE(UNIT-2) 
REWIND(UNIT-3) 
CONTAINS 

II Calculate dksi/dx [-]. II 
REAL(b) FUNCTION KSIX(x, beta, gam, gamma, ksi, neta) 
REAL(b), INTENT(IN) :: x, beta, gam, gamma, ksi, neta 
REAL(b) :: const_A, const_B 
const_A - -3._b/x - gam*(l._b+l._b/beta)**(-l._b) 
const_B - -l._b/(gamma*x) 
KSix - const_A*ksi + const_B*neta 
END FUNCTION KSIX 

II Calculate dneta/dx (-]. II 
REAL(b) FUNCTION NETAX(sigma, x, R.tot, alfa, beta,delta,gam,ksi,neta,ny) 
REAL(b), INTENT(IN) :: sigma, x, R_tot, alfa, beta, delta,gam,ksi,neta,ny 
REAL(b) :: const_A, const_B 
const_A - (sigma*R_tot**2._b/c**2._b)*(1._b-delta/x)**(-l._b)*exp(-ny; s 

*(l._b+l._b/beta)*x - 4._b*gam - 3._b*alfa/(l._b-delta/x; 6 
*(l._b+beta)*x + gam**2._b*(l._b+l._b/beta)«*(-l._b)*x 

const_B - -gam*(l._b+beta)**(-l._b) - (3._b/2._b)«alfa*(l._b+beta) 6 
*(1._b-delta/x)**(-1._b)*x 

NETAX - const_A*ksi + const_B*neta 
END FUNCTION NETAX 

END SUBROUTINE RUNGE_KUTTA_RADre1 

END MODULE RUNGE_KUTTA_RADrel_m 

1111II11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 
II This module defines variables for use in the II 






